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Preface e 

Thee time when John Vincent Atanasoff and Clifford Berry were building their 
digitall  computer (1937-42) was also the time when the history of the distribution of 
access-controlledd electronic services began. The pioneer was the Musak 
Corporationn in New York, which offered fee-based music services for business 
customers,, and later music programmes to New York's households. The service 
wass distributed via telephone lines and allowed radio services to be received in the 
connectedd households by means of a specially designed 'injector box'. Later, in the 
mid-1950s,, Paramount Pictures came up with the Telemeter subscription system, a 
wiredd distribution system that required users to insert the payment directly into a 
coinn box that was attached to the viewer's television set.' Having said that, the 
historyy of controlling access to electronic content with the intention of collecting 
remunerationn dates back even earlier in media history, namely to 19th century Paris, 
whenn in 1895 the Lumière brothers showed the first cinematographic performance 
too a paying audience. A semi-electronic cash machine and a piece of paper were the 
forerunnerss of sophisticated architecture of control that electronic access control has 
becomee today. 

Itt is an ironic turn of history that it was cinema owners who brought about the 
falll  of the first serious commercial pay-TV service. From the very beginning, 
electronicc control over access to content was subject to fierce controversy. There 
wass a bitter struggle between at least three parties: prospective pay-TV providers 
whoo believed they had found a lucrative and alternative way to offer and collect 
remunerationn for electronic services independently of advertisement money or 

Ann overview of the history of US subscription television is provided by Gunzerath 2000, pp. 655-
671. . 
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PREFACE E 

publicc fees; competing providers of electronic services, such as cinema owners and 
free-TVV broadcasters who perceived pay-TV as a competitive threat; and consumers 
whoo had gotten used to accessing broadcasting content free-of-charge, but who 
weree suddenly required to pay for access, similar to the purchase of cinema tickets 
orr newspapers. Often, the alleged interests of the consumers were used to bring 
forwardd the interests of the competitors. Officially, the competitors' resistance to 
pay-TVV was disguised as a fight against tolls or fees for broadcasting. This was the 
storyy of the 'Californian Crusade for Free TV' against Subscription Television, Inc., 
thee company that was formed by a colourful group of investors, publishers, 
electronicss manufacturers, millionaires, brokers and, finally, the Dodgers and 
Giantss baseball organisations. The goal of Subscription Television, Inc. was to 
launchh pay-TV services in Los Angeles and San Francisco in the summer of 1964. 
Thee declared enemy of Subscription Television, Inc. was the Association of Theater 
Ownerss of America (TOA), which would later form the Citizens Committee for 
Freee TV (CCFTV). The movie theatre owners feared that delivering top sporting 
eventss and first-run motion pictures directly into consumers' homes would put the 
businesss of movie theatre owners at risk: production companies would prefer to 
distributee their movies via the new subscription service instead of showing them in 
moviee theatres. The initiatives of the 'primitives, popcorn vendors'2 found broad 
supportt and finally led to the end of Subscription Television, Inc. The company was 
financiallyy exhausted and no longer able to bear the high investments that were 
neededd to launch the service successfully. 

Patt Weaver, President of Subscription Television, Inc., speech to the American Association of 
Advertisingg Agencies, 31 March 1964, Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Los Angeles. 
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xParnHSifP^¥.' ' 

FigureFigure I—Darn that Pay-TV. 'Darn that pay-TV I Pop says he don't have any more 
DollarDollar  and a halfsfor me to watch each ball game!' 

Thee Citizens Committee for Free TV used highly emotional attacks to mobilize 
newspapers,, broadcasters, and, most importantly, the public against the pay-TV 
initiative.33 An example of such an attack is a print ad of an unhappy boy in full 
footballl  wear crying in front of a blank TV screen with the headline: 'Darn that Pay 
TV!!  Pop says he don't have any more Dollar and a halfs for me to watch each ball 
game!'' Below the picture was the text: 

'Whatt kind of a monster would do this to your child—would come into your 
homee and put a padlock on his TV fun? What kind of a monster would force 
youu to feed your TV set bucketfuls of dollars—or suffer the humiliation of 
beingg labelled a "cheapskate" in the eyes of your children? There is such a 
monster.. It's a greedy thing called Pay TV'.4 

Ass the argument went, the audience had the privilege of receiving broadcasting 
freee of charge. Behind the scenes, however, the commercial concerns of the 
competitorss prevailed then as now. 

Iss it 'monstrous' to demand payment for access to broadcasting content? Or is 
pay-TVV a desirable supplement to the traditional broadcasting world as we know it? 
Thee fact is, the Californian Crusade for Free TV emerged as the loser. In the wake 
off  technological and market developments, electronic access control has established 

Forr a thorough overview on the Californian Crusade for Free TV, see Gunzerath 2000. 
'Darnn that pay-TV!', Advertisement in Los Angeles Times, 12 October 1964, sec. 3, p. 5. 
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itselff  as part of a technical distribution infrastructure to make access to electronic 
informationn conditional upon compliance with the terms and provisions of the 
servicee provider. In the language of the European Commission, pay-TV is not a 
'greedyy thing', but a viable business model. So-called conditional access systems 
formm the technical basis for a considerable number of new convergent services, 
contentt management and business models. Access-controlled pay-TV platforms 
offerr access to broadcasting services, cinema, the internet, telecommunications 
servicess and e-commerce. Moreover, conditional access can be part of a wider 
schemee to establish the far-reaching protection and control of the distribution of 
electronicc content, for example, within the context of Digital Rights Management 
solutions.. Alongside these developments, the arguments in favour and against pay-
TVV have evolved towards a more substantiated discussion. At the heart of the 
matterr are some crucial questions that concern the role electronic access control is 
supposedd to play in media markets and the role of the state in (not) regulating it. 
Thee pay-TV discussion revolves around the relationship between electronic access 
controll  in broadcasting and freedom of expression, which is still a debated issue, as 
welll  as other rationales behind media regulation. The same is true for the concerns 
off  competitors, be it free-TV providers or competing providers of access-controlled 
services,, about the possible anti-competitive practices of pay-TV operators. In 
response,, the European legislator has issued a number of initiatives in European 
broadcastingg and telecommunications law. This is the starting point of this study, 
whichh examines the compatibility of electronic access control in pay-TV with 
guidingg rationales behind the regulation of broadcasting content and 
telecommunicationss infrastructure. It critically analyses the current European legal 
framework,, and examines whether this framework is an adequate answer to 
electronicc access control in digital broadcasting. 

xiv v 
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Chapterr 1 

Controllingg Access to Content 

1.1.. Introductio n 

Inn the electronic world, control over content is control over access to content. 
Conditionall  access is a technical solution for controlling access to electronic 
content.. The operator of a conditional access system can determine who has access 
too which content under which conditions and terms. It enables the recipients' access 
too be managed. 

Conditionall  access has been widely welcomed as a vital aspect of the business 
modell  of many modern broadcasting and online services, and as a driving factor 
behindd the prospering of the 'information economy'. The saturation of advertising 
marketss has resulted in an intensified search for alternative forms of 
commercializingg electronic content. New business models that make the provision 
off  electronic services a profitable undertaking, and solutions to 'packaging' and 
marketingg content were needed. To stimulate these developments, legislation 
promotingg the implementation of electronic content control technologies was 
passedd at national and international levels. The provisions of the Conditional 
Accesss Directive,5 together with rules on the protection of technical measures in the 
Worldd Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) treaties6 and the European 
Copyrightt Directive,7 form a framework that firmly protects the electronic control 
off  content. 

Electronicc access control, however, also has the potential to fundamentally 
changee the conditions under which electronic content is delivered to the consumer. 

55 Council Directive 98/84/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 November 1998 on 
thee legal protection of services based on, or consisting of, conditional access, 28 November 1998, O J 
LL 320, p. 54 [hereinafter 'Conditional Access Directive'], Articles 4 and 5. 

66 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), WIPO Copyright Treaty, adopted by the 
Diplomaticc Conference on 20 December 1996, Geneva [hereinafter 'WIPO Copyright Treaty'], 
Articlee 11. WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, adopted by the Diplomatic Conference on 
200 December 1996, Geneva [hereinafter 'WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty'], Article 18. 

77 Council Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the 
harmonizationn of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, Brussels, 
222 June 2001, OJ L 167, p. 10 [hereinafter 'Copyright Directive'], Article 6. Articles 4 and 5 of the 
Conditionall  Access Directive, Article 6 of the Copyright Directive, Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright 
Treatyy and Article 18 of the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty provide for the so-called 
anti-circumventionn rules, banning the unauthorized circumvention of technological measures that 
protectt electronic content. 
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CHAPTERR 1 

Usingg electronic access control, service providers can send targeted services to 
consumerss based on geographical location, market segment or personal 
preferences.88 Conditional access systems implement structures of individualized 
controll  over the subscriber base. This also means, however, that operators of 
electronicc access control can exercise considerable influence over market 
conditions,, competition and individual access to content. 

Thiss study examines how conditional access is regulated in European media, 
telecommunicationss and competition law. More specifically, it studies regulatory 
implicationss of conditional access in pay-TV. The pay-TV example was chosen for 
severall  reasons: traditionally, broadcasting was perceived as a medium of great 
economicc consequence and as an effective and intrusive means of mass 
communication.. This is due to the broad reach and universal accessibility of 
conventionall  broadcasting. Everybody who owns a TV set and is within reach of a 
transmissionn network can receive broadcasting. The individualized and private 
controll  of access to broadcasting triggers particularly strong conflicts between 
economicc and public policy rationales. On the one hand, there is a political wish to 
promotee pay-TV as a new business model and as a powerful motor for the digital 
switchover,, meaning the transition from analogue to digital broadcasting. On the 
otherr hand, private monopoly control over access to broadcasting does not fit  in 
welll  with the traditional goals of broadcasting policy, which consist of restricting 
thee influence single players have on the broadcasting sector and on what is often 
referredd to as 'the right to information'. 

Withh the digitization of broadcasting, convergence plays a particularly prominent 
rolee in pay-TV, which is another reason why the pay-TV example was chosen. 
Convergencee enables pay-TV operators to offer a wide range of broadcasting and 
non-broadcastingg services.9 Convergence is also a motive and driving factor behind 
Europeann Commission policy for the digital broadcasting sector. This is to promote 
thee so-called multi-platform approach, meaning that consumers can access 
broadcasting,, information society services and telecommunications services from 
multiplee platforms.10 Digital pay-TV platforms are considered to be important 

88 O'Driscoll 2000, p. 14. 
99 Convergence, meaning the amalgamation of previously distinct media, results from the ability of 

differentt network platforms to carry essentially similar kinds of services, but also the combination of 
consumerr devices such as telephone, TV set and computer. See European Commission, Green Paper 
onn the Convergence of the Telecommunications, Media and Information Technology Sectors and the 
Implicationss for Regulation. Towards an Information Society Approach, Brussels, 3 December 1997, 
COM(( 1997)623 final [hereinafter'Green Paper on Convergence'], p. 7. 

100 European Commission, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the 
Council,, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on 
barrierss to widespread access to new services and applications of the information society through 
openn platforms in digital television and third generation mobile communications, Brussels, 9 July 
2003,, COM(2003) 410 final [hereinafter 'Communication on Barriers to Widespread Access'], p. 7. 
Europeann Commission, eEurope 2005: An information society for all, An Action Plan to be presented 
inn view of the Sevilla European Council-21 and 22 June 2002, Brussels, 28 May 2002, 
COM(2002)2633 final [hereinafter 'Action plan eEurope 2005'], p. 7. 
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CONTROLLINGG ACCESS TO CONTENT 

gatewayss for consumers to access all sorts of services. The analysis of the current 
legall  framework for pay-TV wil l show why Europe has failed to translate the multi-
platformm approach in European regulation for this sector. 

Thiss study wil l also illustrate that pay-TV challenges the traditional distinction 
betweenn broadcasting and telecommunications law. While broadcasting law focuses 
onn content-related aspects, telecommunications law focuses on transport and the 
technicall  infrastructure. Electronic access control in pay-TV does not respect this 
distinctionn because pay-TV operates at the interface between technology and 
content. . 

Finally,, the fact that the pay-TV sector is better documented than the internet 
sectorr is helpful for illustration purposes. It should be noted, however, that 
electronicc access control is not reserved to the broadcasting sector. Many of the 
questionss that wil l be addressed also play a role in other media sectors such as the 
distributionn of paid-for content via the internet or mobile platforms and internet 
downloadd services using Digital Rights Management (DRM) technologies. 
Althoughh this study focuses on the broadcasting sector, some results of the 
investigationn are worth discussing within the context of other access-controlled 
services. . 

Inn this context, it is not the intention of this study to discuss the general 
regulatoryy environment (licensing, access to infrastructure, access to programme 
material,, applicable laws) for digital broadcasting services, neither wil l the study 
analyzee the legal situation in the European Member States. Instead, this study 
examiness how European broadcasting, competition and telecommunications law 
havee approached the specific subject of access-controlled digital broadcasting 
platformss and their impact on competition and consumer's access to broadcasting 
content. . 

Thiss first chapter is an introductory chapter. It starts with a short general 
introductionn of the notion of conditional access as used in this study (1.2.), and its 
placee in the communications model (1.3.). It also presents an overview of the legal 
environmentt to provide a global overview of the setting and current situation and to 
establishh the framework for the analysis in the subsequent chapters. The chapter 
thenn explains what electronic access control in pay-TV entails and how it works 
(1.4.).. The next section points out some of the challenges of electronic access 
controll  for the process of (mass) media distribution as we know it (1.5.). In so 
doing,, it addresses pivotal regulatory questions of this study and sets the general 
frameworkk for dealing with them. Chapter 1 concludes with a section outlining 
somee conclusions (1.6.) and each of the chapters in this study (1.7.). 
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CHAPTERR 1 

1.2.. Conditional Access—Definitions and Scope of the Study 

Conditionall  access is a technical solution for controlling access to electronic 
services.""  More specifically, conditional access refers to a combination of hardware 
andd software devices that, combined, enable access to a service that is transmitted 
electronicallyy to be blocked and subject access to an automated authorization 
process.. The transmitted service can be a content service, a transaction service or a 
telecommunicationss service that does not provide content but a means to 
communicatee with another person. 

Conditionall  access automatically identifies the requester, compares his or her 
identity,, grants privileges according to predefined access conditions, so-called 
'businesss rules', and initializes or rejects the processing of the requested content in 
ann intelligible form. Typically, conditional access solutions have three basic 
components:: electronic content protection, identification/authorization and 
enforcement.. Electronic content protection uses encryption or similar technologies'2 

too protect content against unauthorized access. The element of identification and 
authorizationn consists of feeding the system with personal data, defining business 
rules,, managing subscribers, identifying and verifying users and processes. Finally, 
enforcementt is the technical realization of compliance with the business rules in the 
formm of an automated decision to grant or deny access. 

Conditionall  access systems are certainly not the only way to exercise control 
overr access to content; plug-ins, browsers, operating systems, navigation devices, 
proprietaryy standards, network control and so forth, can all play a similarly 
importantt role when it comes to providing and controlling access. What makes 
conditionall  access systems particularly interesting for the purpose of this study is 
thatt they are technical solutions specifically designed to manage consumer access to 
content.. Therefore, they are particularly well-suited to illustrate the complex 
relationshipp between control over the technical transport architecture and the 
accessibilityy of content, or more precisely, a service carrying content. Conditional 
accesss builds an 'architecture of identification"3 in which compliance with set 
conditionss is an integral part of the authorization process. Because it is technically 
possiblee to identify users before they are granted access, conditional access 
becomess a means of controlling and monitoring consumers. Unlike other 
monitoringg technologies such as cookies and metadata, common user identifiers and 
technologiess that map IP addresses to computers, conditional access technologies 
enablee their operators to relate data directly to a person with whom they may 
maintainn a contractual relationship, for example as a subscriber to a service. 

Thee reasons for using conditional access vary from legal and contractual 
obligationss (for example, the protection of minors and intellectual property rights, 

Definitionss without further references are definitions of the author for the purpose of this study. 
122 More about this in section 1.4.1. 
133 Lessig 1999, p. 34. 
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thee security of data and communication) to business reasons (differentiation, 
personalization,, marketing and advertising strategies) and confidentiality.14 Perhaps 
thee main reason to use conditional access, however, is to secure the operators' 
remuneration.155 Some authors speak in this context of a 'new approach of doing 
businesss based on access to services rather than the sale of products'.16 They argue 
thatt in the new 'experience economy', markets and market relations wil l shift 
towardss an access regime based on securing the time-limited use of assets—the 'age 
off  access'. This development wil l go hand in hand with a shift from industrial 
productionn to cultural production in which the focus lies on the marketing of all 
kindss of cultural resources in the form of 'paid-for personal entertainment'. Indeed, 
wee can observe a shift towards the exclusive marketing of intangible information 
productss and services. This is best illustrated by the aforementioned legal initiatives 
too protect technical solutions used to commercially exploit this exclusive control 
overr content.17 This study primarily examines the last group of conditional access 
users,, namely those who use conditional access to sell and distribute services on an 
exclusivee basis, and here more specifically, in a digital broadcasting environment 
(seee figures 2 and 3). 

Conditionall  access systems can be used to control access to broadcasting, 
telecommunicationss or information society services. 'Communications services', as 
definedd under European telecommunications law, refers to services whose aim is 
thee transport of signals, such as telephony services, internet access, the transport of 
broadcastingg signals, etc.18 'Communications services' can be broadly interpreted 
andd is sometimes misunderstood to include electronic communications in 
general,, including services providing content or exercising editorial control over 
content.. Because this interpretation does not reflect the intention of the European 
Communicationss Framework (see section 1.3.2.), this study has chosen to use the 
moree precise notion of 'telecommunications services.' 

Europeann law commonly refers to 'information society services' in the sense of 
'anyy service normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means 

144 For more details, see the study by Helberger/Van Eijk 2000. 
155 It should be noted that the term 'remuneration' can be understood in a narrow sense (meaning the 

directt financial payment by the recipient in return for the provision of a service by the service 
provider)) or in a broad sense, in which it includes the transfer of other goods of commercial value, 
andd in particular, information or return-services in kind. Note that certain information, for example, 
aboutt the consumer, consumer behaviour, etc., is increasingly gaining its own market value. The 
samee may apply to certain return-services in kind. More about the distinction in Helberger/Van Eijk 
2000,, section 1.4.1. For the purpose of this study, 'remuneration' is usually used in a narrow sense. 

166 Rifkin 2000, p. 90. 
177 Conditional Access Directive, Articles 4 and 5; Copyright Directive, Article 6; WIPO Copyright 

Treaty,, Article 11; WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, Article 18. 
188 Council Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on a 

commonn regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services, Brussels, 24 
Aprill  2002, OJ L 108, p. 33 [hereinafter 'Framework Directive'], Article 2 (c). 
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andd at the individual request of a consumer of services'.19 Examples of information 
societyy services are most internet services, such as e-commerce services, the 
provisionn of search tools, such as search engines, access to and the retrieval of data, 
thee provision of internet access, on-demand, syndication20 and subscription services, 
hostingg services, web casting, games, etc. Information society services are not 
reservedd to the internet; they can be also electronic services that are delivered via a 
mobilee handset (for example, horoscopes, chats, games, information services) or via 
thee TV set top box (interactive applications, e-commerce services). 

'Broadcasting'' is defined in Article 1 (a) of the Television Without Frontiers 
(TWF)) Directive as 'the initial transmission by wire or over the air, including that 
byy satellite, in unencoded or encoded form, of television programmes intended for 
receptionn by the public'.21 Broadcasting services can be transmitted via cable, 
satellitee or terrestrial networks. They can be also distributed via IP networks or 
mobilee platforms. Another, still controversial question is if the same service can 
stilll  be called a broadcasting service. 

Councill  Directive 98/48 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 July 1998 amending 
Directivee 98/34/EC laying down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical 
standardss and regulations, Brussels, 5 August 1998, OJ L 217, p. 18 [hereinafter 'Directive on the 
Provisionn of Information in the Field of Technical Standards'], Article 1. 
Syndicationn services enable consumers to personalize the content they are consuming and to retrieve 
itt from different sources. Examples are Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds, peer-to-peer (P2P) 
networkss or 'podcasting'. 
Directivee 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, 
regulationn or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television 
broadcastingg activities, Brussels, 17 October 1989, OJ L 298, p. 23 [hereinafter Television Without 
Frontierss Directive*] and Directive 97/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 
Junee 1997 amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid 
downn by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of 
televisionn broadcasting activities, Brussels, 30 July 1997, O J L 202 , p. 60 [hereinafter 'Directive 
97/366 Amending the Television Without Frontiers Directive']. In the following, references to the 
Televisionn Without Frontiers (TWF) Directive refer to the directive in the form as amended by 
Directivee 97/36 Amending the Television Without Frontiers Directive. 
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Telecommunicationss services 

Informationn Society services 

Broadcastingg sen/ices 

FigureFigure 2—Sectors of conditional access application. The figure provides an 
overviewoverview of the different kinds of services conditional access can be applied to: 
telecommunicationstelecommunications services, information society services and broadcasting 
services.services. This study focuses on the latter, and here more specifically on digital 
broadcastingbroadcasting services. 

jBf f Broadcastingg services 

Traditionall networks 
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 Satellite 
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Otherr networks 
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FigureFigure 3—Overview of the different broadcasting environments. Figure 3 illustrates 
thethe notion of broadcasting services as used in this study. Digital broadcasting 
contentcontent can be transmitted via different platforms, such as traditional broadcasting 
networksnetworks (cable, satellite and terrestrial networks) or other transmission routes (IP 
protocol,protocol, mobile platforms). The analysis focuses on digital broadcasting services 
thatthat are transmitted via traditional broadcasting networks. 
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Onee major criterion used to distinguish broadcasting services from information 
societyy services is whether a service is provided on an individual request (in which 
casee it is an information society service) or not (in which case it is a broadcasting 
service).. Another criterion is whether a service is distributed to a multitude of users 
att the same time, the so-called point-to-multi-point transmission (in which case it is 
aa broadcasting service), or to an individual user, meaning point-to-point (in which 
casee it is an information society service). However, it must be noted that the 
distinctionn between point-to-point and point-to-multi-point, and the distinction 
betweenn individual request/no individual request blurs with digitization and the 
resultingg convergence of the media. The increased independence from the 
boundariess of platforms and transmission capacity has favoured the development of 
neww forms of presenting and marketing television and radio broadcasting. Some 
servicesservices still appear to be similar to the classical broadcasting services, such as 
near-video-on-demand,, home shopping channels or subscription television. For 
otherr services, and in particular the interactive ones such as video-on-demand, 
broadcasters'' web pages, syndication services, interactive broadcasting22 and 'Portal 
TV',, it is difficult to assess whether they still fit  the definition of broadcasting in its 
traditionall  sense. The same is true for cases in which a broadcasting programme 
thatt was first transmitted via classical broadcasting channels, such as cable and 
satellite,, is streamed via the internet from the service provider to an individual 
consumer.. Moreover, the internet and mobile platforms are striving to offer 
(streamed)) 'broadcasting' content together with other information society services 
(forr example, news sites increasingly offer moving picture sequences). The 
deploymentt of broadband internet technology could turn the PC into a television 
equivalentt that offers widespread access to television channels as well as to internet 
servicess and telecommunications services.23 These developments are further 
stimulatedd by European and national information policies that have subscribed to 
thee aforementioned multi-platform approach.24 One example that demonstrates how 
closee the multi-platform is already to its (technical) realization is Vizzavi, a 
personalizedd portal that is accessible across a variety of devices including the web, 
mobilee phones and interactive TV. Vizzavi was jointly operated by Vodafone 
(mobilee communications) and Vivendi (content, internet portal, Canal+) until 
Vodafonee bought Vizzavi's stakes from Vivendi and now uses the portal to offer to 
itss mobile customers exclusive access to news, information and games. 

Accordingly,, modern pay-TV platforms are not confined to the marketing of 
digitall  broadcasting programmes; they also offer additional information society 
services,, telecommunications services and e-commerce services, which are also 

Accordingg to the European Audiovisual Observatory 2003 M,[t]rue" interactivity presupposes that an 
individuall  message is sent via a return channel, to which the service provider reacts by transmitting 
thee data and services requested by the individual alongside the main television programme', p. 2. 
Europeann Commission, Communication on Barriers to Widespread Access, p. 2-3. 
Seee section 1.1. Note another influential factor for the development of the broadcasting market is 
nationall  broadcasting regulatory policy. 
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referredd to as 'T-commerce'.25 This is also why when referring to the services carried 
viaa pay-TV platforms the study handles the more neutral notion of '(access-
controlled)) services'. Within the context of access-controlled services offered via 
pay-TVV platforms, a further distinction can be made between services that focus on 
thee provision of informational input, meaning content, and other services, mostly 
transactionall  services or telecommunications services (see figure 4). This study is 
interestedd in the former, access-controlled content services, for the simple reason 
thatt the use of conditional access within the context of content services can raise 
interestingg public information policy questions about the accessibility and 
availabilityy of such content. These issues are discussed in Chapter 2. 

Thee reason why the validity of the distinction between broadcasting, 
telecommunicationss and information society services is important from a legal point 
off  view is that different regulatory frameworks apply to each category of services. 
Thiss is explained in the next section. It would go far beyond the scope of this study 
too discuss the difficult delineation of broadcasting and non-broadcasting services in 
termss of convergence.26 This study explains why the delineation does not make 
muchh sense in a convergent environment and what the consequences of the 
distinctionn are for effective regulation, competition and innovation. 

'T-commercee 2007', Infosat 11/2002, p. 34. 
Forr more information see, for example, DLM (Direktorenkonferenz der Landesmedienanstalten), 
Thirdd Structural Paper on the Distinction of Broadcast Services, available at 
<www.alm.de/english/englishl.htm>> (last visited on 15 March 2005). 
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FigureFigure 4—Converging pay-TV environment. Figure 4 illustrates the phenomenon of 
convergenceconvergence in digital broadcasting, or more specifically in pay-TV. The 
boundariesboundaries between the different media and services are blurring. As a 
consequence,consequence, subscribers to a digital pay-TV platform can access via this platform 
notnot only what was commonly known as broadcasting, but also e-commerce services, 
interactiveinteractive services, download services, email and Voice over IP, to name but a 
few. few. 

1.3.. The Place of Conditional Access in the Communications model 

Thee provision of electronic services can be described as a conceptual model 
composedd of four layers stacked on top of each other. As figure 5 shows, each level 
depictss a specific network function. The first three layers—the physical 
transmissionn layer, the network and carrier service layer, and the teleservice layer 
wheree the more intelligent applications of the infrastructure are placed—are, for the 
purposee of this study, also referred to as the 'transport level'. The fourth layer is the 
'servicee level', meaning the level where services are offered to end users. Within 
thee service level, an additional distinction can be made between the actual access-
controlledd service and the marketing platform (hereinafter 'service platform') via 
whichh access-controlled services are offered to consumers. Content is passed down 
thee model, beginning at the service provider end, from one level to the next until it 
iss transmitted over a network. At the remote end, the content is passed up the model 
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too the subscriber's application. The transport and service level are subject to 
differentt regulatory environments. 
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1.3.1.. FOUR-LAYER MODEL 

End-userr services 
Access-controlledd services (e.g., broadcasting, information 
societyy services, telecommunications services) 

Servicee Level 

Intermediaryy platform 
(e.g... subscriber management and billing, program packaging) 

Transportt Level 

Teleservices s 
(e.g.,, conditional access. Application Programme Interface, 
Electronicc Programme Guide) 

Networkk and carrier services 
(e.g.,, routing, transcontrol, multiplex) 

Spectrum,, physical infrastructure 
(e.g.,, cable, satellite, terrestrial broadband, telephone networks, 
returnn channel) 

Mediaa Law Telecommunicationss Law 

FigureFigure 5—Communications Model. Figure 5 provides a schematic overview of the 
differentdifferent layers in the communications chain of access-controlled services. The 
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figurefigure is an adaptation of a model in Dommering 2000, p. 266. The figure depicts 
thethe distinction European telecommunications and broadcasting law makes between 
thethe transport level, which is also referred to as the technical level in this study, and 
thethe service level, meaning the level at which content services are offered to 
consumers.consumers. While telecommunications law is applicable at the transport level, 
contentcontent services that are transported via the distribution infrastructure fall outside 
thethe scope of telecommunications law. The technical conditional access system is 
situatedsituated at the transport level, while the marketing platform and access-controlled 
contentcontent services are part of the service level. 

Thee conditional access is situated at the transport level, and here more 
specifically,, at the upper layer in the distribution chain, meaning the one that is the 
closestt to the service level. This layer is called the 'teleservice layer', or for the 
purposee of this study, the 'technical platform' of a pay-TV service. Teleservices are 
servicess that store, manipulate or present and make content accessible to consumers. 
Teleservicess can also add value to the carrier's services at the lower layers of the 
Communicationss model.27 The 'teleservice layer' is the layer that provides the 
services/facilitiess that subscriber applications need to communicate over the 
respectivee digital TV network (for example, the decryption of the signals and the 
processingg of the content service). The encryption of service signals relates to the 
formm in which signals are presented to the consumer (meaning encrypted or 
decrypted).. Conditional access control provides a kind of intelligent package for 
signalss that are transmitted via the three transport layers, and is referred to as 
'intelligent'' because it establishes the automated dialogue between the service 
providerr and the recipient. Subject to this dialogue is the (commercial) exchange of 
selectedd content to subscribers. Conditional access control can include additional 
features,, depending on the intelligence and sophistication of the middleware and the 
softwaree used. Such additional features can be the way in which content is 
presentedd to consumers, for example a personalized service offer, the ability of the 
servicee provider to terminate the service after a certain period of time, anti-copy 
protection,, the provision of the service in the consumer's preferred language, etc. 
Figuree 5 demonstrates that conditional access is only one element of the technical 
pay-TVV platform. Other elements that facilitate the distribution of access-controlled 
servicess are the Application Programme Interface (API), the Electronic Programme 
Guidee (EPG), the operating system, encryption modules, the set top box, etc.28 This 
studyy is interested in the technical platform and its different elements, although 
conditionall  access plays a particularly prominent but not isolated role. 

Figuree 5 shows that the functions of the technical platform are independent of the 
otherr transport layers. A service provider can apply electronic access control 
irrespectivee of the infrastructure used to transmit the service (cable, satellite, IP-

Seee the explanation in Arnbak/Van Cuilenburg/Dommering 1990, p. 135. 
Seee for a more detailed description, section 1.4.1. 
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basedd carrier services). Conditional access systems for digital services also function 
irrespectivee of the kind of content service offered (broadcasting services via 
internet,, films via telecommunications lines, satellite transmitted internet services, 
etc.).. In other words, service providers can apply conditional access technologies 
withinn the context of digital service platforms that offer broadcasting services, 
informationn society and telecommunications services at the same time. The 
technicall  platform provides an independent interface that interacts with the service 
andd transport layers of the model and is the basis for processing (access-controlled) 
servicess from the service provider to the consumer. 

Thee same is true for the service platform, which functions independently of the 
servicess that are transmitted through it (meaning that a service platform can carry 
broadcasting,, information society and telecommunications services, and offer them 
too consumers at the same time). This marketing platform belongs to the service 
level. . 

Thee services at the service level are services to which access is controlled, 
meaningg services that are delivered to consumers. As already mentioned, within the 
servicee level, the study distinguishes between the service platform and the actual 
access-controlledd services that are offered via this platform. The focus of this study 
iss on the service platform, which is the equivalent of the technical platform at the 
teleservicee layer. The service platform is the marketing and distribution platform for 
access-controlledd services. It describes the entity of content and subscriber-related 
activitiess that are needed to distribute access-controlled services (see figure 6). 
Fromm the consumer perspective, service platforms are the 'portals' to a (digital) 
worldd to which they must subscribe before they can enter. From the service 
providerr perspective, providing access-controlled services means providing access 
too both the service and the technical platform. Frequently, the technical and service 
platformm are integrated with the pay-TV platform and controlled by one and the 
samee operator. Both the service and the technical platform, or elements thereof, can 
alsoo be offered separately. Moreover, as is shown in section 4.3.2., it is not always 
easyy to ascribe facilities to either the service or the technical part of the pay-TV 
platform.. Often, facilities carry both technical and content or subscriber-related 
aspects. . 
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Servicee platform: 
Servicee management: production and rights acquisition, 
editingg and pricing of packages, marketing, aggregation of 
services,, programme information and consumer guidance 
Partnerr management: settling commissions, royalties and 
licensingg payments to partners 
Subscriberr Management: authorization, monitoring and 
measuringg of content usage by customers, billing and 
customerr service 

Technicall platform: 
Hardwaree * Software: set top box. conditional access, 
Applicationn Program Interface 

Transmissionn network: cable, satellite, terrestrial 

FigureFigure 6—Marketing and distribution scheme for access-controlled services. 
FigureFigure 6 provides a schematic overview of a pay-TV platform. It demonstrates the 
distinctiondistinction that the study makes between the service platform and the technical 
platform,platform, and follows the distinction that was repeatedly made by the European 
CommissionCommission and European law. The figure shows that the technical platform and 
thethe marketing platform are closely connected although they are separate entities. 
TheThe hardware and the software of the conditional access solution are situated at the 
technicaltechnical platform level. The service platform comprises facilitative services, such 
asas aggregation, programme acquisition and subscriber management. Subscribers 
subscribesubscribe to the marketing platform. Some elements of the technical platform are 
alsoalso implemented in the consumer hardware. 

1.3.2.. THE FIRST THREE LAYERS: TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAW 

Thee first three levels of the transport level fall under telecommunications law. The 
subjectt matter of telecommunications law is the transmission of signals via wire or 
wirelesss telecommunications networks. Telecommunications law deals with the 
technical,, economic and public information policy aspects of the transport level.29 

Thiss is a field of law that has been widely harmonized by European law. 
Thee European Communications Framework was launched in 2003 and comprises 

aa series of directives and associated measures with the goal to encourage 
competitionn in the electronic telecommunications markets, improve the functioning 
off  the Internal market and guarantee basic user interests that would not be 
guaranteedd by market forces. The main instruments of the Communications 
Frameworkk are five directives (the Framework Directive,30 the Access and 

Dommeringg 2000, p. 262. 
Councill  Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on a 
commonn regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services, Brussels, 24 
Aprill  2002, OJ L 108, p. 33 [hereinafter 'Framework Directive']. 

Subscription n 
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Pay-TV,, interactive 
television,, internet 
access,, T-

.. Commerce. EPG 
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Interconnectionn Directive,31 the Authorisation Directive,32 the Universal Service 
Directive333 and the Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive34). The 
Commissionn Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of Significant 
Markett Power,35 the Commission Recommendation on Relevant Markets36 and the 
Listt of Standards and Specifications37 wil l be discussed in more depth in Chapter 4. 
Forr the purpose of this study, three directives are particularly relevant. The 
Frameworkk Directive sets out the main principles, definitions, objectives and 
proceduress for the regulation of electronic telecommunications services and 
networks.. The Access Directive lays down procedures and principles for imposing 
pro-competitivee obligations regarding access to and the interconnection of networks 
onn operators with significant market power. Finally, the Universal Service Directive 
firstfirst requires a minimum level of availability and affordability of basic electronic 
telecommunicationss services (the so-called universal service obligations). Second, 
andd most relevant for this study, it guarantees a set of consumer rights and 
consumerr protection rules for the sector for users and consumers of electronic 
telecommunicationss services. 

Onee important aspect of telecommunications law is the problem of monopoly 
controll  over services or facilities if they are crucial gateways for market access. 
Dependingg on the circumstances of the individual case, this can be access to 
transmissionn networks as well as conditional access or other elements of the 

Councill  Directive 2002/19/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on 
accesss to, and interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities, 
Brussels,, 24 April 2002, OJ L 108, p. 7 [hereinafter 'Access Directive']. 
Councill  Directive 2002/20/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on the 
authorisationn of electronic communications networks and services, Brussels, 24 April 2002, OJ L 
108,, p. 21 [hereinafter 'Authorisation Directive']. 
Councill  Directive 2002/22/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on 
universall  service and users' rights relating to electronic communications networks and services, 
Brussels,, 24 April 2002, OJ L 108, p. 51 [hereinafter 'Universal Service Directive']. 
Councill  Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 
concerningg the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic 
communicationss sector, Brussels, 31 July 2002, OJ L 201, p. 37 [hereinafter 'Data Protection 
Directive']. . 
Europeann Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power under the Community regulatory framework for electronic communications 
networkss and services, Brussels, 11 July 2002, OJ C 165, p. 6 [hereinafter 'Guidelines on Market 
AnalysisAnalysis and the Assessment of Significant Market Power1]. 
Europeann Commission, Commission recommendation on relevant product and service markets within 
thee electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with Directive 
2002/21/ECC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for 
electronicc communications networks and services, Brussels, 8 May 2003, OJ L 114, p. 45 [hereinafter 
'Recommendationn on Relevant Markets']. 
Europeann Commission, List of standards and/or specifications for electronic communications 
networks,, services and associated facilities and services (interim issue), Brussels, 31 December 2002, 
OJJ C 331, p. 32 [hereinafter 'List of Standards and Specifications']. 
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technicall  pay-TV platform. In this context, Article 6 of the Access Directive38 

specificallyy addresses conditional access questions. 
Europeann telecommunications law is based on the idea that the sector-specific 

regulationn of media services is divided into transport, or technical aspects, and 
content-relatedd aspects. Both aspects fall under very distinct regulatory 
frameworks.599 Recital 5 of the Framework Directive leaves littl e doubt that 
telecommunicationss law 

'doess not therefore cover the content of services delivered over electronic 
telecommunicationss networks using electronic telecommunications services 
suchh as broadcasting content, financial services and certain information 
societyy services, and is therefore without prejudice to measures taken at 
Communityy or national level in respect of such services, in compliance with 
Communityy law, in order to promote cultural and linguistic diversity and to 
ensuree the defence of media pluralism'.40 

1.3.3.. THE SERVICE LAYER: MEDIA LAW 

Thee content-related aspects of the services that are delivered via pay-TV platforms 
fall,, among others, under media law. Such aspects can be the general accessibility 
andd availability of content as well as the quality of content, in particular if it reflects 
aa wide range of different subjects and ideas (pluralism) and if it comes from 
differentt sources (diversity). Content-related aspects can also be the way in which 
contentt is presented, meaning objectively and in accordance with journalistic 
principles,, and which content is presented, for example, content containing hate 
speech,, content which is dangerous for the development of minors, etc. 

Mediaa law is traditionally a product of both public information policy and 
economicallyy motivated norms that have a variety of goals. In media law, economic 
goalss are to promote functioning competition between a variety of services with the 
purposee of creating, as the European Commission calls it, 'the world's most 
competitive,, knowledge-based economy'.41 Economic goals also contribute towards 
thee realization of European Internal Market (Internal Market) principles such as the 
freee flow of services across national borders. The control of economic monopoly 
powerr can also be an important public information policy issue.42 Media ownership 
laww is a form of specialized ex ante structural control designed to limit excessive 

388 Article 6 of the Access Directive replaces its predecessor, Article 4c of the Council Directive 95/47 
off  24 October 1995 on the use of standards for the transmission of television signals, Brussels, 23 
Novemberr 1995, OJ L 281, p. 23 [hereinafter' 95/47 Standards Directive']. See also section 4.2.1. 

399 European Commission, Towards a new framework for electronic communications infrastructure and 
associatedd services, The 1999 Communications Review, Brussels, 10 November 1999, COM(1999) 
5399 final [hereinafter' 1999 Communications Review'], pp. vi-vii . 

400 See also Framework Directive, Article 1 (3). 
411 European Commission, Action plan eEurope 2005, p. 6. 
422 Gibbons 2000, p. 313. 
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economicc and journalistic influences and to prevent the overall media output from 
beingg controlled by one or few dominant voices.43 Central to public information 
policyy is also the availability and accessibility of content for consumers, whereby, 
inn this context, consumers are seen in their role as citizens. 

Inn media law, two major regulatory models are distinguished: the first consists of 
aa concept of elaborate sector-specific content and market control, the other pursues 
thee principle of littl e interference by regulation and a tendency to leave matters to 
thee market, general competition and consumer protection law or to self-regulation. 
Ann example of the former is broadcasting regulation, and of the latter press law. In 
additionn to these two models, there are mixed models such as the regulation of 
informationn society services for the internet that can have the character of sector-
specificc competition law and consumer protection law, notably e-commerce law, 
leavingg it to European Union Member States (Member States) to adopt additional 
content-relatedd rules in areas in which information society services show a certain 
degreee of journalistic involvement. The broadcasting sector is subject to a 
significantlyy greater degree of public intervention than the sectors of the press or of 
informationn society services. The regulation of broadcasting is characterized by an 
allegedd ongoing collision of commercial interests, market mechanisms and public 
informationn policy. However, broadcasting law, which is at the focus of this study, 
iss undergoing a process of rethinking, as convergence and the invasion of market 
mechanismss into the media raises a number of existential questions as to the 
preferablee scope and justification of public intervention. 

Unlikee telecommunications law, European broadcasting law is only partly 
harmonizedd in the TWF Directive, while other aspects of broadcasting policy and 
regulationn remain under the authority of Member States. In addition, the Council of 
Europee has adopted the European Convention on Transfrontier Television44 that is 
relevantt to all Member States of the Council of Europe. In particular the regulations 
forr pay-TV, however, are fairly harmonized. European regulation exists in the form 
off  Article 3a of the TWF Directive and the Conditional Access Directive, although 
thee latter is not strictly spoken broadcasting law. The Conditional Access Directive 
providess rules against the unauthorized circumvention of conditional access 
systemss for broadcasting and information society services. 

Broadcastingg law seeks to 'provide conditions that are most favourable towards 
pluralism'' through rules on licensing, media ownership and programme 
obligations.455 In so doing, broadcasting law seeks to protect, among other things, the 
positionn of the consumer, or in this context rather the citizen, by creating the 
conditionss for the broad availability and accessibility of multiple content from 

Gibbonss 1999, p. 159. Gibbons 2000, p. 313. For an international overview, see the paper by Van 
Loonn 1993. 

444 Council of Europe, European Convention on Transfrontier Television, Strasbourg, 5 May 1989, Text 
amendedd according to the provisions of the Protocol (ETS No. 171) which entered into force, on 1 
Marchh 2002 [hereinafter 'European Convention on Transfrontier Television—ECTT']. 

455 Gibbons 1999, p. 159. 
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differentt sources. The protection provided is indirect: it does not address consumers 
orr give them specific rights to claim certain behaviour from broadcasters. Instead, 
broadcastingg law addresses broadcasters and imposes programme and other 
obligationss that are (also) in the interest of consumers. Another question that the 
studyy wil l bring to the fore is whether implementing electronic access control in the 
distributionn process wil l change the assumption of a the audience as passive 
receiverss and hence the paternalistic approach of broadcasting regulation. 

Pay-TVV arguably still falls under European broadcasting law, as do the 
broadcastingg services that are transported via such platforms.46 But consumers also 
enterr into a direct contractual relationship with pay-TV providers who set prices 
andd contractual conditions. The relationship between service providers and 
consumerss in the broadcasting sector is thus no longer just a matter of (public) 
broadcastingg law, but is also shaped by contracts. In general, these are standard 
termm contracts and consumers have very limited negotiating power. 

Commonly,, the legal position and the balance in a commercial relationship 
betweenn consumers and service providers fall under consumer protection law. The 
underlyingg idea of consumer protection law is to balance the negotiating power of 
contractingg parties and provide guidelines that safeguard the interests of the parties. 
Thee European provisions on consumer protection are spread over a number of 
differentt regulations.47 Some sectors have specific consumer protection provisions, 
suchh as telecommunications law in the Universal Service Directive, the goal of 
whichh is to ensure fair and adequate access to, and use of telecommunications 
services.. The Universal Service Directive imposes a number of specific behavioural 
ruless on service providers that have the realization of consumer interests in mind 
suchh as pricing principles, data protection, security and secrecy of communication, 
universall  services, etc. For the time being, broadcasting law does not have direct 
ruless on consumer protection. 

466 See Articles 1(a) and 3(a) of the Television Without Frontiers Directive. 
477 Council Directive 84/450/EEC of 10 September 1984 relating to the approximation of the laws, 

regulationss and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning misleading advertising, 
Brussels,, 19 September 1984, OJ L 250, p. 17 [hereinafter 'Misleading Advertising Directive']; 
Councill  Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
unfairr terms in consumer contracts, Brussels, 21 April 1993, OJ L 95, p. 29 [hereinafter 'Unfair 
Termss in Consumer Contracts Directive']; Council Directive 97/7/EC of the European Parliament and 
off  the Council of 20 May 1997 on the protection of consumers in respect of distance contracts, 
Brussels,, 4 June 1997, OJ L 144, p. 19 [hereinafter 'Directive on Distant Contracts']; Council 
Directivee 1999/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 May 1999 on certain 
aspectss of the sale of consumer goods and associated guarantees, Brussels, 7 July 1999, OJ L 171, p. 
122 [hereinafter 'Sale of Goods and Associated Guarantees Directive']; Council Directive 2000/31/EC 
off  the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of information 
societyy services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market, Brussels, 17 July 2000, OJ 
LL 178, p. 1 [hereinafter 'E-Commerce Directive']; Proposal for a Directive of the European 
Parliamentt and of the Council concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the 
Internall  Market and amending directives 84/450/EEC, 97/7/EC and 98/27/EC, Brussels, 18 June 
2003,, COM(2003)356 final [hereinafter 'Proposal Unfair Commercial Practices Directive']. 
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1.4.. Electronic Access Control in Pay-TV 

Conditionall  access is used in this study in a broad sense. The conditional access 
systemm was defined as a combination of hardware devices (set top box, smart card) 
andd software. Software and devices directly support electronic access control and 
otherr facilitative elements of the technical platform that are needed to provide 
access-controlledd services, such as the Application Programme Interface, the 
memoryy of the set top box and the return channel or Electronic Programme Guide. 
Together,, they make up the technical platform for pay-TV. Using the example of a 
fictivee conditional access solution for a pay-TV platform, the next section explains 
howw a technical platform for access-controlled services is composed and functions. 
Thee description is purely schematic and does not claim to be technically complete 
orr state-of-the-art. However, it does introduce and explain the main notions that are 
usedd throughout this study. 

1.4.1.. FUNCTIONAL CONDITIONAL ACCESS MODEL 
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FigureFigure 7— Simplified model of a conditional access system for pay-TV. Figure 7 is 
aa simplified representation of a conditional access environment for pay-TV. The 
differentdifferent elements and how they are related to each other is described in the text. 

Figuree 7 provides an overview of the main components of conditional access: an 
encryptionn algorithm, control word, Entitlement Management Message (EMM), 
Entitlementt Control Message (ECM), smart card, Subscriber Management System 
(SMS),, Subscriber Authorisation System (SAS, an operating system and 
Applicationn Programme Interfaces (API) that coordinate the performance of the 
differentt tasks, and finally, an Electronic Programme Guide (EPG). Modern 
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conditionall  access solutions also implement a return channel (for example, 
telephonee or cable network, internet) that allows service providers to interact with 
eachh individual subscriber and vice-versa. 

Encryption/Password Encryption/Password 
Restrictingg access to a particular service can be accomplished by using, for 
example,, encryption technologies. Once the signal is encrypted, it can only be 
decryptedd by authorized users. Other technologies, notably password systems, 
biometricall  systems and evaluating and filtering devices, can be implemented in 
additionn to encryption technologies. Which particular technology is used depends 
largelyy on the kind of information service offered. Broadcasting and other 
streamingg media services usually rely on encryption technologies because they are 
onee way of protecting electronically transmitted signals during distribution. For 
areass in which the main interest is to prevent unauthorized access to information 
withinn the sphere of the service provider, for example, database services or portals, 
passwordd protection or similar technologies that require prior registration and the 
entryy of a password and user identification (or credit card number, date of birth, 
etc.)) may be the most appropriate. 

ControlControl Word 
Inn environments in which conditional access is based on encryption technologies, 
thee signal can be encrypted and decrypted by means of a control word. The control 
wordd consists of electronic keys; random strings of bits that are used to initialize the 
decryptionn process in the decoder or computer. The final control word is composed 
off  a number of such keys, which also include specific information about the 
servicess the consumer is entitled to obtain, access conditions, detailed control 
informationn to operate the descrambler, ECM and EMM. All of the information is 
encryptedd together and sent with the content service (for example, broadcasting) 
signall  to the decoder. Alternatively, the necessary decryption and authorization 
informationn can be stored on an electronic smart card that is plugged into the set top 
box.. The conditional access operator may also choose to embed only the keys that 
aree necessary to decrypt the ECM and the EMM, etc., while the control word itself 
iss sent together with the broadcasting signal to the set top box.48 

EntitlementEntitlement Management Message and Entitlement Control Message 
Ann Entitlement Management Message (EMM) carries the authorization details and 
iss subscriber-specific. The Entitlement Control Message (ECM) carries programme 
andd service-specific information including access conditions and control words that 

Thee security of a crypto-system does not necessarily depend on keeping the crypto-algorithm secret. 
Thee security can also depend on keeping the key secret, according to the so-called 'Kerckhoffs' 
principle'. . 
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aree used by the set top box to decrypt the service signal. The decryption process is 
onlyy performed if the specific subscriber is entitled to receive the specific content. 

SmartSmart Card 
Smartt cards are plastic cards that contain a microprocessor. They are used to store 
andd process information about the cardholder. The information stored on the smart 
cardd is needed to initialize the decryption process within the decoder. In addition, 
modernn smart cards incorporate a range of features that make them suitable for a 
numberr of transactions such as e-commerce, secure email, personal identification, 
thee storage of customer preferences and personal information and, finally, as an 
electronicc wallet for e-payment solutions. Smart-card technology means a high level 
off  security; only the authorized owner of a smart card can access the services he or 
shee is entitled to receive. Meanwhile, there are smart card readers for PCs that are 
used,, for example, in conjunction with online banking services. 

SubscriberSubscriber Management System 
Thee Subscriber Management System (SMS) is the management centre for the type 
off  conditional access that handles the exchange of services and the return of 
servicess between the service provider and the consumer. It initializes personalized 
smartt cards/passwords and their distribution to the respective subscriber. Moreover, 
thee SMS sends out bills and receives payments from subscribers. An important 
elementt of the SMS is the customer database, where information about subscribers, 
includingg the serial number or IP number of the decoders and information about the 
servicess to which they have subscribed, is stored. Functions typically provided by 
thee SMS software applications include:49 

—— Registering, modifying and cancelling subscriber records. 
—— Carrying out targeted marketing campaigns. 
—— Managing the set top box and smart card inventory. 
—— Tracking customer experiences. 
—— Interfacing with banks and credit card companies. 
—— Preparing and formatting electronic bills. 
—— Presenting electronic bills to customers. 
—— Accounting and auditing facilities, etc. 

Thee SMS is an essential marketing tool because it not only contains billing 
information,, but also specific data about individual consumer behaviour, viewing 
preferences,, etc. Furthermore, it provides contact addresses and other data that have 
beenn collected in the course of the subscription process. Obviously, consumer data 
cannott be accessed without access to the SMS data. Data and addresses are 
necessaryy for direct marketing and consumer-tailored initiatives (the SMS controller 

O'Driscolll  2000, p. 17. 
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cann analyze subscriber data and adapt its services to respond optimally to consumer 
demand). . 

SubscriberSubscriber Authorisation System 
Thee Subscriber Authorisation System (SAS) is responsible for the technical side of 
conditionall  access, the decryption, or making the information accessible. In a 
password-basedd system, the SAS initializes the access routine once the correct 
passwordd has been entered in the system. For SMS-driven encryption-based 
systems,, the SAS sends EMMs and ECMs to the decoding device on the consumer 
side.. For subscription services, the SAS sends EMMs and ECMs to the computer on 
aa regular basis (for example, each month) to renew the subscription rights. For pay-
per-vieww or pay-per-access modes, the SAS sends the information required to 
accesss one particular event. The SAS contains databases that can store different 
kindss of information such as: 
—— Service information. 
—— Smart card identification numbers. 
-- Customer profiles. 
-- Scheduling data. 

ReturnReturn Channel 
Thee return channel is a direct link between the set top box and the SMS using a 
modemm and a telephone, a cable network or the internet. The return channel 
establishess a two-way communications mode and allows the broadcaster to directly 
contactt the consumer and vice-versa. The return channel can be used for a number 
off  reasons, including interactivity and audience participation, direct marketing 
activities,, billing (pay-per-view), and the provision of consumer requests (on-
demandd films). It can be also used to monitor individual consumer's viewing 
behaviour. . 

SetSet Top Box 
Originally,, the primary task of the set top box, which is also the hardware that 
enabless conditional access, was to host the security functions and provide a 
platformm for the decryption procedure at the consumer end. However, the hardware 
itselff  is now increasingly developing its own functionality. The set top box not only 
playss an important role for access-controlled services, but for digital television in 
general,, because it converts digital signals to analogue signals that can be viewed 
throughh an ordinary TV set, and because it provides the necessary technical 
environmentt to proceed with enhanced broadcasting or information society 
services.50 0 

Todayy already, consumers can choose between set top boxes with and without conditional access. 
Thee latter are exclusively designed for the reception of free-to-air digital services. 
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Inn environments in which access-controlled signals are distributed to a computer, 
authentication,, identification and decryption take place using the computer's own 
operatingg system and memory as well as a some player software and plug-ins such 
ass RealPlayer, Microsoft's Music Player, Winamp or QuickTime, etc. Unlike set 
topp box technology, most players can be downloaded from the internet for free. The 
playerr software must be interoperable with the file's compression technology, and, 
iff  used, the DRM and encryption technology. The more technologies the player 
softwaree supports, the more different content it will be able to play. 

Forr signals that are transmitted to a TV set, the set top box will usually be the 
platformm used to process all of the functions required to receive and decrypt the 
signall  at the remote end.51 The set top box incorporates the hardware and software 
requiredd to receive and decrypt access-controlled broadcasting signals. The main 
componentss of a set top box are a decryption chip (holds the algorithm section for 
conditionall  access), a secure processor (stores all of the information required for the 
authorizationn process (can also be implemented in the smart card), a demodulation 
unitt (in case the received signals are digital signals that have to be translated for an 
analoguee TV set), a central processor (manages the functions and operations in the 
sett top box), memory, modems, an operating system, a set top box browser52 and a 
searchh engine. 

ApplicationApplication Programme Interface 
Ass well as having their own operating system, modern set top boxes or other 
receptionn devices, such as the X-Box, also have Application Programme Interfaces 
(APIs)) (middleware similar to that of a computer) that handle the encryption and 
decryptionn process as well as the increasingly complex processing of services and 
interactivee applications. The middleware is largely independent of the underlying 
hardwaree and network components. The advantage is that advanced applications 
cann be written for a common API that can process the application irrespective of a 
manufacturer'ss individual specifications for a particular set top box. An 
independentlyy operating middle level serves application portability and uniformity 
inn the look and feel of interactive applications. Thus, the API functions as a 
communicationn bridge (interface) between the operating system of the set top box 
andd the application. The API is used to run advanced service applications such as 
EPGs,, video-on-demand, e-commerce applications and online games that exceed 
thee processing power of the general set top box operating system. In other words, an 
APII  is a kind of specialized operating system that can process advanced 
applicationss while communicating with the operating system of the set top box and 
activatingg the functions and resources required. Depending on the manufacturer and 
thee specifications, an API supports a limited number of application programming 
languages.. Due to the relatively large number of (proprietary) APIs for set top 

511 An alternative are TV sets with integrated set top boxes. 
Thee set top box browser can organize web content in a format that is also viewable on a TV screen. 
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boxess and the lack of a common standard, applications may not be transferable 
fromm one set top box to the other. At the time of writing, discussions are still 
underwayy to reach an agreement on the so-called MHP standard for set top box 
APIs.. MHP was developed by the DVB and has been ratified by the European 
Telecommunicationss Standards Institute (ETSI). MHP is based on open standards 
andd is a standardized API that allows third parties to develop their own interactive 
applications.53 3 

ElectronicElectronic Program Guide 
Thee Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) is one example of an interactive 
programmee application that is processed via APIs. The task of the EPG is to lead 
thee consumer through the available choices. In an online environment, their 
equivalentt may be a combination of a portal and search engine. EPGs can be 
designedd with varying degrees of journalistic input and interactivity. Strictly 
speaking,, the EPG is not embedded in a conditional access system, and it can 
belongg to an unencrypted service platform (for example, the EPG of the digital 
servicee platform of public broadcasters). Having said that, EPGs wil l be key 
elementss of most of the modern access-controlled digital service platforms. 

Whenn an EPG application is started, the first thing the user might see is the 
EPG'ss 'Welcome Page'. The welcome page and the following page(s) could 
includee a collection of icons for all of the available programmes and other services 
suchh as internet access, email, games and other interactive applications. The EPG is 
basedd on additional information about the programme and other applications (EPG 
data)) that the service operator usually sends together with the broadcasting signal. 
Basedd on these data, the EPG can be directly generated by the decoder (the so-
calledd Basic Navigator EPG). The Basic Navigator EPG could become a standard 
functionn of future set top boxes.54 Alternatively, broadcasters or service platform 
operatorss could choose to develop their own EPG ('Broadcaster's EPG') and offer 
itt to consumers as part of their services. In this case, the broadcasters (or third 
parties)) would send a specific application with the EPG data which would generate 
thee Broadcaster's EPG.55 

GeneralGeneral Remarks 
Thee previous section shows that the technical platform for access-controlled 
servicesservices is not one device, but a combination of various services and facilities. The 
combinationn of elements can differ and single elements can develop their own 
functionalityy (as in the case of the set top box or the API). The different 
componentss of a conditional access system do not necessarily have to be provided 
byy the pay-TV operator: it is also possible to commission an independent operator. 

533 See <www.ttvdictionarv.com> and <www.mhp.org> (last visited on 14 March 2005). 
544 In this case, the EPG is pre-determined by the set top box manufacturer. 
555 For more details, see the article by Weiss/Wood 1998. 
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Eventually,, functions can be spread across different specialized operators or service 
providers.. For example, broadcasters can choose to implement their own EPG or 
SMSS service while sharing the conditional access system with another service 
provider.. Moreover, a number of independent set top box manufacturers such as 
Philips,, Motorola, Nokia and Pace are developing set top boxes and software 
solutionss for providers of (access-controlled) digital service platforms. 

Withh digitization, it should no longer matter in the mid-term future which 
transmissionn medium (cable, satellite, broadband) is used to deliver the signal 
carryingg the content or control word; the conditional access process is transmission-
mediumm independent. Digitized TV signals can be combined with enhanced signals 
suchh as video, graphics, texts and web links—so-called enhanced television56—and 
receivedd via satellite, cable, internet57 or mobile platforms. For digitized signals, it 
doess not matter what the content of the signal is (written word, sound, video signal). 

Havingg said that, conditional access solutions for pay-TV platforms were 
originallyy developed separately from conditional access devices for other services 
andd in particular for information society services delivered via the internet. This is 
oftenn explained by the different structure of communications in these sectors. In the 
sectorr of information society services, server-based applications (pull services) such 
ass databases and websites were predominant. Here, the consumer (meaning any web 
surfer)) is largely unknown to the provider. Asymmetric solutions are therefore 
required,, for example, to identify the web surfer. In the area of broadcasting, a 
consumerr first has to subscribe and is hence not anonymous. Consequently, simpler 
solutionss such as encryption technologies may be sufficient. 

Withh the convergence of transmission means and methods, the borderlines are 
blurringg and technical development is overcoming other traditional differences 
betweenn set top box-based services and PC-based services. Examples are factors 
suchh as the resolution of PC and TV screens, the navigation device 
(keyboard/remotee control), font size, memory and transmission capacities. Over the 
lastt years, the set top box has evolved into a PC-like device, or vice-versa. It can be 
aa 'computer for the average consumer' who wants to send email, surf the web, 
downloadd content and use e-commerce applications, but who does not want to be 
botheredd with the complexities of the computer itself. Both the set top boxes and 
PCss have high-speed data interfaces, a lot of memory, powerful processors, a high-
speedd return channel and APIs that can process all kinds of TV or internet-centric 
applications.. More and more, the reception device used to receive a specific service 

'Enhancedd TV' refers to technology that enables consumers to receive both television broadcasting 
andd access the internet from the same screen at the same time. Enhanced TV services can vary from 
simplee services that include links to related sites on the internet to highly involved interactivity that 
mergess a TV image with menus, rich multimedia content and supporting text, O'Driscoll 2000, p. 
248. . 
Forr an overview of webcasters, see <http://www.portal.tvoon.de/9715.0.html> (last visited on 14 
Marchh 2005). 
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wil ll  be a question of taste.58 The same conditional access could be used to secure 
accesss to broadcasting and/or interactive and personalized information society 
services. . 

Digital-broadcasting-service-platformm operators continue to drive the 
developmentt of enhanced digital broadcasting technology. Not surprisingly, 
however,, PC operating system manufacturers are hurrying to secure their position 
onn the market for set top box operating systems (among them Microsoft, Sun and 
Linux).. The other way round, hardware manufacturers such as Philips and Sony are 
drivingg the transition towards the PC as a single device for TV reception and 
alternativee for the set top box.59 

1.4.2.. How PAY-TV WORKS 

Forr consumers, the reception of access-controlled services usually involves entering 
intoo a subscription contract that lays down the conditions for the service with the 
servicee provider. This 'obligation' generally involves accepting the service 
provider'ss conditions and paying a monthly fee for a minimum period of time. 
Subscriberss are often required to sign up for a minimum period of three months, 
andd some providers even issue contracts for up to twenty-four months. The 
subscriptionn process is also frequently used to collect additional information about 
thee subscriber such as age, sex, profession and interests, how he or she heard of the 
servicee offer, etc. The prices for the packages vary, and it can generally be said that 
thee greater the variety of the services, the higher the price. In most cases, the fee 
wil ll  exceed the general broadcasting fee, which the consumer wil l have to continue 
payingg together with cable subscription fees, etc. Subscription fees and conditions 
differr widely across Europe.60 In addition, most providers charge a one-time 
subscription-openingg fee. If the service is provided via a set top box, the consumer 
wil ll  have to purchase or rent the box. A number of providers link the subscription to 
thee purchase/rental of a decoder for which they charge additional fees. Some service 
providers,, however, also subsidize set top boxes or even give them away for free. 

Thee following example of a digital pay-TV service is used to explain (in 
simplifiedd form) how electronic access control in digital broadcasting works in 
practice.. The service operator must first ensure that the programmes are exclusively 
transmittedd in encrypted or otherwise protected form. At this stage, the consumer 
receivess at best the encrypted, non-readable signal via the TV set. To decrypt the 

Inn order to receive internet-based services via a set top box, the set top box must be issued with an 
individuall  IP address and must be able to download the necessary plug-ins and players to receive web 
content.. In addition, the operating system of the set top box must be able to support a large number of 
differentt interactive applications (application portability). 
Forr example, the Xbox by Microsoft is connected to the internet and the television, 
<www.xbox.com>> (last visited on 14 March 2005). 
Forr an overview see <http://www2.digitalfemsehen.de/Sender/1039791283> ( last visited on 14 
Marchh 2005); Idate 2000, p. 85. 
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signal,, the consumer must register with the pay-TV provider. This registration is 
transmittedd to the service provider (via mail, email, fax, or the internet). The 
subscriber'ss data such as name, age, sex, credit card number or whatever data are 
requiredd for the subscription process (preferences, special interests, etc.), are stored 
inn the SMS. Based on the information provided, the authorization system updates 
thee SMS database. The SMS creates a personalized smart card that contains the 
subscriber'ss personal information, the services he or she is entitled to receive, his or 
herr personal preferences and the keys necessary to decrypt the programme, etc. The 
smartt card is then sent to the consumer. For pay-TV, the SAS subsequently sends to 
thee consumer's set top box, under the management of the SMS, the ECMs and 
EMMss required to initialize the decryption process. If this information is included 
onn the smart card, the set top box wil l identify the smart card and thus the 
consumer,, and initialize the decryption process. 

Thee process by which the user requests a specific item, for example, a film from 
ann on-demand service is more complex. The moment the subscriber requests a film, 
thee request is forwarded via a return channel. The SMS checks the data received 
andd decides on the basis of the data stored (including payment of fees, age, etc.) 
whetherr the requester is entitled to this access. The service provider is usually free 
too determine in each individual case the conditions of access, be it the age of the 
requester,, his or her willingness (and ability) to pay the required price, his or her 
geographicc location, etc. If the conditions are fulfilled, the SAS is notified and the 
ECMM and EMM keys used to initialize the decryption process are initiated. The 
encryptedd control word is then sent together with the content to the consumer's set 
topp box. Together with the information stored on the subscriber's smart card and the 
accesss code, the encoded signal is correctly decoded and made intelligible via the 
sett top box. Because the capacity of the set top box's operating system is often too 
limitedd to process more sophisticated services, the on-demand application will 
probablyy be processed via a special API that initializes the process of loading the 
contentt from the movie database at the head-end, processes the programme and/or 
additionall  information, adapts the presentation's graphic format to suit the platform, 
checkss authorization, etc. Billing is performed either directly via the smart card 
(electronicc purse) or via the return channel. 

1.4.3.. MAI N STRUCTURE AND LINES OF MARKET DEVELOPMENT 

Thee initial development of the pay-TV sector was driven by a few relatively strong 
players.. From the beginning, the development of the technical solutions for pay-TV 
wass tightly interwoven due of the economic and technical integration of the 
technicall  and service platforms.61 Very generally, four main lines of development 
cann be identified: 
-- Market consolidation. 

611 See also section 3.3.1. 
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-- Convergence. 
-- Vertical integration. 
-- Intermediary platforms. 

MarketMarket Consolidation 
Att the time of writing, the pay-TV sector in the different Member States is 
generallyy in the hands of a small number of highly diversified, strong, and 
internationall  or regional operating enterprises that are also, to a large extent, 
affiliated.. In most cases, one, or at the most three to four major players offer pay-
TVV services in each country.62 Pay-TV mainly involves already established national 
playerss from the analogue broadcasting world who fight hard to obtain similar 
positionss in the digital world, and in particular in pay-TV.63 

Inn addition, the development and operation of technical solutions for pay-TV is 
inn the hands of a small number of enterprises. Moreover, it is usually the larger 
countriess that have two or more competing pay-TV platforms with different 
conditionall  access solutions. The solutions are generally proprietary, and the 
proliferationn of interoperability solutions is still rather modest. The result is that 
consumerss with a set top box running one standard are often not able to receive 
servicess from a competing platform. A good example of competing pay-TV 
platformss with different conditional access systems is France with Canal+, TPS and 
ABSat.. Canal+ has a Mediaguard conditional access (Kudelski); TPS and ABSat 
operatee the Viaccess conditional access (France Telecom). Only ABSat, which is 
thee smallest platform, succeeded in concluding an interoperability agreement with 
bothh major service platforms so that subscribers to ABSat can also receive ABSat 
servicess via the Canal+ set top box. 

Whenn a country has several pay-TV platforms, the operators often compete 
throughh different transmission platforms, for example, satellite and cable in the UK 
andd The Netherlands or satellite and terrestrial in France. Here, issues of 
transcontroll  can come to the fore and may cause conflicts between cable and pay-
TVV platform operators (for example, in The Netherlands, where lengthy 
negotiationss were required for Canal+ and UPC to agree on a solution to the 
decoderr problem). However, competition can also take place within one and the 
samee delivery platform such as in the UK where the British pay-TV operator 
BSKyBB distributes a range of third-party services via the Sky platform. Generally, 
cablee operators are considered serious challengers to satellite-centred services. 
Unlikee satellite broadcasters, cable operators already have their own subscriber base 
andd often own the necessary technical equipment and infrastructure to bill 
individuall  consumers. 

Forr a more detailed insight, see European Audiovisual Observatory 2004, pp. 10-12; also: study by 
Andersenn Consulting 2002. 
Idatee estimates that, taking all broadcasting media into account, there are at the most (in the cases of 
Francee and the UK) six digital pay-TV operators in one country, Idate 2001, pp. 104, 107. See also 
Neumannn 1998,225 pp. 
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Convergence Convergence 
Establishedd digital broadcasting operators are experiencing competition from new 
entrants,, mostly operators at the network level, and telecommunications and cable 
operatorss that are entering the content business. However, banks, sport clubs and 
videoo game producers, to give some examples, who are interested in extending their 
activitiess to the digital service platforms are also entering the scene. In this context, 
convergencee implies that traditional pay-TV operators are confronted with 
increasingg competition not only from rival pay-TV operators, but also from 
competitorss that are active in internet or mobile markets. 

Convergencee also implies that pay-TV platforms are not confined to the 
marketingg of digital broadcasting programmes; they also offer additional 
informationn society services, enhanced telecommunications services and e-
commercee services that could also be offered via the internet. Likewise, traditional 
internett services are joining pay-TV platforms. And, last but not least, the internet 
andd mobile platforms are striving to offer 'broadcasting' content together with other 
informationn society services. For example, news sites increasingly offer moving 
picturee sequences, mobile telephony operators purchase rights for the transmission 
off  soccer events, etc. These developments are further stimulated by European and 
nationall  public information policies that have subscribed to the aforementioned 
'multi-platformm approach'.64 

VerticalVertical Integration 
Inn response to the process of convergence, media markets are seeing many strategic 
alliancess between different 'major' players at the different levels of the pay-TV 
distributionn chain: 
-- Content production. 
-- Content acquisition. 
-- Aggregation and selling to subscribers (service level). 
-- Transmission via the technical platform (technical level). 
-- Transmission via physical networks. 

Inn other words, pay-TV operators are often vertically integrated in one form or 
anotherr (either by ownership or alliances) and thus exercise control over several 
stepss in the distribution chain. Pay-TV operators are often active in the acquisition 
off  content or third-party services (in the form of programmes or whole channels) 
thatt are packaged into programme bouquets and sold to consumers, as well as in the 
operationn of the technical distribution platform.65 Chapter 3 describes a number of 

Seee section 1.1. 
IDATEE 2001; Amstrong 1999, 258pp.; Neumann 1998, 37pp. and 232 pp.; the papers by 
Cave/Crandalll  2001 (about vertical integration between broadcaster and sports leagues) and 
Galbiati/Nicita/Nizii  2004, 2pp. (pointing to differences with the US pay-TV market that seems to be 
muchh more characterized by vertical separation). 
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majorr alliances that involved or would have involved different players in different 
stepss of the distribution chain with the goal to further vertical integration.66 

Off  particular interest to this study is the combination of service and technical 
platform.. The selling of digital content is presently the core business of most 
conditionall  access operators. This explains the close links between the service and 
thee technical level, because the technical level is an integrated part of the business 
modell  and strategy. This also explains why many service providers are directly 
involvedd in the market for conditional access systems or associated facilities. 
Exampless are France Telecom (Viacess), Nethold (Irdeto) and Murdoch (BSkyB) 
(Videoguard). . 

IntermediaryIntermediary Platform —A Change in the way Broadcasting Services are 
Distributed Distributed 
Thee trends described above are also a result of the change in the overall distribution 
strategyy for content services. Controlling access to content allows for new, more 
sophisticatedd pricing and marketing strategies than the concepts of financing 
throughh fees or advertising allow for. Services are no longer 'set off in the air', but 
marketedd individually to subscribers. The possibilities of targeted and personalized 
marketingg allow for differentiation between consumer groups and preferences in the 
formm of price discrimination. Price discrimination and diversification can be a 
meanss of attracting the attention of those parts of the audience that have been 
neglectedd by advertisers so far. Moreover, a new source of revenue enables the 
financingg of new programmes and services that would otherwise not be possible 
underr conventional advertising models.67 Market players are now looking for new 
businesss models to exploit these potentials. The marketing of digital services via 
intermediaryy platforms is one of these models. 

Manyy modern pay-TV platforms function as intermediary platforms, meaning as 
aa kind of portal through which access to a range of services is marketed to 
consumers.688 The operators of such pay-TV platforms—modern information 
brokers—doo not necessarily distribute their own content; instead, they are experts at 
marketingg and selling the content of others. The service platform's main task is to 
aggregatee services and deliver packaged and tailored content to subscribers under a 
commonn brand name69 and through a common business platform. 

Onee part of the business strategy consists of selling access to the pay-TV 
platformm to other content service providers, and preferably to those that can add to 

Seee section 3.3.1. 
Seee also Neumann 1998, pp. 148-150. 
Thee following section is based on, among others, the papers/studies by Nocke/Peitz/Stahl 2004; 
Armstrongg 1999; Galbiati/Nicita/Nizi 2004; Neumann 1998 145pp., 225pp.; Evans 2003; Wright 
2003;; Dietl/Franck 2000, 596pp.; Rochet/Tirole 2003 and Bakos/Brynjolfsson 1999. The latter 
providee an extensive discussion of business models involving aggregation and intermediary platforms 
using,, among other things, the example of site licensing and subscription services, 14pp. 
Forr more information on branding, see Breuning 2000, p. 380. 
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thee overall attractiveness of the platform for subscribers. The other part of the 
businesss strategy consists of attracting subscribers and selling them access to the 
platform.. Intermediary platforms have a central position in the distribution chain 
betweenn content service providers and consumers. In other words, pay-TV 
platformss not only offer third-party content-service providers the technical and 
marketingg services required to sell content to subscribers, they also provide them 
withh another valuable commodity in return: consumer attention. This is an 
importantt function of intermediary platforms in more than just the broadcasting 
sector.. It wil l become even more important as the expected increase in the number 
off  digital channels will make it more and more difficult for broadcasters to attract 
sufficientt consumer attention to sustain the economic viability of a service. And 
consumerr attention is worth money. The amount of attention a particular 
programmee receives determines its economic value for advertisers, providing 
advertisingg is permitted on the pay-TV platform, and sponsors, as well as for the 
retaill  market in broadcasting content. A pay-TV platform with a large subscriber 
basee can therefore generate positive externalities70 for the service providers that are 
carriedd via the platform. Similarly, the presence of a large number of service 
providerss on a pay-TV platform can generate positive externalities for subscribers 
becausee the platform offers them a broad range of services and more choice.71 The 
factt that pay-TV platforms serve several sides of the market can influence the 
decisionss the operators make in many ways in terms of pricing, interoperability and 
thee services admitted to the platform.72 This is because the operator has to get and 
keepkeep the different sides of a market on board. 

Aggregatingg and selling content via an intermediary platform instead of selling 
contentt separately and directly to the consumer can have a number of advantages 
thatt make this business model attractive for all parties involved. An important 
reasonn is the reduction of administration, transaction, marketing and maintenance 
costs.. The individualized marketing of access-controlled services to consumers is a 
complexx process that requires a lot of organization, from the acquisition and 
aggregationn of content, the journalistic arrangement of marketable units under a 
commonn brand name, advertising, subscriber management and service, content 
protectionn and monitoring, to the provision of service information and orientation 
forr subscribers (EPG, search index, navigators). The service-platform operator 
usuallyy performs these tasks centrally. The concentration of all management tasks 
inn one hand allows for more efficient processing. It should be noted, however, that 
inn most cases they can also be offered separately. Control over the intermediary 
platformm does not only allow for the optimized marketing and advertising of one's 

AA positive externality can be described as 'something that party A generates for party B but for which 
partyy A has no practica! way to demand compensation', Evans 2003, p. 2 in footnote 6. 
Evanss 2003, pp. 32-33. 
Seee the papers by Armstrong 1999; Nocke/Peitz/Stahl 2004; Evans 2003; Wright 2003; and 
Rochet/Tirolee 2003. 
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ownn services, it also favours the efficient distribution of third-party resources,73 

optimizess product variety, increases economic efficiency and reduces redundancy. 
Platformm operators can also benefit from joint control over vertical components of 
thee distribution platform such as the service and technical platform, or from 
ownershipp in programme rights, an own distribution platform, etc. This again 
allowss for a more efficient use of the overall distribution platform, including the 
benefitss from the compatibility of the components within the platform. For 
example,, the operator of a pay-TV platform can ensure that all the services that are 
providedd via this particular platform are compatible with each other and with the 
consumers'' set top box. This is also why it can be so important for smaller third-
partyy content providers to have access to a popular platform. 

AA central element of the pay-TV business strategy is bundling strategies.74 This is 
nott really new to broadcasting or mass media in general. A traditional broadcasting 
channell  can be understood as a bundle of different content. The difference between 
traditionall  channels and the bundling strategies of pay-TV platforms is that the 
latterr bundle a number of services that could also be offered individually. Pay-TV 
operatorss can bundle broadcasting with non-broadcasting services, for example 
broadcasting,, telephone and internet services, something that is referred to as 'triple 
play'.. Pay-TV operators can also create pure broadcasting bundles, for example, a 
lifestylee package that offers cooking channels, health and beauty channels, and 
travell  channels. A package can be offered at a lower price than the individual 
subscriptions,, providing individual subscription is possible. Another example is the 
bundlingg of a basic package and a premium package. The former can be made up of 
aa combination of different channels that each subscriber receives, while subscribers 
mustt take an additional subscription in order to receive the combination package, 
whichh offers particularly popular (premium) content such as sports and movies. As 
wil ll  be explained in the following section 1.5.3., bundling strategies can be 
profitablee and pro-competitive for different reasons. Under certain circumstances, 
however,, they can also be anti-competitive. An assessment of bundling strategies 
underr general competition law is performed in Chapter 3.75 

Theree are various examples of bundling strategies used in pay-TV and in the 
mediaa in general. For example, bundling can take place between pay-TV platform 
operatorss and competitors. Platform operators can require competitors who wish to 
usee their conditional access system to use their EPG, or to agree to being marketed 
viaa the same service platform and under the same brand name. The example of 
channell  bundling wil l be discussed in more depth in sections 1.5.3. and 3.4.3. A 
secondd example that wil l be dealt with in more depth requires subscribers to 

Mostt of the existing service platforms carry third-party channels and services. These channels are 
eitherr licensed to the platform operator, or they pay to be carried via the platform. 
Thee notions 'packaging' or 'aggregating' are often used synonymously. It should be noted that the 
notionn of 'bundling' used in this context is not necessarily identical with the notion of 'bundling' 
usedd in competition law analysis (see section 3.4.3.). 
Seee section 3.4.3. 
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purchasee a particular set top box, namely the one that supports the technical 
standardd of the particular pay-TV provider's services. 

1.5.. The Impact of Conditional Access on the Distribution Chain 

Individuall  control over access to content services introduces new features to the 
broadcastingg world as we know it. To understand them is important for the legal 
discussionn in the chapters to follow. The classic broadcasting model involves the 
undirectedd one-way transmission of electronic content towards a multitude of 
(anonymous)) recipients. Once sent, electronic content can be received by anyone 
whoo has the necessary technical equipment and is within reach of the respective 
transmissionn medium, be it the footprint of a satellite or the local cable or telephone 
network.. Conditional access is changing the general distribution structure for what 
wass commonly known as 'broad-casting'. Pay-TV services address individual 
consumerss separately to authorize access, send them a bill , a specialized 
advertisementt or a specific service they requested. 

1.5.1.. NEW FEATURES 

IndividualizationIndividualization and Interactivity 
Conditionall  access introduces an element of interaction, or interactivity, between 
thee sender and the recipient of the content that was formerly unknown to traditional 
broadcastingg (as opposed to, for example, data retrieval services on the internet 
wheree this is common). Because most modern conditional access systems are based 
onn a two-way communications model and include a return channel, they support 
interactivityy between the sender and the recipient. 

ContractContract versus Public Law 
Probablyy one of the most significant changes is that viewers pay directly for 
broadcastingg content. Depending on how much choice the pay-TV platform 
businesss model enables, viewers can even specify which content they want to watch 
andd pay for. The distribution of broadcasting content is shifting from a previously 
publicc sphere to a more personal sphere where the conditions for access to a service 
aree directly negotiated between the service provider and the requester. This is 
perhapss not so new to other media such as the press or the internet, but it is new to 
broadcasting.. Access-controlled broadcasting can be responsive to demand, and 
viewerss are consumers. 

Ass long as broadcasting signals were uncontrollable, there was no tangible 
matterr that could be sold to consumers. In free-TV, the contractual relationship 
existss between the broadcaster and the advertiser; consumers 'pay' for broadcasting 
contentt in the form of a public broadcasting fee and their attention. This changed 
whenn electronic access control was introduced to the distribution process. 
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Thee change towards an individualized, commercialized distribution pattern may 
explainn why traditional broadcasting law has so far been of littl e use when dealing 
withh electronic access control. Traditional broadcasting law is based on the 
assumptionn a) of limited resources and b) that once a programme is transmitted it is 
generallyy available. Broadcasting law addresses in the first instance the programme 
producers,, the broadcasters, and imposes on them a number of obligations 
concerningg media concentration, programme quality, pluralism and so forth. 
Electronicc access control introduces access control to the telecommunications 
processs after a programme is composed. Consequently, traditional broadcasting law 
doess not effectively address such control. From the consumers' perspective, 
consumerss depend on access to an access-controlled platform before they can 
accesss particular content. For consumers, economic or journalistic influence is thus 
exercisedd at an earlier stage, namely when controlling access to the platform. It is 
thee contractual relationship between the consumer, the subscriber and the platform 
operatorr that determines which content can be watched at which conditions. When a 
servicee provider and a consumer conclude a subscription contract, the relationship 
betweenn them is no longer governed by broadcasting law alone, but also by the 
termss and conditions imposed by the platform operator. 

AccessAccess is no Longer 'Free' 
Accesss to the services that are offered via access-controlled platforms is no longer 
'free'.. 'Free', in this context, can be interpreted in different ways. 'Free' can mean 
thatt consumers must pay an additional fee to access access-controlled content. In 
thiss respect, pay-TV resembles other media such as newspapers, cinema or books 
thatt are not accessible for free. In a more general sense, 'free' can also mean that 
consumerss must first obtain the platform controller's authorization in order to 
accesss the services. Finally, 'free' can also refer to the fact that access to services is 
nott technically free. For example, the transmitted signal is encrypted and requires 
consumerss to have specific decryption equipment such as a set top box to view the 
content.. Hence, in areas in which the majority of consumers do not yet have the 
necessaryy decryption equipment, access to access-controlled broadcasting services 
wil ll  not, for technical reasons, be free. As Owen words it: 

'Onn a more fundamental level, program choice might be usefully made more 
responsivee to viewer welfare, and less responsive to the notions put forward 
byy philanthropic institutions of what people "ought" to see1.76 

Onn the other hand, with the proliferation of digital TV and the encoding of public 
broadcastingg services for copyright reasons,77 households will , sooner or later, have 
too install a set top box that converts and decrypts digital signals. 

Owenn 1975, p. 134. 
Thiss is already a reality in countries such as Denmark, Switzerland and the UK. 
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AddedAdded Value and Responsiveness 
Pay-TVV services are still intended for reception by the public providing the 
consumerr agrees to comply with the terms and conditions for access.78 Moreover, 
access-controlledd services that are marketed via pay-TV platforms can result in 
moree differentiated and specialized service offerings for consumers. Electronic 
accesss control can render new services that were hitherto impossible, because of the 
dependencyy on advertisers and large audience shares, economically viable. 
Exampless are minority programmes and programming with a high cultural and 
educationall  quality, providing there are sufficient interested or wealthy subscribers. 

Thee commercialization and individualization of content services could also 
providee consumers with a way to express their preferences using a means the 
markett understands: money.79 In so doing, electronic access control could contribute 
too making broadcasting more responsive to consumer preferences and interests.80 

Anotherr question is if pay-TV providers will serve the preferences of the largest 
sharee of subscribers or offer a real choice. This is a question that will be addressed 
laterr in more depth. 

1.5.2.. CONSUMER ACCESS TO ACCESS-CONTROLLED SERVICES 

Thee ability to manage individual consumer relationships also gives pay-TV 
operatorss more power, if not a monopoly position over individual subscribers. 
Broadcastingg viewers are confronted with a new set of problems that are also new 
too the broadcasting sector. Electronic access control can influence the if and how 
consumerss access content, starting with the question if a consumer can afford to 
subscribee to a certain service or if he or she has the required reception equipment. 
Thiss not being the case, he or she is excluded from the service. As Chapter 2 will 
show,, the aspect of exclusion from content that is distributed on exclusive and 
technicallyy controlled terms has triggered a number of discussions on public 
informationn policy.81 Public information policy in broadcasting is directed at 
ensuringg wide accessibility and availability of broadcasting content. The mission of 
thee broadcasting media is to provide the audience with content and to inform the 
entiree population about newsworthy events 'the public has the right to receive'.82 In 
somee countries, such as the Netherlands, this mission seems to be carried out 
primarilyy by public broadcasting services. In others, for example, in Germany, 
Francee and the United Kingdom, commercial broadcasters also participate in this 

Inn this sense, Dommering 1990, p. 64; Nauheim 2001, p. 131-132; Hins 1999 p. 249. 
Seee extensively in section 2.2.1. More generally on the perception of digital television by consumers, 
Ledouxx Book 2004, pp. 123-145, 
Seee section 1.3.1. 
Seee section 2.2. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Sunday Times, Strasbourg, 26 April 1979, Series A, No. 30 
[hereinafterr 'Sunday Times'], paragraph 65; European Court of Human Rights, Lingens, Strasbourg, 8 
Julyy 1986, series A No. 103 [hereinafter 'Lingens'], paragraph 41. 
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taskk It is part of the legislator's positive obligation to provide an environment in 
whichh these conditions are fulfilled.83 Broadcasting threatens to lose its function as 
ann omnipresent and omni-accessible information forum. Both the general 
availabilityy of and the choice between information sources become questions of 
accesss and slip away into private control. More than ever, access to information 
dependss on the pay-TV platform controller and less than ever on the broadcasters or 
mediaa politicians. For governments, this means that private control of access to 
informationn comes with a loss of public control over broadcasting. How serious the 
issuee is taken by regulators is illustrated by the adoption of a set of specific 
broadcastingg rules at the European level. These rules are explained in Chapter 2.M 

Thee other side of the coin is that the private management of an individualized 
relationshipp between service providers and consumers can influence the chances of 
rivalrival service providers of gaining access to subscribers, just as it can influence the 
subscribers'' willingness or ability to switch to a more competitive offering.85 

Monopolizationn of the subscriber base can have considerable impact on competition 
inn the pay-TV sector, and as such wil l be a matter of competition regulation. 

Subscriberss are the most precious resource in pay-TV markets. Pay-TV providers 
dependd on subscriptions and willin g subscribers are scarce in particular in countries 
thatt have a well-functioning free-TV environment. It is not easy to win subscribers 
whenn consumers feel that free-TV offers them sufficient programming. Another 
reasonn why access to the consumer base is so precious has to do with the economic 
dynamicss in pay-TV markets, namely the existence of first mover advantages, 
economiess of scale8*  and of indirect network effects,87 and the relatively high 
individual/collectivee adaptation costs in this sector. The reception of access-
controlledd services requires that consumers subscribe to a service platform and 
makee some form of investment to acquire the necessary equipment associated with 
thee conditional access platform (smart card reader, PC, set top box, etc.).88 

833 Addressed in more detail in section 2.2. 
844 See section 2.3. 
855 The following section is based, among others, on the papers by Klemperer (1987); Farrell/Shapiro 

1988;; Shapiro 1999; Besen/Farrell 1994; Evans 2003; Bakos/Brynfolfsson 2000, 2002a and 1999; 
Galbiati/Nicita/Nizii  2004; Fritsch/Wein/Ewert 1999; Mackaay 1982; Nalebuff 2004. 

866 Shapiro and Varian explain economies of scale with the words: 'the more you produce, the lower 
yourr average cost of productions', Shapiro/Varian 1999, p. 21. They further distinguish in supply-
sidee economies of scale and demand-side economies of scale. Supply-side economies of scale are, 
accordingg to Shapiro and Varian, the traditional economies of scale—larger firms tend to have lower 
unitt costs, p. 179. Demand-side economies of scale refer to the fact that a product is widely used and 
becausee of that particularly valued by consumers: 'if everybody else uses Microsoft Word, that's 
evenn more reason for you to use it too', Shapiro/Varian 1999, p. 180. According to the authors, they 
aree the norm in information industries, p. 181. Besen and Farrell use the notion of demand-side 
economiess of scale to describe (direct) network effects, Besen/Farrell 1994, p. 118 

877 Clements describes indirect network effects as follows: 'a good becomes more valuable as more 
consumerss use it because there is a greater variety of a complementary good available', Clements 
2004,, p. 2. 

888 See section 1.4.2. 
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Consumerss and content service providers will generally favour the most popular 
standardd that promises the widest coverage. As a result, it is often the leading pay-
TVV platform that determines the technical standard. When a newcomer enters the 
markett and starts offering services to the installed consumer base, the offering must 
bee sufficiently attractive to justify the often high switching costs, which involve 
investingg in additional consumer equipment, breaking long-term subscription 
contracts,, the prospect of double subscription, etc. The second obstacle is the 
possiblee loss of indirect network benefits because if the new conditional access 
platformm is incompatible with the currently available technology and not yet 
popular,, it wil l have fewer applications and programmes to offer. Content providers 
mayy prefer to focus on offering content and writing applications for one dominant 
platformm instead of investing in tailoring their applications to several incompatible 
conditionall  access platforms. This can lead to indirect network effects. If indirect 
networkk effects are strong, consumers might be reluctant to subscribe to a new 
systemm with incompatible technology unless it offers very clear improvements and 
otherr subscribers are expected to follow soon, thus creating the critical mass for the 
neww service.8' 

Pay-TVV platform B Pay-TVV platform A 

SS Subscriber 
—— Proprietary conditional access A & subscription contract A & EPG A 

Proprietaryy conditional access B & subscription contract B & EPG B 

FigureFigure 8—Subscriber Monopolization. Figure 8 illustrates a phenomenon the 
authorauthor refers to as the monopolization of the consumer base. Service provider A has 
establishedestablished a lasting relationship with the subscribers to this platform by 
undergoingundergoing a contractual relationship with them, by controlling a proprietary 

Seee Shapiro 1999, p. 5. 
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standardstandard in their set top box, and by controlling the EPG. In so doing, service 
providerprovider A can make it more difficult for subscribers to service provider B to access 
servicesservices that are offered on platform A, because their set top box does not support 
B'sB's standard. Likewise, subscribers to A might find it difficult to switch to services 
thatthat are offered on platform B. 

Thiss is why a pay-TV platform operator can have a gateway position for access 
too the installed consumer base. Figure 8 shows that access to the installed consumer 
basee is the real bottleneck in pay-TV markets.90 Exclusive control over the dominant 
pay-TV-platformm is an important means of monopolizing the consumer base, 
meaningg binding subscribers and service providers to a particular platform and 
excludingg other service providers from gaining access to their installed subscriber 
base.. The ease with which consumers can switch between the services offered by a 
secondd platform B while they are subscribed to platform A can influence their 
decisionn to do so. Factors that may be relevant for them are the compatibility of B's 
servicess with A's set top box, whether they are bound to A by a long-term 
subscriptionn contract or can terminate the contract any time, whether they can 
affordd to subscribe to both A and B's services at the same time and, last but not 
least,, whether they have sufficient information about B's services to make a 
decision. . 

Monopolizationn of the consumer base can be a result of control over a particular 
facilityy that is necessary for market entry and for which the operator of that 
platformm holds a monopoly position. More commonly, monopolization of the 
consumerr base wil l be the result of a combination of control over and the strength 
off  a particular conditional access standard and associated facilities such as the 
billingg system and the information agent (EPG), and the way access-controlled 
servicess are marketed through service platforms. The following paragraphs explain 
inn more depth the instruments that pay-TV platforms can use to keep consumers in 
'walledd gardens' and discourage them from switching to competing providers: 
bottleneckk control, technical and contractual lock-ins, audience fragmentation and, 
whatt the study calls, 'the information problem'. 

BottleneckBottleneck Control 
Withh the ongoing technical and organizational sophistication of electronic 
telecommunicationss services, market entry depends on an increasing number of 
facilitiess such as control over the conditional access platform or control over other 
elementss of the technical platform, including APIs, Electronic Programme Guides, 
electronicc payment systems, media players, etc. Other facilities required to provide 
pay-TVV services are the marketing platform and programme rights such as those for 
thee Soccer World Championship and new film releases. 

Seee also KEK 2000, 227pp.: Access to the consumers as most important strategic resource in the 
media. . 
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'Bottleneck'' can refer to such services or facilities, and at each level of the 
distributionn chain, be it the transmission network, conditional access, the marketing 
platformm or exclusive rights to content. The term 'bottleneck' is commonly used to 
describee a situation of monopoly control over a particular facility or service. This 
cann be a temporary or a lasting monopoly situation, and the monopoly position can 
havee its source in legal reasons such as the control over exclusive transmission 
rights.. It can also have its source in practical reasons—the resource cannot be easily 
duplicated—orr in economic reasons that have to do with the degree of market 
powerr of the operator of that facility.91 The precise identification of bottlenecks is 
thuss not straightforward, but depends on a dynamic analysis of a particular 
situation.. This is also why it can be so difficult to identify and remedy bottleneck 
situationss ex ante, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4.92 

Accesss to bottleneck facilities can be very interesting for newcomers to the pay-
TVV sector. If newcomers lack the financial means to bring in or establish their own 
technicall  resources, they will have to seek access to existing resources, possibly 
underr comparably less favourable conditions than the established players arranged 
forr them. The establishment of alternative facilities can be impeded by a number of 
obstacless such as high irreversible investments for the installation of conditional 
accesss and the creation of the necessary distribution and marketing structure, as 
welll  as the marketing costs. Other obstacles can be cost asymmetries in accessing 
necessaryy resources such as programme rights, and higher production costs or a 
largee subscriber base for the first mover. 

Fromm the perspective of the incumbent, exclusive control over bottleneck 
facilitiess or the standard technology provides a range of opportunities to impede 
potentiall  and actual competitors, in particular when exercised by a powerful market 
player.. Possibilities of influencing competition to one's advantage range from plain 
deniall  of access to bottleneck facilities or the imposition of unfavourable conditions 
suchh as proprietary design, discriminatory behaviour, predatory pricing, bundling 
strategies,, or taking advantage of a stronger negotiating position when purchasing 
programmee rights. The legitimacy of such strategies will be examined in more 
depthh in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Fromm a competition policy standpoint, a monopoly situation is not automatically 
harmfull  or undesirable. Monopoly control is considered harmful when such control 
iss abused to the detriment of functioning competition. A monopolist that abuses 
monopolyy power might be in conflict with competition law. Chapter 3 explains how 
competitionn law can be used to intervene in such cases. Even without abuse, 
however,, monopoly control in broadcasting markets can be undesirable from a 
generall  public information policy point of view. In broadcasting law in particular, 
monopolyy positions are regarded with caution because they can conflict with major 

Accordingg to Poel and Hawkins, a bottleneck exists 'where the availability and/or terms of access to a 
particularr network facility or service environment fall below a benchmark or standard that has been 
deemedd to be in the public interest', Poel/Hawkins 2001, p. 73. 
Seee sections 4.3. and 4.8.6. 
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broadcastingg policy goals such as preventing a player from exercising too much 
journalisticc influence on its audience and negatively affecting pluralism and 
diversity.. This is why bottleneck situations in broadcasting raise concerns in the 
areaa of competition law as well as in the area of broadcasting regulation. This latter 
aspectt wil l be discussed more in depth in Chapter 2. 

TechnicalTechnical Lock-ins 
Inn pay-TV, the economic power of a technical platform or elements thereof can be 
influencedd by the popularity of a certain embedded standard. This has to do with the 
closee economic links that are often found between the technical and the service 
platforms,, with the aforementioned dynamics of the market in general, and the 
influencee of indirect network effects and first mover advantages in particular.93 The 
consequencee is that once an operator of a particular conditional access system has 
succeededd in establishing a dominant standard, (a) operators of access-controlled 
servicesservices may depend on compatibility with the dominant standard to reach a wide 
audience,, and (b) the success and acceptance of a competing conditional access 
facilityy wil l depend to a considerable extent on whether consumers are able to 
switchh between platforms. This is the argument behind the so-called decoder 
towers,, namely the assumption that consumers are less likely to subscribe to a 
secondd pay-TV platform if both platforms require the purchase of different 
incompatiblee set top boxes. Arguably, the importance of this argument wil l vanish 
iff  set top boxes are offered at lower prices or are subsidized by the pay-TV platform 
operator. . 

Shouldd the first platform use a proprietary standard and the second platform is 
nott compatible, consumers would risk losing indirect network benefits. The 
newcomer'ss chances of entering the market would depend on the enterprise's ability 
too overcome this obstacle.94 Exclusive control over a technical standard is therefore 
ann important means of binding subscribers and content producers to a particular 
servicee platform, and of preventing other service providers from gaining access to 
thee consumer. 

Closelyy related is the aspect of audience fragmentation, which could lead to a 
reductionn of the number of subscribers available to a newcomer. Arguably, 
digitizationn will favour the development of more specialized niche channels and 
hencee increase the fragmentation of the consumer base. The use of electronic access 
controll  can further contribute to this process by dividing the audience into different 
zoness of incompatible conditional access standards. Audience fragmentation can 
alsoo take place along national borders. Today's access-controlled services such as 
pay-TVV are often restricted to a national territory and the required smart cards are 
onlyy sold to residents.95 This is often due to the licensing practice of content rights, 

933 Shapiro 1999, 3pp. About indirect network effects in two-sided markets, see Evans 2003, p. 32. 
944 See Shapiro 1999, p. 4; Besen/Farrell 1994, 118pp. and 121pp. 
955 See, for example, the subscriber conditions at <www.skv.com/ordersky/home> and 

<www.canalplus.nl>> (last visited on 14 March 2005). 
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whichh are often issued on a territorial or language basis. Other reasons are divergent 
broadcastingg laws (for example, in youth protection), and the character of a service 
ass national service for citizens of that state (such as public fee-financed 
broadcasting).. The effect of the use of conditional access systems can be to re-
installl  territorial borders in trans-border media such as satellite distribution. A 
Danishh citizen living in France, for example, may be prevented from accessing the 
encryptedd Danish public service broadcasts of DR1 and DR2, and hence from 
accessingg information from his or her home country and cultural heritage. On the 
otherr hand, in countries with no or littl e own programming such as Luxembourg, 
usingg electronic access control in neighbouring countries could prevent those 
countries'' programmes from being broadcast in Luxembourg.96 

AA somewhat grotesque side-effect of using conditional access for exclusive 
licensingg purposes is that consumers in one country can be excluded from the 
receptionn of particular events that are transmitted in their own country. This was the 
casee with the satellite transmission of the Soccer World Championship in 2002: 
Kirchh owned the German transmission rights for the Soccer World Championship 
andd sold them to the German public service broadcasting for transmission in 
Germanyy and to a pay-TV provider in Spain for transmission in Spain. The Spanish 
pay-TVV provider successfully opposed the German public service's plan to show 
thee games on digital satellite television free-to-air, as this would mean that the 
gamesgames would no longer be exclusively available on Spanish pay-TV.97 

Finally,, another form of technical lock-in is a complex technical design of 
consumerr equipment because it makes switching difficult. For example, research 
intoo the available EPGs and set top boxes shows that they, voluntarily or 
involuntarily,, make it very difficult for users to modify predefined settings.98 

Moreover,, once consumers have invested in learning how to use one technology, 
thiss can be a further reason to prevent them from switching to a different 
technology." " 

ContractualContractual Lock-ins 
Anotherr strategy used to monopolize the consumer base and to which relatively 
littl ee attention has been paid in the pay-TV discussion, is that of contractual 
consumerr lock-ins. Contractually locking in consumers describes a situation where 
subscriptionn contracts are designed to discourage consumers from switching to a 
competitor. . 

Unlesss broadcasters from neighbouring countries will acquire the additional transmission rights for 
Luxembourg. . 
Germann public programming can be received in Spain via satellite. 
Seee the study by Jürgens 2002. 
Seee also Klemperer 1987 p. 376. 
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Inn this context, the duration of the subscription contract is important as well as 
thee ease with which consumers can terminate the agreement.100 Binding consumers 
too long-term subscription contracts or making it difficult to terminate the contract is 
aa form of bundling in time. For pay-TV this is usually twelve to twenty-four 
months.. This time frame may have a negative effect on the consumers' mobility and 
willingnesss to switch to a competitor before the end of their initial contract.101 

Furtherr research is needed to determine how long the duration of a contract must be 
beforee it discourages a consumer from entering into a second contract.102 

Subscriptionn contracts frequently foresee very far-reaching provisions about their 
automaticc extension that are not always easy to detect.l03 Contractual conditions that 
'sanction'' a termination of the contract can also have a discouraging effect. 
Exampless include an obligation to return a set top box at the end of the contract, or 
thee loss of an email address.104 Here, terminating the contract has the additional 
consequencee of effectively barring consumers from receiving any digital, access-
controlledd or other information services before they have invested in new 
equipmentt and/or services. Such contractual conditions may be legitimate, 
reasonablee and common in other sectors (for example, mobile phone subscriptions), 
butt they can prevent competing providers of pay-TV services to reach the critical 
masss of consumers necessary to render their service economically viable.'05 On the 
otherr hand, as Shapiro notes, eventually exclusivity provisions can work against the 
firstt mover, namely if a second entrant is sufficiently strong and consumers decide 
too enter into an exclusive relationship with him.106 

Sub-formss of contractual lock-ins are the aforementioned programme bundling 
strategiess that oblige consumers to subscribe to a whole package of services even if 
theyy only wish to access one particular channel, or that make the provision of 
certainn information services (for example, premium channels) conditional upon the 
subscriptionn to others (such as basic channels).107 Again, this can discourage 

Aghion/Boltonn 1985, 389pp. (making a distinction between nominal length and effective length of a 
contract).. See also Farrell/Shapiro 1988, p. 125; Klemperer 1987, p. 376 
Differentiatingg Aghion/Bolton 1985, p. 399. 
Seee also Aghion/Bolton 1985, p. 399,, pointing to some difficulties. 
See,, for example, BBC World Service, Terms and Conditions, No. 2 (Terms): 'The Agreement shall 
bee automatically extended for further periods of twelve months, subject to payment of the 
Subscriptionn by the Subscriber, unless terminated by either party giving to the other party not less 
thann fifteen days written notice to expire on the last day of the then current term'. Also: Canalplus, 
Algemenee voorwaarden van Canal+ N.V. voor de doorgifte en ontvangst van televisieprogramma's 
viaa de kabel en voor de doorgifte en ontvangst van digitale aardse televisiesignalen via de 
infrastructuurr van Digitenne [hereinafter 'Terms and conditions Canal+ Nederland'], No. A4, 
availablee at <www.canalplus.nl> (last visited on 14 March 2005). Note in the small print that the 
contractt must be terminated by registered letter. 
Seee Canal+, Terms and conditions Canal+ Nederland, No. CI8. See also Shapiro 1999, p. 11. 
Seee Shapiro 1999, p. 8. See also the paper by Bakos/Brynfolfsson 2000; Farell/Shapiro 1989 and 
Nalebufff  2004,26pp. 
Seee Shapiro 1999, p. 10. 
Sectionn 1.4.3. On the effects for consumer switching costs in case of pay-TV bundling see also 
Galbiati/Nicita/Nizi,, p. 23; Harbord/Szymanski 2005. 
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consumerss from subscribing to additional services that resemble services that they 
alreadyy have in their package. 

InformationInformation Problem 
Ann important factor for consumer choice is information about what is on offer 
underr which conditions and for which prices.108 As the example ofGoogle.com or 
Yahoo.comm demonstrates for the internet, control over access to information about 
contentt or content services can have an effect that is similar to control over access 
too content. In the telecommunications sector, it is an acknowledged fact that 
functioningg competition and the consumer's ability to choose between different 
operatorss depend on the availability of adequate service information. It is not 
enoughh that consumers are technically free to switch between different services and 
interoperablee platforms; they must also be able to access information about the 
choicess available to them. 

Thee significance of access to comparable information about content services is 
evenn greater in an access-controlled information environment. In the unencrypted 
world,, consumers can search and choose freely, for example, by flicking through 
broadcastingg channels. When consumers come across channels or programmes that 
aree subject to electronic access control, it will be difficult for them to determine if 
thee content they contain is relevant because it is encrypted or otherwise protected 
againstt access. This is even truer in the case of electronic access control to multi-
channell  service platforms such as pay-TV. Here, consumers find themselves in 
frontt of closed doors (knowing that the marketplace lies somewhere behind them). 
Thee opposite is also true: how will consumers who subscribe to one service 
platformm know about the services available outside the 'walled garden'? This was, 
forr example, Disney's complaint in a US case against AOL. According to Disney, 
AOLL made it a condition for purchasing placement on the AOL service portal that 
contentt providers disable hyperlinks to unaffiliated websites and guarantee that no 
moree than a fixed percentage of traffic at a site within the AOL network be 
'diverted'' via hyperlinks to sites outside the portal.109 The less overview consumers 
havee of the marketplace (due to a lack of information), the more they rely on 
electronicc information agents to find what they are looking for. The enormous 
amountt of available information increases the demand for information agents such 
ass EPGs that provide a pre-selection. 

Fritsch/Wein/Ewertt 1999, p. 294. 
USS Federal Communications Commission (FCC), decision from 11 January 2001 in the matter of 
applicationss for consent to the transfer of control of licenses and section 214 authorizations by Time 
Warnerr Inc. and America Online, Inc., transferors, to AOL Time Warner Inc., transferee, 
Memorandumm Opinion and order, 22 January, 2001, CS Docket No. 00-30, paragraphs 128-190, 
availablee at <http://www.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Cable/Orders/2001 /fccOl012.pdf> (last visited on 20 
Marchh 2005). See also the statement of Commissioner Michael K. Powell, concurring in part and 
dissentingg in part, from 22 January 2001, available at < 
http://www.fcc.gov/Speeches/Powell/Statements/20011 /stmkp 104.doc> (last visited on 20 March 
2005). . 
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Thee power of proprietary electronic information agents lies not only in their 
abilityy to present certain programmes more favourably, personally'10 or 
associatively,, but also, and especially, in their ability to generate a biased idea of 
thee available offerings.111 Unlike, for example, Google.com, most existing EPGs are 
controlledd by the operator of the access-controlled platform and are not open to 
thirdd parties. EPG controllers can design the EPG in a way that makes it easy to 
findd their own services, but difficult if not impossible to find a rival's service or 
performm a comparison. This can give EPG controllers enormous potential to 
manipulatee the way consumers access and receive content, particularly where no 
independentt alternatives that would allow consumers to compare different services 
aree available."2 

1.5.3.. CONDITIONAL ACCESS AND COMPETITION 

Evenn if an enterprise has the ability to use monopoly control to the disadvantage of 
itss competitors, it does not say anything about its intention to do so. Obviously, 
enterprisess are not automatically interested in anti-competitive behaviour. 

Leverage Leverage 
Onee reason that is at the core of many explanations of why an enterprise would 
engagee in potentially anti-competitive practices is leverage. Leverage can be 
definedd as a mechanism whereby a firm with monopoly power in one market can 
usee its power as a lever to foreclose sales in, and thereby monopolize, a second 
markett (hereinafter 'related').113 Such 'levers' can have different forms such as 
controll  over a bottleneck facility, a vertical merger transaction or bundling 
practices.. There could be a case of leverage if the operator of a dominant pay-TV 
platformm refuses to grant a rival access to the conditional access system it is using 
therebyy making it factually impossible for the rival to enter the pay-TV market. 
Leveragee could be the motive behind the same provider making the sale of set top 
boxess to consumers dependent on a subscription; or if a subscription service 
providerr that offers both premium channels and basic channels makes the 
subscriptionn to a premium channel conditional on the subscription to a basic 
channel.. The question if, in a concrete case, leverage is the motive behind any of 

1100 Also O'Driscoll 2000, p. 217. For example, one international provider of iTV software solutions 
recentlyy launched an EPG application that draws viewers into the iTV experience by letting them 
exploree the kind of mood they are in by asking a couple of simple questions such as 'How about 
leavingg on a space flight tomorrow?' or 'Aliens have landed. You're frightened? or You're excited?' 
Thee system then makes recommendations to help them find the programmes they 'feel like' 
watching.. The extraordinary potential for gaining more control over consumer decisions is obvious. 

1111 See also Mackaay 1982, p. 161. 
1122 Even where alternative EPGs are available, they may be not supported by the technical platform that 

consumerss are subscribed to. 
1133 Whinstonl990,p. 837. 
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thesee practices, or if there are other more likely explanations for the monopolist's 
behaviour,, is for the general competition law authorities or courts to determine. 

Itt was due to the leverage theory that courts and competition authorities in 
Europee and also the United States tended to treat certain business methods such as 
tyingg or vertical mergers particularly harshly. Because the concept of leverage is 
veryy relevant to the way electronic access control was treated in the merger 
decisionss of the European Commission and in the sector-specific regulation of 
conditionall  access in pay-TV markets, the following paragraphs use two examples 
too discuss the leverage theory. Although it would clearly exceed the scope of this 
studyy to provide a comprehensive picture of the economic and legal arguments 
accompanyingg the leverage theory, this is the place to provide at least an overview 
off  the discussion: 

Examplee 1—Pay-TV operator A operates a fairly popular pay-TV platform 
usingg its own proprietary conditional access system A, which happens to be the 
dominantt standard for conditional access systems for pay-TV in its region. A makes 
subscriptionn to its pay-TV platform dependent on the consumers' willingness to 
purchasee its set top box. The set top box is equipped with a technology that can 
processs A's proprietary conditional access technology. There are a few other set top 
boxess on the market made by independent producers that can process different 
conditionall  access standards, but not A's."4 

Inn other words, A bundles the subscription to the pay-TV service and the 
purchasee of its set top box technology.115 If A dominates the market for conditional 
accesss solutions and is at the same time active in the market for access-controlled 
services,, A could be in a position to make the life of rivals in the service market 
moree difficult. Rival B also offers access-controlled services in a different, less 
popular,, conditional access standard B. B's standard is, however, supported by a 
numberr of independent set top box producers. For B, it could be nevertheless 
attractivee and cost-effective to direct its market strategy at consumers that already 
ownn a set top box, namely box A, because of the size of the consumer base. 
However,, conditional access system A is proprietary, and A's set top boxes are not 
compatiblee with B's conditional access standard. Subscribers to platform A might, 
inn principle, be interested in subscribing to B too, but that would mean having to 
buybuy a set top box that also supports B's technology. Because they already bought 
sett top box A as part of A's bundle, they wil l probably think twice before 
subscribingg to B, and eventually even decide against it. The case would have looked 
differentt if consumers had been free from the beginning to buy set top boxes that 
supportt different conditional access standards, namely both A's and B's. 

Byy bundling the subscription and the set top box, A might have leveraged its 
powerr over the dominant conditional access standard A to make it more difficult for 

'' '4 For the purpose of this example, the market for pay-TV services and set top box technology are two 
differentt markets. 

1155 For an economic analysis of bundling strategies, see the papers by Bakos/Brynfolfsson 1999; 
Liebowitzz 1983 (bundling as a form of risk reduction); Hinloopen 2002; Nalebuff 1999; Choi 2004. 
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BB to enter the pay-TV market. B's market entry could be discouraged entirely, or it 
wouldd leave only a limited customer base to the entrant."6 Even if it were 
principallyy possible for B to remain in the market, A's strategy could substantially 
lowerr B's profit expectations. 

Thee strictest opponents of the leverage theory, namely the followers of the 
Chicagoo School, would probably warn us from being too quick to assume that the 
bundlingg strategy used in this particular case is the result of monopoly power 
regardingg the conditional access standard A and the wish of A to leverage market 
powerr over the pay-TV market.117 At the heart of the Chicago School's critical view 
off  the leverage theory of bundling is the presumption that if an existing degree of 
monopolyy power is legitimately obtained, then so is the profit deriving from it. A 
couldd not profitably exercise more monopoly power than it actually had in total. 
Thee fact that A has a dominant position for a particular conditional access standard 
doess not imply that it can hinder rivals in the pay-TV market to attract subscribers. 
AA Chicago scholar might argue that it would be more likely for A to adopt this 
particularr strategy because it could maximize its profits by selling subscriptions and 
sett top boxes.118 According to Posner, if a judge held, on grounds of the leverage 
theory,, that unlawful bundling restricts competition, this would be 

'tantamountt to saying that any time a monopolist decides to handle a step in 
thee production process internally rather than to invite competitive bids, he is 
guiltyy of monopolizing because he is unnecessarily restricting competition. 
Thiss is not the general rule, and it makes no sense to apply it only to the tying 
context'."9 9 

Thee criticism expressed by the Chicago School was criticized by the so-called 
'Post-Chicagoo School'. Both the Chicago School and the Post-Chicago School 
criticss finally paved the way for a more differentiated view of the leverage theory. 
Onee major point of criticism of Post-Chicago scholars of the Chicago School's 
criticismm was that the Chicago School replaced simplistic self-evident arguments— 
whyy certain practices should be considered illegal because they triggered 
leverage—withh self-evident arguments that were no less simplistic—why leverage 
wil ll  not occur.120 

Post-Chicagoo scholars carried on to develop the Chicago School's criticism to a 
moree differentiated, dynamic and case-by-case-based application of the leverage 
theory.. As different as the arguments are, there seems to be some agreement that a 
numberr of market conditions must be fulfilled before one can speak of leverage: 
namelyy sufficient market power on the market for set top boxes and for pay-TV 

1166 Nalebuff 1999,2pp. Instructive also Choi 2004, 87 pp. 
1177 See Posner 1976, pp. 172-173. 
1188 Posner 1976, p. 173, 197. 
1199 Posner 1976, p. 175. 
1200 Winston 1990, p. 838; Nalebuff 1999, p. 4; Choi 2004, p. 5; Kaplow 1985, 520pp. and Yoo 2002, 

201pp. . 
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services,, as well as the presence of barriers to market entry in the pay-TV market. 
Weree the pay-TV market fully competitive, it would be difficult to see how A could 
leveragee market power and obtain a monopoly in the pay-TV market. Market entry 
barrierss in the pay-TV sector can be high if newcomers are required to make high 
irreversiblee investments for the installation of conditional access systems and the 
creationn of the distribution and marketing structures required to build a reputation 
andd display goodwill, or to obtain the necessary resources and programme rights.121 

Andd even if pay-TV platform A had sufficient market power, A would not 
necessarilyy employ this bundling strategy to leverage market power if such 
behaviourr were not profitable.122 Bundling the subscription with the pay-TV 
platformm and the purchase of the set top box could also reduce A's profits, for 
example,, if he were to miss out on a number of subscribers that do not value A's 
pay-TVV platform enough to purchase a set top box that can process only A's 
services.. A would thus have to have additional and probably strategic reasons to 
engagee in anti-competitive bundling. In the provided example, such reasons could 
bee to drive B out of the market or make market entry more difficult.123 The situation 
wouldd be different if A produced and sold non-proprietary conditional access 
solutions.. In this case, it would probably be in A's interest to encourage new entries 
inn the pay-TV market because this would result in higher sales of its decoder 
technology.1244 One must also take the impact of self-correcting market processes into 
account.1255 If a new pay-TV operator whose platform is more innovative and 
attractivee than A's were to enter the market, A's bundling strategy would not make 
muchh sense anymore. 

Evenn if a monopolist has incentives and believes it is profitable to engage in 
bundling,, this does not necessarily mean that such a strategy is undesirable and 
shouldd be banned. There may be efficiency reasons that justify such behaviour and 
explainn why such behaviour should be permitted.126 At the beginning of pay-TV 
deploymentt in particular, operators face considerable risks and high costs. They 
needd to reach a critical mass of subscribers. A major obstacle to achieving this 
couldd be their inability to convince consumers to invest in set top box technology. 
Offeringg subscriptions and set top boxes in an attractively priced bundle could make 
itt easier to overcome such obstacles. 

Examplee 2—The importance of efficiency and consumer welfare considerations 
iss demonstrated in the second example, namely that of channel bundling. Pay-TV 
platformm operator C is dominant in the market for retail and wholesale programme 
content.. C sells its programmes to cable operators and other broadcasters who offer 

1211 For a concise general overview of the discussion, see the paper by Yoo 2002. 
1222 See also Choi 2004, p. 5, 11. 
1233 Whinston 1990, p. 840, Yoo 2002,206pp. 
1244 Whinston 1990, p. 850. 
1255 Kaplow 1985, pp. 525-552. See also Klemperer 1987, p. 377, pointing to the effect of intensive 

competitionn to attract new subscribers on monopolistic returns. 
1266 Instructive is the article by Yoo 2002, 200pp.; Larouche 2000, pp. 196-203. 
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access-controlledd services. Besides selling third-party programmes, C also 
distributess a number of niche channels for sports, films, cooking, gardening and 
newss via its own pay-TV platform. C offers these channels in bundles, in the form 
off  two so-called basic packages: a lifestyle package and a hobby package. C does 
nott offer the channels unbundled to consumers. There are also a number of access-
controlledd service providers that offer similar niche channels separately. 

AA well-considered channel bundling strategy would enable C to seize a 
prominentt position in the market in form of packaging the product space and give it 
aa competitive advantage over rivals that offer similar channels separately.127 The 
betterr a platform succeeds in answering audience demand by providing more 
diversee and broad services, the less room it leaves for alternative offerings from 
competingg information service providers.128 Service platforms can use such 
strategiess to influence the market chances of competing providers of niche 
channels,, and more widely, those of free-TV providers or providers of E-commerce 
services.1299 C can use bundling strategies to leverage market power from the 
wholesalee programme market to the retail pay-TV market. 

However,, large-scale bundling can also be a way to improve the efficiency of 
C'ss platform. Bundling can exclude much of the uncertainty about the consumers' 
valuationn for individual channels, which can be a major factor of uncertainty when 
pricingg services and performing transactions.130 Bundling can, as described 
previously,, also be used to differentiate between different consumer segments that 
aree willin g to pay different prices.131 The role of electronic access control in this 
contextt is to enable the cost-effective delivery of services to those consumer 
segmentss that have been identified as a particular category of users to which a 
certainn price or service has been allocated.132 Bundling different channels can also be 
aa means to save production costs and benefit from economies of scales. An 
importantt aspect in this context is the way content rights are licensed, namely as 
presale,1333 package 134or output135 deals that are meant to reduce the production risks 

1277 Wirtz 1994, p. 49. See also Noam 1988, p. 208: differentiation is the rationale of a commercial 
programmingg strategy. Neumann 1998, p. 199 pp. 

1288 See the paper by Bakos and Brynjolfsson, Bakos/Brynjolfsson 2002a. 
1299 The European Commission already observed: 'When a television operator has a leading position in 

pay-TVV and free-TV, and also holds the main programme rights for free-TV and pay-TV, he is in a 
positionn to control the interaction between free-TV and pay-TV', European Commission, 
Commissionn Decision of 27 May 1998 relating to a proceeding pursuant to Council regulation (EEC) 
No.. 4064/89 (Case IV/M.993-Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere), Brussels, 27 February 1999, OJ L 52, p. 
11 [hereinafter 'Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere'], paragraph 88 and paragraphs 97-99. 

1300 See the papers by Bakos and Brynjolfsson, Bakos/Brynjolfsson 1999; Bakos/Brynjolfsson 2000; 
Nalebufff  1999, p. 19. 

1311 Bakos/Brynjolfsson 1999, pp. 15-17. 
1322 Differentiating, Nalebuff 1999, p. 16. 
1333 Presale refers to the licensing of programmes that are yet to be produced. 
1344 The selling of programme rights in packages, where packages are usually composed of both more and 

lesss attractive content. 
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forr production companies. For licensees, these deals can be advantageous as they 
guaranteee programme supply while putting such content out of the competitors' 
reach.. Generally, it is the larger operators who can afford to invest the often 
considerablee sums of money in rights packages and take the risks involved—risks 
theyy can re-allocate to consumers through differentiated bundling strategies.136 

Off  course, there are limits to the profitability of such bundling strategies, too. 
Obviously,, a platform operator wil l not sell content as part of a bundle if it can be 
soldd more profitably separately. First film releases or top sports events, for 
example,, are often sold in the form of pay-per-view or premium offers. Because 
consumerss value such content particularly highly, it is also possible to obtain higher 
revenuess by selling it separately.137 Moreover, the transmission rights of such 
contentt are often particularly expensive, which could justify selling them separately 
andd at a higher price than could be asked for if they were offered in a bundle. The 
costss of programme rights also limit the size of bundles; from a certain moment 
onwardss packages would be too large to offer to consumers at an attractive price. 
Bundless would then comprise elements that consumers do not value highly, or the 
bundless would be so large that consumers would have difficulty finding what they 
aree looking for. 

Withinn the context of the leverage theory of bundling, the possible welfare-
enhancingg effects should be taken into account before banning a particular practice 
forr the sake of functioning competition.138 It is helpful to distinguish between the 
effectss for consumers and competitors. 

EffectsEffects for Consumers 
Bundlingg can have both negative and positive effects on consumer welfare. On the 
onee hand, it was explained before that bundling might, from an economic point of 
view,, enhance the efficiency, value and compatibility of a particular service.139 

Subscriberss to one of C's basic packages could have access to not only one, but 
severall  different channels that fulfi l their interests, and access to a package could be 
cheaperr than subscribing separately to similar channels from competitors. This also 
depends,, of course, on C's pricing strategy. To this extent, bundling can eventually 
leadd to more advantageous and larger service offerings for consumers at a lower 
pricee and hence increase consumer welfare. 

Onn the other hand, subscribing to a whole bouquet of channels also deprives the 
consumerr of choice: the choice not to take certain channels he or she is not 
interestedd in or to take certain channels from third-party providers and so to arrange 

Combinationn of presale and package deal, where licensed packages include the future output or parts 
thereof,, of a production firm. For a general discussion of these practices, see Neumann 1998, 165pp. 
Bakos/Brynjolfssonn 1999, p. 18. 
Bakos/Brynjolfssonn 1999, pp. 13-14. 
Forr an in-depth discussion, see the papers of Nalebuff 1999; Bakos/Brynjolfsson 1999; Katz/Shapiro 
1998,, p. 40pp.; Van Geffen/Nooij/Theeuwes, 95pp., with further references; Bishop/Walker 1999, 
209pp.. and 292 pp. 
Criticall  Klemperer 1987, p. 877. 
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hiss or her own bouquet. For example, a study conducted for the UK Consumers' 
Associationn concluded that to watch live Premiere League soccer consumers would 
havee to subscribe to either BSkyB or a cable service. Because of the construction of 
programmingg bundles, however, they were forced to purchase a bundle of content 
includingg much more than live Premier League soccer.140 In general, bundling 
arrangementss are less advantageous for consumers with specialized interests, as 
theyy might end up paying a proportionally higher price than if the services were 
offeredd individually.141 Bakos and Brynjolfsson explain that the profitability and 
efficiencyy benefits of bundling are easiest to quantify when the consumer 
valuations,, meaning preferences for distinct programmes, are identically distributed 
andd not closely correlated for different products. This might mean that access-
controlledd bundles, similar to television advertising, are again orientated towards 
masss rather than individual preferences.142 Bundling different services to large 
packagess in a subscription contract is one means of binding consumers to a 
particularr operator's offer. Providing the package is a) sufficiently broad to cover 
mostt of the consumers' interests and b) switching between different service 
platforms/packagess is made difficult because of contractual or technical obstacles, 
thee consumer might find himself or herself in a lock-in situation. 

AA variation on this theme is a situation in which C does not bundle different 
channelss as basic channels, but offers premium channels with popular sports events 
andd new film releases, and makes subscription to the premium channel dependent 
onn the subscription to a basic channel. Consumers who are only interested in C's 
premiumm channel but would like to have a basic channel from another provider 
mustt choose between taking both channels from C, although they want only the 
premiumm channel, or foregoing the premium channel and taking the competitor's 
basicc channel.143 

EffectsEffects for Competition 
Thee possible effects of bundling for competitors also should be taken into account. 
Thee aforementioned efficiency reasons can make it more attractive for smaller 
third-partyy service providers with only a small range of content services to include 
theirr services in the bundle of a larger platform instead of selling them separately 
andd directly to consumers. This also explains why it can be vital for smaller no-
namee niche service providers to be included in the package of C's popular 
platform.1444 In the premium channel variant, participation in C's basic channel could 
bee even more attractive if competitors knew that C's premium channel is so popular 
thatt it wil l attract even more subscribers. 

1400 Harbord/Szymanski 2005, pp. 8,21. 
1411 Oftel 1997a, paragraphs 6.1- 6.21. 
1422 Bakos/Btynjolfsson 1999, p. 19, 
1433 They could, of course, decide to subscribe to both. 
1444 KEK 2000, p. 228. 
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Ass explained, however, bundling can also directly affect the economic viability 
off  competitors because it can reduce the number of subscribers that are willin g to 
subscribee to their niche channel. One of the controversies in pay-TV is whether a 
pay-TVV operator should be allowed to make the subscription to a premium channel 
dependentt on the subscription to a basic channel from the same operator. 
Dependingg on how attractive the premium channel is, such a strategy can make it 
moree difficult for operators of rival basic channels without a similarly attractive 
premiumm channel to sell their services to consumers.145 

Itt is not the task of this study to decide in favour of one or the other argument— 
thiss is a task for the legislators and regulatory and competition authorities. The 
purposee of this overview is to show that intrinsic statements that certain market 
practicess such as bundling are competitive or anti-competitive should be treated 
withh caution as they may not reflect market realities and in the worst case 
discouragee possible pro-competitive, welfare and efficiency-enhancing behaviour. 
Thiss makes the regulation in the pay-TV sector, as in many other dynamic sectors, 
particularlyy difficult. 

Moree generally, differentiated considerations, especially where the argument of 
leveragee is concerned, are not only necessary in the context of bundling, but also in 
thee context of other possible strategies to leverage market power such as control 
overr bottlenecks or vertical mergers.146 

VerticalVertical Integration 
Itt is often argued that leverage in the form of bundling or access refusals would be 
particularlyy likely to occur where an enterprise is vertically integrated and thus 
activee in two related markets because such enterprises would not only have the 
ability,, but also the incentive to engage in anti-competitive strategies. This 
argumentt is often heard in the pay-TV discussion. König, for example, speaks for 
manyy when he claims that the risk of anti-competitive behaviour depends on the 
statee of the vertical integration of digital service providers in the distribution 
chain,1477 and recommends that, in order to approach the 'competition destroying' 
verticall  integration in pay-TV markets, the regulator separate as much as possible 
thee different levels in the distribution chain. The analysis of the early decisions of 
thee European Commission's merger decisions in pay-TV markets in Chapter 3 
showss that the European Commission, too, was, in the beginning, quick to ban the 
emergencee of vertical structures in the pay-TV sector. It argued that such structures 
couldd invite enterprises to leverage their market power in the form of bottleneck 
controll  or other strategies.148 

Breuningg 2000, p. 380: 'Vernetzen start Versparten'. 
Whinstonn 1990, p. 856; Yoo 2002, p. 244. 
Königg 1997, p. 89; Neumann 1998, p. 239; the study of Lemley/Lessig 2000 for the broadband 
sector.. More differentiated, Owen 1975, 888 pp. 
Seee section 3.3.1. 
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Itt is important to remember, however, that whether an enterprise that is dominant 
inn one market engages in anti-competitive activities in another market depends on 
thee structure of both markets as well as on the profitability of such behaviour. The 
previouss section sought to illustrate the need for a differentiated view of the 
argumentt of leverage using the example of bundling strategies. Furthermore, there 
cann be valid efficiency and welfare arguments that need to be taken into account 
beforee making a final decision to step in against particular vertical structures or 
verticall  mergers.149 Although it would be going too far to provide a comprehensive 
discussionn of the economic aspects of vertical integration this is the place to say at 
leastt so much: the discussion of the impact of vertical integration and the resulting 
threatt for leverage is ambivalent.150 Vertical integration in the form of mergers, 
internall  growth, agreements, etc., can simply flow from a legitimate business 
strategy.. One example would be to aggregate content services and market them to 
subscriberss via a pay-TV platform: here, exercising joint control over the technical 
andd the service platform as well as the content delivered via these platforms could 
createe efficiencies. The control over different elements in the distribution chain 
couldd enable the realization of secure cost-efficient access to supply and distribution 
channels,, possibly under more favourable conditions than those generated by the 
freee market. Due to the optimization of internal processes and cost structures, a 
verticallyy integrated pay-TV platform could offer similar services at more attractive 
conditionss and so improve its competitive chances. There is nothing wrong with 
creatingg efficiencies. This is also why powerful vertically integrated market players 
cann be important drivers behind innovation and progress in national markets. That 
iss to say, vertical integration not only provides opportunities and incentives for anti-
competitivee behaviour, it can also enhance welfare and economic efficiency. The 
finalfinal decision whether vertically integrated structures are desirable from a public 
policyy point of view must balance the different arguments. 

1.6.. Conclusion 

Thee introduction of conditional access is changing the traditional 'broadcasting' 
structure.. Conditional access introduces a new gateway or platform to the 
telecommunicationss process after a programme is made. Access to media content 
becomess subject to restrictions and depends on the controller of the pay-TV 
platform.. The pay-TV business model focuses on managing exclusive relationships 
withh consumers so that only subscribers to a platform can access particular content. 
Becausee pay-TV subscribers are scarce, platforms are competing for a limited 
audience.. Monopolization of the consumer base in the form of bundling strategies, 

Seee the papers by Waterman/Weiss 1996; Speta 2004. See also Nocke/Peitz/Stahl 2004, pp. 14-15 
andd 18-21. 
Seee the papers by Waterman/Weiss 1996; Litman 1997; Speta 2004; Yoo 2002. See also 
Nocke/Peitz/Stahll  2004, pp. 14-15 and 18-21; Owen 1989, 888pp. 
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technicall  or contractual lock-ins as well as manipulating consumers' search patterns 
andd increasing their search costs are strategies to improve one's competitive 
position.. For the regulators, one of the challenges consists of identifying the 
situationss in which such strategies are anti-competitive, meaning that interference is 
necessaryy to protect functioning competition. A second challenge consists of 
formulatingformulating rules that are sufficiently flexible to prevent overregulation and 
negativee effects on innovation, efficiency and welfare. This is the subject of 
Chapterss 3 and 4. 

However,, the regulation of pay-TV is not only a matter of competition. Public 
informationn policy plays an important role, too, and faces different challenges. 
Existingg regulatory measures concerning conditional access in broadcasting are a 
mixturee of competition and public information policy considerations. The 
fragmentationn of the audience into unsubscribed and subscribed consumers could 
createe information lock-ins and lock-outs. States have a positive obligation to create 
ann environment in which consumers can benefit from freedom of expression and are 
nott locked out from matters of interest, and in which democratic principles and 
otherr public information policy considerations are safeguarded. Private subscriber 
monopoliess can also raise issues of pluralism and diversity within pay-TV 
platforms,, issues that will be dealt with in more depth in Chapter 2. 

Chapterss 2, 3 and 4 examine the current European approach to the regulation of 
pay-TVV in general and conditional access in particular within the context of 
Europeann competition and public information policy. No literature was consulted 
afterr 1 December 2004. 

1.7.. Outline of the Study 

Chapterr 2—examines the use of electronic access control within the context of 
publicc information policy and broadcasting regulation at the European level. The 
firstt part of the chapter discusses wider public information policy goals and what 
thee motives are for public intervention. The goal of this section is to identify the 
parameterss for government involvement in conditional access in broadcasting. More 
specifically,, it looks at electronic access control within the context of Article 10 of 
thee European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), and examines if there is such 
aa thing as a fundamental right of access to information on pay-TV platforms that 
regulatorss are obliged to realize. It also examines whether such a claim can be 
derivedd from other public policy and democratic principles. The role of public 
broadcastingg as a public interest carrier and the promotion of the free flow of 
servicess in the Internal Market are further aspects that are examined. In the second 
partt of Chapter 2, existing instruments used to translate the identified public 
informationn policy objectives are described and critically analyzed. In so doing, 
Chapterr 2 focuses on broadcasting regulation and takes a closer look at Article 3a of 
thee Television Without Frontiers Directive (TWF Directive), the right to short 
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reportingg in Art. 9 of the European Convention on Transfrontier Television (ECTT) 
off  the Council of Europe and on the 'must-carry' rules in Article 31 of the 
Universall  Service Directive. Throughout the analysis, particular attention is paid to 
thee situation of consumers, alias citizens, in broadcasting law. 

Chapterr  3—discusses the issue of conditional access control from a general 
competitionn law perspective. The chapter starts with a concise overview of 
Europeann competition law and proceeds with an analysis of the main merger cases 
inn the pay-TV sector over which the European Commission has decided so far. The 
nextt section takes a closer look at the applicability of Articles 81 and 82 of the EC 
Treatyy to examples of anti-competitive behaviour that can occur within the context 
off  pay-TV. The examples concern the refusal of access to facilities, discrimination 
andd bundling. The main question is the extent to which general competition law is 
suitablee to respond to the competition problems around electronic access control, 
whichh were outlined in Chapter 1. Non-economic aspects in general competition 
laww and the position of consumers wil l also be dealt with. 

Chapterr  4—examines the regulation of conditional access in European 
telecommunicationss law. This is a critical analysis of Article 6 of the Access 
Directive,, which stipulates mandatory access to conditional access systems. The 
mainn question in this chapter is whether Article 6 of the Access Directive can 
effectivelyy guarantee the functioning of competition in pay-TV markets. Chapter 4 
alsoo takes a look at the alternative approach towards bottleneck regulation in 
Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive, which applies to all other 
telecommunicationss networks and facilities. The chapter compares both concepts 
andd examines whether the current distinction between rules that apply to 
broadcastingg and non-broadcasting facilities is justified and helpful. It further 
identifiess at a more general level the aspects to consider when identifying critical 
bottleneckk situations in digital pay-TV and explains why the current approach is not 
adequatee to solve the bottleneck problems. 

Chapterr  5—provides a summary and conclusions. It contains findings of the 
study,, including findings that could be relevant in areas other than pay-TV such as 
electronicc access control in mass media more generally. 
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Access-Controlledd Broadcasting and the Free 
Floww of Information 

'Informationn is the oxygen of democracy'. (ARTICLE 19)m 

2.1.. Locks in the Free Flow of Information 

Thee notion of 'free-flowing information' is a picturesque allegory; a landscape in 
whichh information flows freely, like the water of a stream, and citizens can satisfy 
theirr thirst for information by drawing from an abundance of opinions, ideas and 
information.. This is the environment in which the 'Information Society' finds fertile 
ground,, and where mass media are the natural riverbed through which the 
informationn flows. 

'Thee free flow of information' also embodies fundamental principles in media 
regulationregulation in general and broadcasting in particular, namely by creating "* 
conditionss for an environment in which consumers, alias citizens, have access to a 
varietyy of informational content from different sources. The accessibility to and 
availabilityy of information plays a role in every aspect of social life: the economy, 
thee democratic process and control of state power, the functioning of an 
increasinglyy multicultural society, work, personal happiness and leisure. To be 
informedd is the Information Society citizens' personal capital, and access to 
informationn is an important element that enables them to successfully manage their 
personal,, professional and social lives. The mass media, such as broadcasting, play 
aa vital role in the free flow of information. Broadcasting is one of the major and 
popularr sources of information. Broadcasting, however, is not only a means for 
citizenss to obtain information and inform others; it can also be an instrument for 
governmentss to inform citizens and convey their messages to the broad public. This 
hass to do with the wide availability and accessibility of classical broadcasting 
services;; once disseminated everybody who is connected to the distribution network 
andd owns the necessary equipment is a potential recipient. 

Thee introduction of conditional access in broadcasting brought turmoil to the 
informationn idyll . Private users of electronic access control established 
sophisticatedd systems of dykes and locks to control previously free information 

111 SeeArticlel9 1999. 
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flows.flows. Broadcasters who wanted access to subscribers of a pay-TV platform 
suddenlyy needed more than just a broadcasting licence: they needed access to a 
conditionall  access platform and its marketing platform. For consumers, access to 
access-controlledd information is no longer 'free', but a matter of encryption keys 
andd subscription contracts. 

Whatt are the consequences for public information policy and the free flow of 
information?? Was there ever any such thing as 'free' (access to) information? And 
howw did public information policy and media legislators respond to the new 
challengess imposed by electronic access control? 

Chapterr 2 is divided into two parts. The first part (section 2.2.), lists a number of 
recurringg policy aims that have been put forward in response to the changes in 
broadcastingg that were described in Chapter 1: the privatized, targeted and 
individualizedd control over access to content and the resulting lock-in or lock-out 
situationss for consumers that are not subscribed to the pay-TV platform.152 Probably 
thee most popular, but a very controversial argument, is that national regulators 
wouldd have to create the conditions in which the public can exercise its 'right to 
information',, which would flow from Article 10 of the ECHR (section 2.2.1.). 
However,, there are also a number of other policy principles that, within the 
frameworkk of Article 10 of the ECHR or on their own, provide arguments for the 
government'ss involvement in electronic access control in broadcasting. Such 
principless can be democratic and social. They can define the accessibility of 
informationn of public importance (section 2.2.2.), the preservation of public 
broadcastingg (section 2.2.3.), as well as the free flow of services in the Internal 
Markett (section 2.2.4.). One aspect that wil l not be discussed in thiss chapter but that 
wil ll  be discussed in Chapters 3 (Competition Law) and 4 (Telecommunications 
Law),, is the access of service providers to pay-TV platforms, including access to 
access-controlledd platforms. Chapter 4 also refers to the public information policy 
considerationss involved. Other issues that will not be discussed are the public 
policyy justifications for regulating broadcasting in general, as well as more general 
aspectss of competition law and policy that can become relevant within the 
frameworkk of exploiting exclusive programme rights. The instruments examined 
applyy to broadcasting services only. It is not the purpose of this study to examine 
moree broadly whether these principles are, or should be, transferable to non-
broadcastingg services such as online services and DRM-protected content. Because 
off  the need to restrict the scope of the study, Chapter 2 will mention a number of 
aspectss that are relevant when discussing conditional access and broadcasting law 
andd policy but will not claim to provide an exhaustive discussion of all the issues 
involved. . 

Thee second part of this chapter (section 2.3.) analyses how the existing 
instrumentss in European broadcasting law that address conditional access translate 
thee information policy concerns discussed in the first part of the chapter. This part 

Seee sections 1.4.3. and 1.5.2. 
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off  the chapter discusses instruments issued by the European Communities and/or 
thee Council of Europe. More specifically, it discusses Article 3a of the TWF 
Directive,, which inspired the corresponding obligation in Article 9bis of the 
Europeann Convention on Transfrontier Television (ECTT) (see section 2.3.1.) about 
thee so-called 'lists of important events'. The ECTT is the equivalent of the TWF 
Directivee and applies to the Member States of the Council of Europe. The chapter 
continuess with a discussion on the right to short reporting that is provided for in 
Articlee 9 of the ECTT (section 2.3.2.), and concludes with the must-carry rules in 
Articlee 31 of the Universal Service Directive (section 2.3.3). This is a provision 
fromfrom European telecommunications law, but it deals with broadcasting and is 
draftedd to realize public information policy objectives for the broadcasting sector. 
Chapterr 2 concludes with a brief summary of its findings (section 2.4.). 

2.2.. Conditional Access and Public Information Policy 

'Publicc information policy' is about regulating and realizing the free flow of 
information,, and reconciling the objectives and interests related to it: culture, 
democracy,, economic growth and competition, the free flow of information and, 
withinn the context of the European Union: the free flow of services and the 
realizationn of Internal Market principles. Public information policy looks at 
questionss related to the technical distribution for the media— telecommunications 
law—ass well as the movement of media services within this infrastructure, such as 
broadcastingg services. The electronic control of access in broadcasting affects both 
thee technical architecture and the circulation of content services.153 Chapter 2 
discussess access control from the broadcasting law perspective. 

Inn Chapter 1, it was explained that conditional access in broadcasting introduces 
elementss of individual authorization and private exclusive control over access to 
content,, while public information policy in broadcasting is still based on the 
traditionall  concept of free-to-air broadcasting, as is broadcasting itself. If 
broadcastingg services were no longer widely available because of electronic access 
controll  and the resulting fragmentation of the audience, would this mean that the 
realizationn of public information policy principles would be endangered? And 
whichh public information objectives would then be affected? 

Thesee are questions regulators were confronted with while drafting the 
Conditionall  Access Directive.154 The goal of the Conditional Access Directive is to 
createe a universal framework of protection against activities that facilitate illici t 

1533 See section 1.5.1. 
1544 See also the paper by Helberger 1999a. 
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access,, meaning the piracy of access-controlled broadcasting and information 
societyy services.155 

Thee downside of technical content protection is that the technology can also 
affectt socially desirable uses of technically protected content. The Council of 
Europe,, after having adopted a recommendation that also protects access-control 
technologiess against unauthorized access,156 was one of the first to realize that for 
thee broadcasting sector 

'[a]tt first sight, the notion of illici t access ... is not one that sits comfortably 
withh the principle of freedom of expression and of free access to information 
enshrinedd in many national laws and international conventions'.157 

Ass far as the Conditional Access Directive of the European Union is concerned, 
aa number of proposals of the European Parliament that were submitted during the 
draftingg of the Conditional Access Directive indicated that the issue of unlimited 
electronicc access control over access to broadcasting content was far more 
controversiall  than is reflected in the final version. The proposals illustrate well the 
wholee spectrum of reasons why government involvement with electronic access 
controll  could be desirable, if not even necessary. 

Thee Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights noticed that conditional 
accesss in broadcasting could have a negative effect on the free flow of services in 
thee Internal Market because conditional access operators in one country exclude 
consumerss from another market.158 The Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' 
Rightss proposed to include a recital saying that 'conditional access systems should 
nott be used for the whole purpose of refusing access to citizens in some Member 
Statess to services that are freely available in other Member States'.159 

Inn the same document, the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights also 
suggestedd to include an additional, broader recital on the protection of accessibility 
andd availability of content in general. The proposed Recital 16b required the 
balancingg of, on the one hand, the interests of service providers, and, on the other 
hand,, the interests of the general public not to be excluded from access to 

Seee also Council of Europe, European Convention on the Legal Protection of Services based on, or 
consistingg of, Conditional Access, Strasbourg, 24 January 2001 [hereinafter 'Conditional Access 
Convention'],, which resembles the Conditional Access Directive in its major points. 
Councill  of Europe, Recommendation No. R (91)12 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States 
onn the legal protection of encrypted television services, Strasbourg, 27 September 1991 [hereinafter 
'Recommendationn on the Legal Protection of Encrypted Services'], Explanatory Memorandum Note 
8. . 
Councill  of Europe, Recommendation No. R (91)12 on the Legal Protection of Encrypted Services, 
Explanatoryy Memorandum, Note 8. 
Seee sections 1.5.2. and 2.2.4. 
Europeann Parliament, Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, Report on the proposal for a 
Europeann Parliament and Council Directive on the legal protection of services based on, or consisting 
of,, conditional access, Brussels, 21 April 1998, A4-0136/98 [hereinafter 'Committee on Legal Affairs 
andd Citizens' Rights, Report on the Proposed Conditional Access Directive'], Amendment 3. 
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informationn about, for example, cultural events. Recital 15a of the same document 
followss the same line: 

'Whereass this Directive [the Conditional Access Directive] is without 
prejudicee to the right of the viewer to have access to free-to-air channels 
withinn a conditional access service platform without being required to pay an 
additionall  fee beyond the normal charge for accessing the platform'. 

Thiss is an interesting argument that combines two different aspects. First, it 
claimss that there is a 'right of access to information'. Whether such a right exists or 
nott wil l be examined in more depth in section 2.2.1. Second, the Committee on 
Legall  Affairs and Citizens' Rights' argument indicates that one characteristic of this 
'rightt of access to information' is the ability to access particular content without 
havingg to pay an additional fee. This argument points to the public character of 
certainn broadcasting services, an argument that is commonly made with regard to 
publicc broadcasting (section 2.2.3.). Moreover, the Committee on Culture, Youth, 
Educationn and the Media proposed to introduce the following recital to the 
Conditionall  Access Directive: 'Whereas the encoding of broadcasting services 
shouldd not unreasonably withhold those services from the general viewer if they 
weree originally offered for non-remunerated use'.160 In addition to the remuneration 
argument,, the Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media seems to be 
concernedd more generally about the fact that with electronic access control some 
broadcastingg content wil l no longer be freely accessible.161 In the end, none of these 
proposalss was incorporated in the final version of the Conditional Access Directive. 
Thee Directive does not deal with a potential conflict between electronic access 
controll  and information access.162 

AA provision that does so, however, is Article 3a of the TWF Directive, which 
alsoo stimulated Article 9bis of the ECTT of the Council of Europe. Article 3a of the 
TWFF Directive recognizes the right of Member States to draw up so-called 'lists of 
importantt events' that may not be shown exclusively on pay-TV. The list concept is 
describedd in detail in section 2.3.1. Listed events must be 

'outstandingg events that are of interest to the general public in the European 
Unionn or in a given Member State and which are organized in advance by an 
eventt organizer who is legally entitled to sell the rights pertaining to that 
event'.163 3 

Europeann Parliament, Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media, Opinion for the 
Committeee on Legal Affairs and Citizen's Rights on the legal protection of services based on, or 
consistingg of conditional access, Brussels, 9 February 1998, A4-0136/98 [hereinafter 'Committee on 
Culture,, Youth Education and the Media, Opinion on the Proposed Conditional Access Directive'], 
Amendmentt 2. 
AA discussion of what 'free' can mean in this context is provided in section 1.5.1. 
Seee explicitly the Conditional Access Directive, Recital 9. 
Directivee 97/36 Amending the Television Without Frontiers Directive, Recital 21. 
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Articlee 3a of the TWF Directive was introduced relatively late in the course of 
thee revision of the directive. The overall goal of the TWF Directive is to establish 
ann Internal Market for broadcasting services and ensure that competition in the 
commonn market is not distorted.164 Part of this strategy is to harmonize national 
broadcastingg legislation and ensure that national rules, including rules that deal with 
thee electronic access control of access to broadcasting content, do not cause 
obstacless for the free movement of services. The Directive is also bound to the 
obligationss flowing from Article 10 of the ECHR, and seeks to ensure free 
movementt within the context of said provision.165 

Ass far as the list of important events is concerned, it is interesting to note that an 
earlierr version of the revised Directive suggested the following wording: 

'Whereass the approach in Directive 89/552/EEC and this Directive has been 
adoptedd to achieve the essential harmonization necessary and sufficient to 
ensuree the free movement of television broadcasts in the Community; whereas 
Memberr States remain free to apply to broadcasters under their jurisdiction 
moree detailed or stricter rules [...] including inter alia, rules concerning the 
achievementt of language policy goals, protection of the public interest in 
termss of television's role as a provider of information, education, culture and 
entertainment,, the need to safeguard pluralism in the information industry and 
thee media and the protection of competition with view to avoiding the abuse 
off  dominant positions, for example securing exclusive rights to major events 
too the disadvantage of the majority, and/or the establishment or strengthening 
off  dominant positions'166 (emphasis added by the author). 

'Avoidingg the abuse of dominant positions' is a notion commonly used in 
antitrustt law rather than broadcasting law. It points towards competition policy 
considerationss rather than public information policy-related reasons for Member 
Statess to intervene. The licensing of broadcasting rights has already raised a number 
off  antitrust issues in the broadcasting sector.167 On the other hand, within the context 
off  this Directive, the notion appears in a list of traditional public information policy 
goalss such as language policy, information, education, culture, entertainment and 
pluralism.. This is not too surprising, as national broadcasting regulation can be a 
mixturee of economically and socially motivated norms. An apt reader could, 

Televisionn Without Frontiers Directive, Recital 2. 
Televisionn Without Frontiers Directive, Recital 8. 
Europeann Parliament, Committee on Culture, Youth Education and the Media, Recommendation for 
secondd reading on the common position established by the Council with a view to the adoption of a 
Europeann Parliament and Council Directive amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the 
coordinationn of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member 
Statess concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting, Brussels, 31 October 1996, A4-0346/96 
[hereinafterr Committee on Culture, Youth Education and the Media, Recommendation on the 
Directivee 97/36 Amending the Television Without Frontiers Directive, Second reading'], Amendment 
9. . 
Seee Van de Gronden/Mortelmans 2003, 11pp., with further references. 
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however,, interpret this notion to mean that the origin of the list-of-important-events 
regulationregulation in this early version of Article 3a of the revised TWF Directive is 
antitrust.. Accordingly, an earlier version of Article 3 reads: 

'Memberr States shall remain free to require television broadcasters under their 
jurisdictionn to comply with more detailed or stricter rules in the areas covered 
byy this Directive. These rules, which must be compatible with Community 
law,, may concern, among other things: 

-[ . . .]]  the taking into account of the public interest in terms of television's role 
ass a provider of information, education, culture and entertainment; 

-- the safeguarding of pluralism in the information industry and the media; 

-- the protection of competition with a view to avoiding the abuse of dominant 
positionss and/or the establishment or strengthening of dominant positions by 
mergers,, agreements, acquisitions and similar initiatives'.168 

Nott much of this still very broad and vague wording was taken over in the final 
versionn of Article 3a, which reads: 

'Eachh Member State may take measures in accordance with Community law 
too ensure that broadcasters under its jurisdiction do not broadcast on an 
exclusivee basis events which are regarded by that Member State as being of 
majorr importance for society in such a way as to deprive a substantial 
proportionn of the public in that Member State of the possibility of following 
suchh events via live coverage or deferred coverage on free television. If it 
doess so, the Member State concerned shall draw up a list of designated events, 
nationall  or non-national, which it considers to be of major importance for 
society'. . 

Thee goal is to regulate the exercise of exclusive rights to particular events by 
broadcasterss in a way that could deprive a substantial part of the broadcasting 
audience.. The reference to competition policy has disappeared. Instead, the final 
versionn of the revised Directive points to the protection of citizens' interests169 and 
publicc information policy interests: Recital 18 of the revised TWF Directive 

Europeann Parliament, Committee on Culture, Youth Education and the Media, Recommendation on 
thee Directive 97/36 Amending the Television Without Frontiers Directive, Second Reading, 
Amendmentt 18. 
Europeann Parliament, Report on the joint text, approved by the Conciliation Committee, for a 
Europeann Parliament and Council Directive amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the 
coordinationn of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member 
Statess concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, Brussels, 3 June 1997, A4-
0201/19977 [hereinafter 'Report on the Joint Text for a Directive amending the Directive 
89/552/EEC],, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 10. 
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stipulatess that Member States should be able to take measures to protect the public 
interest,, and here more specifically the 'right to information', and to ensure wide 
accesss by the public to television coverage of national or non-national events of 
majorr importance for society. Examples are provided: The Olympics, the Soccer 
Worldd Championship and the European Soccer Championship. Member States 
shouldd be able to take measures to regulate how broadcasters exercise the exclusive 
broadcastingg rights for such events.170 

Articlee 3a of the TWF Directive motivated the inclusion of a similar provision in 
thee Council of Europe's ECTT: Article 9bis. Article 9bis of the Convention is 
calledd 'Access of the public to events of major importance', and includes an explicit 
referencee to Article 10 of the ECHR.m In so doing, the Council's Standing 
Committeee also pointed to the complexity of reconciling freedom of expression 
principless with property rights and contractual freedom.172 The final list regulation 
inn Article 9bis of the Convention is modelled after Article 3a of the TWF Directive. 

Interestingly,, the ECTT distinguishes between the aforementioned 'access of the 
publicc to events of major importance' and 'access of the public to information'. The 
latterr is the heading of Article 9 of the Convention that provides for the right to 
shortt reporting. The right to short reporting is discussed in more detail in section 
2.3.2.. The TWF Directive does not have a right to short reporting. In the course of 
thee revision of the directive in 2004, the introduction of such a right was discussed, 
andd if Article 5(3) c of the European Copyright Directive was sufficient.173 

Accordingg to Article 9 of the ECTT: 

'Eachh Party shall examine and, where necessary, take legal measures such as 
introducingg the right to short reporting on events of high interest for the public 
too avoid the right of the public to information being undermined due to the 
exercisee by a broadcaster within its jurisdiction of exclusive rights for the 
transmissionn or retransmission ... of such an event'. 

Ass the Council of Europe states: 

'noww that television is one of the major sources of information for the public, 
thee exercise of exclusive rights for television broadcasting in a transfrontier 

1700 Directive 97/36 Amending the Television Without Frontiers Directive, Recital 18. 
ECTT,, Article 9bis (2); Explanatory Memorandum, paragraphs 68, 181. 

1722 ECTT, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraphs 67, 181. 
1733 Meeting of Focus Group 3 on the Revision of the Television Without Frontiers Directive, The right to 

informationn and the right to short extracts, Brussels, 23 November 2004. See also European 
Commission,, Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the 
Europeann Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, The Future of 
Europeann Regulatory Audiovisual Policy, Brussels, 15 December 2003, COM(2003)784 final 
[hereinafterr 'The Future of European Audiovisual Policy'], p. 16. 
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contextt of a major event may prove to be detrimental to the right of access of 
thee public to information'.174 

Alsoo within the context of the right to short reporting, reference is made to 
Articlee 10 of the ECHR (freedom of expression) and the 'right to information'.175 

Pluralismm is a second important aspect behind the right to short reporting, namely to 
encouragee competition between several broadcasters.176 Exclusive control over 
exploitationn rights can secure the right holder a competitive advantage. Third-party 
broadcasterss that are not entitled to offer the content to their audience risk losing 
audiencee shares. The right to short reporting makes it possible for more than one 
broadcasterr to report on a particular event even if it is 'only' done in the form of a 
shortt report. This is an interference with the position of the holder of exclusive 
rightsrights as complete exclusivity of content can be very valuable. Article 9 of the 
Conventionn seeks to strike a balance. The right to short reporting does not guarantee 
coveragee of the full event in free-to-air television, but only the possibility to report 
aboutt the event by those broadcasters that have not acquired the exclusive rights for 
fulll  coverage.177 

Thee right to short reporting has already found its way into the Convention at the 
endd of the 1980s. It was drafted to protect the public's 'right to information' long 
beforee the issue of pay-TV attracted wider attention in Europe. The so-called 'right 
too short reporting' is also subject to the Council of Europe's Recommendation (91)5 
onn the right to short reporting on major events where exclusive rights for television 
broadcastbroadcast have been acquired in a transfrontier context and to the Draft 
Recommendation1788 that updates the former. This is also discussed in detail in 
sectionn 2.3.2. In the Recitals of the aforementioned Draft Recommendation, the 
Councill  of Europe goes even further and claims that the public has a right of access 
too very specific content, namely 'a public's right of access to information on major 
events',, and that this right is worthy of protection.179 But the 'the public's right of 

1744 Council of Europe, Recommendation No. R (91)5, of the Committee of Ministers to Member States 
onn the right to short reporting on major events, where exclusive rights for their television broadcast 
havee been acquired in a transfrontier context, Strasbourg, 11 April 1991 [hereinafter 
'Recommendationn No. R(91)5 on the Right to Short Reporting'], Explanatory Memorandum, 
paragraphh 4. 

1755 Council of Europe, Recommendation No. R(91)5 on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, paragraph 4 and 5. 

1766 ££TT, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 174; Council of Europe, Recommendation No. R(91)5 
onn the right to short reporting, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraphs 1-2. 

1777 See in detail in section 2.3.2. 
1788 Draft Recommendation on the Right to Short Reporting on major events where exclusive rights have 

beenn acquired, updating Recommendation No. R(91)5 of the Committee of Ministers to Member 
Statess on the right to short reporting on major events where exclusive rights for their television 
broadcastt have been acquired in a transfrontier context, Strasbourg, 16 April 2003, MM-
Public(2003)O033 [hereinafter 'Draft Recommendation updating Recommendation No. R(91)5 on the 
Rightt to Short Reporting']. 

1799 Draft Recommendation updating Recommendation No. R(91)5 on the Right to Short Reporting, 
Recitall  6. 
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accesss to information' is, unlike Article 9bis of the Convention (list of important 
events)) not restricted to cultural or sports events of 'major importance for society'. 
Itt also applies to political and social events of 'only' high public interest such as 
lesss important sports and cultural events, and social or political newsworthy events 
suchh as a report about an accident, a natural disaster or an armed conflict.'80 

Thee transfrontier aspect plays a significant role in this context. The Council of 
Europee expressed its concern about a fragmentation of the European broadcasting 
landscapee into various country or language zones. This could also have a negative 
impactt on cultural diversity throughout Europe, as cultural diversity involves the 
possibilityy of transborder exchange and the provision and reception of culturally 
differentt information services.18' Even more dramatic was the wording of the 
Europeann Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media of the European 
Communities.. The latter warned, referring explicitly to electronic access control, 
thatt national services were beginning to vanish into the 'ghettos of encryption': 

'[m]anyy users may be left with no legitimate access to such services if they 
aree locked away. Others will wish to use their decoder not just in the Member 
Statee of purchase, but also in others where its use may be "illicit " because of a 
discretee copyright arrangement'.182 

Availabilityy of content and non-exclusion are the ideas that underlie must-carry 
ruless in broadcasting. According to Recital 43 of the Universal Service Directive, 
Memberr States should be able to lay down proportionate carriage obligations on 
enterprisess in the interest of legitimate public policy considerations. The Directive 
leavess open what such general interest obligations are. It only suggests that must-
carryy obligations may include the transmission of services specifically designed to 
enablee appropriate access by disabled or elderly users.183 Other general public-

!00 More in depth in section 2.3.2. 
""  See Council of Europe, Declaration on cultural diversity, Strasbourg, 7 December 2000 [hereinafter 

'Declarationn on Cultural Diversity'], paragraph 2.4. 
1212 European Parliament, Committee on Culture, Youth Education and the Media, Opinion on the 

Proposedd Conditional Access Directive, section a). See also European Commission, Report from the 
Europeann Commission on the application of Council Directive 93/83/EEC on the coordination of 
certainn rules concerning copyright and rights related to copyright applicable to satellite broadcasting 
andd cable retransmission, Brussels, 26 July 2002, COM(2002)430 final [hereinafter 'Report on the 
Applicationn of the Cable and Satellite Directive'], p. 7-8, and section 2.2.4 of this chapter. 

133 Ledoux Book 2004, p. 141. See also European Parliament, Recommendation for second reading on 
thee Common Position adopted by the Council with a view to the adoption of a Directive of the 
Europeann Parliament and the Council on universal services and users' rights relating to electronic 
communicationn networks and services, Brussels, 29 November 2001, A5-0438/2001 [hereinafter 
'Recommendationn for Second Reading Universal Service Directive], Amendments 6, 26. See also 
Ofcom,, Statement on Code on Electronic Programme Guides, Statement by Ofcom 2004, paragraphs 
8-10. . 
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interestt objectives can be the promotion of freedom of expression, pluralism and 
culturall  diversity.184 

Sectionss 2.2.1. to 2.2.4. take a closer look at the aforementioned arguments used 
too justify government involvement with the exclusive electronic exploitation of 
broadcastingg rights in pay-TV. They attempt to shed some light on whether there is 
aa 'right to information' in public media, and whether such a right flows from 
Articlee 10 of the ECHR (freedom of expression). The first of these four sections, 
sectionn 2.2.1, takes a closer look at freedom of expression, also within the context 
off  democratic principles and at the pluralism argument. It examines the political and 
sociall  arguments used to explain why the public might have a protection-worthy 
interestt to access certain events of public importance (section 2.2.2.), the 
preservationn of public broadcasting (section 2.2.3.) and, last but not least, the role 
thatt the principle of free movement of services in the Internal Market plays in pay-
TVV (section 2.2.4.). Section 2.2.4. wil l also say something about the relationship 
betweenn EC law and the ECHR. 

2.2.1.. 'A RIGHT TO INFORMATION'? 

Thee 'right of access to information' or 'right to information' is often used to explain 
informationn policy involvement with matters that involve the exclusive exploitation 
off  rights to content. The argument is frequently used in conjunction with pay-TV 
andd in conjunction with the exploitation of intellectual property rights or the control 
overr technical distribution networks such as cable networks. 

ArticleArticle 10 of the ECHR 
Manyy of the rationales put forward to justify the regulation of media in the public 
interestt can be traced back to Article 10 of the ECHR, which has found its way—in 
onee form or another—into all European Constitutions. It provides a standard for 
nationall  broadcasting legislation. Article 10 of the ECHR185 protects the 'free flow 
off  information to the public in general"86, meaning the process of communicating 
informationn to the public and/or in public.187 The participants in the communications 

Europeann Commission, Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European 
Parliament,, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, 
Europeann Electronic Communications Regulation and Markets 2004, Brussels, 2 December 
2004COM(2004)759finall  [hereinafter 'European Electronic Communications Regulation and 
Marketss 2004], 33pp. 
'Everyonee has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions 
andd to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and 
regardlesss of frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of 
broadcasting,, television or cinema enterprises'. 
Europeann Commission of Human Rights, Geïllustreerde Pers N.V. v the Netherlands, Strasbourg, 6 
Julyy 1976, No. 5178 [hereinafter 'Geïllustreerde Pers'], paragraph 85. 
Seee also the interpretation of the US Supreme Court in the Red Lion Broadcasting case: 'It is the 
purposee of the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will 
ultimatelyy prevail, rather than to countenance monopolisation of this market, whether it be by the 
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process-informationn providers and recipients—enjoy protection at each stage of the 
communicationss chain, starting from the holding of opinions, the imparting of 
informationn and ideas to others, the reception of such ideas, to the negative freedom 
nott to receive any information at all.188 Both recipients and providers of information 
servicess benefit from freedom of expression. 

Articlee 10 of the ECHR reflects a wide-reaching international agreement on the 
particularr political and social importance of information and the freedom to 
exchangee it. It is closely linked to the idea of a public dialogue as the foundation for 
democraticc and social life. As the European Court of Human Rights observed, 

'freedomm of expression, as secured in paragraph 1 of Article 10 of the ECHR, 
constitutess one of the essential foundations of a democratic society, indeed 
onee of the basic conditions for its progress and for the self-fulfilment of the 
individual'.189 9 

Thee European Court of Human Rights has recognized the role that access to 
informationn plays in political processes, as well as in every facet of personal and 
sociall  life. This is why Article 10 of the ECHR not only covers political content, 
butt also commercial or artistic content, and content of individual interest, learning 
andd entertainment.I90 

Thee primary role of the state within the context of Article 10 of the ECHR is a 
passivee one, namely to refrain from interference. Article 10(2) of the ECHR leaves 
roomm for Member States to make laws that restrict the freedom of expression, 
providingg such laws are a) prescribed by law and b) necessary in a democratic 
society,, that is they are justified by a pressing social need. Whenever Member 
Statess issue regulations that restrict the freedom of expression of one party or 
anotherr and do not comply with Article 10(2) of the ECHR, such law or judgment 

governmentt itself or a private licensee ... It is the right of the public to receive suitable access to 
social,, political, aesthetic, moral and other ideas and experience which is crucial here'. (US Supreme 
Court,, Red Lion Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 395 U.S. 367, 
1969,, Section III A). 
Forr a concise overview of Article 10 of the ECHR see Harris/O'Boyle/Warbrick 1995, pp. 373-416; 
Vann Dijk/Van Hoof 1998, pp. 558-585; Van Eijk 1992, pp. 135-164, with an overview on the history; 
Dommeringg 2000, pp. 43-45 and pp. 96-101. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Muller and others, Strasbourg, 24 May 1988, Series A No. 133 
[hereinafterr 'Muller'], Muller, paragraph 33; European Court of Human Rights, Barthold, Strasbourg, 
255 March 1985, Series A No. 90 [hereinafter 'Barthold'], paragraph 58; European Court of Human 
Rights,, Sunday Times, Strasbourg, 26 April 1979, Series A, No. 30 [hereinafter 'Sunday Times', 
paragraphh 65. 
Seee the often-cited and telling passage in the Handyside-judgement of the European Court of Human 
Rights:: 'Freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential foundations of a [democratic] society, 
onee of the basic conditions for its progress and for the development of every man. Subject to 
paragraphh 2 of article 10, it is applicable not only to "information" or "ideas" that are favourably 
receivedd or regarded as inoffensive but also to those that offend, shock or disturb the state or any 
sectorr of the population. Such are the demands of that pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness 
withoutt which there is no "democratic society"', European Court of Human Rights, Handyside, 
Strasbourg,, 7 December 1976, Series A No. 24 [hereinafter 'Handyside'], paragraph 49. 
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thatt is based on such a regulation risks being declared in conflict with Article 10 of 
thee ECHR. The consequence is that when governments assess the need for 
regulatoryy initiatives regarding electronic access control, be it measures that protect 
thee users of such control or measures that protect the interests of citizens, regulators 
mustt take into account the possible negative and positive effects such initiatives 
havee on the realization of freedom of expression. Having said that, Member States 
doo enjoy a certain margin of appreciation in assessing the need for and 
constitutionalityy of regulatory initiatives.1" 

Thee state can also have a positive obligation under Article 10 of the ECHR.192 

Freedomm of expression would not be very effective if left to itself or applied in areas 
inn which practical circumstances endanger its realization. The European Court of 
Humann Rights has underlined that Contracting States are responsible for securing 
thee rights and freedoms enshrined in the Convention.193 It is therefore widely 
acknowledgedd and established case-law that Article 10 of me ECHR provides more 
thann a right against the state. Article 10 of the ECHR also imposes on states positive 
obligationss to actively protect and promote the realization of freedom of expression. 
Inn Özgür Gündem v. Turkey, the European Court of Human Rights stated explicitly 
thatt the 

'[g]enuinee effective exercise of this freedom [freedom of expression] does not 
dependd merely on the state's duty not to interfere, but may require positive 
measuress of protection' and, as the Court further said, 'even in the sphere of 
relationss between individuals'.194 

Thiss is demonstrated by the European Court of Human Rights, for example, European Court of 
Humann Rights, Groppera Radio AG and Others, Strasbourg, 28 March 1990, series A No. 173 
[hereinafterr 'Groppera'], paragraph 72; European Court of Human Rights, Informationsverein Lentia 
v.. Austria, Strasbourg, 28 November 2002, series A No. 276 [hereinafter 'Lentia'], paragraph 35, to 
namee but a few. 

!Seee extensively Mowbray 2004, p. 223. See also United Nations, Economic and Social Council, The 
rightt to the highest attainable standard of health, E/C. 12/2004/4, CESCR General comment 14, 11 
Augustt 2000, p. 382. 

11 European Court of Human Rights, Sunday Times, paragraph 59. 
11 European Court of Human Rights, Özgür Gündem v. Turkey, Strasbourg, 16 March 2000, No. 

23144/933 [hereinafter 'Özgür Gündem v. Turkey'], paragraph 43; European Court of Human Rights, 
Vonn Hannover v. Germany, Strasbourg, 24 June 2004, No. 59320/00 [hereinafter 'Von Hannover v. 
Germany'],, paragraph 57. But see also the European Court of Human Rights, Guerra and Others v. 
Italy,, Strasbourg, 19 February 1998, No. 116/1996/735/932 [hereinafter 'Guerra'], paragraph 53 
wheree the court observed that 'the public has a right to receive information as a corollary of the 
specificc function of journalists, which is to impart information and ideas on matters of public 
interest'.. Gersdorf 2000, p. 211; Badura 1989, p. 325; Council of Europe, Declaration on the freedom 
off  expression and information, 29 April 1982 [hereinafter 'Declaration on the Freedom of Expression 
andd Information'], Recital 6. See also Dommering 2000, pp. 4, with further references, and p. 49: 
'Tenn slotte houdt de communicatievrijheid ook in dat medeburgers het vrije communicatieproces niet 
verstoren.. In die zin dienen medeburgers zich daarvan te onthouden. Maar ook hier ligt er een plicht 
voorr de overheid te zorgen dat de communicatievrijheid in die horizontale verhouding verwezenlijkt 
wordt'.. Harris/O'Boyle/Warbrick 1995, p. 383. Ascher reasons that with the arrival of the 
informationn society and the dominance of a few private parties over the information society, the need 
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Thee case concerned attacks on journalists, distributors and other associates of the 
Turkishh newspaper Özgür Gündem and the alleged lack of intervention by the 
government.. The European Court of Human Rights did not further define what the 
boundariess between the state's positive and negative obligations are. It did say, 
however,, that 

'inn determining whether or not a positive obligation exists, regard must be had 
too the fair balance that has to be struck between the general interest of the 
communityy and the interests of the individual, the search for which is inherent 
throughoutt the Convention. The scope of this obligation will inevitably vary 
withh regard to the diversity of situations achieved in Contracting States, the 
difficultiess involved in policing modern societies and the choices which must 
bee made in terms of priorities and resources'.195 

Thee European Court of Human Rights confirmed its dictum in later cases.196 In 
otherr words, states are obliged to create conditions for the broadcasting sector that 
aree favourable to the realization of freedom of expression and remove public or 
privatee obstacles that could hinder its realization. 

Whatt this chapter does not discuss is the theory of the horizontal enforcement of 
humann rights or 'Drittwirkung', which is the idea that constitutional freedoms are 
reflectedd in legislative provisions and that they therefore also become (indirectly) 
effectivee between private parties.197 According to this theory and on the basis of 
suchh laws, claims of private parties against other private parties would also have to 
bee interpreted within the context of constitutional freedoms. The theory of 
DrittwirkungDrittwirkung is used to argue that private operators would at least be indirectly 
obligedd to observe freedom of expression because they are subject to legal 
obligationss that are supposed to protect the freedom of expression and hence must 
bee interpreted within this context.198 An in-depth discussion of Drittwirkung might 
bee fruitful were the study to conclude that Article 10 of the ECHR was the basis for 
ann individual 'right to information', meaning the right to claim access to particular 
privatelyy held information. This study, however, will conclude that this is not the 
case. . 

FreedomFreedom of Expression and Private Control of Access to Information 
Notablyy within the context of Article 3a of the TWF Directive (list of important 
events),, but also within the context of the right to short reporting in Article 9 of the 
ECTT,, it was argued that the exclusive exploitation of sports events via pay-TV 

too also protect against private interventions and restrictions becomes even more urgent, Ascher 2002, 
p.. 115. Van Dijk/Van Hoof 1998, p. 26; Birnhack 2004, 39pp., differentiates and points out that, for 
example,, in the US some scholars do not recognize private interference with the free flow of 
informationn as a freedom of expression issue. Differentiating Lichtenberg 1990, 114pp. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Özgür Gündem v. Turkey, paragraph 43 
See,, for example, European Court of Human Rights, Von Hannover v. Germany, paragraph 57. 
Seee more generally, Van Dijk/Van Hoof 1998 pp. 22-26. 
Dee Meij 1996, 79pp.; Urek 1991, 49pp.; Schulz 1998, 164pp. 
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platformss would conflict with 'a right of the public to information*. This form of 
exploitationn would a) make the programmes only accessible to a limited part of the 
audiencee and b) require additional payment for such services.199 The Council of 
Europee even claimed that 

'[g]ivenn the fact that the access of the public to news information about major 
eventss can only be fully realized if such access is free, this principle provides 
that,, unless otherwise agreed between them, the primary broadcaster should 
nott be able to charge the secondary broadcaster for the short report'.200 

Iss freedom of expression about gratis access to information?201 Or is it about 
accesss to sports events? Making access to information subject to price negotiations 
iss not new in the media world. Consumers are used to paying for their newspapers. 
Nobodyy would seriously argue that the mere fact that one has to pay for a 
newspaperr before the newsagent wil l hand it over prevents one from receiving 
information.. The same is true for films shown in cinemas or the purchase of CDs 
andd DVDs. Here too, citizens do not usually access the information stored on a CD 
orr DVD without having to pay first. Even the reception of public and commercial 
broadcastingg is far from being 'for free'.202 To receive public and commercial free-
to-airr broadcasting, consumers not only have to purchase a television or computer, 
theyy must also subscribe to, for example, a cable or satellite network and 'pay' for 
somee programmes in the form of public broadcasting fees. For commercial, 
advertisement-financedd programmes they also pay in non-monetary but money-
worthh 'assets', such as time and attention. 

Thee production of information goods and services is not for 'free' and often 
requiresrequires substantial investment. Article 10 of the ECHR expressly mentions cinema 
enterprises,, meaning entities that specialize in the screening of films or other kinds 
off  content that are subject to direct remuneration, such as an entrance fee. In its 
Gropperaa decision, the European Court of Human Rights found that cable operators 
falll  within Article 10 of the ECHR and as such enjoy its protection203 irrespective of 
thee fact that cable operators require subscription fees for the showing of a particular 
programmee bundle. In other words, Article 10 of the ECHR protects entities that a) 
controll  access to information and b) charge an access fee without assuming 
automaticallyy that these activities (access control, charging) are intrinsically 
detrimentall  to freedom of expression. A decision by the European Commission of 

ForFor the Council of Europe: Council of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short 
Reporting,, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 47. For the EU: Directive 97/36/EC amending the 
Televisionn Without Frontiers Directive, Recitals 18-22. See also section 2.2. 
Councill  of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, paragraph 47. 
See,, for example, Hesse 1999, p. 283. 
Seee also Owen 1975, p. 116: 'There is sufficient folk ignorance associated with the Orwellian 
"freedom"" of television, and so strong a public preoccupation with the medium, that politicians would 
bee foolish to seem to tamper with the electronic genie'. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Groppera, paragraph 55. See also Gersdorf 2000, p. 214. 
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Humann Rights in the Nederlandse Omroepprogramma Stichting case follows a 
somewhatt similar line. The European Commission of Human Rights found that the 
'rightt of freedom of expression' did not provide a right to report about football 
matches,, which the Royal Dutch Football Association organized, without paying a 
compensation.2044 The selling of broadcasting licenses was one source of financing 
sportss events. The European Commission of Human Rights did not consider this an 
interferencee with Article 10 of the ECHR if the organizer of an event limited the 
rightt to direct reporting of the match to those with whom the organizer had 
concludedd a contract, including an agreement covering the financial conditions.205 In 
conclusion,, the argument of a need to preserve 'free-of-charge' access to 
broadcastingg content is a political argument rather than one that is dictated by 
Articlee 10 of the ECHR (as to possible other public information policy interests in 
affordablee access to broadcasting, see sections 2.2.2. and 2.2.3.). 

Doess this mean that cinema owners and pay-TV operators must always be free to 
controll  access to information, and that this can never lead to possible tensions with 
freedomm of expression? As already explained, Article 10 of the ECHR commands 
thatt a fair balance is struck between the general interest of the community and the 
interestss of the individual.206 Moreover, whoever exercises the rights and freedoms 
enshrinedd in Article 10 of the ECHR undertakes 'duties and responsibilities'.207 It is 
thee task of the state, as part of its positive obligation, to ensure that a fair balance is 
achieved.2088 The following section seeks to extract from the interpretation of the 
Europeann Court of Human Rights of Article of the 10 ECHR an idea of what such a 
fairr balance between the providers of an access-controlled content service and 
citizens,, alias consumers, should be. 

Thatt there can be tension between, on the one hand, the exploitation of exclusive 
rightss in content, and, on the other hand, freedom of expression is an issue in the 
regulationregulation of intellectual property.209 Copyright law has been described as a 

'formm of public information policy serving the public interest in maximizing 
thee availability of information products by, on the one hand, granting an 
exclusivee right and thereby providing for an incentive to create, and, on the 

Thee Royal Dutch Football Association is a private organization, so that insofar only an eventual 
positivee obligation of the Dutch government to protect the freedom of expression of others was at 
discussion. . 
Seee European Commission of Human Rights, Nederlandse Omroepprogramma Stichting v The 
Netherlands,, Strasbourg, 11 July 1991, No. 13920/88, Extract, paragraph 1. See also the paper by 
Riegell  1988. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Özgür Gündem v. Turkey, paragraph 43. 
Europeann Commission of Human Rights, European Court of Human Rights, Otto Preminger Institut, 
Strasbourg,, 20 September 1994, series A No. 295-A [hereinafter 'Otto Preminger Institut'], 
paragraphh 49. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Özgür Gündem v. Turkey, paragraph 43; Von Hannover v. 
Germany,, paragraph 57. 
Birnhackk 2004, 54pp. 
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otherr hand, by limiting the scope of the monopoly copyright to ensure 
informationn wil l be widely available and usable'.210 

Copyrightt scholars have repeatedly pointed to possible negative implications that 
exclusivee private control over content can have on freedom of expression. The 
questionn is whether lessons can be learned from the discussion for the use of 
electronicc access control. 

Copyrightt law grants the author monopoly rights in the 
exploitation/communicationn of his or her work. Freedom of expression promotes 
andd protects the freedom to impart or receive information and ideas. As each work 
iss based on ideas and information, there is a potential conflict between information 
monopoliess and freedom of expression.211 Freedom of expression is the freedom 'to 
sayy something in the minimal negative liberty sense if he or she is not liable to be 
preventedd from saying that thing, or to be penalized for saying it'.212 A holder of 
intellectuall  property rights can control how content is used. This gives him or her 
thee power to control what others say using their 'words'. However, the freedom 'to 
sayy something' using somebody else's, already published, words, and demanding 
thatt others make information accessible that they do not want to make accessible or 
aree only willin g to make available under certain conditions, are two very different 
things. . 

Accordingg to the European Court of Human Rights, Article 10 of the ECHR only 
protectss the reception of content that others 'wish or may be willing to impart'.213 In 
otherr words, Article 10 of die ECHR does protect the right to receive information 
fromm publicly available sources. Hence, any further considerations about a possible 
positivee obligation for states to secure access for citizens to the pay-TV platforms 
wouldd stop here if pay-TV were not already a publicly available source. One could 
arguee that the main motive for pay-TV operators to use electronic access control is 
too make certain information unavailable to the public; the pay-TV business model is 
aboutt making content accessible only to selected consumers. Based on this 
argument,, some scholars have rejected the public availability of pay-TV services. 
Theyy argue that access is deliberately provided only to particular persons with 
whomm the service provider is familiar and has previously concluded a contract.214 

Thee requirement of prior negotiations would conflict with the assumption of a 
publiclyy available service. This follows a line similar to that of the Swiss 

2100 Koelman 2000a, p. 279. 
2111 Hugenholtz 1989, p. 150: 'Men behoeft geen rechten gestudeerd te hebben om te zien dat er tussen 

hett auteursrecht en de informatievrijheid een zekere spanning bestaat'. See also the papers by Baker 
2002,, Fraser 1998 and Garfield 2001. 

2122 Benkier 1999,390pp. 
2133 European Court of Human Rights, Leander, Strasbourg, 26 March 1987, series A No. 116 

[hereinafterr 'Leander'], paragraph 74; European Court of Human Rights, Gaskin, Strasbourg, 7 July 
19899 series A No. 160 [hereinafter 'Gaskin'], paragraph 52. See also the decision by the European 
Commissionn of Human Rights, Gruppo Interpres S.A. c/Espagna, Strasbourg, 7 April 1997, No. 
32849/966 [hereinafter 'Gruppo']. 

2144 Schwarz-Schilling 1998, p. 491. 
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Government'ss argument in the Autronic case. The Swiss Government claimed that 
televisionn programmes that were transmitted between two fixed points instead of 
beingg broadcast free-to-air were not intended for or made accessible to the public 
withh the consequence that the transmission was a matter of telecommunications 
secrecy,, not of Article 10 of the ECHR and the right to receive information.215 

Nevertheless,, one could argue that pay-TV is still principally intended for 
receptionn by the public or parts thereof.216 A person who buys a book or subscribes 
too a newspaper also concludes a contract. Nobody would claim for this reason that 
bookss and newspapers are not publicly available sources of information. That the 
dedicationn of the encrypted signal, public or private, plays a decisive role can be 
concludedd from the European Court of Human Rights's Autronic decision. The 
Europeann Court of Human Rights followed the argumentation that was presented by 
thee European Commission of Human Rights in this case and ruled that Article 10 of 
thee ECHR was also applicable to those (broadcasting) signals that were processed 
point-to-pointt providing they were intended for the general public.2'7 This 
interpretationn is also reflected in Article 2(a) of the ECTT and Article 1 (a) of the 
TWFF Directive both of which define broadcasting as the initial transmission in 
decodedd or encoded form.218 According to this interpretation, pay-TV is principally 
aa publicly available source. 

Assumingg that pay-TV is a publicly accessible source, the intention of pay-TV 
providerss is still not to grant access to everyone but only to those who comply with 
thee conditions in the subscription contract. The programmes are encrypted and 
madee accessible only to selected viewers. Can this lead to the conclusion that the 
rightt to receive information from publicly available sources also includes a right to 
accesss information or, in the case of pay-TV, to receive information in intelligible 
form? ? 

Thee question of whether Article 10 EHCR includes a right of access to 
informationn has already been the subject of some controversy. In the academic 
discussion,, the notion of a 'right of access to information' is frequently used to 
pleadd in favour of government interference with the exclusive exploitation of 
content.. As mentioned in section 2.2., the Council of Europe and the European 
Parliamentt of the European Union have repeatedly made reference to a so-called 
'rightt of the viewer to have access'219, 'a right to information'220 or even 'a public's 

2155 European Court of Human Rights, European Court of Human Rights, Autronic, Strasbourg, 22 Mai 
1990,, series A No. 178 [hereinafter 'Autronic'], paragraph 44. 

2166 In this sense, Dommering 1990, p. 64; Nauheim 2001, p. 131-132; Hins 1991, p. 249. 
2177 European Court of Human Rights, Auctronic, paragraphs 46-48. In this sense also Hins 1991, p. 228 

andd 248-249. Nauheim 2001, p. 131 -132. 
2,88 See extensively on the notion of 'publicly available source', Hins 1991, 244pp. with further 

references. . 
2!""  European Parliament, Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, Report on the Proposed 

Conditionall  Access Directive, Recital 15a. 
2200 Council of Europe, Recommendation No. R(91)5 on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory 

Memorandum,, paragraphs 4 and 5; Council of Europe, Recommendation R(91)14 on the legal 
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rightright of access to information on major events'.221 A decision by the European 
Commissionn of Human Rights in the case Özkan v. Turkey follows a similar line. 
Mrr Özkan initialized proceedings against the (public) Turkish Radio and Television 
Institutionn (TRT) after TRT stopped, without any further explanation, a 
transmissionn of the film entitled 'Les Yeux Interdits'. The European Commission of 
Humann Rights indicated that Mr Özkan had a legitimate interest in access to this 
particularr film and even that such an interest was protected by Article 10 of the 
ECHR.. In the end, the European Commission of Human Rights decided that a 
violationn of Article 10 of the ECHR was not given at least 'as long as sufficient 
alternativee sources for that information remain available to the public'.222 The film 
inn question was not prohibited in Turkey and there were sufficient alternative 
sourcess available to the public for watching the film. Consequently, the applicant 
wass not deprived of access to the film in question. The case was settled before the 
Europeann Court of Human Rights could decide on the question of individual access 
claims. . 

Onee could argue that the freedom to hold opinions and express ideas would be 
inconsequentiall  if consumers did not have the ability to access information they 
wishh to express their ideas about in the first place. This could be a strong argument 
inn favour of an access right, in particular in relation to information that is not 
availablee elsewhere and that the public has a particular interest in receiving. This 
wass the argumentation of the Federal High Court of Justice in the case Lengende.223 

Thee German magazine Stern signed an exclusive agreement with eleven survivors 
off  the mine disaster of Lengende (Lower-Saxony, Germany), to report about the 
catastrophe.. Bild-Zeitung, a German tabloid, published a report about the event, 
includingg frequent citations of remarks that, so claimed Bild-Zeitung, were made by 
thee survivors. Stern sued Bild-Zeitung, without success, for infringing on its 
exclusivee contract with the survivors. The Federal High Court of Justice decided on 
thee case within the framework of the German unfair competition law, and 
interpretedd the relevant provision in the light of Article 5 of German Basic Law 
(freedomm of expression). The court found that exclusive agreements about news 
eventss were principally possible and admissible. However, there could be situations 
inn which such agreements foreclose the source of information about newsworthy 

protectionn of encrypted television services, Strasbourg, 27 September 1991 [hereinafter 
Recommendationn No. (91)14 on the legal protection of encrypted television services'], Explanatory 
Memorandum,, Note 8 

111 Council of Europe, Draft Recommendation updating Recommendation No. R(91)5 on the Right to 
Shortt Reporting, Recital 6. 

122 European Commission of Human Rights, Z. Noyan özkan v Turkey, No. 23886/94, Strasbourg, 5 
Aprill  1995 [hereinafter 'Özkan'], The Law. See also European Commission of Human Rights, 
Geïllustreerdee Pers N.V, paragraph 86. Interesting also a US decision, Board of Education, Island 
Treess Union Free School District No. 26 v. Pico; 457 US 853, 73 L Ed 2d 435, 1982, and the 
discussionn of this decision by Hins 1991, p. 266-268. 

;33 German Federal High Court of Justice, Lengende, 27 October 1967, case No. ZR 140/65, published 
inn [1968] 4 Gewerblicher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht (GRUR) 209[hereinafter 'Lengende'], 
paragraphh 1.1. 
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events.. In this case, the agreement is not compatible with the public interest, and 
accesss to the source of information must principally remain free for everyone.234 The 
argumentt of alternative sources also played a role in the reasoning of the European 
Commissionn of Human Rights in the aforementioned Özkan v. Turkey case. In the 
specificc case of pay-TV, one could make the additional argument that the freedom 
too receive information is somewhat of a farce if the information is not 
understandablee because it is encrypted. In this context, it is worth remembering that 
accesss to access-controlled content is often not so much about access to particular 
informationn as it is about access to the platform on which information is offered. 
Thee content itself is, in most cases, publicly available, though in encrypted form. 

Barendtt countered the argument that access to information is a necessary 
preconditionn to exercise freedom of expression with the question, providing such a 
fundamentall  right to acquire information exists, of how far such a right should go. 
Wass there an obligation to recognize 'implicit constitutional rights to education and 
travel,, equally crucial (it could be said) to the formation of a citizen's ideas and 
expressions?'2255 Taking the idea further, one may wonder whether the freedom to 
receivee information would also include the freedom to receive it in a language one 
understands.226 6 

Uponn closer study, there are more reasons to argue that there is no 'right of 
access'' or 'a right of decryption', or that such a right does at least not flow from 
Articlee 10 of the ECHR. One argument why this is not so has to do with the 
principall  character of Article 10 of the ECHR as that of a defence right: it is the task 
off  the state to provide for adequate broadcasting regulation, not of the public to 
claimm individual rights to access particular privately-controlled information. This 
argumentt was made, for example, by Barendt, who has examined the question of 
accesss rights to broadcasting services in depth227 and observed that '(v)iewers' 
interestss are, therefore, institutionally, rather than legally, protected through the 
Parliamentaryy Commission and the political process'.228 

Thee extent to which a party benefits from freedom of expression is a matter of 
balancingg one party's interests with those of the others; freedom of expression of 
onee party does not as such override all other legitimate interests of the other parties. 
Thiss is inherent to Article 10 of the ECHR, and here more specifically to Article 10 
(2)) of the ECHR, according to which the exercise of freedom of expression can be 
subjectt to restrictions in the interest of national security, for the prevention of 
disorderr or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the 
reputationn or rights of others, to name but some. Or, as Mackaay puts it: 'no citizen 
hass an automatic right to information, personal or other, in the hands of others'.229 

Seee German Bundesgerichtshof, Lengende, paragraph 1,1. 
Barendtt 1992, p. 21. 
Seee Van Dijk/Van Hoof 1998, p. 569, with further references. 
Barendtt 1993,47 pp. and 145 pp. 
Barendtt 1993, p. 49. See also De Meij/Hins/Nieuwenhuis/Schuijt 2000, pp. 299-303. 
Mackaayy 1992, p. 171 
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Providingg Article 10 of the ECHR conferred such an automatic right of access to 
information,, the restriction in Article 10 (2) of the ECHR would make littl e sense. 

Thiss is to say an individual right of access to information could conflict with the 
equallyy valuable protection worthy rights of others. For example, Article 10 of the 
ECHRR can also include the right to remain silent as a negative aspect of the right to 
freedomm of expression.230 The right to remain silent could be an argument why 
accesss to information should not be enforced against the will of others, as well as 
similarr interests, such as privacy,231 procedural rights or business secrecy. In the 
pay-TVV example, such arguments will be less relevant because, as was observed 
earlier,, pay-TV providers do not aim at remaining silent, keeping the service secret 
norr do they communicate in private. More relevant is the argument that providers of 
contentt services such as pay-TV operators also benefit from protection under 
Articlee 10 of the ECHR, namely to impart information as they wish. De Meij, Hins, 
Nieuwenhuiss and Schuijt make this argument, saying that an individual right of 
accesss to particular information would impose serious pressure on the media's 
freedomm to determine what information they present to their audience.232 Barendt 
furtherr elaborated that in broadcasting regulation the balance between, on the one 
hand,, the broadcaster's programme freedom, and, on the other hand, the interests of 
viewerss and listeners is often struck by imposing programme standards on 
broadcasters,, not individual rights of access to information.233 

Anotherr important aspect is the need to respect the economic freedoms of 
providerss of access-controlled services, such as the freedom of contract that entitles 
themm to choose with whom they enter into negotiations and conclude agreements, 
andd the freedom to property. Providers of content services benefit from the 
protectionprotection of their property, such as their intellectual property in broadcast material, 
thee broadcasting signal, exclusive transmission rights or the electronic access 
controll  technology itself.234 Rather far-reaching is the statement of the European 
Commissionn of Human Rights in the Geillustreerde Pers N. V. case. The applicant 
Geïllustreerdee Pers N.V., a publisher of a so-called general interest magazine in the 
Netherlands,, intended to publish in its magazine the complete radio and television 
programmee data for all Dutch broadcasting stations. Geillustreerde Pers N.V. was 

Europeann Court of Human Rights, Young, James and Webster v The United Kingdom, Strasbourg, 13 
Augustt 1981, series A No. 44 [hereinafter 'Young, James and Webster'], paragraphs 57, 66, 
Europeann Court of Justice, Sigurdur A. Sigurjonsson v. Iceland, Strasbourg, 30 June 1993, series A. 
No.. 264 [hereinafter 'Sigurdur A. Sigurjonsson'], paragraphs 37, 43. See also Van Dijk/Van Hoof 
1998,, pp. 567-568; Barendt 1992, p. 21; Mackaay 1992, p. 171. 
Seee the paper by Cohen 1996. 
Dee Meij/Hins/Nieuwenhuis/Schuijt 2000, 306. . 
Barendtt 1993, p. 49. 
Instructivee for the case of a possible conflict between private property and freedom of expression, 
Hugenholtzz 1989, p. 150; Lichtenberg 1990, 115 pp. See also; the paper by Baker 2002 and 
Grosheidee 2000, who emphasizes the economic factor, 217pp. Interesting is also a decision of the 
Dutchh Hoge Raad from 17 December 1993 declaring that the prohibition of selling illegal decoders is 
nott in conflict with freedom of expression, [1994] Nederlandse Juristenblad 274. 
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preventedd from doing so because of a Dutch law that prohibits the reproduction of 
suchh information by any party other than the Netherlands Broadcasting Foundation. 
Thee European Commission of Human Rights denied that this conflicted with the 
Geillustreerdee Pers N.V.'s freedom of expression and explained that: 

'thee freedom under Art. 10 to impart information of the kind described above 
iss only granted to the person or body who produces, provides or organises it. 
Inn other words, the freedom to impart such information is limited to 
informationn produced, provided or organised by the person claiming that 
freedom,, being the author, the originator or otherwise the intellectual owner of 
thee information concerned. It follows that any right which the applicant 
companyy itself may have under Art. 10 of the Convention has not been 
interferedd with where it is prevented from publishing information not yet in its 
possession'.235 5 

Thee decision has been seriously criticized. Van Dijk and Van Hoof claimed that 
thee Commission disregarded that the collection of information from any source 
whatsoeverr should in principle be free, and that the Commission should have 
acknowledgedd this first and then, in a second step, ascertain whether the restriction 
off  freedom of expression was justified on the basis of the 'protection of the ... 
rightss of others' in Article 10 (2) of the ECHR.236 Hugenholtz remarked that the 
Europeann Commission of Human Rights' decision placed intellectual property 
uncriticallyy above freedom of expression. It did so without applying Article 10 (2) 
off  the ECHR and acknowledging the need to strike a balance between possible 
conflictingg interests.237 In other words, as much as Article 10 of the ECHR does not 
includee an automatic right of access to information, it does not include an automatic 
rightt to refuse access to information. 

Thee arguments further emphasize the need to weigh differing interests before 
jumpingg to the conclusion that one private party should have a right of access to 
informationn against another private party. This process of weighing is, arguably, 
bestt done in parliament. The wording of Article 10 of the ECHR that restrictions 
mustt be prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society (Article 10 (2) 
off  the ECHR) further supports this interpretation. This does not exclude that states 
arrivee at the conclusion that there is a need to create a 'right of access to 
information'' against other private parties in the form of statutory rules.238 If they do 
so,, however, states must carefully balance the interests of all parties concerned 
accordingg to, among others, Article 10 (2) of the ECHR. From the aforementioned 
followss that aspects such as the availability of alternative sources of information, 
thee particular public interest character of certain information could play a role239 and 

Europeann Commission of Human Rights, Geillustreerde Pers N.V., paragraph 84. 
Vann Dijk/Van Hoof 1998, p. 562. 
Hugenholtzz 1989, p. 164; see also Van Dijk/Van Hoof, p. 562. 
Seee also Mackaay 1992, p. 172, referring to information about criminals or hazardous products. 
Vann Dijk/Van Hoof 1998, pp. 565-566; Mackaay 1992, pp. 168-171. Beers 1992, p. 181. 
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thatt the demand of remuneration in exchange for access to information is not as 
suchh in conflict with Article 10 of the EHCR. 

Onee situation in which the interest of one party to access information and the 
interestt of the other party to withhold information were weighted repeatedly against 
eachh other is the situation of information held by governments.240 Even in this 
context,, however, the European Court of Human Rights denied an individual right 
off  access to information repeatedly, arguing that Article 10 of the ECHR does not 
imposee an obligation on states to impart information to an individual.241 It follows 
that,, to the extent that national or regional regulators have acknowledged a right of 
accesss to official documents, data, etc. held by public authorities, those initiatives 
findd their rationale in the requirements of a democratic state and the need to enable 
citizenss to control the state, not so much in freedom of expression.242 Accordingly, 
thee Council of Europe explained that 

'openn access to official documents would allow the public to have an adequate 
vieww of and form a critical opinion on the state or the society in which they 
livee and on the authorities that govern them. Information access encourages 
informedd participation by the public in matters of common interest; fosters the 
efficiency,, transparency and effectiveness of administrations and helps 
maintainn their integrity by avoiding the risk of corruption and contributes to 
affirmingg the legitimacy of administrations as public services. It strengthens 
thee public's confidence in public authorities'.243 

Seee Mackaay 1992, pp. 167-171 about the need to distinguish the case of access to government-held 
informationn from the case of access to privately held information. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Leander, paragraph 74. See also European Court of Human Rights, 
Gaskin,, paragraph 52; Guerra and Others, paragraph 53, where a right to certain environmental 
informationn was constructed on the basis of Article 8 ECHR; European Court of Human Rights, Sirbu 
andd others v Moldova, Strasbourg, 15 June 2004, No. 73562/01, 73565/01, 73712/01, 73744/01, 
73972/011 and 73973/01 [hereinafter 'Sirbu], paragraph 18. 
Mackaayy 1992, 168pp.; Barendt 1992, pp. 21-22. 
Councill  of Europe (2002), Recommendation (2002)2 of the Committee of Ministers to member states 
onn access to official documents, adopted by the Committee of Ministers, Strasbourg, 21 February 
2002,, notably paragraph III , with reference to further important recommendations and conventions in 
thiss context. For the European Union: Article 255 European Treaty, Treaty on European Union; 
Regulationn (EC) No. 1049/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2001 
regardingg public access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents, Brussels. 31 
Mayy 2001, OJ L 145, p. 43, Recital 2: 'Openness enables citizens to participate more closely in the 
decision-makingg process and guarantees that the administration enjoys greater legitimacy and is more 
effectivee and more accountable to the citizens in a democratic system. Openness contributes to 
strengtheningg the principles of democracy and respect for fundamental rights as laid down in Article 
66 of the EU Treaty and in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union'. European 
Commission,, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament pursuant the second 
subparagraphh of Article 521 (2) of the EC Treaty concerning the common position of the Council on 
thee adoption of a directive on the re-use and commercial exploitation of public sector information, 
SEC(2003)6277 final, Brussels 28 May 2003, Article 4, to name but a few initiatives. See also M. Mc 
Gonagle,, p. 360pp.; Grosheide 2000, p. 259. 
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Inn conclusion, Article 10 of the ECHR does not confer a right of access to 
informationn as such.244 It is already very questionable if such a right is desirable, 
notablyy a situation in which one private party could make an enforceable claim 
againstt another private party to provide it with certain information it holds. What 
wouldd this mean for the protection of property, the private sphere and personal 
autonomy?? Even providing such a right was restricted to a right against the media, 
wheree to draw the line between private person and media in a time that each 
consumerss can become a 'broadcaster' or 'press service' due to the possibilities of 
neww transmission technologies? In case of pay-TV, a right of access to information 
mightt be not even very useful because it is not in the intention of the provider of 
access-controlledd broadcasting to refuse access. His intention is to sell access, 
althoughh under his own conditions. 

Butt what did the European Court of Human Rights mean in its landmark case 
Sundayy Times? It was in this case that the European Court of Human Rights made 
itss famous claim that 'Article 10 (art. 10) guarantees not only the freedom of the 
presss to inform the public but also the right of the public to be properly informed'.245 

Iss there, after all, a right of the public to information? It is not the intention of 
Chapterr 2 to discuss every court case in this area, but two exemplary cases illustrate 
howw this 'right of the public to be informed' is to be understood. 

Thee Sunday Times case concerned the families of thalidomide victims that, as 
thee European Court of Human Rights noted, had a vital interest in knowing all the 
underlyingg facts as well as the various solutions and their legal situation. More 
specifically,, the case dealt with the complaint against an injunction by the British 
Highh Court to restrain research into the cases of numerous thalidomide victims and 
thee publishing of an article in the Sunday Times that dealt with thalidomide 
childrenn as well as the settlement of their compensation claims. The European Court 
off  Human Rights found that the families of the victims had a vital interest in 
knowingg all of the underlying facts and that it was 'the right of the public to be 
properlyy informed'. The case Pion (Société) v. France follows a similar line. Here, 
thee European Court of Human Rights recognized a legitimate interest of the public 
too be informed about the state of health of President Mitterrand. The case concerned 
thee publication of a book by Mr Gonod, a journalist and member of several years of 
thee medical staff of President Mitterrand. The book was titled 'Le Grand Secret' 
andd revealed, among other things, information on the state of the President's health. 
Inn this case, the European Court of Human Rights found that Article 10 of the 
ECHRR did not form a basis on which the disclosure of certain information could be 
claimed—-unlesss not disclosing this information would pose a serious danger to 

Inn this sense also De Meij/Hins/Nieuwenhuis/Schuijt 2000, p. 306; Hugenholtz 1989, pp. 158-159; 
Barendt,, 1993, pp. 21-23; Mackaay 1992, pp. 167, 171; Badura 1989, p. 322: 'Die 
Informationsfreiheitt gibt dem Informationsinteressenten kein Recht gegen den Staat oder Dritte auf 
Bereitstellungg und Eröffnung von Informationsquellen oder auf richtige und vollstandige 
Informationsdarbietung';; Diesbach 1998, p. 101; Grosheide 2000, p. 223. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Sunday Times, paragraph 65. 
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society.24**  The interest that was at stake here was the interest of society in the 
transparencyy of political life. The European Court of Human Rights said that 'the 
moree time passed, the more the public interest in President Mitterrand's two seven-
yearr presidential terms prevailed over the requirements of the protection of his 
rightsrights with regard to medical confidentiality'.247 In both cases, however, the 
Europeann Court of Human Rights did not acknowledge an individual right of 
citizenss to seek access to information themselves but of journalists to make the 
informationn available. 

Itt should also be noted that in both cases the European Court of Human Rights 
tookk no offence to the fact that, in order to receive the information in question (be it 
onn the situation of the thalidomide victims, be it Mr Gonod's book) individuals had 
too buy the book/newspaper or subscribe to the Sunday Times first. In other words, 
'properly'' informed does not mean that the public or members of the public must 
havee free-of-charge access to information. 

Thee 'right of the public to be properly informed' must be seen within the context 
off  the role of the media. In the Sunday Times and other cases, the European Court 
off  Human Rights characterized the role of the press as follows: 

'whilstt the mass media must not overstep the bounds imposed on the interests 
off  the proper administration of justice, it is incumbent on them to impart 
informationn and ideas concerning matters that come before the courts just as 
inn other areas of public interest. Not only do the media have the task of 
impartingimparting such information and ideas: the public also has a right to receive 
them'.248 8 

Accordingg to this jurisdiction, the mass media play a crucial part in realizing 
freedomm of expression. The media's role is to function as an intermediary—a carrier 
off  the public interest—and to impart information and ideas that the public has a 
'rightt to receive'.249 It is within the context of this right of the public to receive that 
thee European Court of Human Rights has, in some cases, concluded that the interest 
inn disclosing information must step behind the interest of the media in reporting 
aboutt it. The European Court of Human Rights stated in Guerra that 

'[i] nn cases concerning restrictions on freedom of the press it [the court] has on 
aa number of occasions recognised that the public has a right to receive 

Europeann Court of Human Rights, Pion (Société) v. France, No. 58148/00, Strasbourg, 18 May 2004 
[hereinafterr 'Pion (Société) v. France ' ] , paragraph 42. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Pion (Société) v. France, paragraph 53. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Sunday Times, paragraph 65; European Court of Human Rights, 
Lingens,, Strasbourg, 8 July 1986, series A No. 103 [hereinafter 'Lingens'], paragraph 41. Lingens 
concernedd the case of an Austrian journalist who complained about his conviction because of 
defamationn after he had written an article about SS crimes during the Second World War. 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Sunday Times, paragraph 65. See also Council of Europe, 
Recommendationn 91(5) on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 31. 
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informationn as a corollary of the specific function of journalists, which is to 
impartt information and ideas on matters of public interest'.250 

Inn other words, the media do not only have an important 'watchdog function',251 

theirr role is also to catch the news and bring it to the 'master' they serve. The role 
off  the individual citizen is a passive one: to receive information and ideas that the 
mediaa choose to impart. 

TheThe Audience—From Receiver to Participant 
Noo smoke without fire—the controversy about the alleged 'right of access to 
information'' points to a more general concern: within the context of electronic 
accesss control. The way in which content is (commercially) exploited could result 
inn a situation of electronic exclusion from information. This could have 
consequencess for the functioning of democracy, private, social as well as cultural 
lif ee in a nation.252 

Thee realization that there is an 'other side'—the consumer side—in broadcasting 
hass led some scholars to think more in depth about the consequences of this 
relationshipp for the free flow of information. They concluded that, because of the 
changee from traditional broadcasting to an individualized access-controlled 
distributionn pattern, also the challenges for states and its positive obligations 
concerningg freedom of expression change. Access issues come to the fore, and with 
themm the realization that there is a need to pay more attention to the position of the 
audience.. Schulz, Seufert and Holznagel spoke of Zugangschancengerechtigkeit 
(fairr access opportunities).253 This is the idea that one of the tasks of the media 
regulatorss would be to prevent excessive private and exclusionary control over 
consumers'' access to information and to create the conditions that enable citizens 
andd competing broadcasters to benefit from fair opportunities of access to access-
controlledd content platforms.254 

"500 European Court of Human Rights, Guerra, paragraph 53. 
2511 European Court of Human Rights, Observer and Guardian v. the United Kingdom, No. 

51/1990/242/313,, Strasbourg, 26 November 1991 [hereinafter 'Observer and Guardian'], paragraph 
59. . 

2522 See section 2.2. 
2533 Schulz/Seufert/Holznagel 1999, p. 93-95. 
2544 Schulz/Seufert/Holznagel 1990, 95pp. and 108pp. (with explicit reference to conditional access). 

Alsoo Schulz 1998, pp. 168-190, with reference to Kantian philosophy and the principle of human 
dignity;; Hoffmann-Riem 1990, p. 43, 50pp. and p. 56: 'Deshalb kann und muss die individuelle 
Rezeptionschancengleichheitt abgesichert werden. Dies gilt zum einen in technologischer-raumlicher 
Hinsicht:: Die Einrichtung einer aller Bevölkerungsteile und Gebiete erreichenden 
Kommunikationsinfrastrukturr fallt in den Gewahrleistungsauftrag (auch) des Grundrechts der 
Meinungsfreiheit.. Dariiber hinaus ist eine den Rezeptionsbediirfnissen entsprechende inhaltliche 
Vielfaltt der Kommunikationsangebote unverzichtbar. Die blofle quantitative Vielfalt 
unterschiedlicherr Rundfunkveranstalter/Programmanbieter bzw. Zeitungen/Zeitschriften reicht dafür 
nicht';; Birnhack, p. 31 (with view to the public domain); se also the study by Gersdorf 1998 and 
Gersdorff  2000, p. 210; Larouche 2002a, 19pp. See also the paper by Moglen 1997. 
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Somee Member States have recognized the principle of fair access opportunities 
moree explicitly than others. In Germany, where the above-mentioned argument was 
made,, the German Federal Constitutional Court explicitly recognized the principal 
off  equal opportunity as a constituent element of freedom of expression (here: 
Articlee 5 of the German Basic Law).255 According to the German Federal 
Constitutionall  Court, the German media legislator was obliged to prevent a 
situationn of excessively unequal influence by one or more providers.256 It is worth 
notingg that German broadcasting regulation is based on the so-called dualistic 
model,, where both public and commercial broadcasters participate in the mission of 
thee media to 'inform the audience properly'. The following paragraphs investigate 
whetherr there is some broader basis to argue in favour of embracing such a 
principlee in dealing with conditional access inside and outside of Germany's 
borders. . 

Communication,, meaning the process of receiving and imparting information of 
whichh broadcasting is a part, does not usually take place in a social vacuum. It is a 
sociall  activity that involves at least two parties. In the case of the mass media, an 
indefinitee number of parties may be involved.257 For the human being as part of a 
sociall  structure, communications is not only a means to self-development, it is also 
aa means to fit  in and maintain social structure(s). Our social structures are largely 
basedd on the gathering, processing and disseminating of information, be it as a 
meanss to maintain personal contacts (our personal network), to assess and influence 
thee course our society takes, or decisions that are relevant for society. According to 
thiss 'social' understanding of communication, the media is a means to step out of 
one'ss own individual sphere and enter into, and contribute to the creation of a 
publicc forum, a democratic society. 

Theree is a close relationship between participation, freedom of expression and 
democracy.. The free communication of ideas and opinions is what enables 
intellectuall  discourse—the competition of ideas and opinions that is so essential to 
democracy.2588 This is why 

'Thee Court's supervisory functions oblige it to pay the utmost attention to the 
principless characterizing a "democratic society". Freedom of expression 
constitutess one of the essential foundations of such a society, one of the basic 
conditionss for its progress and for the development of every man'.259 

2555 German Federal Constitutional Court, Blinkfuer, Case No. 1 BvR 619/63, 26 February 1969, 
Collectionn E 25, p. 256 [hereinafter 'Blinkfuer1], p. 265. 

2566 German Federal Constitutional Court, Niedersachsisches Rundfunkgesetz, Case No. 1 BvF 1/84, 4 
Novemberr 1986, Collection E 73, p. 118 [hereinafter "Niedersachsisches Rundfunkgesetz'], p. 118. 

2577 Hoffmann-Riem 1990, p. 36 speaks of'Freiheit auf Gegenseitigkeit'. 
2588 See German Federal Constitutional Court, Liith, Case No. 1 BvR 400/51, 15 January 1958, Collection 

EE 7, p. 198 [hereinafter 'Liith'] , p. 208; German Federal Constitutional Court, Schmid, Case No. 1 
BvRR 9/57, 25 January 1961, Collection E 12, p. 113 [hereinafter 'Schmid'], p. 125. 

2599 European Court of Human Rights, Handyside, paragraph 52; Sunday Times, paragraph 65. 
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Freedomm of expression as one of the essential foundations of a democratic 
societyy reveals something about the position of the individual in the process of 
publicc communication. Democracy as a form of governance is in its essence a 
participatoryy model, meaning a model that it based on the fact that each citizen has 
thee possibility to participate (whether a citizen does so is a totally different 
question).. The central notions of a democracy are the ideas of (political) equality 
andd the opportunity for all members of the society to participate and bring in their 
differentt interests, preferences, ideas and opinions.260 Rawls calls this the principle 
off  'equal participation'.261 It entails, so to speak, an element of fairness and non-
discrimination. . 

Iff  the functioning of a democracy is based on the freedom to receive and impart 
information,, and if the role of the media is to inform citizens, then it is consistent to 
assumee that the principle of fair opportunities to participate would also apply to 
citizens'' participation in the media. The German scholar Hoffmann-Riem called this 
kommunikativee Chancengleichheit. Being a social freedom,262 freedom of 
expressionn relies on a balanced form of 'with each other': citizens must be able to 
freelyy communicate with each other in a way that each citizen has a fair opportunity 
too develop himself of herself by exercising this freedom. One party's ability to 
influencee the chances of another party to participate can cause asymmetries.263 This 
couldd lead to inequalities not only in the communicative but also in the democratic 
process.2644 What is remarkable about this view is that the position of the members of 
thee audience and their relationship towards the media is central as is the 
acknowledgementt that the citizens, alias consumers, play an active role in the 
communicativee process 

Inn traditional broadcasting, fair access opportunities is a fairly well-known 
principle,, even if it is not always referred to by this name. Public service 
broadcastingg is an important example. The public broadcasting programme is a 
programmee that is universally available265 and that is obliged to carry a mixture of 
contentt that reflects the different ideas, opinions, etc. that are present in society. The 
programmee that is delivered to the audience is meant to be a mirror of society; it 
givess the different groups the opportunity to participate in the media and express 
theirr opinions in the public debate. One source of public broadcasting financing is 
thee public broadcasting fee, whereby each member of the audience contributes an 
equall  share and those who cannot afford the fee can usually obtain state support. 
Theree are also terrestrial frequencies: citizens who are not subscribed to a cable or 
satellitee operator can still receive a number of programmes, including public 

°° Birnhack 2004, p. 13; Rawls 1971, p. 225; Habermas 1979, 268pp. 
Rawlss 1971, p. 221. Instructive also the paper by Birnhack 2004 on the role of copyright law 
meanss to maximize the citizens' ability to participate in the democratic process. 

22 Hoffmann-Riem 1990, p. 38. 
33 Hoffman-Riem 1990, p. 38, 40pp. Cohendet 2003, p. 6. 
44 Rawls 1971, p. 225. 
55 See below section 2.2.3. 
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broadcasting,, via terrestrial frequencies. In these examples, everybody is in 
principlee able to access broadcasting; a problem of unfair access opportunities does 
nott usually arise. 

Thee focus on the role of the media to inform the audience of matters of 
importancee is characteristic for the institutional approach of broadcasting 
regulation.2666 It focuses on the media's mission. This institutional approach of 
broadcastingg regulation is not designed to address the position of individual 
memberss of the audience and their relationship with broadcasters.267 The 
institutionall  approach of broadcasting regulation is strongly reflected in the rather 
paternalisticc approach to national broadcasting laws, the rules on programme 
standards,, quota and, last but not least, public broadcasting.268 

AA reason that was often used to justify the paternalistic approach of broadcasting 
regulationn is the lack of responsiveness of broadcasting, which was said to be 'one 
off  the most difficult problems for media regulation'.269 'Responsiveness' refers to 
thee extent to which media can and wil l respond to the interests and needs of the 
audience.. For example, the responsiveness of the World Wide Web seems to be 
relativelyy high because consumers can actively search for content in a global pool 
off  content. It is said that on in the press or on the internet, the mechanism of offer 
andd demand allows for a fairly precise understanding of consumer preferences and 
interests.2700 In contrast, traditional broadcasting, a 'once-sent-free-access-for-all' 
medium,, has only limited possibilities for learning about the public's needs. 
Possiblee instruments are viewing figures, surveys and studies. The following quote 
iss very characteristic of the present concept of broadcasting regulation: 'The basic 
propositionn in conventional PSB [public service broadcasting] thinking is that while 
broadcastingg is designed to benefit viewers and listeners, they neither know what 
theyy want nor where their interest lies'.271 Most broadcasting laws reflect an 
undisguisedd belief that consumers do not know what they want or need, an idea that 
hass led to a paternalistic concept in which it is the state that finally decides for 
consumers. . 

Arguably,, conditional access could bring some changes. Because access-
controlledd content services are sold directly to the consumer, the service providers 
aree probably the most interested of all players in complying with consumer 
demand.272 2 

66 European Court of Human Rights, Sunday Times, paragraph 65; European Court of Human Rights, 
Lingens,, Strasbourg, paragraph 41. Barendt 1993, p. 49; De Meij/Hins/Nieuwenhuis/Schuijt 2000, p. 
299-302.. Wentzel 2002, p. 57pp. 

77 See section 1.3.3. See also De Meij/Hins/Nieuwenhuis/Schuijt 2000, p. 304. 
**  See sections 1.3.3. and 2.2.3. 
99 Gibbons 1998, p. 54. 
00 See the range of general and special interest journals and papers that are available at every better 

newsagent. . 
11 Cited in Peacock 1989, p. 53. 
22 Scholz 1995, p. 362, refers to pay-TV as 'im Grunde fast idealtypische Form eines Rundfunks, der 

striktt den MaÖstaben eines vorrangig an der Publikumsnachfrage orientierten Programmangebots 
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'Onn a more fundamental level, programme choice might be usefully made 
moree responsive to viewer welfare, and less responsive to the notions put 
forwardd by philanthropic institutions of what people "ought" to see'.273 

Conditionall  access could be a means of improving media responsiveness and, at 
thee same time, an argument against government involvement with media content274 

ass well as overly 'elitist patronizing behaviour'.275 If the offer of a broadcaster were 
indeedd demand-driven, consumers could have a new, powerful means of shaping 
informationn markets as a mirror of their preferences and needs. Perhaps 
'informationn on demand' is 'all that is essential to freedom of expression (from a 
constitutionall  viewpoint) providing consumers demand the right information about 
politicall  matters'?276 

Itt still remains to be seen whether pay-TV would give consumers what they 
reallyy want, even if they knew what that was. Pay-TV operators are in a position to 
differentiatee between consumers who are willin g and/or able to pay the subscription 
fee,, willin g to subscribe to a particular bundle, whose hardware is fit to process the 
signalss of a particular operator, etc. The operator can also distinguish between the 
consumer'ss residence or age,277 to name a few of the possible criteria. Unlike 
traditionall  broadcasting, members of the broadcasting audience are not equal in the 
sensee that once a signal is transmitted not everybody in its transmission radius can 
receivee it. Much will depend on the responsiveness of pay-TV and whether it is 
profitablee for pay-TV providers to serve small audience segments. Access-
controlledd service platforms operate within the boundaries of profitability and 
audiencee maximization and therefore may choose to avoid cost-intensive high 
qualityquality or minority programmes if it is likely that they will attract only small 
proportionss of the population.278 Moreover, the possibilities for a viable business 
modell  are probably restricted. For example, pay-TV still relies on premium 
programmingg and T-commerce services, notably in countries where there is still 
richh free-to-air programming. The viability of new channels finds its natural limits 
inn the amount of money consumers are willin g to spend on (additional) services. 
Likewise,, not all right holders will choose to licence their programme rights to pay-
TV.. Sports event organizers, for example, can also have an interest in the wide 
distributionn of the event. In pay-TV, fair access opportunities become a matter of 

folgt'.. Owen 1975, p. 134; critical: Spence/Owen 1977, p. 164, however also saying that the situation 
mightt be worse under advertising-financed television than under pay-TV, because pay-TV prices still 
reflectt the intensity of preferences better than the flat rate paid by advertisers. Also Wentzel 2002, pp. 
54,, 91; Peacock 1986, section 133; Noam 1988, pp 211-212. 
Owenn 1975, p. 134 
Thiss argument applies mainly to the public choice model of media regulation, meaning government 
involvementt with the structure of media content. It does not apply to rules that are supposed to ensure 
thee quality and security of media services such as rules on youth protection and against hate speech. 
Wentzell  2002, p. 57pp. 
Soo Owen 1977, p. 27. 
Seee section 1.5.2. 
Seee section 1.4.3. 
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thee relationship between access controller and consumer and the terms and 
conditionss in the subscription contract. Legislators can respond different ways. One 
wayy would be to argue that the realization of public information policy interests in 
broadcasting,, and here in particularly the 'right of the public to be properly 
informed',, is the task of selected broadcasters. This can be free-to-air-broadcasters 
inn general or, more specifically, public broadcasters (see section 2.2.3.). In this case, 
legislatorss would want to ensure in the first place that pay-TV does not have a 
negativee impact on the viability of public broadcasting and the realization of this 
task.. The other way is to argue that new technical and economic developments offer 
neww opportunities for the media's mission to inform the audience properly, and for 
thee audience to participate in the public communications process.279 In the latter 
case,, access issues and the issue of fair access opportunities come to the fore. If fair 
accesss opportunities and the broad availability of content is a rationale behind 
nationall  and European media policy not only for public broadcasting, then there is a 
needd to rethink the current approach. One crucial aspect in terms of regulation of 
access-controlledd broadcasting wil l then be whether the terms and conditions under 
whichh the content is provided are principally set up in such a way that everybody 
hass the opportunity to access content. Consumers should not be excluded 
arbitrarily2800 or because of insurmountable technical or financial obstacles. This 
couldd be the case, for example, if a platform operator were to issue only a limited 
numberr of suitable set top boxes or if subscription fees were so high that only few 
consumerss could subscribe, if electronic access control techniques would exclude— 
withoutt objective justification—disabled or elderly people, people from other 
Memberr States or if the way standards are used led to an evident fragmentation of 
society. . 

PluralismPluralism and Diversity 
Closelyy related to the principles of democracy, freedom of expression and fair 
accesss opportunities, is the idea of pluralism and diversity. This is the idea that 
viewerss should have access to a broad variety of ideas and opinions that are 
presentedd to them by the media. Pluralism and diversity are probably the most 
importantt quality criteria in broadcasting law. The European Court of Human 
Rightss has frequently stressed that the role of the media in a democratic society 

'cannott be successfully accomplished unless it is grounded in the principle of 
pluralism,, of which the State is the ultimate guarantor. This observation is 

Seee extensively Schulz 1998, 186pp. and 188pp. Looking forward, also the European Court of 
Humann Rights, Lentia, paragraph 39. For example, adaptation to technical and economic 
circumstancess is one reason that has contributed to a development in some national broadcasting 
regulations,, such as in Germany, the UK and France, tha commercial broadcasting participates in the 
missionn of the media to inform the public. 
Seee also Article 14 of the ECHR (Prohibition of discrimination). 
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especiallyy valid in relation to audio-visual media, whose programmes are 
oftenn broadcast very widely'.281 

Thee court also acknowledged that it can be desirable to not only have a plural 
programmee offer but also an offer that comes from diverse sources.282 This is also 
whatt the Council of Europe says in its Declaration on Freedom of Expression and 
Information: : 

'Convincedd that states have the duty to guard against infringements of the 
freedomm of expression and should adopt policies designed to foster as much as 
possiblee a variety of media and a plurality of information sources, thereby 
allowingg a plurality of ideas and opinions'.283 

Thee idea behind pluralism and diversity is that the programme that is finally 
deliveredd to the audience represents the different groups and opinions in the society. 
Thiss is meant to offer to all groups, including minority groups, the ability to impart 
andd receive information they are interested in (pluralism), and to protect this 
processs from excessive influence by one party (diversity). A media landscape can 
lackk pluralism if there is a number of competing information service providers that 
providee more or less the same mass-attractive content. It lacks diversity if the only 
existingg pay-TV platform encompasses fifty  channels that are all under the 
journalisticc control of one major operator. 

Thee competition of ideas and opinions that characterizes a pluralistic and diverse 
mediaa offer must be distinguished from economic competition, although one can 
influencee the other.284 Monopolizing the consumer base and making it more difficult 
forr subscribers to switch between different services285 has more than just a 
detrimentall  effect on competition. Exclusionary strategies, technical and contractual 
lock-inn situations, and the centralization of large quantities of content in the hand of 
onee or more intermediary platforms can also impact pluralism and diversity inside 
andd outside the platform.286 

Europeann Court of Human Rights, Lentia, paragraph 38; European Court of Human Rights, Lingens, 
paragraphh 41 
Europeann Court of Human Rights, Lentia, paragraph 39. Barendt 1993, pp. 80-81 and 127-128 
(includingg a comparative overview). 
Councill  of Europe, Declaration on the Freedom of Expression and Information, Recital 6. 
Valckee 2003, p. 683-689; Larouche 2002, p. 140-145; Van den Beukel/Nieuwenhuis 2000, pp. 117. 
Seee sections 1.5.2. and 1.5.3. 
Forr the Council of Europe, see ECTT, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 175. For the European 
Union,, see Access Directive, Recital 10: 'National legal or administrative measures that link the 
competitionn rules alone may not be sufficient to ensure cultural diversity and media pluralism in the 
areaa of digital television'. See also Directive 95/47/EC provided an initial regulatory framework for 
thee nascent digital television industry which should be maintained, including in particular the 
obligationn to provide conditional access on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, in order to 
makee sure that a wide variety of programming and services are available'. Barendt 1993, 121pp. 
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PreliminaryPreliminary Conclusion 
Too draw a preliminary conclusion, although often invoked, there is no such thing as 
ann individual right of access to specific privately controlled content, at least not one 
thatt would flow from Article 10 of the ECHR. The 'right of the public to be 
properlyy informed' has to be read within the context of the task that the media have 
too perform. As long as pay-TV is only one additional broadcasting offer alongside 
free-TVV and other media offerings, the realization of freedom of expression is not in 
acutee danger. Perhaps something different would apply in the—not very likely— 
situationn that a pay-TV platform operator controlled access to all broadcasting 
services,, including free-to-air services, or where there is no other way of gathering 
informationn about news or events that could contribute to the public debate. In this 
case,, states would be obliged to assess whether the realization of freedom of 
expressionn is at stake and eventually interfere. 

Still,, there is a positive obligation of the media legislator to create the conditions 
forr the realization of freedom of expression in general.287 Arguably, technological 
changess call for a fresh look at the media's mission to inform the public properly. 
And,, with technological changes, the demands on the broadcasting regulator to 
createe the conditions for an environment that promotes the realization of expression 
principless and democratic principles change. Providing pay-TV becomes a more 
commonn form of financing broadcasting, the role of pay-TV for the public 
communicationss process could gain importance, and with it the idea of fair access 
opportunities. . 

Alreadyy the European Council of the European Union observed that one of the 
objectivess in the fight against social exclusion is to 'exploit fully the potential of the 
knowledge-basedd society and of new information and communications technologies 
andd ensure that no-one is excluded'.288 And, according to the eEurope 2005 Action 
Plan,, one goal is to give everyone the opportunity to participate in the global 
informationn society.289 In this context, the role of digital TV, of which pay-TV is 
commonlyy considered an important driver, has been explicitly acknowledged as a 
meansmeans to have access to content and innovative services.290 The difference between 
pay-TVV and traditional free-TV is that in the pay-TV business model consumption 
iss a privilege of selected consumers. This can lead to inequalities in the terms and 
conditionss of access to content that did not exist, or do not exist in this form, in 
traditionall  free-TV. 

Seee section 2.2.1. 
Europeann Council, Fight against poverty and social exclusion: common objectives for the second 
roundd of national Action Plans, Brussels, 25 November 2002, SOC 470 [hereinafter 'Fights Against 
Povertyy and Social Exclusion'], Annex to Annex 2, objective 2 (a). 
Seee also section 2.2.4. 
Europeann Commission, Action plan eEurope 2005, pp. 2, 7. 
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2.2.2.. ACCESS TO CONTENT OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

Itt is interesting to note that neither the list of important events nor the right to short 
reportingg are designed to protect any kind of information other than that of a high or 
majorr public importance. States can have distinct national policy interests outside of 
freedomm of expression to preserve the public's access to particular content of public 
importancee and ensure that matters of interest can be received by the whole 
populationn rather than by a small circle of privileged subscribers. There are various 
reasonss why content can be of public importance, meaning of importance for 
societyy as a whole rather than for single individuals. These can be reasons of public 
security,, such as catastrophe warnings, health-care education and product warnings. 
Informationn can be of public importance for political, social or democratic reasons, 
suchh as information about major political developments in a country or in the 
Europeann Union, access to laws and government decisions as well as sports and 
culturall  events. There are also societal reasons to ensure broad access to such 
events:: to give the public the possibility to discuss certain matters of social interest 
onn a wide scale, which requires that the broad public is able to take notice of the 
matter,, and that access to such matter is not restricted to a narrow group. That it can 
bee politically wise to satisfy the citizen's desire for events is something the Roman 
emperorss already understood. The Roman emperors went even a step further and 
organizedd the 'games' themselves. However, even in the absence of major national 
policyy reasons, there can be a public interest in avoiding that the popularity and 
interestt that some events generate is exploited for purely commercial reasons, and 
thatt such events are not affordable to the majority of the public. After all, popular 
contentt is the most prone to being exploited in pay-TV. Such interests can be public 
welfaree arguments such as the promotion of creativity and innovation (for example, 
thee availability of scientific principles and formulas, data, research methods, public 
domainn material or creative works), of democratic processes or of education.291 It 
couldd also be that content is publicly funded, which gives the public a legitimate 
interestt in not being excluded or in not being made to pay a second time for access 
too this content.292 This concerns, for example, the highly controversial issue of 
commercializationn of public government information or publicly funded content,293 

publicc broadcasting content being one example. 

2.2.3.. PRESERVATION OF PUBLIC BROADCASTING 

Itt is worth noting that the transmission of major sports events, subject to the list of 
importantt events and the right to short reporting (see section 2.3.1. and section 
2.3.2.),, was for a long time the domain of public broadcasters. As public 

AA thorough discussion of the theoretical foundations of the idea of the commons or the public domain 
cann be found in Ostrom/Hess 2001, 47pp.; Elkin-Koren 2001, 197pp. 
Moree in depth on this problem, Van Eechoud 1998, 178pp. 
Seee the studies by Dommering/Kabel/Hugenholtz 2002 and by Hesse 2002. 
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broadcasterss argue themselves, the transmission of important sports events is one 
majorr factor that allows public broadcasters to successfully compete with 
commerciall  operators for the citizens' attention. Due to the increasing prices of 
sportss events, public broadcasters are, in the mid-term future, no longer able to 
competee with pay-TV operators when bidding for transmission rights. Guaranteeing 
accesss to the most popular sports events for free-TV is, thus, also a means to 
improvee the chances of public broadcasting. 

Traditionally,, broadcasting law reserves a major role for public broadcasting. 
Barendtt describes public broadcasting as a descriptive as well as a normative 
conceptt and identifies six principal features: universal geographical availability; 
concernn for national identity and culture; independence from state and commercial 
interests;; impartiality; range and variety of programmes and financing by imposing 
aa general charge on consumers.294 Public broadcasting plays an important role in the 
realizationn of public information policy objectives such as the realization of 
freedomfreedom of expression, democracy, pluralism, diversity and fair access 
opportunities.2955 Public broadcasters were, and still are, a preferred and universally 
accessiblee platform for governmental public information policy.296 Thus public 
broadcastingg is also an important and powerful political tool. 

Thee prominent role of public broadcasting in a multi-channel environment is not 
self-evident.. One could also argue, as some do, that the increasing diversification 
andd the arrival of a multi-channel environment is a reason to curtail the importance 
off  the mission of public broadcasting. If the public had access to a multitude of 
differentt niche channels, and if interactivity stimulated demand orientation and 
diversification,2977 would digitization really 'reinforce the importance of the 
comprehensivee mission of public service broadcasters'? Perhaps it would even 
diminishh it. 

Forr the time being, pay-TV will not render public broadcasting meaningless, and 
publicc broadcasting wil l continue to play a role. On the other hand, it is worth 
askingg what the task of public broadcasting in the digital multi-channel 
environmentt is. The Council of Europe recommended maintaining public 
broadcastingg in the new digital environment 'by ensuring universal access by 
individualss to the programmes of public service broadcasters and giving it, among 
otherr things, a central role in the transition to terrestrial digital broadcasting'.298 This 

Barendtt 1993, p. 52. See also Treaty of Amsterdam, Amending the treaty on European Union, the 
treatiess establishing the European Communities and related acts, Protocol (32) on the system of 
publicc broadcasting in the Member States, Brussels 10 November 1997, OJ C 340, p. 308 [hereinafter 
'Protocoll  (32) on the System of Public Broadcasting in the Member States']. 
Thatt this is acknowleded at the European level, too, is demonstrated in the Protocol 32 on the System 
off  Public Broadcasting in the Member States. 
Vann Eijk 1992, 185pp. 
Seee section 1.3.3. 
Councill  of Europe, Recommendation Rec(2003)9 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on 
measuress to promote the democratic and social contribution of digital broadcasting, Strasbourg, 28 
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cann be a reason to argue, for example, that public broadcasting services should 
receivee a prominent place in an EPG directory.299 It is interesting to note that the 
Councill  of Europe does not describe the role of public broadcasting as a source of 
highh quality content only. In the digital environment, it is not only the content, but 
alsoo the universal accessibility of public broadcasting that matters. The Council of 
Europee has even assigned public broadcasting an active role in the roll-out of digital 
terrestriall  networks. In this sense, public broadcasting has been upgraded to not 
onlyy provide content, but to provide a public forum, or 'virtual arena', that is open 
too the public. It would exceed the scope of this study to discuss this subject in 
depth,, however, a possible answer could be that, in the future, the public mission of 
publicc broadcasting will move away from its (only) task of supplying high-quality 
contentt towards providing public access and a forum for social cohesion. 

2.2.4.. THE FREE MOVEMENT OF SERVICES 

Nationall  public information policy is also influenced by the policies of the 
Europeann Union. The realization of the Internal Market and the free movement of 
servicess (as laid down in Articles 28-30 and Article 49 of the EC Treaty) is a central 
objectivee of the European Communities. Services, in the sense of the Treaty, are 
alsoo broadcasting services.300 Article 49 of the EC Treaty entails in the first place a 
dutyy for Member States to refrain from or to eliminate any direct or indirect 
discriminatoryy public actions (for example, in the form of laws) that are likely to 
prohibit,, impede or render less advantageous cross-border economic activities.301 

Mayy 2003 [hereinafter 'Recommendation Rec(2003)9 on measures to promote the democratic and 
sociall  contribution of digital broadcasting'], Appendix, paragraph 21. 

'99 See section 4.5. 
>00 See European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 30 April 1974, Giuseppe Sacchi, Reference 

forr a preliminary ruling: Tribunale civile e penale di Biella - Italy, Luxembourg, Case 155-73, 
Europeann Court Reports 1974, p. 409 [hereinafter 'Sacchi'], paragraph 6; European Court of Justice, 
Judgmentt of the Court of 18 March 1980, Procureur du Roi v Marc J.V.C. Debauve and others, 
Referencee for a preliminary ruling: Tribunal de première instance de Liège - Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Casee 52/79, European Court reports 1980, p. 833 [hereinafter 'Debauve'], paragraph 8; European 
Courtt of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 18 June 1991, Elliniki Radiophonia Tiléorassi AE and 
Panelliniaa Omospondia Syllogon Prossopikou v Dimotiki Etairia Pliroforissis and Sotirios Kouvelas 
andd Nicolaos Avdellas and others, Reference for a preliminary ruling: Monomeles Protodikeio 
Thessalonikiss - Greece, Luxembourg, Case C-260/89, European Court reports 1991, p. 1-2925 
[hereinafterr 'ERT'], paragraphs 20 to 25; European Court of Justice Judgement of the Court of 5 
Octoberr 1994, TV 10 SA v Commissariaat voor de Media, Reference for a preliminary ruling: Raad 
vann State - Netherlands, Luxembourg, Case C-23/93, European Court reports 1994, p. 1-04795 
[hereinafterr TV 10'], paragraphs 13 and 16, to name but some. 

111 See only European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 11 July 1974, Procureur du Roi v 
Benottt and Gustave Dassonville, Preliminary ruling requested by the Tribunal de première instance 
dee Bruxelles - Belgium, Luxembourg, Case 8-74, European Court reports 1974, p. 837 [hereinafter 
'Dassonville'],, paragraph 7; European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 24 November 1993, 
Criminall  proceedings against Bernard Keck and Daniel Mithouard, References for a preliminary 
ruling:: Tribunal de grande instance de Strasbourg - France, Joined cases C-267/91 and C-268/91, 
Europeann Court reports 1993, p. 1-06097 [hereinafter 'Keck'], paragraph 11. 
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Butt the realization of the Internal Market is more than just a duty for states to 
respectt Article 49 of the EC Treaty. States also have a positive obligation to take 
everyy measure that is necessary and appropriate to ensure the realization of the free 
movementt of services: 

'Ass an indispensable instrument for the realization of a market without 
internall  frontiers, Article 30 therefore does not prohibit solely measures 
emanatingg from the State which, in themselves, create restrictions on trade 
betweenn Member States. It also applies where a Member State abstains from 
adoptingg the measures required in order to deal with obstacles to the free 
movementt of goods which are not caused by the State'.302 

Similarr was also the dictum of the European Court of Justice in the 
Schmidbergerr case. The case concerned a complaint by the international transport 
enterprisee Schmidberger against the Republic of Austria regarding the block of the 
Brennerr motorway by a demonstration 'to protect the biosphere'. The Austrian 
authoritiess did not ban the demonstration in respect of the demonstrators' freedom 
off  expression and freedom of assembly. Schmidberger argued that the decision not 
too ban the demonstration amounted to an infringement of Austria's obligations 
underr the EC Treaty to promote the realization of Internal Market freedom (here: 
freefree movement of goods). Upon the request of the Austrian Court of Appeals, the 
Europeann Court of Justice interpreted the principle of free movement of goods 
underr Article 30 et seq., and within the context of Article 5 of the EC Treaty. It 
foundd that Article 5 of the EC Treaty required Member States to take every measure 
thatt is necessary to fulfi l the obligations arising from the Treaty. This obligation 
wouldd also include the duty to undertake adequate steps to ensure freedoms under 
thee Treaty in situations in which its realization is obstructed as a result of actions 
takenn by private parties.303 

Chapterr 1 explained why the use of electronic access control could prevent 
consumerss in one country from receiving services from another country and that 
thiss could lead to a territorial fragmentation of the Internal Market. The way pay-
TVV services are marketed in some Member States can impede the realization of 
Internall  Market principles. The Schmidberger decision in mind, one can argue that 
Memberr States have a positive obligation to make sure that the use of conditional 
accesss does not prevent consumers in one country from receiving content services 
offeredd by a pay-TV provider in another country. Such action would, of course, also 

Europeann Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 9 December 1997, Commission of the European 
Communitiess v French Republic, Luxembourg, Luxembourg, Case C-265/95, European Court reports 
1997,, p. 1-06959 [hereinafter "Commission v. France'], paragraph 30. See also Schwartz who argues 
thatt this obligation applies not only to restrictions from governments, but also from third parties, 
Schwartzz 1985, p. 116. 
Europeann Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 12 June 2003, Eugen Schmidberger, 
Internationalee Transporte und Planzüge v Republik Österreich, Reference for a preliminary ruling: 
Oberlandesgerichtt Innsbruck - Austria, Case C-l 12/00, European Court reports 2003, p. 1-05659 
[hereinafterr 'Schmidberger'], paragraphs 57-62. 
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havee to take into account the legitimate interests of the services providers and right 
holders,, such as technical reasons (standardization) or obligations towards rights 
holders.304Thee positive duty to realize Internal Market principles, for example, could 
alsoo lead to the need to scrutinize more closely the way in which broadcasting rights 
aree licensed on a national basis; a practice that is also responsible for territorial 
restrictionss in pay-TV. 

Inn its Review on the Application of the Cable and Satellite Directive, the 
Europeann Commission already observed that the practice of transferring rights on a 
nationall  basis and in combination with the use of electronic access control could 
runn counter to European policies to stimulate the Internal Market. The European 
Commissionn criticized in particular the practice of licensing broadcasting rights on 
aa per country basis. It found that only the transfer of rights for a programme for the 
entiree footprint was compatible with Internal Market principles. According to the 
Europeann Commission, country-based licensing together with the use of encryption 
technologiess in broadcasting was 

'aa problem that affects the European citizens' direct perception of the reality 
off  the Internal Market in their daily life and which thus has an appreciable 
negativee impact in terms of cultural, linguistic, social and economic 
interpenetrationn at the intra-community level'.505 

Thiss clearly indicates that, in Europe, there is already a process of rethinking the 
desirabilityy of territorial licensing agreements, notably within the context of pay-
TV.. In the same document, the Commission called for initiatives to encourage a 
non-nationall  approach to allow the Internal Market to be a genuine market without 
internall  borders for right holders, operators and consumers. 

Still,, states have to weigh community principles against freedom of expression 
andd property rights of pay-TV providers and right holders. The Schmidberger case 
iss also interesting in this respect as it raises the question of how to reconcile the 
requirementss of the protection of fundamental rights, here of the demonstration, and 
thee freedoms enshrined in the EC Treaty. The European Court of Justice found in 
thee Schmidberger case that the decision not to ban the demonstration was 
objectivelyy justified. The protection of fundamental rights, so says the European 
Courtt of Justice, is a legitimate interest that justifies a restriction of the obligations 

Seee European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 18 March 1980, SA Compagnie générale 
pourr la diffusion de la television, Coditel, and others v Ciné Vogt Films and others, Reference for a 
preliminaryy ruling: Cour d'appel de Bruxelles - Belgium, Luxembourg, Case 62/79, European Court 
reportss 1980, p. 881 [hereinafter 'Coditel I'] , paragraph 16; European Court of Justice, Judgment of 
thee Court of 6 October 1982, Coditel SA, Compagnie générale pour ia diffusion de la television, and 
otherss v Ciné-Vogt Films SA and others, Reference for a preliminary ruling: Cour de cassation -
Belgium,, Luxembourg, Case 262/81, European Court reports 1982, p. 3381 [hereinafter 'Coditel II'] , 
paragraphh 19. See also European Court of Justice, ERT, paragraphs 22-26, concerning the exclusive 
rightt to broadcast. 
Europeann Commission, Report on the Application of the Cable and Satellite Directive, pp. 7-8. 
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imposedd by Community law.306 The European Court of Justice, however, has 
observedd that Article 10 of the ECHR could also be subject to restrictions in the 
generall  interest. The realization of Internal Market principles is such an interest. 
Therefore,, freedom of expression interests would have to be weighed against the 
principlee of the free movement of services.307 The competent authorities would 
enjoyy a wide margin of discretion but restrictions placed upon trade within the 
Communityy had to be proportionate within the context of the legitimate objective to 
protectt fundamental rights.308 

2.2.5.. CONCLUSION 

Thee motives for regulatory interference with electronic control of access to 
broadcastingg content are various and reach from freedom of expression to national 
publicc policy interests and goals that are derived from supranational obligations 
suchh as that to ensure the free flow of services within the Internal Market. The 
informationn policy considerations discussed within the context of electronic access 
controll  pivot around the possible conflicts between, on the one hand, the 
electronicallyy enforced exclusivity of content, and, on the other hand, the 
accessibilityy of such content for the public. 

2.3.. European Regulatory Instruments that Address Conditional 
Access s 

Thee relationship between electronic access control and the accessibility and 
availabilityy of information is slowly receiving more attention in the public 
informationn policy discussion. The opinions, however, are still very divided on the 
questionquestion of how electronic access control in broadcasting is best approached. 

Inn the second part of Chapter 2, a number of initiatives are discussed that were 
meantt to adapt media law to the 'age of access' and translate the aforementioned 
publicc information policy concerns into media law. At the EC level, the leading 
provisionn is Article 3a of the TWF Directive (list of important events, section 
2.3.1.).. Article 3a of the TWF Directive is, so far, the only regulation in European 
broadcastingg law that has been drafted specifically to deal with pay-TV. It has 
substantiallyy influenced the way Member States deal with the content-related 
aspectss of electronic access control in broadcasting. Other already existing 
instrumentss have also been brought into play and apply or were suggested to be 
appliedd to pay-TV. These are the right to short reporting (section 2.3.2.), which is 
providedd for in Article 9 of the ECTT of the Council of Europe, and the must-carry 

Europeann Court of Justice, Schmidberger, paragraphs 69, 72-72 and 78-93. 
Seee also European Court of Justice, ERT, paragraphs 41-45. See also Van de Gronden/Mortelmans 
2003,, 16pp. 
Europeann Court of Justice, Schmidberger, paragraphs 80-82. See also section 3.2.4. 
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ruless in Article 31 of the Universal Service Directive (section 2.3.3.). The goal of 
thee analysis is not so much to describe the present legal situation in detail at the 
levell  of the EC or in the Member States, but to identify on a more abstract level the 
differentt concepts that have been developed to deal with conditional access. 

2.3.1.. LIST OF IMPORTANT EVENTS 

Articlee 3a (1) of the TWF Directive reads: 

'Eachh Member State may take measures in accordance with Community law 
too ensure that broadcasters under its jurisdiction do not broadcast on an 
exclusivee basis events which are regarded by that Member State as being of 
majorr importance for society in such a way as to deprive a substantial 
proportionn of the public in that Member State of the possibility of following 
suchh events via live coverage or deferred coverage on free television. If it 
doess so, the Member State concerned shall draw up a list of designated events, 
nationall  or non-national, which it considers to be of major importance for 
society.. In so doing the Member State concerned shall also determine whether 
thesee events should be available via whole or partial live coverage, or where 
necessaryy or appropriate for objective reasons in the public interest, whole or 
partiall  deferred coverage'. 

Articlee 3a recognizes the right of Member States to draw up so-called 'lists of 
importantt events'. The lists identify events of particular public importance that 
shouldd be shown—in their entirety or partially—on free-TV. Pay-TV operators are 
nott banned from showing designated events altogether providing the public has the 
possibilityy of following such events on free-TV as well. Note that Article 3a of the 
TWFF Directive applies only to transmission rights for organized events and not to 
otherr content, for example, content that is subject to copyright law such as films. 

Onee way to limit exclusivity is to mandate the non-exclusivity of transmission 
licencess for events with the effect that all broadcasters are free to acquire a 
transmissionn licence. This is not the course the directive took. The directive does 
nott address event organizers but service providers. 

Thee basic concept behind Article 3a of the TWF Directive and the similarly 
wordedd Article 9bis of the ECTT309 is to limit the exclusive exploitation of 
transmissionn rights for the sake of a general public interest in the wide accessibility 
off  certain content.310 The list-of-important-events concept has been already 
describedd as a 'new category of universal service'.311 Pay-TV operators are not 
entitledd to the exclusionary exploitation of such rights. Unclear is what the scope of 

Inn the following, reference is made only to Article 3a of the Television Without Frontiers Directive. 
Onlyy where the regulation in Article 9bis of the ECTT is substantially different, will it be mentioned 
explicitly. . 

3100 See also the papers by Hins 1998; Helberger 2002, and sections 2.2.2. and 2.2.3. of this chapter. 
3111 Bavasso 2003, p. 388. 
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thee limitation on the exclusive exploitation of such events is, what its duration is 
andd under which conditions a partial or deferred coverage is acceptable. Bearing in 
mindd that the rights for deferred or partial coverage are sold separately, this 
questionquestion is important for the future licensing policy of such rights. 

Indirectly,, the regulation does concern event organizers.312 The likely effect of the 
listss is that pay-TV operators stop bidding for such events, are only willin g to bid at 
lowerr prices, or only bid for events that free-TV broadcasters do not bid for. If pay-
TVV providers wish to sell access to listed events even though they are available on 
free-TV,, they wil l need to find new and more attractive forms of presentation. 
Exampless could be the transmission in a High Definition format, added interactive 
applicationss or an otherwise enhanced service offering. 

Inn so far as pay-TV operators have already signed for exclusive transmission 
rightss after a national list has entered into force, they wil l probably also have to 
offerr those rights to free-to-air television providers, for example, in the form of sub-
licences.. The directive is silent on an eventual duty of event organizers to cooperate 
andd agree on the issuing of sub-licenses to free-TV providers. Moreover, the 
directivee does not provide guidelines on the conditions under which pay-TV 
operatorss have to grant such sub-licences to free-TV. Obviously, such conditions 
havee to be reasonable and adequately priced as the provision would otherwise run 
intoo a void. 

Nott regulated in Article 3a of the TWF Directive is the question of what happens 
iff  no free-TV broadcaster is willin g to acquire the transmission rights for a certain 
event,, for example, because the licences are too costly.313 This could lead to the 
eventt not being transmitted at all. Article 3a of the TWF Directive aims at 
preventingg broadcasters from transmitting such events on an exclusive basis; it does 
nott oblige free-TV broadcasters to broadcast such events on a non-exclusive basis. 
Strictlyy speaking, the list concept does not guarantee 'access' to information of 
majorr importance, but rather only enables such events to be made 'accessible' to the 
publicc in free-TV. 

Eventss should not be transmitted in a way that deprives 'a substantial proportion' 
off  the public rather than individual citizens from accessing such content. In other 
words,, for the application of Article 3a of the TWF Directive, size matters when it 
comescomes to deciding whether public information policy interests are at stake or not. 
Thiss is another indication that one goal behind the list-of-important-events concept 
iss the realization of universal accessibility. The qualification of a 'substantial 
proportion'' is left to the Member States. While in Germany314 the substantial 
proportionn consists of two-thirds of all households and only seventy per cent in 

3122 Interesting in this context is the Irish implementation law that foresees that the licensing contract 
betweenn the pay-TV provider and the event organizer can be declared void (see below). 

3133 So far, only the UK has regulated this case (see below). 
3144 Article 5(a) of the Fourth Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting, 29 September 2000, OJ C 227, p. 4. 
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Austria,Austria,33''55 Ireland considers a free-TV broadcaster qualified if he reaches at least 
eighty-fivee per cent of the population.316 Italy317 and the UK318 consider ninety per 
centt of the population to be substantial. The idea of one broadcasting channel being 
ablee to reach seventy to ninety per cent of the population is still a realistic concept 
inn a digital multi-channel environment. One also wonders what the situation would 
bee if, in the future, pay-TV were to prosper and access-controlled platforms 
succeededd in reaching a substantial proportion of the population. In this case, at 
leastt one criterion for the application of the list-of-important-events regulation 
wouldd not be fulfilled. Article 3a of the TWF Directive, however, does not seem to 
considerr the broad accessibility of certain events on pay-TV a satisfactory option. It 
makess very clear that the public must have the possibility to follow such events on 
'free'free television'. 

Thiss leads to the principal question of what 'free television' really is. The 
observationn made in Chapter 1 of this study should be borne in mind: it cannot be 
excludedd that traditional free-TV services such as public broadcasting services will 
encryptt their services too, for example, to comply with the licensing conditions of 
contentt producers. Recital 22 of the TWF Directive defines that 

'free'free television' is the 'broadcasting on a channel, either public or 
commercial,, of programmes that are accessible to the public without payment 
inn addition to the modes of funding of broadcasting that widely prevail in each 
Memberr State such as licence fees and/or the basic tier subscription fee to 
cablee network'. 

Accordingg to this definition, 'free' television primarily means 'free' from 
additionall  costs. It should be noted that this notion is not identical to public 
broadcasting.3199 The definition provided in the Explanatory Memorandum of the 
ECTTT follows the same line, although it does acknowledge that there may be a need 
forr a more specific definition.320 According to this interpretation, public broadcasters 
thatt encrypt their programmes, for example, for reasons of copyright (as is the case 
inn Denmark and Austria) could still be considered 'free' as long as they do not 
imposee an additional access fee. The incongruity of this interpretation is 
demonstratedd by Germany and Italy, which, when implementing the lists, 
interpretedd 'free' differently, meaning in the sense of non-encrypted or broadly 

3155 Federal Act on the exercise of exclusive television broadcasting rights (Exclusive Television Rights 
Actt (Fernseh-Exklusivrechtgesetz - FERG)), 19 January 2002, OJ, C 16, p. 8, Article 5a. 

3166 Broadcasting (Major Events Television Coverage) Act 1999, 26 April 2003, OJ C 100, p. 12, Article 
3. . 

3177 Decision No. 8/1999 of the Communications Authority adopted on 9 March 1999, Brussels, 30 
Septemberr 1999, OJ C 277, p. 3. 

3188 Broadcasting Act 1996, Chapter 55, Part IV, OJ C 382/2, 18.11.2000. The Television Broadcasting 
Regulationss 2000, 18 November 2000, OJ C 328/6. Code on Sports and Other Listed Events, in: ITC 
Codee on Sports and Other Listed Events, revised January 2000, 18 November 2000, OJ C 328, p. 8. 

3199 Hinsl998,p. 321. 
3200 Ecj-r̂  Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 183. 
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availablee television.321 Accordingly, plans of the German cable operator Kabel 
Deutschlandd to encrypt all signals that it carries, including free-TV programmes 
suchh as public service programming, to prevent signal theft (the so-called 
Grundverschliisselung),, triggered agitated debates on the issue if, under these 
circumstances,, free-TV programming was still 'free'. It was argued that even if 
consumerss did not have to pay additional fees to access free-to-air broadcasting, 
thosee who did not have the necessary reception equipment would still be excluded 
fromfrom accessing it.322 

Articlee 3a of the TWF Directive also does not give much guidance on the criteria 
byy which Member States can identify events of major importance. Recital 21 of the 
revisedd directive only stipulates that events of major importance for society should 
bee outstanding events and of interest to the general public. It is left to Member 
Statess to specify what 'outstanding' and 'of interest to the general public' means 
andd determine the procedures they follow. The directive only provides a non-
exhaustivee list in Recital 18 of Directive 97/36 as an example: the Olympics, the 
Soccerr World Championship and the European Soccer Championship. It is evident 
fromfrom these examples that major events for society point to an interest for society as 
aa whole because of their importance for the forming of a national and/or cultural 
identity,, and not only to the 'the right of the public to be properly informed'. Article 
3aa of the TWF Directive does not require that the criteria according to which the 
listss are drawn up be transparent. 

Onn the one hand, the vagueness of the directive respects the authority of Member 
Statess in cultural matters. On the other hand, considering that the main goal of the 
directivee is to harmonize public interest initiatives of Member States in this field, 
onee might wonder if such vagueness wil l achieve this goal. Moreover, the list 
conceptt as it is now leaves the concerned parties with considerable legal 
uncertainty.. This was also the opinion of the Council of Europe, who felt the need 
too provide for more elaborate provisions in Article 9bis (2) and the Explanatory 
Memorandumm of the ECTT. As the Council correctly noted, the list of important 
eventss interferes significantly with the contractual freedom and property rights of 
thee event organizers and pay-TV broadcasters.323 These freedoms are necessary to 
achievee the public-interest objective pursued with regard to the impact on social and 
economicc activities that are linked to the trade of broadcasting rights. Events must 

Articlee 5a of the Fourth Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting reads: '(1) ... In the Federal Republic of 
Germany,, events of major importance for society (major events) may be broadcast in encrypted form 
onn pay-TV only where the broadcaster or a third party makes it possible under appropriate conditions, 
forr die event to be broadcast on a free and generally accessible television channel ... Only channels 
whichh can be received by more than two-thirds of all households shall be deemed to be generally 
accessible'.. In Italy, 'free' television is understood as a channel that reaches more than 90% of the 
populationn (and they may not incur additional costs for the acquisition of technical equipment), 
Articlee 1 Decision No. 8/1999 of the Italian Communications Authority adopted on 9 March 1999. 
Digital-TVV 2004, 'ARD und ZDF kündigen digitale Kabeleinspeisung', 20 February 2004, available 
att <www.presseportal.de> (last visited on 14 March 2005). 
ECTT,, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 181. 
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bee clearly defined according to objective criteria to provide for sufficient legal 
certainty.. The list must also not discriminate against other market participants or 
leadd to market foreclosure against broadcasters from other Member States, right 
holderss or other economic operators.324 

Unlikee the TWF Directive, Article 9bis (2) of the ECTT and the Explanatory 
Memorandumm also provide guidelines concerning the list definition procedure. 
Memberr States must adopt clear and transparent procedures, and the criteria used to 
definee listed events must be explicit and public. Procedures must also foresee 
appropriatee consultations with interested parties and take possible practical 
implicationss into account such as the need to have some planning certainty in 
advance.325 5 

Transparentt guidelines on procedures and criteria seem essential considering the 
sometimess high economic values involved. Against the background of the more 
elaboratee provisions of the ECTT, the lack of such provisions in the TWF Directive 
iss evident and problematic. Reference to public interest is very vague. Striking in 
bothh regulations is the lack of involvement of consumer representatives when 
definingg what major events are. 

TheThe List Concept in Practice 
Ass shown, Member States have far-reaching authority to design the procedures and 
determinee the criteria according to which national lists are drawn up. Interestingly, 
thee existing national lists prove to be more harmonized than one might expect under 
thesee conditions. None of the Member States that have implemented the list concept 
havee sought to implement Article 3a of the TWF as a means to protect content other 
thann the (live) transmission of popular sports and cultural events. 

Att the time of writing, only a few Member States have implemented Article 3a 
off  the TWF Directive and officially notified the Commission. Among these 
Memberr States are Austria, Germany, Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom, 
whosee lists are discussed in more depth. Denmark has decided to withdraw its list. 

Inn Austria, the lists are drawn up by the federal government. The government 
mustt involve a 'cross-section' of television broadcasters, right holders, enterprises, 
consumers,, employees and persons working in the fields of culture and sports. 
Austriaa interprets events of 'substantial social' interest as events that meet at least 
twoo of the following criteria: 
—— The event already commands widespread attention in Austria, particularly as a 

resultt of reporting in the media. 
—— The event is an expression of Austria's cultural, artistic or social identity. 
—— The event is—in particular because of the involvement of top-level sportsmen 

andd women—a sporting event of special national significance or one that 

ECTT,, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraphs 182 a-d. 
ECTT,, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraphs 182 g, h. 
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commandss widespread attention among viewers in Austria owing to its 
internationall  importance. 

-- The event was previously broadcast on free-TV.326 

Televisionn broadcasters that have acquired exclusive rights for the transmission 
off  a listed event will allow the event to be viewed on a free-TV channel (Article 3 
(1)) FERG). This is achieved by means of an amicable agreement in which the 
conditionss of transmission on free-TV are laid down. If such an agreement is not 
reached,, the Federal Communications Senate can interfere and determine adequate 
conditionss and market prices (Articles 3 (3) and (4) FERG). A television operator 
thatt does no comply with this obligation can be sued in addition to receiving 
administrativee fines for damages as well as the duty to compensate for loss of 
earningss (Article 3 (5) FERG). 

Inn Ireland, the Minister for Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the Islands draws up the 
listss after consulting with the event organizers and broadcasters, and after giving the 
publicc an opportunity to comment.327 Events of 'public interest' are qualified 
accordingg to criteria similar to those in Austria, namely: 
-- The extent to which the event has a special general resonance for the people of 

Ireland. . 
-- The extent to which the event has a generally recognized distinct cultural 

importancee for the people of Ireland. 
-- Whether the event involves the participation of a national or non-national team 

orr by Irish people. 
-- Past practice or experience with regard to television coverage of the event or 

similarr events. 
Thee Irish version of the list-of-important-events concept is strict. Broadcasters 

thatt do not offer free-to-air television, reach less than eighty-five per cent of the 
population,, and have acquired exclusive rights to broadcast designated events may 
nott broadcast them unless the event was made available to a free-TV broadcaster 
withh more than eighty-five per cent coverage. Should the first broadcaster does not 
complyy with its obligations, the High Court may, upon request, issue remedies, 
includingg an obligation to make the event available to a free-TV broadcaster. It may 
alsoo declare the licensing contract with the event organizer void (Article 6 
Broadcastingg (Major Events Television Coverage) Act). 

Inn Italy, the Italian Communications Authority, AGCOM, draws up the list 
accordingg to the following criteria: 
-- The event and its outcome are of special and widespread interest in Italy, and 

interestss persons other than those who usually watch this type of event on 
television. . 

-- The event enjoys widespread recognition by the general public, has particular 
culturall  significance and strengthens the Italian cultural identity. 

Exclusivee Television Rights Act, Article 5a. 
Broadcastingg (Major Events Television Coverage) Act 1999, Article 3. 
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-- The event involves a national team in a specific sporting discipline in a major 
internationall  tournament. 

-- The event has traditionally been broadcast on free television and has enjoyed 
highh viewing figures in Italy.328 

Thee United Kingdom probably has the most exhaustive provisions for the list 
concept.3299 Here, the Secretary of State draws up the lists after consulting with the 
BBC,, the Welsh Authority, the Independent Television Commission (ITC) (now 
Ofcom)) and event organizers (Article 97 of the Broadcasting Act). It applies one 
mainn criterion, namely the event must have a special national resonance and not 
simplyy a significance to those who ordinarily follow the sport concerned, and it 
mustt serve to unite the nation, meaning it is a shared point in the national calendar. 

Thee Broadcasting Act already restricts the acquisition of exclusive rights without 
thee previous consent of the UK broadcasting National Regulatory Authority (NRA) 
(Articlee 101 of the Broadcasting Act). Generally, a pay-TV broadcaster may not 
distributee a listed event unless a designated free-TV broadcaster (the BBC, Channel 
33 or Channel 4) has acquired the rights to live coverage. If no free-TV broadcaster 
hass acquired the broadcasting rights, the broadcasting NRA will give its consent if 
thee availability of such rights was generally known and no free-TV broadcasters 
expressedd an interest in acquiring them (section 13 of the Code on Sports and Other 
Listedd Events). The ITC has included extensive guidelines in its Code on Sports and 
Otherr Listed Events that determine when a genuine opportunity to acquire the rights 
onn fair and reasonable terms has been offered. 

Germanyy stipulates that events of major importance for society may be broadcast 
inn encrypted form on pay-TV only when the broadcaster or a third party makes it 
possiblee under appropriate conditions for the event to be broadcast on free-TV. 
Shouldd parties fail to reach an agreement, an arbitration procedure is in place.330 

Germanyy does not further specify the notion of 'major importance for society' to 
makee the criteria that it applies transparent. Judging from the final list, Germany 
sharess the confidence of the other list countries that sport is of major importance to 
itss people: Summer and Winter Olympics; all European Championships and Soccer 
Worldd Championship matches involving the German national soccer team, as well 
ass the opening match and the semi-finals, irrespective of whether the German team 
iss involved; the semi-finals of the German FA Cup; the German national soccer 
team'ss home and away matches; the final of any European soccer club competition 
involvingg a German Club. 

Decisionn No. 8/1999 of the Communications Authority. See also Article 72 (1) c of the Dutch Media 
Law,, which also refers to audience shares and whether a programme was transmitted on free-TV in 
thee past. 
Broadcastingg Act 1996; The Television Broadcasting Regulations 2000; Code on Sports and Other 
Listedd Events, in: ITC Code on Sports and Other Listed Events. 
Articlee 5(a) of the fourth Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting, 29 September 2000, O J C 227, p. 4. 
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Austri a a 

Ireland d 

Ital y y 

UK K 

Germany y 

Olympic c 
Games s 
Summer/Win n 
ter r 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Soccer r 
Worl d d 
Champion n 
-ship33' ' 
++ (only the 
gamesgames for 
men) ) 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

European n 
Soccer r 
Champion n 
-ship332 2 

++ (for men) 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Otherr  Sports Events 

Austriann Soccer Cup, 
Worldd Alpine Skiing, 
Worldd Nordic Skiing 

Hurlingg Finals, All -
Irelandd Senior Inter-
Countryy Soccer, Rugby 
Worldd Cup Finals, Irish 
Grandd National, Irish 
Derby,, Nations Cup at 
Derbyy Horse Show 
Tourr of Italy cycling 
competition,, Formula 
Onee Italian Grand Prix 
Scottishh FA Final, 
Grandd National, Derby, 
Wimbledonn Tennis 
Finals,, Rugby League 
Challengee Cup Final, 
Rugbyy World Cup Final 
Germann national soccer 
teamm matches (home 
andd away) 

National l 
Cultura ll  and 
Other r 
Events s 
Vienna a 
Philharmonic c 
Orchestra's s 
Neww Year's 
Concert, , 
Viennaa Opera 
Ball l 

Sann Remo 
Music c 
Festival l 

TableTable I—Table I provides an overview of the events that are featured in the lists of important events that 
werewere drawn up by by Austria, Ireland, Italy, the UK and Germany following the implementation of Article 
3a3a of the TWF Directive. Overview of the implementation of Art. 3a TWF Directive in national 
broadcastingbroadcasting laws. 

Theree are a number of aspects about the way Member States implemented the list 
conceptt that are worth noting (see also the overview in table 1). First of all, all 
nationall  lists stress the importance of cultural, artistic and societal criteria rather 
thann political or democratic criteria or the informational value of an event in 
general.. Not considering specific local preferences, soccer enjoys an impressive 
popularityy among the citizens of Europe (and probably most of all in Italy); it is 
unanimouslyy considered to be of utmost public importance. Here, it is the aspect of 
nationall  identity or the ability of an event to, as the British regulation says, 'unite 
thee nation'. None of the national lists discussed include events other than sports and 
culturall  events, for example, political events. It is also interesting that the social 

3311 Usually only to the extent that the national team is involved, and often restricted to Finals and semi 
finals. . 

3322 Usually only to the extent that the national team is involved, and often restricted to finals and semi 
finals. . 
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importancee of an event is measured using criteria such as the participation of 
nationall  sportspeople, the importance for the national identity and audience viewing 
figures.. The latter is interesting because viewing figures and their adequacy as an 
indicatorr for social relevance and public interest are controversial. There is a 
generall  consensus that viewing figures are a measure for popularity, but does this 
alsoo mean that they are a valid measure for public, political and societal 
importance? ? 

Remarkablee is also the repeated reference to the text on whether an event has 
beenn traditionally transmitted on free-TV. Not only the societal importance, but also 
thee fact that the audience is used to following such an event on free-TV plays a role. 
Thee reference to traditional coverage is symptomatic for one characteristic feature 
off  the list concept: the attempt to maintain a traditional state in the presence of the 
arrivall  of a new player: pay-TV platforms. An apt reader could conclude from this 
thatt the lists are not only about the broad accessibility of major events for the 
audience,, but also about the relationship between free-TV and pay-TV. One could 
evenn take this a step further and argue that the lists are about competition between 
publicc broadcasters, which were traditionally the major bidders for transmission 
rightsrights for important sports events,333 and pay-TV operators, for whom sport is a 
majorr crowd-puller to sell their services to subscribers. 

Ass far as the procedures of a) drawing up the lists and b) enforcing the lists are 
concerned,, the national implementations do not provide for much more clarity than 
Articlee 3a of the TWF Directive. All of the national lists examined are drawn up 
eitherr by ministries or regulatory authorities for the broadcasting sector. The 
involvementt of third parties such as event organizers, broadcasters or the public is 
restricted,, if provided for at all, to the possibility of being consulted. Only three of 
thee examined five Member States that have implemented the list concept foresee a 
broaderr consultation procedure. 

Oncee transmission rights have been acquired, most Member States foresee 
arbitrationn procedures between pay-TV and free-TV broadcasters although the 
nationall  laws differ considerably in detail. To the extent that Member States foresee 
arbitrationn procedures, the arbitration procedures do not foresee an active role for 
eventt organizers. Only the UK has issued extensive guidelines on when 
transmissionn rights are fairly offered to free-to-air broadcasters. And only the UK 
hass adopted a regulation in the event that free-to-air broadcasters are unwilling to 
acquiree licences for transmission rights for listed events. 

Assessment Assessment 
Thee biggest challenge for the list-of-important-events concept is defining which 
typess of information are of major importance to the public. What are the relevant 
criteria,, and who should be able to define them? The public sphere is not confined 
too a narrowly defined realm, be it politics, be it sports. The public dialogue includes 

Seee section 2.2.3. 
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aa multitude of political, social and cultural spheres that affect ideas and 
understanding,, and hence political opinion, about the world, values, concepts and 
thee choices one makes or others have made. Viewed from this angle, the notion of 
informationn or content of public interest should be interpreted broadly, broader in 
anyy case than important sports events. 

Consequently,, it is difficult to distinguish which kinds of services and formats 
aree of importance for the public debate. A considerable part of content services 
contributess indirectly to the process of forming a public opinion, offer identification 
withh and an assessment of one's own values and judgements, form part of a 
politicalpolitical or social dialogue about actual issues and/or reflect the variety of different 
opinionss and ideas on particular subject matters. Soaps, talk shows and 
documentariess play their part in the democratic process, as do news reports and 
politicalpolitical speeches. For example, politicians can be observed taking chances by 
appearingg on more popular talk shows rather than 'high standing' programmes 
becausee they acknowledge the impact of'low-quality' (in terms of intellectually less 
demanding)) programmes for public opinion.334 

Furthermore,, the 'public' is made up of individual members with individual 
interestss and information needs. This makes it difficult to argue in general terms 
thatt certain content is more important than other content. It also explains why the 
repeatedlyy proposed criterion of 'national importance' or 'identity' is always a 
politicalpolitical decision, and is not necessarily the most objective criterion when it comes 
too identifying public interests. 

Moreover,, were citizens to choose the kind of information that is important to 
them,, the outcome would probably be different to that of a government-driven 
decision.. The question is whose perspective counts. Article 3a grants Member 
Statess wide discretion on if and how the provision is implemented, as well as on the 
event-definitionn criteria, the body authorized to draw up the list, the extent to which 
interestedd parties must be heard, etc. The national lists are developed by ministries 
andd regulatory authorities, possibly in close cooperation with broadcasters and 
sportss clubs.335 Astonishing is how littl e the public, or relevant groups in the public, 
aree involved in this process. To this extent, Article 3a is a rather paternalistic 
instrument.. It is primarily the government's perspective that counts. In contrast, for 
example,, the policy approach towards the internet is characterized by a more 
consumer-orientedd approach that acknowledges the autonomy of citizens to 
determinee the kinds of content that are important to them personally. Here, it is the 
(collective)) intelligence of consumers that counts. One possible justification for this 
differencee in treatment could be the higher level of responsiveness of the internet as 
aa medium. This argument, however, might become obsolete with service 
differentiationn and demand orientation in pay-TV: In the future, convergence, 

Seee also the paper by Gleich 2001. 
Forr a critical discussion see also the paper by Helberger 2002. 
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digitizationn and electronic access control could contribute to making the 
broadcastingg environment more responsive to individual citizen's preferences. 

AA problem of a more practical nature is that the national lists reserve certain 
eventss for free-TV, but that the lists are no guarantee that such events will be 
widelyy available and accessible. Transmission rights to popular sports events are 
expensive—soo expensive that the majority of advertising-financed free-TV 
broadcasterss cannot afford them. Public broadcasters are not only faced with limited 
financialfinancial resources, they are also legally obliged to invest the income from public 
broadcastingg fees not only in sports events but also in a diverse and balanced 
programming.. In the end, this might result in a situation in which no free-TV 
broadcasterr can bid for the rights, while pay-TV operators will be prevented from 
showingg the events on encrypted television. This is a situation that neither Article 
3aa of the TWF Directive nor most national implementation laws, with the notable 
exceptionn of the UK,"6 address. 

Lastt but not least, the list concept deals with content that must be publicly 
accessible.. However, the list concept fails to provide a solution for all the other 
contentt that is subject to electronic access control, for example sport events that are 
nott listed. As was shown in section 2.2.1., it can be in the interest of realizing 
publicc information policy objectives to ensure that content on pay-TV is offered on 
fair,, non-discriminatory and affordable terms. The list concept, however, does not 
restoree the balance between controllers of access to content and those seeking 
access.. With the exception of the listed events, pay-TV providers are entirely free to 
foreclosee electronic access to all kinds of content and content services, and make 
accesss to such content subject to their own conditions and requirements. 

Thee European Commission appears to share at least some of these concerns. In a 
consultationn that the European Commission organized within the framework of a 
revieww of the TWF Directive, the Commission concluded that the last word in this 
matterr had not yet been spoken: 

'Thee Commission considers that the issue of rights to access to newsworthy 
eventss needs further attention and wil l invite experts to further discuss this 
matterr (in a focus group). The issues at stake have to be dealt with in 
conjunctionn with copyright regulation. Three main questions have to be 
answered:: to what extent does the Copyright Directive provide an adequate 
solutionn through its "fair dealing" provisions? Do the general policy 
objectivess at stake (pluralism of information sources, etc.) require the 
statutoryy definition of a "right to access" for broadcasters and news agencies? 
Whatt type of intervention should be provided for?' "7 

ITC,, Extracts from the ITC Code on Sports and Other Listed Events, revised January 2000, 
paragraphss 12 and 15. 
Europeann Commission, The Future of European Regulatory Audiovisual Policy, p. 16. 
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Inn other words, the European Commission acknowledges that Article 3a of the 
TWFF Directive might not suffice to take care of national public information policy 
concernss when dealing with content that is subjected to electronic access control. 
Forr the European Commission, this means that Member States might wish to adopt 
additionall  regulations, and that this could trigger the need for further harmonization 
measuress on the EU side. Interesting is the reference to copyright law. At first sight, 
thiss reference may seem confusing because organized events are usually not subject 
too copyrights but to ownership and contractual rights of the event organizer. On the 
otherr hand, the transmission of the broadcast is subject to intellectual-property 
protectionn of the broadcasting signal, irrespective of whether the content transported 
iss subject to copyrights or not. As copyright and neighbouring rights are not the 
subjectt of this study, this is not the place to deal with this question in depth. 
However,, the following brief explanation of the nature of the discussion is in order: 
inn the above quote, the European Commission addresses the question of the need at 
thee European level for an additional right to short reporting, and whether Article 5 
(3)cc of the Copyright Directive suffices to satisfy the public information policy 
concernss of Member States when dealing with electronic access control.338 Article 5 
(3)cc of the Copyright Directive reads: 

'[Reproductionn by the press, communication to the public or making 
availablee of published articles on current economic, political or religious 
topicss or of broadcast works or other subject-matter of the same character, in 
casess where such use is not expressly reserved, and as long as the source, 
includingg the author's name, is indicated, or use of works or other subject-
matterr in connection with the reporting of current events, to the extent 
justifiedd by the informatory purpose and as long as the source, including the 
author'ss name, is indicated, unless this turns out to be impossible'. 

Thee following section 2.3.2. discusses the right to short reporting in more depth, 
and,, in this context, also refers where appropriate to Article 5 (3)c of the Copyright 
Directive.. In particular, it highlights some of the important differences between the 
rightright to short reporting and the relevant exception to copyright law, and illustrates 
whyy applying Article 5 (3)c of the Copyright Directive is probably not a 
satisfactoryy solution. 

2.3.2.. SHORT REPORTING 

Articlee 9 of the ECTT reads: 

'Eachh Party shall examine and, where necessary, take legal measures such as 
introducingg the right to short reporting on events of high interest for the public 
too avoid the right of the public to information being undermined due to the 

Europeann Commission, The Future of European Regulatory Audiovisual Policy, p. 16. 
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exercisee by a broadcaster within its jurisdiction of exclusive rights for the 
transmissionn or retransmission, within the meaning of Article 3, of such an 
event'. . 

Articlee 9 of the ECTT does not distinguish between the broadcasting of content 
thatt is subject to exclusive rights in encoded or decoded form. Providers of pay-TV 
cann be obliged to allow short reporting, too. As far as pay-TV providers are 
concerned,, the ECTT foresees the complementary application of both, the right to 
shortt reporting and the list of important events, depending on whether content is of 
highh public interest or major importance to the public.339 

Thee Council of Europe characterizes events of 'high public interest' as events 
thatt justify short footage in a television programme.340 This is not a very precise 
definitionn but it indicates at least one aspect, namely that the informational 
characterr of the event is paramount. In its Recommendation on the Right to Short 
Reporting,, which covers the right to short reporting on major events for which the 
exclusivee rights for their television broadcast have been acquired in a transfrontier 
context,, the Council of Europe explains that it is mainly up to broadcasters to assess 
whichh events are of particular interest to their audience. It further distinguishes 
betweenn events that are and are not organized. To the first category belong any 
sports,, cultural, social or political events that are organized by public or private 
naturall  or legal persons. To the second category belong topical, non-organized 
eventss such as accidents, natural disasters and armed conflicts. These are events that 
aree normally shown within the framework of news and current affairs programmes. 
Inn general, news events will not be subject to exclusive rights—all broadcasters are 
freee to report them. However, as the Council of Europe points out, access to non-
organizedd major events could be limited in some cases because, for example, the 
ownerr of the event's premises has so decided, public authorities have restricted 
accesss to the venue for reasons of public security, or because the people involved 
havee agreed to give an exclusive report to one particular broadcaster. Ml 

AA more detailed explanation of what the right to short reporting entails can be 
foundd in the Council of Europe's Recommendation on the Right to Short Reporting, 
too.. According to Principle 2(1) of the Recommendation, 'any secondary 
broadcasterr should be entitled to provide information on a major event by means of 
aa short report.342 Unlike Article 3a of the TWF Directive, the right to short reporting 
doess not aim at full coverage in free-TV, but at the making of excerpts to inform 
thosee parts of the audience who are not able to watch the content otherwise (for 

99 Council of Europe, ECTT, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraphs 66, 178. 
00 Council of Europe, ECTT, Explanatory Memorandum, paragraph 177. 
11 Council of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory 

Memorandum,, paragraphs 11-15. 
22 'Short report' is defined in the Recommendation as brief sound and picture sequence about a major 

eventt such as to enable the public of the secondary broadcaster to have a sufficient overview of the 
essentiall  aspects of such an event, Council of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short 
Reporting,, Explanatory Memorandum, Definitions. 
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example,, because they are not subscribed to the respective pay-TV platform). Their 
purposee is to provide the public with sufficient information about the essential 
aspectss of a major event, not to provide supplementary elements of information or 
entertainment.3433 'The Recommendation and its Explanatory Memorandum also 
providee very detailed provisions on the content of a short report, on when a short 
reportt should be broadcast (not before the primary broadcaster has had the 
opportunityy to carry out the broadcast of the main event), on a possible 
remunerationn of the primary broadcaster as well as on the number of short reports 
perr day or event and their duration. 

AA short report can be made by a) recoding the signal of the primary broadcaster 
and/orr b) by having access to the site to cover the major event (Article 2 of the 
Draftt Recommendation). While a) concerns the recording of a signal that has 
alreadyy been made available, b) goes further to the extent that it provides a real 
rightright of access against the event organizer or owner of the premises (for example, 
thee management of a mine that forbids access to a mining disaster). A short report is 
definedd as 

'brieff  sound and picture sequences about a major event such as to enable the 
publicc in general or the relevant public in a given country to have a sufficient 
overvieww of the essential aspects of the event in which a broadcaster from 
anotherr country holds exclusive rights. Such short reports are intended for 
inclusionn in regularly scheduled news bulletins of secondary broadcasters, but 
thiss does not prevent the primary broadcaster from using short reports for its 
ownn programmes or for any other use of its choice'.344 

Conceptually,, the right to short reporting in Article 9 of the ECTT is probably 
whatt comes the closest to an access right for broadcasters. This is certainly true 
wheree it gives a right of access to an event's site. As far as the right to recording a 
signall  for the purpose of using it in a short report is concerned, it resembles an 
exceptionn to exclusive rights in the public interest, similar to the aforementioned 
Articlee 5 (3)c of the Copyright Directive. Unlike Article 3 a of the TWF Directive, 
thee right to short reporting does not impose any restrictions on the exclusivity of the 
transmission—-thee event can still be broadcast on an exclusive basis. But, similar to 
ann exception in copyright law, it does oblige the entity that carries out the exclusive 
transmissionn to allow certain uses, namely the making of short reports. In other 
words,, the right to short reporting makes the exercise of exclusive transmission 
rightss subject to certain limitations. 

Onee difference between an exception such as Article 5 (3)c of the Copyright 
Directivee and the right to short reporting is that the latter is formulated as a right. 
Thiss conceptual difference can have consequences for the position of the user 

Councill  of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, paragraphs 39,41. 
Councill  of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, paragraph 27. 
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invokingg a limitation in court. As Guibault points out, a users' 'privilege to use 
protectedd works grants no individualised right of redress and is therefore only as 
strongg as the "legitimate interest" or the "public policy objective" behind it'.345 The 
consequencee is that a judge, when deciding whether an exception applies will first 
havee to weigh the interests of the person benefiting from the limitation against the 
propertyy rights of the event organizer. Apart from legal uncertainty for the 
broadcaster,, the balancing process may have actually different results depending on 
thee jurisdiction where the dispute is held. Guibault showed that in France, for 
example,, the authors' rights are considered more favourably than users' interests as 
comparedd to other countries.346 The right to short reporting does not include the 
reservationss provided for in Article 5 (3)c of the Copyright Directive. According to 
Articlee 5 (3)c of the Copyright Directive, the possibility to reproduce and 
communicatee parts of the transmission is only allowed in cases where such use is 
nott expressly reserved. The right to short reporting has no such reservation; this 
makess the right to short reporting a stronger instrument than Article 5 (3)c of the 
Copyrightt Directive. Moreover, the subject matter of Article 9 of the ECTT and of 
Articlee 5 (3)c of the Copyright Directive is different. Article 5 (3)c of the Copyright 
Directivee stipulates a limitation to broadcasters' exclusive neighbouring and 
copyrightt rights in the broadcasting signal, irrespective of what the content is and if 
itt is protected by property rights or not. Article 9 of the ECTT concerns contractual 
exclusivee rights and/or property rights to a site.347 For the purpose of Article 9 of the 
ECTT,, 'exclusive rights' have been defined as 

'rightss acquired contractually by a broadcaster from the organiser of a major 
eventt and/or from the owner of the premises where the event is taking place, 
ass well as from the authors and other rights holders, with a view to the 
exclusivee television broadcast of the event by that broadcaster for a given 
geographicall  zone'.348 

Finally,, unlike Article 5 (3)c of the Copyright Directive, the scope and 
modalitiess of the right to short reporting have been specified in great detail by the 
Councill  of Europe, especially in the aforementioned Recommendation R(91)5. 

Assessment Assessment 
Thee right to short reporting is more flexible than the list-of-important-events 
conceptt and does not work with predefined definitions of 'high public interest'. It is 
upp to the broadcasters, and in the last instance the courts, to decide if an event is of 
'highh public interest' or not. On the other hand, this increases the range of events 
thatt can be subject to a right to short reporting and are not restricted to a predefined 

Guibaultt 2002, p. 109. 
Guibaultt 2002, pp. 257-161. 
Councill  of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short Reporting, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, paragraph 16. 
Councill  of Europe, Recommendation 91(5) on the Right to Short Reporting, Definitions. 
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list.. Although one may wonder whether courts are the best place to pass judgement 
onn the rather political question of whether an event is in the public interest or not, 
thee right to short reporting concept provides more ad-hoc flexibilit y and room for a 
moree audience-oriented decision of the events that are in the public interest. It 
shouldd also be noted, however, that the audience plays a passing role in the right to 
shortt reporting; again, it is the mission of the media to keep the audience informed 
andd to decide which events it needs to known. 

Thee right to short reporting focuses on keeping the public informed more than on 
ensuringg the public's access to the content in question. This is easily explained by 
thee fact that the right to short reporting protects informational interests only. The 
rightright to short reporting supports the media in its mission to keep the public 
'properlyy informed' despite private exclusive control over newsworthy content. The 
publicc does not need to watch the full event to be properly informed. 

Thee real problem with the right to short reporting and access of the public to 
informationn is probably a very practical one, at least where it is invoked against 
pay-TVV operators. The right to record a signal for the purpose of making a short 
reportt would not be effective if the primary broadcaster is not obliged to provide the 
signall  in un-encrypted form. The secondary broadcaster would have to have access 
too the encrypted signal or the event itself first before being able to make a short 
report.. Article 9 of the ECTT, however, does not include a corresponding obligation 
forr the primary broadcaster. In practice, this could lead to lengthy negotiations and 
thee risk that the interest of the public to be informed about a particular event 
becomess obsolete with the passage of time. 

2.3.3.. MUST-CARRY RULES 

Accordingg to Article 31(1) of the Universal Service Directive: 

'Memberr States may impose reasonable must-carry obligations, for the 
transmissionn of specified radio and television broadcast channels and services, 
onn undertakings under their jurisdiction providing electronic communications 
networkss used for the distribution of radio or television broadcasts to the 
publicc where a significant number of end-users of such networks use them as 
theirr principal means to receive radio and television broadcasts. Such 
obligationss shall only be imposed where they are necessary to meet clearly 
definedd general interest objectives and shall be proportionate and transparent. 
Thee obligations shall be subject to periodical review'. 

Soo far, media regulators have relied heavily on free-to-air public broadcasting as 
aa medium to realize the public interest to being properly informed and having 
accesss to information (see section 2.2.3.). Where technological developments lead 
too new modes of distribution and new forms of private control over distribution 
means,, media legislators are again confronted with the question if there is a need to 
seekk new ways of fostering the wide accessibility of public broadcasting. One 
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examplee is access to the EPG, which is addressed by Article 6 (4) of the Access 
Directivee and is discussed in more depth in Chapter 4 (Telecommunications 
Law).3499 Another, older example, are must-carry obligations. Must-carry obligations 
aree a means to make public broadcasting universally accessible on different 
platforms,, traditionally: cable platforms. Subscribers to one transmission platform, 
forr example a cable platform, wil l not be excluded from access to services that are 
originallyy transported on another platform. The solution that must-carry rules offer 
iss to make selected general interest services available on different platforms. 

Withh the revision of the legislative framework for the telecommunications sector, 
thee must-carry principle has found a place in Article 31 of the Universal Service 
Directive.. The idea behind must-carry is one of mandatory access and carriage 
obligationss for the network operator in favour of selected, predefined programmes, 
referringg to designated public interest carriers. Although regulated in 
telecommunicationss law, must-carry rules relate to the content of a service. Must-
carryy is an example of where the strict approach of separation of content and 
infrastructure-relatedd aspects in telecommunications regulation has not been 
maintained.350 0 

Nott all Member States foresee must-carry rules in their national laws.151 

Moreover,, while some Member States restrict must-carry obligations to public 
broadcasters,, others include other services of allegedly public interest in the must-
carryy package. According to the European Commission, however, most of the 
Memberr States that have adopted must-carry rules have done so for very similar 
generall  interest objectives such as pluralism, cultural diversity and freedom of 
expression.352 2 

Characteristicc of must-carry rules is the aforementioned strong functional view 
off  the media:353 the must-carry principle is about the universal and equal 
accessibilityy of public interest programming. It is not about the individual 
consumer'ss access to a certain platform. Access is realized by admitting designated 
commonn interest carriers to the distribution platform. The decision which services 
consumerss can hope to receive after they have subscribed to a cable network is 
usuallyy reserved to governments or regulatory authorities (Article 31(1) of the 
Universall  Service Directive). 

Similarr to the example of cable television, it was proposed to apply the must-
carryy idea to digital access-controlled programme platforms. For example, the 
Europeann Parliament has recommended: 

'Memberr States may impose reasonable "must carry" obligations, for the 
transmissionn of specified radio and television broadcast channels and services, 

99 Section 4.5. 
00 See section 1.3.3. See also the paper by Capiau 2001. 
11 European Commission, European Electronic Communications Regulation and Markets, p. 33. 
22 European Commission, European Electronic Communications Regulation and Markets 2004, p. 34. 

Eurostrategiess 2003, 34pp. 
33 See section 2.2.1. 
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onn undertakings under their jurisdiction providing either (a) electronic 
communicationss networks used for the distribution of radio or television 
broadcastss to the public, where a significant number of end-users of such 
networkss use them as their principal means to receive radio and television 
broadcasts,, or (b) conditional access systems and other associated facilities. 
Suchh obligations shall only be imposed where they are necessary to meet 
clearlyy defined general interest objectives and shall be proportionate and 
transparent.. The obligations shall be subject to periodical review1.354 

Thee argument is that digital programme platforms, like cable networks, 
constitutee (privately controlled) distribution networks and that the operators of both 
cann exercise control over the accessibility and availability of (particular) 
informationn services. In both cases, there are public information policy interests in 
restrictingg the degree of private control over access to designated public interest 
servicess (see section 2.2.). 

Thee final version of the Universal Service Directive leaves littl e doubt that the 
must-carryy principle was not written with access-controlled service platforms in 
mind.. According to Recital 45 of the Universal Service Directive, services that 
provide e 

'contentt such as the offer for sale of a package of sound or television 
broadcastingg content are not covered by the common regulatory framework 
forr electronic communications networks and services. Providers of such 
servicess should not be subject to universal service obligations in respect of 
thesee activities'. 

Arguably,, this would still leave Member States free to implement must-carry-
likee regulations with regard to the service platform. As far as the technical 
conditionall  access platform is concerned, the European Commission has noted that 
accesss to platforms was already covered by the Access Directive,355 and that an 
applicationn of the must-carry principle was therefore not necessary. 

Assessment Assessment 
Thee application of must-carry rules to pay-TV platforms might not only not be 
necessaryy because Article 6 of the Access Directive is in place, it might also not be 
particularlyy helpful. Again, one major problem with the must-carry rule is the 
questionn of the kind of content services that should have the status of must-carry 

Europeann Parliament, Recommendation for Second Reading Universal Service Directive, 
Amendmentt 26. 
Europeann Commission, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament pursuant 
too the second subparagraph of Article 251 (2) of the EC treaty concerning the common position of the 
Councill  on the adoption of a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on universal 
servicess and users' rights relating to electronic communication networks and services, Brussels, 18 
Septemberr 2001, SEC/2001/1407 final [hereinafter 'Communication Concerning the Common 
Positionn on the Universal Service Directive'], p. 10-11. 
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services,, and who should be entitled to decide this. One possibility would be to 
restrictt the regulation to public broadcasters. An example for another, more 
sophisticated,, concept can be found in The Netherlands. The Dutch media law 
foreseess the possibility for local communities to establish independent programme 
councils.. The task of the programme council is to 'advise' cable operators (the 
advicee is almost of a binding nature) on the composition of a so-called 'basic 
package'' which must reflect the interests and preferences of the local population.356 

Whatt is remarkable about the Dutch approach is that it suggests that the decision 
aboutt the content that is to be included in the must-carry package should involve, at 
leastt indirectly, the consumers who are represented in the programme councils. This 
iss only fair, one might say, considering that it is their interest that is at stake. 

However,, the most important reason why must-carry rules are probably not the 
bestt answer to electronic access control is that the situation of pay-TV subscribers 
differss from that of cable subscribers on one important point. Unlike cable 
subscribers,, subscribers to a pay-TV platform do not usually face any major 
obstacless to access services that are distributed outside the platform. The pay-TV 
platformm is not an alternative distribution platform, but is offered in addition to free-
TV.. This is why, unlike the situation of cable subscribers, subscribers to pay-TV 
platformss can still receive, in most cases, free-TV, including public broadcasting. 
Unlesss this condition is no longer a given, must-carry rules are only of very limited 
valuee for this discussion. 

2.4.. Conclusion 

Theree is something tantalizing about the electronic control of access to information. 
Publicc information policy makers and legislators are enthusiastic about the range of 
new,, more innovative, more attractive services that electronic access control can 
trigger.. But there is, of course, the other side of the coin: the foreboding that 
electronicc access control wil l bring with it a range of undesirable consequences for 
thee promotion of public information policy goals, notably the free flow of 
information,, and the broad accessibility and availability of content from different 
sources. . 

Chapterr 2 examined how the effects of the proliferation of electronic access 
controll  for the individual accessibility and availability of content are treated in the 
broadcastingg regulation discussion and how they are translated into regulatory 
instruments.. One finding of this part of the analysis is that the most popular 
argument—electronicc access control would conflict with an individual right of 
accesss to information—is a fallacy. There is no such thing as a right to access-
controlledd content services, and even less is there a right to have access to such 
servicess free of charge. This is at least true where such a right is claimed to flow 

Seee the Dutch Media Law (Mediawet), Article 82(l)-(n). 
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fromm Article 10 of the ECHR. As far as freedom of expression is concerned, if the 
Europeann Court of Human Rights has referred to a 'right of the public to be 
properlyy informed', such 'right' must not be understood in the sense of an 
enforceablee 'right' to access certain content against the wil l of the operator of a 
pay-TVV platform. The 'right of the public to be properly informed' has to be read 
withinn the context of the task the media has to perform, which is to make 
informationn accessible. According to this interpretation, as long as the media 
complyy with its function, the balance in the sense of Article 10 of the ECHR wil l 
nott be endangered by pay-TV. 

Yett Member States have a positive obligation to watch over and promote the 
realizationn of an environment in which citizens can exercise freedom of expression, 
alsoo within a changing media environment. Moreover, freedom of expression is 
onlyy one of several public information policy objectives that can be referred to as a 
justificationn for government interference with electronic access control in pay-TV. 
Democraticc principles, pluralism, diversity and the broad availability and 
accessibilityy of public interest content and services are other valid public 
informationn policy interests that are at stake. One conclusion of Chapter 2 is, 
however,, that with the change in the general distribution structure towards access-
controlledd platforms and commercial, individualized service provider-consumer 
relationships,, the position of the audience and the strong paternalistic approach in 
broadcastingg regulation should be reassessed. 

Thee problem with pay-TV services, if there is one, is not so much that consumers 
cannott access certain information—this is the core business of pay-TV providers, 
butt that the terms and conditions of access discourage them from doing so. It is also 
possiblee that single individuals cannot comply with the terms and conditions for 
technical,, residence or financial reasons. The author concludes that one way of 
realizingg important information policy goals in the regulation of access-controlled 
broadcastingg can be to ensure that terms and conditions of access to pay-TV 
platformss are fair, affordable and non-discriminatory. This is particularly true in 
statess where the media's mission to inform the audience is not reserved to public 
broadcasting,, but where commercial broadcasters also participate in this task. 
Governmentt interference must not necessarily take the form of legal initiatives. 
Non-legall  initiatives are also possible solutions to provide for fair access 
opportunities,, such as granting financial support for socially weaker citizens, 
promotingg interoperability and the availability of affordable and user-friendly 
consumerr hardware. This is a route that existing instruments in European 
broadcastingg law do not take. 

Chapterr 2 then examined how the different policy concerns were translated into 
regulatoryy instruments. It is evident that existing instruments such as broadcasting 
regulationn in general, are still characterized by a functional view of the media. It is 
thee media's task to bring information to the consumers. Consumers as active 
informationn seekers are not part of this concept. This is true for Article 3a of the 
TWFF Directive and the right to short reporting in Article 9 of the ECTT. It is also 
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truee for the must-carry rules discussed in conjunction with the regulation of 
electronicc access control. 

Thee goal of the list of important events and the right to short reporting is to 
ensuree the universal accessibility of content that is subject to exclusive rights in 
free-TV.. Article 3a of the TWF Directive imposes limits on the exclusive 
exploitationn of transmission rights for certain events. The right to short reporting 
grantss broadcasters a right to use content or access events that are subject to 
exclusivee rights. Both instruments have different goals. The right to short reporting 
primarilyy protects the interest of citizens of being properly informed. Article 3a of 
thee Television Directive also serves other public interest objectives, to promote 
accesss to content of public importance to society in order to foster social cohesion, 
competitionn between free-TV and pay-TV and, at least this is the interpretation of 
thee author, also public broadcasting. 

Theree are doubts about the extent to which both tools are adequate and effective 
inn achieving their goal. The author's main point of criticism is, however, that both 
initiativess are directed towards maintaining a concept of broadcasting that belongs 
too the analogue past. States have traditionally taken recourse to public law 
instrumentss when regulating broadcasting markets. The changed distribution 
structuree in pay-TV and its focus on private, individualized relationships questions 
thiss approach. Possibly, and very likely, free-TV broadcasting will not cease to 
existt in the future. On the other hand, one cannot ignore that access-controlled 
contentt services are here to stay. Chapter 1 explained why there are strong 
indicationss that they wil l become an increasingly important part of the modern 
mediaa landscape. Existing media law is ill-prepared for the resulting changes to the 
distributionn structure, meaning the change from broadcasting to individual access, 
fromm citizen to consumer and from public mission to profit-driven services. Where 
accesss to broadcasting content becomes a matter of private contracts and control 
overr access to content, traditional concepts do not help much. Ensuring that some 
eventss or excerpts thereof remain available on free television may be a means to 
preservee the importance and competitiveness of free-TV in general, and public 
broadcastingg in specific. But the more pay-TV prospers and is perceived by 
consumerss as a third possible form of financing broadcasting, the more inadequate 
thiss approach must seem. 

Thee arrival of electronic access control is not necessarily a threat to a flourishing 
mediaa landscape; it could also be seen as an opportunity for new, more responsive 
contentt services. Precondition is, however, that consumers can access access-
controlledd services at fair, affordable and non-discriminatory conditions, that they 
havee a real choice between different competing platforms, including platforms from 
otherr countries, and that they have reliable information on the services available to 
them. . 

Thee key to finding a solution that takes the changing and increasingly interactive 
andd individualized distribution patterns into account lies in the commercial 
relationshipp between content controller and consumer. This is a relationship that, so 
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far,, has been ignored in European broadcasting law. Further research should be 
carriedd out to define how this relationship can be addressed so that it can promote 
thee wide availability and accessibility of media content. Chapter 4 will show that 
thee answer might lie in telecommunications law. 
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Conditionall  Access and General Competition 
Law w 

3.1.. Introduction 

Chapterr 3 takes a look at the relationship between electronic access control and 
Europeann competition law. Content, has become a profitable commercial 
commodity.. Today, a significant share of content distribution is an economic 
undertaking.. Content is the fuel that keeps the engines of the 'information 
economy'' running. This also means that the shape of today's information markets is 
thee result of the structuring force of economic mechanisms. Determined by 
fundamentall  economic considerations and strategic thinking, the activities of the 
playerss in these markets are protected by individual economic freedoms. 

Thee idea of freedom of competition, which is part of the individual economic 
autonomy,, includes the freedom to pursue one's own economic advantage in a 
competitivee environment. This is, in its positive sense, the ability to participate in 
thee marketplace, for example, by concluding contracts, by offering access-
controlledd services according at one's own wil l and according to one's own 
economicc interests. In its negative sense, freedom of competition refers to the 
freedomm from public influence, which includes the right to determine the way one 
organizess one's business as well as the freedom not to be forced to promote 
competitorss to one's own disadvantage. On the other hand, the freedom of 
competitionn is limited, it's most obvious restrictions being the interests of 
competitorss in providing services themselves and the overall competition. In other 
words,, freedom of competition is relative and reaches only as far as it is tolerated 
underr general competition law and policy.357 

Thee study's choice of European law is based on a number of reasons. The first 
reasonn derives from the fact that many conflicts in this sector are likely to be 
relevantt for the European Internal Market due to the size of the actual market 
players,, their increasing international involvement, and the widespread distribution 
off  services by means of cross-border transmission techniques such as the use of 
satellitee and IP protocol. Second, European competition law influences, to a 
considerablee extent, existing national competition law and the way it is 
interpreted.3588 The relevant provisions discussed in this context can probably be 

Herdzinaa 1999, p. 12. 
Wyatt/Dashwoodd 2000, p. 648. 
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foundd in similar form in national competition laws. Finally, Articles 81 and 82 of 
thee EC Treaty create direct rights with regard to the individuals concerned—rights 
thatt national courts must protect.359 

Thiss study distinguishes between general European competition law, as 
discussedd in this chapter, and sector-specific rules that are specifically designed for 
aa particular sector and regulate, among other things, aspects of competition. Such 
sector-specificc rules are discussed in Chapter 4 (Telecommunications Law). Among 
thee sector-specific provisions that are relevant to this study are the access rules in 
thee Access Directive, related rules in the Framework Directive and the Universal 
ServiceService Directive. In addition to competition-related aspects, these sector-specific 
ruless also realize other public interest objectives. 

Itt is worth noting that competition law focuses primarily on the relationship 
betweenn economic entities that are in competition with each other. Competition law 
onlyy considers consumer interests indirectly, to the extent that functioning 
competitionn is a process of approximation towards the consumers' demands and for 
thee consumers' benefit (see section 3.5. for a detailed discussion). This is also why 
thee question of if and how consumers access pay-TV services will only fall under 
thee scope of competition law in a situation where the way in which and the 
conditionss under which they are granted access to access-controlled services has a 
broaderr anti-competitive impact. 

Thee second part of Chapter 3, section 3.2., starts with a brief overview of 
relevantt European competition law (section 3.2.1.). It also looks into the way the 
Europeann Commission has defined pay-TV and the associated markets (section 
3.2.2.).. Because market definitions in competition law are created on a case-by-case 
basis,, the purpose is not so much to categorize certain markets, but rather to give an 
ideaa of the arguments underlying the European Commission's market definitions 
andd how these arguments were refined in the course of time. The ensuing analysis 
off  European competition law consists of two aspects. The third part of Chapter 3 
(sectionn 3.3.) discusses the aspect of merger control as well as some of the major 
mergerr decisions made by the European Commission in the pay-TV sector (section 
3.3.1.).. This is to determine whether it is possible to identify some guiding 
principless of the European Commission's practice in this field (section 3.3.2.). Part 
44 (section 3.4.) deals with antitrust issues and the applicability of European 
competitionn law. It investigates the applicability of Article 81 and 82 of the EC 
Treatyy to some of the possible anti-competitive practices that were identified in 
Chapterr 1, namely access refusals (section 3.4.1.), discriminatory practices (section 
3.4.2.)) and tying strategies (section 3.4.3.). The analysis ends with two brief parts 
onn economic and non-economic considerations in European competition law, 
namelyy the position of consumers (section 3.5.) and the role that non-economic 

Wyatt/Dashwoodd 2000, pp. 643-644, who also point out the practical problems that arise during the 
applicationn of these provisions. 
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considerationss can or should play in competition law procedures (section 3.6.). The 
lastt part (section 3.7.) is the conclusion. 

3.2.. Rules and Markets 

3.2.1.. OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT EUROPEAN COMPETITION LAW 

Europeann competition law distinguishes between three main categories of anti-
competitivee behaviour. The first two deal with antitrust; the third concerns mergers: 
Articlee 81 of the EC Treaty prohibits all collusive agreements between enterprises 
thatt may affect trade between the Member States and that aim at or have the effect 
off  preventing, restricting or distorting competition within the common market. This 
concernss forms of collusive behaviour such as coordinated behaviour, cartels and 
pricee control that directly influence the performance of the parties involved. 
Exampless could be (the so far rather theoretical case of) an agreement between 
leadingg providers of conditional access systems on access prices for third-party 
broadcasterss or a joint agreement on a particular API standard with the intention of 
makingg market entry for other service providers more difficult. 

Articlee 82 of the EC Treaty is concerned with the market power exercised by a 
companyy and the extent to which it allows market players to use its market power to 
inhibitt the activities of competitors and thereby influence the normal working of 
markett mechanisms. This provision deals with impeding strategies, namely the 
contractuall  or factual limitations on the economic freedom of actual or potential 
competitors.. The denial of access to the conditional access system or components 
thereoff  could fall into this category, as would the granting of access under 
discriminatoryy terms and conditions. Other possible examples are the use of 
proprietaryy standards with the intention of blocking market access and undue 
bundlingg practices that restrict the economic freedom of programme providers to 
choosee on which digital service platform they market their content. 

Thee third category involves concentrative structures and the abuse of a dominant 
position,, which may be covered by Articles 81 and/or 82 of the EC Treaty when the 
conductt involves the weakening of competition. This refers to economic action that 
aimss at reducing the number of independent economic entities, meaning 
competitors,, in a market through mergers or joint ventures at the horizontal or 
verticall  level. Although Article 82 of the EC Treaty does not expressly mention any 
kindd of merger control, the European Court of Justice decided that, under certain 
circumstances,, mergers also constitute an abuse of a dominant position.160 They can 
falll  under Article 82 of the EC Treaty and the Council's Merger Regulation No. 

Europeann Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 21 February 1973, Europemballage Corporation 
andd Continental Can Company Inc. v Commission of the European Communities, Case 6-72, 
Europeann Court reports 1973, p. 215 [hereinafter'Europemballage'], paragraphs 25-27. 
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139/2004.36'' Joint ventures can also fall under Article 81 of the EC Treaty providing 
thatt agreements that restrict competition are involved. 

3.2.2.. MARKET DEFINITION 

Fromm both an economic and legal perspective, the identification and definition of 
productt markets is a necessary precondition for market analysis because the 
identificationn of actual and potential competitors and the relevant economic 
behaviourr are relative and can only be identified within the context of the respective 
market.362 2 

Markett definition is not an exact science, and economic theories for defining 
marketss are numerous.363 One aspect shared by all theories is that market definition 
involvess an element of subjective assessment. Moreover, the definition of a relevant 
markett can—and does—change over time because the characteristics of products 
andd services evolve and the possibilities for demand and supply substitution 
change.1644 Depending on the dynamics of the market, a definition can rarely be 
muchh more than a snapshot of the actual competitive situation in a certain market. 
Thiss is especially true in fast evolving markets such as in the converging markets 
forr broadcasting, information society and telecommunications services.365 For this 
reason,, one should refrain from putting too much emphasis on the way the 
Europeann Commission defines markets in a particular case; in the next case, it 
mightt adopt a different market definition. The analysis acknowledges that market 

11 European Council, Council Regulation No. 139/2004 of 20 January 2004 on the control of 
concentrationss between undertakings, 29 January 2004, OJ L 41, p. 1 [hereinafter 'Merger Regulation 
No.. 139/2004'], recasting Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89 of 21 December 1989 on the 
controll  of concentrations between undertakings, 30 December 1989, OJ L 395, p. 1 [hereinafter 
'Mergerr Regulation No. 4064/89']. Merger agreements reached, or public bids announced, before 1 
Mayy 2004 will continue to be assessed under the old regulation Merger Regulation No. 4064/89. See 
alsoo European Commission, Commission Regulation No. 802/2004 of 7 April 2004 implementing 
Councill  Regulation (EC) No. 139/2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings, 30 
Aprill  2004, L 133, p. 1 [hereinafter 'Commission Regulation Implementing the EC Merger 
Regulation']]  and European Commission, Commission Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal 
mergerss under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations between undertakings, 5 
Februaryy 2004, OJ C 31, p. 5 [hereinafter 'Commission Guidelines on the Assessment of Horizontal 
Mergers']. . 

22 In the language of the European Commission, a relevant product market comprises 'all those products 
and/orr services which are regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumers, by reasons 
off  the products' characteristics, their prices and their intended use' (this is the so-called 
substitutabilityy principle), European Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and 
thee Assessment of Significant Market Power, paragraph 44. 

33 Herdzina 1999, 73. 
44 European Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Markets, Explanatory Memorandum, p. 4. 

Seee European Commission, Notice on the application of competition rules to access agreements in 
thee telecommunications sector, 22 August 1998, OJ C 265, p. 2 [hereinafter 'Access Notice'], 
paragraphh 47: 'Any attempts to define particular product markets in [the EU] would run risk of 
rapidlyy becoming inaccurate or irrelevant. The definition of particular product markets ... is best 
donee within the context of a detailed examination of an individual case'. 
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definitionn under general competition law is case-oriented and that the following 
analysiss can be no more than a first and simplified impression of existing practice.366 

Nevertheless,, market definition constitutes an important part in the competitive 
analysis,, and it is helpful to understand the criteria according to which the European 
Commissionn proceeds. The following analysis of the European Commission's 
decisionn practice may provide an indication of its previous practice for the pay-TV 
sector,, the criteria on which it has based its market definitions so far, and how it 
considerss the impact of convergence and change in the economic environment.367 

Thee below list of recognized markets is therefore indicative rather than exhaustive. 
Givenn the impact of market definition, and bearing in mind the particular 

difficultiess associated with assessing very dynamic markets such as in the area of 
digitall  broadcasting, the European Commission has developed additional, sector-
specificc guidelines to assist national competition authorities in defining markets and 
assessingg the level of competition.368 Two important elements in the European 
Commission'ss market definition procedure in telecommunications markets are 
demand-sidee and supply-side substitution.369 A third element is the existence of or 
thee potential for future competition.370 Relevant product or service markets comprise 
alll  of the products or services that are sufficiently interchangeable or substitutable, 
nott only in terms of their objective characteristics (price, intended use, etc.) but also 
inn terms of the conditions of competition.371 The Commission, however, 
acknowledgess that 'product substitutability between different electronic 
telecommunicationss services wil l arise increasingly through the convergence of 
variouss technologies'.372 As far as pay-TV is concerned, the Commission makes a 
generall  distinction in at last two main types of relevant markets, namely markets of 
servicess or facilities provided to end users (retail markets) and markets of facilities 
necessaryy to provide such services offered to operators (wholesale markets). Within 
thesee two types of markets, the European Commission further differentiates for 

3666 For a more elaborate analysis, see the study by Bird/Bird (2002). 
3677 The other aspects of the decisions wil l be discussed in more depth in section 3.3.1. 
3688 European Commission, Access Notice; Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the 

Assessmentt of Significant Market Power, to name but some. 
3699 See European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 40; Commission Guidelines on Market 

Analysiss and the Assessment of Significant Market Power, paragraph 48. 
3700 See European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 40. 
3711 Demand-side substitutability is used to measure the extent to which consumers are prepared to 

substitutee other services or products for the service or product in question, whereas supply-side 
substitutabilityy indicates whether suppliers other than those offering the product or service in question 
wouldd switch in the immediate to short-term their line of production or offer the relevant products or 
services.. See also European Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the 
Assessmentt of Significant Market Power, paragraphs 49-54. 

3722 European Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraph 47. 
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eachh of the levels in the production chain between demand and supply-side 
characteristics.373 3 

Distinctt from market definitions for the purpose of a general competition law 
analysiss are market definitions within the context of the application of 
telecommunicationss law, as described more in depth in Chapter 4.374 To this extent, 
Articless 14 to 16 of the Framework Directive set out the procedure that must be 
followedd by National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) in relation to a series of 
specificc regulatory obligations in telecommunications law. For the purpose of the 
applicationn of telecommunications law, the Commission Guidelines on Market 
Analysiss and the Assessment of Significant Market Power, according to Articles 14 
too 16 of the Framework Directive are particularly relevant.375 The guidelines provide 
aa (sector-specific) list of criteria for the definition of relevant product and service 
marketss at the transport level, as well as an overview of the existing European 
Commission'ss decision practice. Within the context of Article 15 of the Framework 
Directive,, the European Commission also issued a Recommendation on Relevant 
Marketss in the telecommunications sector with the intention of updating the list on 
aa regular basis.376 For Chapter 3, it remains to be said that, as the European 
Commissionn indicated itself,377 market definitions according to the Communications 
Frameworkk do not necessarily follow the principles of market definition under 
generall  competition law. Therefore, general competition law authorities can identify 
divergingg product markets. Moreover, restrictions can be imposed on enterprises by 
sector-specificc NRAs in addition to sanctions imposed by the general competition 
authorities.. Hence, it is important to understand the complementary character of 
generall  competition law in areas in which sector-specific rules exist. 

RetailRetail Markets 
Pay-TV/Free-TV—Thee European Commission decided repeatedly that access-
controlledd services, namely pay-TV services, would constitute a product market 
separatee from that of free-TV, meaning advertising or licence-fee financed 
television.3788 It was argued that, in the case of fee and advertising-financed 

Accesss Notice, paragraph 45, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraph 64. 
Seee section 4.6.2. 
Europeann Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, see above. 
Europeann Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Markets, see above. 
Europeann Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Markets, Explanatory Memorandum, p. 8. 
Too name but some: European Commission, Commission Decision of 27 May 1998 relating to a 
proceedingg pursuant to Council regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89 (Case IV/M.993 -
Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere),, 27 February 1999, OJ L 52, p. 1 [hereinafter 
'Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere'],, paragraph 18; European Commission, Commission Decision of 15 
Septemberr 1999 relating to a proceeding under Article 81 of the EC Treaty (Case IV/36.539 - British 
Interactivee Broadcasting/Open), 6 December 1999, OJ L 312, p. 1 [hereinafter 'BiB'], paragraph 24; 
Europeann Commission, Commission Decision of 30/04/2002 declaring a concentration to be 
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television,, there is a trade relationship between the programme supplier and the 
advertisingg industry, whereas in the case of pay-TV the programme supplier enters 
aa contractual relationship with the subscriber. Because of this, different conditions 
forr competition were given. 

Interestingly,, the European Commission also indicated that this distinction might 
blurr due to the convergence of the sectors379 as well as in cases in which 
programmess are financed from a mixture of sources.380 This is true in situations in 
whichh pay-TV providers have opened their platforms to advertisers and/or in which 
pay-TVV platforms also carry free-TV programming for their subscribers. 
Consequently,, it cannot be excluded that the European Commission will , at some 
stage,, find that pay-TV and free-TV services operate in one and the same market. 
Weree the European Commission to move away from its two-separate-market 
assumption,, this could have consequences for the finding of a dominant position of 
pay-TVV providers and the applicability of competition law. And, indeed, NewsCorp 
madee exactly this argument in the NewsCorp/Telepiü case in order to demonstrate 
thatt the suggested merger would not lead to the creation of a dominant position in 
thee Italian broadcasting sector.381 The Commission did not follow this argument, 
though,, because of the observed differences in the supply-side substitutability 
(differentt means of financing, revenue models for channel suppliers, the 'windows' 
licensingg policy of programme producers, etc.) and the demand-side substitutability 
(differentt content offered, different financing models and business strategies) 
betweenn pay-TV and free-TV.382 On the other hand, and as was remarked by the 
partiess consulted, both pay-TV and free-TV providers were competing for the 
attentionn of consumers. To this extent, both providers were competing in the retail 
markett for viewers and in the wholesale market for attractive content.383 In contrast, 
consumerr organizations pointed to the differences between subscribers to pay-TV 
offeringss and free-TV viewers.384 It would lead too far to weight all of the 
argumentss mentioned in this decision. The NewsCorp/Telepiü case demonstrated, 
however,, that the existing distinction between pay-TV and free-TV is based on a 
numberr of factors that can change with ongoing economic and technological 
developments,, notably those in the wake of digitization and convergence: 

compatiblee with the common market (Case IV/M.0057 - TPS) according to Council Regulation 
(EEC)) No. 4064/89, 8 June 2002, OJ C 137, p. 28 [hereinafter 'TPS'], paragraph 14. 

3799 European Commission, Commission decision of 2 April 2003 declaring a concentration to be 
compatiblee with the common market (Case Comp/M.2876 - Newscorp/Telepiü), according to 
Councill  Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, 16 April 2003, OJ L 110, p. 73 [hereinafter 
'Newscorp/Telepiü'],, paragraphss 18-28. 

3800 European Commission, Commission Decision of 9 November 1994 relating to a proceeding pursuant 
too Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4063/89, (Case IV/M.469 - MSG Media Service), 31 December 
1994,, OJ L 364, p. 1 [hereinafter 'MSG'], paragraph 32. 

3811 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 18. 
3822 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraphs 19-25. 
3833 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 26. 
3844 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraphs 32-33. 
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'convergencee between media and telecommunications on the other hand is 
likelyy to bring about an increasing proximity between the different ways in 
whichh entertainment and information are brought to consumers, and the ways 
inn which these consumers enjoy them'.385 

Itt should be noted that, so far, the European Commission has not seen the need to 
distinguishh between analogue and digital pay-TV. It is argued that digital pay-TV is 
onlyy a further development of analogue pay-TV and therefore does not constitute a 
separatee relevant product market.386 

Soo far, no attempt has been made to claim that instead of defining one joint 
markett for pay-TV that each (proprietary) pay-TV platform constitutes a market of 
itss own. The argument would be particularly plausible in situations where 
consumerss are strictly bound to one particular pay-TV platform due to long-term 
subscriptionn contracts, proprietary conditional access technology, high switching 
costs,, etc. In such situations, the presence of any additional platform might not 
constitutee a real choice, meaning no real demand substitutability exists. For the time 
being,, however, no cases are known to the author in which the Commission has 
arguedd in this way. 

DigitalDigital  Interactiv e Television Services—In its BiB decision, the European 
Commissionn for the first time defined a separate market for digital interactive 
broadcastingg services. According to the European Commission, in the BiB decision, 
thee difference between pay-TV and digital interactive TV was that the latter was 
'largelyy transactional or informational', whereas pay-TV was essentially 
entertainmentt oriented.387 Underlying this distinction is the traditional idea of 
broadcastingg as a point-to-multi-point medium as opposed to information society 
servicess that are distributed on an individualized basis. Chapter 1, however, 
explainedd why this distinction is increasingly difficult to maintain in practice.388 

Inn the BSkyB/Kirch decision, the European Commission further described and 
differentiatedd between markets for digital interactive services that are available via 
televisionn and personal computers.389 The European Commission explained this to 
bee a result of the relatively small number of households with personal computers 
andd the fact that interactive services intended for reception via the TV set can be 
integratedd into traditional broadcasting entertainment channels. Again, one may 

Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiu, paragraph 39. 
Europeann Commission, TPS, paragraph 14. 
Europeann Commission, BiB, paragraph 23. 
Seee section 1.2. 
Europeann Commission, Commission decision of 21 March 2000 declaring a concentration to be 
compatiblee with the common market (Case IV/M.0037 - BSkyB/Kirch Pay TV) according to Council 
Regulationn (EEC) No. 4064/89, 15 April 2000, OJ C 110, p. 45 [hereinafter 'BSKyB/Kirch'], 
paragraphh 38; European Commission, Commission decision of 4 August 1998 declaring a 
concentrationn to be compatible with the common market (Case ÏV/M.5 
Cegetel/Canal+/AOL/Bertelsmann)) according to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, 28 January 
2000,, OJ C 024, p. 4 [hereinafter 'CegeteI/Canal+/AOL/Bertelsmann'], paragraph 12. 
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wonderr to what extent this finding wil l hold true bearing in mind that it does not 
takee much more than a simple TV card to turn the computer into a television set. 

Paid-forr  Content Provision via the Internet/Portals/Internet Advertising— 
Thee European Commission has indicated that there are distinct markets for the 
provisionn of internet advertising, portals and particular types of paid-for content and 
advertising-fundedd content. This distinction is based on the assumption that these 
differentt activities earn revenues in different ways and from different sources, and 
thatt they are frequently carried out by different undertakings and require 
substantiallyy different inputs.390 As the Commission remarked on another occasion, 
differentt content markets wil l be relevant to each delivery mechanism as long as 
consumerss regard the provision of services across the different access mechanisms 
ass non-substitutable.391 

Intermediar yy Platform—It is also worth noting that the European Commission 
hass already acknowledged a distinct role for intermediary platforms. The European 
Commissionn repeatedly uses the notion of 'programme platform'392 or 'direct-to-
homee distribution platform'393 to describe a pay-TV marketing platform that is 
distinctt from the technical conditional access platform. To this extent, existing 
markett definitions reflect a strict distinction between the technical and content-
relatedd aspects of pay-TV. The fact that there is a demand and a market for 
particularr products or services does not prevent the existence of a separate market 
forr aggregation services such as pay-TV platforms, internet portals and services 
fromm traditional industries such as the Yellow Pages or business guides. The 
Europeann Commission considers the bundling or 'packaging' of services, for 
example,, that are different from the provision of individual services as part of a 
package.. Moreover, the European Commission explains that the promotion and 
marketingg of a service bouquet differs from the marketing of single services 
becausee of the economies of scope involved.394 The demand substitutability of a 

3900 European Commission, Commission Decision of 27 May 1998 declaring a concentration to be 
compatiblee with the common market (Case IV/JV.1 - Telia/Telenor/Schibsted) according to Council 
Regulationn (EEC) No. 4064/89, 31 July 1999, OJ C 220, p. 28 [hereinafter 
Teleia/Telenor/Schibsted'],, paragraph 15; European Commission, Commission decision of 11 
Octoberr 2000 declaring a concentration to be compatible with the common market and the EEA 
Agreementt (Case COMP/M.1845 - AOL/Time Warner), 9 October 2001, OJ L 268, p. 28 
[hereinafterr 'AOL/Time Warner'], paragraph 35. 

3911 European Commission, Commission Decision of 20/07/2000 declaring a concentration to be 
compatiblee with the common market (Case IV/M.0048 - Vodafone/Vivendi/Vanal Plus) according to 
Councill  Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, 20 May 2003, 
OJJ C 118, p. 25 [hereinafter'Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+*], paragraph 41. 

3922 European Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraphs 26 and 27. 
3933 European Commission, Commission Decision of 19 July 1995 declaring a concentration to be 

incompatibee with the common market and the functioning of the EEA Agreement (Case IV/M.490 -
Nordicc Satellite Distribution), 2 March 1996, OJ L 53, p. 20 [hereinafter "Nordic Satellite 
Distribution'],, paragraph 58. 

3944 European Commission, BiB, paragraphs 16-18 (for the bundling of interactive services); European 
Commission,, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 74. 
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packagee of interactive services is distinguishable from the demand substitutability 
off  the individual services that form part of the package.395 The finding in a later 
decisionn that access-controlled single channels and access-controlled platforms 
mightt constitute one market does not change much in this respect, as in both cases 
intermediaryy services, namely the operation of the technical conditional access 
platformm and the marketing platform are needed.396 

WholesaleWholesale Markets 
Licensingg of Broadcasting Rights—The European Commission identified separate 
marketss for the licensing of broadcasting rights, which it further divided in the 
coursee of time into markets for: 
-- Football events that take place regularly (annually) and in which national teams 

participate. . 
-- Football events that do not take place regularly and in which national teams 

participate. . 
-- Other sports. 

-- TV thematic and generic channels (for example, animation, documentary and 
fiction). . 

-- TV programmes. 
-- Premium films.397 

Interestingly,, the European Commission distinguishes for the latter between 
filmsfilms produced by major Hollywood studios (Universal, MGM, Paramount, Sony 
(Columbia),, Disney (Buena Vista, Touchstone and Miramax), Twentieth Century 
Foxx and Warner) and those produced by other studios.398 

Thiss distinction into different markets for broadcasting licenses is still somewhat 
rough,, particularly from the point of view of demand-side substitutability. The 
majorityy of consumers do not value sports events or feature films in the same 
way.3999 According to their personal preferences, the transmission of a soccer game 
mightt not be substitutable with the transmission of a table soccer game, a consumer 
whoo wants to watch horror movies might not want to watch Disney movies instead, 
etc.. Consequently, even if the leading producer of horror movies does not have 
dominantt market power in an overall national market for premium films, it could 
stilll  have dominant market power in the national market for horror movies. On the 

Europeann Commission, Vodafone/ Vivendi/ Canal+, paragraph 47, for internet portals. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraphs 44-46. 
Forr example: European Commission in Commission Decision of 13 October 2000 declaring a 
concentrationn to be compatible with the common market (Case IV/M.2050 -
Vivendi/Canal+ZSeagram),, 31 October 2000, OJ C 311, 31, p. 3 [hereinafter 
Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram'],, paragraphs 17-18; Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 52 et seq., to name but 
some. . 
Seee European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 57. 
Seee also European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 51. 
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otherr hand, from a broadcaster's or even advertiser's point of view, the genre or 
popularityy of a particular programme might count.400 

Market ss for  the Wholesale Supply of Niche Films and Sports Content, and 
Channelss for  Pay-TV—The European Commission found that the licensing of 
broadcastingg rights for pay-TV is a distinct market that can be divided into first-
windoww and second-window licensing. It also found that the wholesale supply of 
premiumm films and sports a) content and b) channels for pay-TV forms a separate 
markett from the supply of services for free-TV.401 It is also distinct from thematic 
andd general interest channels.402 The argument used by the European Commission 
wass that while thematic or general interest channels were supplied to customers as 
partt of a package, film and sports channels are charged on an individual basis. 
Moreover,, the wholesale price of acquiring film and sports channels is far higher 
thann that of other channels. It was not excluded that, in the future, additional 
separatee markets for sports and film channels wil l be defined.403 Within this context, 
thee European Commission has so far worked with rather rough estimates, taking 
onlyy rudimentarily into account distinct consumer preferences. 

Technicall  Services Necessary for  Pay-TV—Beginning with the MSG decision, 
whichh wil l be discussed more extensively in section 3.3.1., the European 
Commissionn defined a product market for the wholesale provision of the technical 
servicesservices necessary for pay-TV.404 So far, the European Commission has seen no 
needd to further differentiate, and instead referred in its decision to one common 
markett that would involve: 
-- The making available of a descrambling system (decoder) and, as long as there 

aree still analogue receivers, a digital-analogue converter (integrated into a set 
topp box or directly into satellite receivers or television sets). 

-- The handling of the conditional access system. 
-- Subscriber management. 
-- A transaction management system. 

Inn the BiB decision405 the list was extended to include: 

Rumphorst2001,p.. 3. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraphs 55-77. 
Europeann Commission, BiB, paragraphs 28-29; European Commission, Commission decision of 2 
Decemberr 1998 declaring a concentration to be compatible with the common market (Case 
IV/M.13277 - NC/Canal+/CDPQ/Bank America) according to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, 
144 August 1999, OJ C 233, p. 21 [hereinafter [NC/Canal+/CDPQ/BankAmerica'], paragraph 15; 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 54. 
Europeann Commission, BiB, paragraph 29; European Commission, European Commission, 
Commissionn Decision 93/403/EEC of 11 June 1993 relating to a proceeding pursuant to Article 85 of 
thee EEC Treaty (Case IV/32.150 - EBU/Eurovision System), OJ L 179, 22 July 1993, p. 23 
[hereinafterr 'EBU/Eurovision'], paragraphs 10, 13-20, 21-25; European Commission, 
Newscorp/Telepiü,, paragraph 55. 
Seee also European Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraphs 19-21; European 
Commission,, BIB, paragraph 30-32. 
Seee section 3.3.1. 
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—— Electronic Programme Guides. 
-- Application Programme Interfaces. 

Thiss does not exclude that additional specialized product markets could be 
identifiedd later if the situation so required. 

Interestingly,, in its BiB decision, the European Commission did not see the need 
too differentiate between conditional access services that control access to interactive 
servicess and conditional access systems that control access to broadcasting services. 
Furthermore,, no distinction was made between the different infrastructures to which 
technicall  services would be connected. The European Commission saw no 
differencee between technical conditional access services for satellite or cable 
transmittedd services.406 This finding is in line with the ongoing process of the 
convergencee of transmission means that was described in Chapter l.407 The 
Europeann Commission does not rule out the possibility that the need to make a 
distinctionn could arise in the nature.408 In contrast, it is worth noting that sector-
specificc law, notably Articles 6 and 8 to 13 of the Access Directive, which will be 
discussedd in Chapter 4,409 does strictly distinguish between technical services for 
digitall  interactive services and pay-TV. 

Distinctt  Market s for  Transmission Capacities—In its decisions, the European 
Commissionn considered that there is a separate market for cable,410 (digital) 
satellite4""  and (digital) terrestrial television networks. According to the European 
Commission,, the technical and financial conditions of operating each infrastructure 
differr considerably. This was explained, among other things, by the fact that each 
mediumm has a different footprint. 

Onn the other hand, the European Commission concluded in other decisions that 
noo distinction could be made between pay-TV services broadcast via cable, satellite 
orr digital terrestrial means. To this extent, the European Commission argued, 

4066 European Commission, Commission Decision of 27 May 1998 relating to a proceeding pursuant to 
Councill  Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89 (Case IV/M.1207 - Deutsche Telekom/Betaresearch), 27 
Februaryy 1999, OJ L 53, p. 31 [hereinafter 'Deutsche Telekom/Betaresearch'], paragraph !8. 

4077 See section 1.4.3. 
4088 European Commission, BiB, paragraph 32. 
4099 See sections 4.4. and 4.6. 
4100 See European Commission, Nordic Satellite Distribution, paragraphs 61-64. The Commission argued 

that,, from the perspective of the viewer, there were considerable differences between the possible 
transmissionn routes—terrestrial, direct-to-home satellite and cable—which would affect both the 
technicall  requirements and costs. While terrestrial transmission and satellite television only required 
thee viewer to install an aerial or a satellite dish at his own expense, cable TV was dependent on the 
maintenancee of a cable network, which is financed by the viewer by means of cable fees [with 
referencee to the MSG decision of the Commission], paragraph 62. 

4111 See also European Commission, Nordic Satellite Distribution, paragraph 57: This decision defined a 
separatee market for the provision of satellite TV transponder capacity and related services to 
broadcasters;; the distribution of TV signals via satellite (transponders) was found to be a market 
distinctt from TV distribution by terrestrial links, since considerable technical and economic 
differencess existed between the two modes of distribution. 
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servicess were fully substitutable.412 Again, this consideration acknowledges the 
impactt of convergence for the pay-TV sector. 

RelevantRelevant Geographical Market 
Accordingg to the decisions of the European Commission, and for linguistic, 
cultural,, licensing and copyright reasons, the pay-TV markets follow national or 
languagee borders. The same was claimed for the acquisition of programme rights,413 

andd for telecommunications networks and services because of the 'national nature 
off  the regulatory regime and of the demand of services to be delivered across the 
telecommunicationss infrastructure'.414 On the other hand, the European Commission 
acknowledgedd that the proliferation of far-ranging transmission techniques, such as 
satellitee networks, has the potential to extend the geographic market progressively 
too the entire EU territory. Obviously, such developments would be in line with the 
progressivee realization of a single Internal market. 

Still,, the departure from the idea of a national character of media markets is 
apparentlyy not easily realized. Even for internet services, which are genuinely 
consideredd international if not global in scope, the European Commission initially 
foundd that the different geographic product markets for internet services could 
essentiallyy be considered national in nature, with the exception of certain emerging 
pan-Europeann markets.415 It took a while until the European Commission found, for 
example,, in its AOL/Time Warner decision, that the geographical dimension of the 
markett for online music delivery, due to the possibilities offered by digital 
technology,, 'certainly extends beyond national borders' and could be even global in 
character.4166 The same was argued for the markets of technical facilities for such 
services—inn this case player software—where the European Commission found the 
markett to be global. It was observed that the language of the music player's file 
menuu text could be readily adapted to support a multitude of languages. The impact 
off  language differences was thus minimal and the localization of the player 

4122 European Commission, TPS, paragraph 14. 
4133 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 62, stated that 'nothing prevents operators from 

acquiringacquiring rights for more than one territory at a time, broadcasting rights are divided and sold on a 
mainlyy national basis or, at the most, by language area and the price is structured in such a way that 
thee economic value of the contracts depends on the specific territory for which the rights are 
acquired'. . 

4144 European Commission, BiB, paragraph 50. 
4155 European Commission, Commission decision of 24 April 2001 declaring a concentration to be 

compatiblee with the common market (Case IV/M.2222 - UGC/Liberty Media) according to Council 
Regulationn (EEC) No. 4064/89, 16 June 2001, OJ C 172, p. 20 [hereinafter 'UGC/Liberty Media'], 
paragraphh 16; European Commission, Commission decision of 23 July 1999 declaring a 
concentrationn to be compatible with the common market (Case 1V/M.1551 - AT&T/Media One) 
accordingg to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, 30 September 1999, OJ C 277, p. 5 [hereinafter 
'AT&T/Mediaa One'], paragraph 23. 

4166 European Commission, AOL/Time Warner, paragraph 27. 
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software,, meaning adapting the software to the needs of a local market, was 
customaryy and easy to accomplish.417 

Still,, the language argument is persistent. In the same decision, the European 
Commissionn argued that the geographical scope of the market for online paid-for 
videoo distribution was, due to the language requirements of the different national 
consumerss for film and TV programming, likely to be national, similar to the case 
off  its equivalent in the broadcasting sector, pay-TV.418 Therefore, even though the 
Europeann Commission acknowledged for online music that the language problem 
couldd be overcome thanks to technological progress, it assumes that something 
differentt applies to video services. On the other hand, the European Commission 
assumedd that, at least for the internet, the film offering is mainly focused on US 
filmss and programmes, notably cartoons, which have an international appeal and are 
popularr in all of the European Member States.419 It remains to be seen whether the 
Europeann Commission will apply this argument to pay-TV. 

Conclusion Conclusion 
Thee analysis of the decisions of the European Commission regarding the definition 
off  relevant markets in the pay-TV sector clearly demonstrates that market definition 
forr the purpose of the application of general competition law is performed on a 
case-by-casee basis, and that it can be subject to changes in the economic or 
technologicall  environment. Unlike the exercise of market definition within the 
frameworkk of telecommunications law, the definition of markets for a general 
competitionn law analysis is based on an actual market situation rather than on the 
moree general assessment of the specific problem areas in a particular sector.420 The 
analysiss shows that market definition under European competition law is constantly 
'onn the move' and that the European Commission regularly reserves the right to 
amendd market definitions where new technological or market developments so 
require.. This also means that it is difficult to predict how the European Commission 
wil ll  decide in future cases. For market players in the pay-TV sector, this results in a 
certainn degree of legal uncertainty. Because market definition is a crucial 
preconditionn for the applicarion of general competition law, general competition 
laww is obviously not very suitable when it comes to providing consistent and 
predictablee rules. On the other hand, the case-by-case approach is also what makes 
generall  competition law a rather flexible tool.421 

Att a more detailed level, the analysis shows that convergence plays a prominent 
rolee in the European Commission's practice of defining relevant markets.422 

4177 European Commission, AOL/Time Warner, paragraph 32. 
4188 European Commission, AOL/Time Warner, paragraph 36. 
4199 European Commission, AOL/Time Warner, paragraph 36. 
4200 Larouche 2002, p. 137. 
4211 See Cave/Cowie 1998, section 6. But see also the critical reflections by Larouche 2000, 347pp. 
4222 Instructive, European Commission, Vodafone/Vivendi/ Canal+, paragraphs 29-58. Critical Valcke 

2003,, p. 559, more optimistic Larouche 2002a, o. 24. 
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However,, it can also be observed that convergence at the transport level is a more 
readilyy acknowledged fact than convergence at the service level, meaning the level 
att which pay-TV, interactive and other services are offered to consumers. For the 
servicee level, there is still a tendency to distinguish between information society 
servicess and broadcasting services. The analysis also shows that the Commission 
sometimess operates with rather general criteria and does not thoroughly investigate 
thee different valuations that consumers may have for different content and services. 
Finally,, it can be noted that intermediary service platforms play a distinct role in 
pay-TVV markets, and that this fact is acknowledged in the Commission's decision 
practice. . 

3.3.. Concentrative Structures and European Competition Policy 

Inn its function as the 'watchdog' of European competition law, the European 
Commissionn has been directly involved in a number of significant merger cases that 
involvedd pay-TV markets. An examination of some of the major European 
Commission'ss decisions in this sector is interesting and relevant for this analysis 
becausee the European Commission, in its function as merger authority, did its share 
too shape the structures of pay-TV markets in Europe. A number of major players, or 
'usuall  suspects', frequently re-appear in these decisions, which are either based on 
Articlee 81 and/or 82 of the EC Treaty and the relevant merger regulation. In the 
followingg paragraphs, some of the most relevant pay-TV cases are described, 
generallyy in chronological order. The description provides an overview of the 
dynamicss of the pay-TV sector and the kinds of players involved. It also provides 
ann overview of some of the most relevant issues for the competitiveness of this 
sector.. The description also seeks to identify if there are any guiding principles in 
thee European Commission's practice when dealing with such cases, and if yes, what 
theyy are. Another question is if those principles, should they exist, have evolved 
overr the course of time. Subsequently, some of the particularly relevant aspects will 
bee highlighted. 

3.3.1.. MAJOR DECISIONS IN PAY-TV 

MSG MSG 
Beginningg with the MSG decision from 1994, the European Commission 
demonstratedd its awareness of the state of competition in pay-TV markets. It also 
startedd a trend that can be found in its later decisions, namely the recognition of the 
potentiall  of pay-TV to drive digitization as well as the development of a new and 
innovativee distribution channels and digital services. The MSG case concerned a 
jointt venture between Deutsche Telekom (distribution infrastructure), Bertelsmann 
(programmee rights) and Kirch (programme rights, operation of the German digital 
servicee platform Premiere) to provide pay-TV services. The goal of the planned 
jointt venture was to offer the technical, business and administrative infrastructure 
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forr pay-TV. MSG would produce decoders, Subscriber Management System and 
SASS services, lease decoders to end users, provide billing services and conclude 
agreementss with network operators and programme suppliers. 

Thee impact of the control over the technical platform already played a major role 
inn this European Commission's first pay-TV decision. The European Commission 
notedd that the planned entity would be likely to establish a durable dominant 
positionn in the market for technical and administrative services in Germany, and 
thatt this could eventually result in a situation in which all newcomers would depend 
onn access to the technical conditional access platform that is operated by the one 
andd only leading pay-TV operator. The latter would then be in a position to 
influencee terms, conditions and market processes in a way that was advantageous to 
itss own services. At the same time, the new entity would also be in a position to 
impedee or postpone new entries. It is worth noting that already then, when the 
futuree Standards Directive, which deals with the refusal to provide access to the 
conditionall  access and which is the predecessor of Article 6 of the Access 
Directive,, was drafted, the European Commission did not focus its attention only on 
conditionall  access technology. In its MSG decision, the European Commission 
explicitlyy recognized the competitive relevance of other components of the 
technicall  platform, including the EPG and the Subscriber Management System. 

Inn the MSG case, the European Commission found that the presence of such a 
powerfull  joint venture might deter competitors from entering the market. In 
particular,, the European Commission attached importance to the vertical integration 
betweenn the technical platform and the business of providing own access-controlled 
servicess via the same platform, thereby addressing the aspect of leverage.423 The 
Europeann Commission examined the market position that the three participants 
wouldd hold in their 'native' markets and the level of vertical integration that would 
bee the result of the joint venture. The European Commission's final decision was, 
indeed,, motivated by the leverage argument. The prospects of the likely effects of 
markett power that is vested in one upstream or downstream market but might be 
usedd to restrict access to a related market was a main reason why the merger was 
barred.barred. The European Commission found that the joint control over several levels in 
thee distribution chain and the resulting competitive advantages would have a) 
preventedd possible competition between the companies involved and b) given the 
companiess the power to determine conditions for new market entrants. This, 
togetherr with the dominance of each party in their 'native' markets and vested 
economicc interests in the new market for pay-TV services, led the European 
Commissionn to the conclusion that the situation might prejudice the parties' 
decisionss of whether to grant access to facilities, namely, technical facilities such as 
conditionall  access, to potential competitors. 

Thee proposed commitments (notably the implementation of a common interface 
inn the decoder, the promotion of freely available decoders and non-restrictive 

Seee also Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraphs 108-112. 
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consumerr contracts, non-discriminatory EPG representation and the commitment 
fromfrom Deutsche Telekom to make more digital capacity available for competitors) 
couldd not alleviate the suspicion of the European Commission. The Commission 
fearedd the potentially harmful effects of a strongly vertically integrated market 
structuree that would not only provide incentives for discriminatory access decisions, 
butt also offered, according to the European Commission, various possibilities of 
hiddenn discrimination with the effect that compliance with the largely behavioural 
undertakingss was difficult to monitor. This is an argument that returns in later 
decisions.. This is, however, also the place to remember that, as explained in 
Chapterr 1, the idea that vertical structures would constitute as such a danger to 
functioningg competition is by far not uncontested. In Chapter 1, it was explained 
thatt a number of influential scholars defended the view that the mere existence of 
verticallyy integrated structures is not automatically a risk to functioning 
competition.4244 The Commission, in its argumentation in the MSG decision did, 
however,, littl e to take these concerns into account. But, as wil l also be shown, in 
laterr decisions the European Commission showed a tendency to abandon some of 
itss rigid approach concerning vertically integrated structures. 

Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere 
Thee parties to the failed MSG merger launched a second attempt. This operation, 
too,, ended (in two separate cases) before the European Commission and, here too, 
thee parties did not succeed in getting the approval of the European Commission. 
Thee first case concerned the plans of Bertelsmann (in the form of CLT-UFA, which 
iss a joint venture between Bertelsmann and Audiofina) and Kirch to jointly control 
Premieree (formerly controlled by Canal+ and CLT-UFA). Kirch would close down 
itss own pay-TV platform DF1 and transfer its assets to Premiere. Premiere would 
subsequentlyy use Kirch's set top box, the d-box, market programme packages, and 
operatee its own Subscriber Management System and conditional access system. 
CLT-UFAA would also acquire fifty  per cent in BetaDigital and BetaResearch, both 
subsidiariess of Kirch. They would both produce pay-TV technology and offer it to 
thirdd parties. The European Commission found that, after the operation, Premiere 
wouldd enjoy a near-monopoly in the German pay-TV market. That this was the 
case,, had, on the one hand, to do with the strong position of CLT-UFA in the 
marketss for programme rights. On the other hand, it had to do with Premiere's 
controll  over the technical platform. 

Thee European Commission concluded that a combination of Premiere and CLT's 
free-TVV channels might induce rights suppliers to sell the rights for pay-TV and 
free-TVfree-TV as a package to the joint venture. CLT and Premiere could then implement 
programmee strategies for free-TV channels aimed at securing pay-TV subscribers 
forr Premiere Digital. In so doing, the decision is based strongly on the assumption 
off  interaction, if not competition, between free-TV and pay-TV, and that the 

Seee section 1.5.3. 
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prospectss of pay-TV largely depend on the strength of free-TV.425 In this 
constellation,, Premiere and CLT-UFA would have the power to strongly limit the 
attractivenesss of free-TV. The decision clearly articulates the wish to maintain 
competitionn between free-TV and pay-TV. On another occasion, namely the TPS 
casecase in which the European Commission showed less concern, TFI and M6, two 
Frenchh free-TV broadcasters, acquired a fifty per cent interest in the French pay-TV 
operatorr TPS. Here, the Commission considered that even in the event of joint 
controll  over free-TV and pay-TV channels, the competitive position of TPS 
regardingg its rival Canal+ was so weak that there was no need to fear that TPS 
wouldd even try to unduly influence competition in the free-TV market.426 

Inn Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, the European Commission again found the risk 
off  a lasting monopoly in technical pay-TV services. A critical factor was, in the 
eyess of the European Commission, that parties would operate closely with Deutsche 
Telekomm (the Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch case will be discussed 
subsequently).. Again, this is the aspect of the possible anti-competitive effects of 
verticall  integration. Deutsche Telekom was then the dominant cable-network 
operatorr and would exclusively carry Premiere. 

Thee European Commission was also concerned because the d-box used at the 
timee had a proprietary API, meaning that third parties wishing to process services 
viaa the d-box would require Premiere's approval. On the other hand, the European 
Commissionn also acknowledged that the investments made by the parties in the 
jointt venture could pave the way for other service providers who would then be able 
too offer access-controlled services to consumers without having to invest in an own 
accesss control infrastructure. In this respect, the proposed operation could have a 
positivee effect and even accelerate the progress of digitization in Germany. As the 
Europeann Commission explained, 'viewers' psychological barriers to additional 
paymentss are progressively lowered with the penetration of digital pay-TV'.427 

InIn the end, however, the parties could not dispel the European Commission's 
seriouss doubts that, instead of paving the way for a competitive digital service 
market,, the parties would use their position to monopolize the consumer base on a 
lastingg basis due to technical lock-ins. The package of commitments that was 
suggestedd by the parties could not change the European Commission's opinion. The 
partiess were willin g to commit to granting access to programme material (namely to 
holdd twenty-five per cent of the output deals of pay-TV rights open for third parties, 
too unbundle and refrain from acquiring free-TV rights) as well as to more openness 
att the technical level (compulsory licensing of the conditional access system to third 

Also,, European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 37. 
Europeann Commission, TPS, paragraph 25, but see also paragraphs 28 and 29. See also European 
Commission,, Commission decision of 10 September 1991 declaring a concentration to be compatible 
withh the common market (Case IV/M.110 - ABC/General des Eaux/Canal+AV.H.Smith TV) 
accordingg to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, 19 September 1991, OJ C 244, p. 1 [hereinafter 
'ABC'],, paragraph 19. 
Europeann Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraph 121. 
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parties,, disclosure of API information, licensing of conditional access technology to 
third-partyy decoder manufacturers, cooperation with competing cable operators). 
Thee European Commission, however, did not consider these commitments 
sufficientlyy far-reaching. 

DeutscheDeutsche Telekom/BetaResearch 
Thee proposed operation between Bertelsmann, Kirch and Premiere had a second 
componentt to it, namely the plan that Deutsche Telekom and BetaTechnik would 
acquiree joint control over BetaResearch, which is the exclusive holder of a license 
forr the BetaResearch conditional access technology that is implemented in the d-
box.. BetaResearch would manufacture conditional access modules and smart cards, 
andd provide services for third parties. Deutsche Telekom would use exclusively the 
BetaResearchh technology when distributing pay-TV via its cable networks. Because 
Deutschee Telekom was by then the dominant German cable operator, the European 
Commissionn feared that the d-box technology would become the digital standard in 
thee German-speaking area. An alternative platform could, in the best case, emerge 
onlyy for a satellite transmission platform. Satellite transmission, however, was then 
nott widely available in Germany. Second, after the transaction, Premiere, with its 
majorr programme resources, would provide digital television via the d-box 
technologyy and Deutsche Telekom's networks. This, so said the European 
Commission,, was an additional obstacle to the development of alternative technical 
platforms.. Third parties would only invest in an alternative technical platform if it 
hadd the corresponding opportunities for market penetration. It was unlikely, 
accordingg to the European Commission, that there would be many of these 
opportunitiess given the established position of Premiere. The decision suggests that 
theree is a close link between the success of an alternative technical platform and the 
markett position of an established service platform with access to a vast subscriber 
base4288 and programme resources. This is in line with the findings of this study, 
whichh are discussed in Chapter 1. Moreover, Chapter 1 also indicates why it is 
criticall  to take this to be an automatism.429 

Deutschee Telekom and BetaResearch also sought to dispel the doubts of the 
Europeann Commission by committing to, on the one hand, cooperating with private 
cablee operators, issuing compulsory conditional access licences and using a 
standardizedd API interface, and, on the other hand, allowing cable operators to 
markett their own programmes and basic packages and develop their own customer 
relationships.. However, the parties made these commitments dependent on a 
numberr of restrictions, one of which was that cable operators were not allowed to 
markett Premiere's pay-per-view services. Cable operators would also be obliged to 
markett Premiere's programmes unchanged and in unbundled form. Capacity 
restraintss were not to be used as an excuse for cable operators not to transmit 

Europeann Commission, Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch, paragraph 35. 
Seee 1.5.3. See also European Commission, Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch, paragraph 38. 
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Premiere'ss programmes. Furthermore, cable operators would make subscriber data 
availablee to Premiere. The European Commission found, correctly, that the latter 
wass anything but common practice and that, all in all, the commitments would not 
bee sufficient to allow cable operators to establish and operate programme platforms 
onn their own. Interesting were the comments of the European Commission 
concerningg the compulsory licensing of conditional access technology to decoder 
manufacturerss and the granting of access to the technical platform for third parties. 
Inn this context, it should be mentioned that the Standards Directive had since been 
putt in place, and that its Article 4c mandated access to the conditional access 
system,, which was also the subject of the commitments in the Deutsche 
Telekom/BetaResearchh case. The Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch decision made 
noo reference whatsoever to Article 4c of the Standards Directive. Also interesting is 
thatt the European Commission observed that the compulsory licensing of the access 
technologyy to third-party programme providers and decoder manufacturers might 
goo 'some way to ensuring that parties are not subject to discrimination', but that it 
wouldd not suffice. It would not alter the fact, so said the European Commission, 
thatt the parties to the operation still controlled the technical developments. Or, in 
thee words of the European Commission, 

'[t]thee parties are not willing to surrender their absolute control of this 
technology,, and in particular its further development. Nor will the proposed 
undertakingss give any alternative programme and marketing platform a 
realisticc chance. At the same time, without the chance of an alternative 
programmee platform, the undertakings with regard to technology, or at least to 
licensingg for the purposes of controlling access, are rendered even more 
meaninglesss by the fact that, without a second programme platform, no 
alternativee technological platform can be expected to be developed'.430 

Hence,, the decision expresses clear doubts whether access obligations are the 
optimall  tool or are sufficient to create the conditions for a competitive pay-TV 
environment.. This is a question that wil l be dealt with extensively in Chapter 4 
(Telecommunicationss Law). 

BiB BiB 
Thee next major decision in this sector was the BiB/Open decision. BiB/Open was 
ann Article 81 EC Treaty case. It involved, among others, British Telecom and 
BSkyB.. The plan was to form a joint venture 'BiB' to provide the necessary 
infrastructuree for the provision of digital interactive television services and to 
providee such services across that infrastructure (also for use by third parties). The 
plann was to use the same infrastructure used by TV companies to allow the 
integrationn of interactivity in television. BiB would not only operate the technical 
platform,, it would also offer certain services directly to consumers, such as email, 

Europeann Commission, Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch, paragraph 65. 
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walledd garden internet access and computer game downloads. Such services were 
nott yet provided on a significant scale in the UK. BiB would use a proprietary 
conditionall  access system and API technology, and its set top boxes would support 
onlyy one proprietary EPG. Significant was the close relationship with BSkyB; 
BSkyBB and BiB's infrastructure would be largely complementary so that consumers 
wouldd have to buy only one set top box to be able to receive services from both 
undertakings.. BiB intended to promote the proliferation of its set top box by 
subsidizingg it. Only upon the interference of the European Commission were 
separatee companies created for BiB's set top boxes and for the creation and 
operationn of BiB's interactive services.431 

Thee European Commission found that the modified joint venture would result in 
aa considerable restriction of competition in the market for digital interactive 
televisionn services, and that this would affect trade between Member States. Prior to 
thee joint venture, British Telecom and BSkyB were potential competitors in the 
provisionn of interactive television services, a situation that was, so anticipated the 
Europeann Commission, eliminated by the joint venture. The decision acknowledged 
thee ongoing process of convergence, and, that as a consequence thereof, 
telecommunicationss operators would be competing with content service providers 
andd providing content-related and e-commerce services over their networks 
themselves. . 

Nevertheless,, the European Commission decided not to oppose the joint venture 
becausee it considered the conditions of Article 81 (3) of the EC Treaty to be 
fulfilled.. Article 81 (3) of the EC Treaty allows a joint venture to be exempted from 
thee prohibition clause in Article 81 (1) of the EC Treaty despite its restrictive effect 
onn competition providing certain conditions are met. Those can be a contribution 
towardss improving the production or distribution of goods or the promotion of 
technicall  or economic progress, allowing consumers to have a fair share of the 
resultingg benefit, indispensability, and the non-elimination of competition in respect 
off  a substantial part of the products in question. Because the joint venture would 
enablee the provision of a new form of services that had not yet been offered, it was 
foundd to contribute to an improvement in the distribution of goods and technical 
andd economic progress. Correspondingly, it would allow consumers to access 
interactivee services via the TV set. To this extent, it would also benefit consumers. 
Butt the European Commission insisted on a number of conditions, one of which 
wass that BSkyB must distribute its film and sports channels with and without 
interactivee applications to competitors. This unbundling-condition addressed the 
linkk between BSkyB's existing operation in pay-TV and its new activities in the 
interactivee service sector. The European Commission hereby sought to prevent an 
existingg dominant player in a pay-TV market from exporting its market power to a 
neww market, namely the market for interactive services. The European Commission 
acknowledgedd that pay-TV is likely to be an important driver for digital interactive 

!! Insofar, European Commission, BiB/Open, paragraph 126. 
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televisionn services.432 Other conditions imposed consisted of giving consumers the 
choicee to acquire the set top box with or without subscribing to BSkyB's pay-TV 
offerr and requiring that British Telecom not expand its existing cable television 
interestt in the UK. These measures were taken to enable cable networks to compete, 
too create separate businesses for BiB's activities with regard to the subsidization of 
sett top boxes, to recover profits from letting third parties use the box, and to enable 
thee operation of interactive services. The latter was considered to ensure 
transparencyy and non-discrimination and to prevent subsidized set top boxes from 
beingg used as artificial barriers to market entry. The reason why the European 
Commissionn considered access for competitors to the (subsidized) BiB set top 
boxess so crucial was that it seriously doubted whether a competing infrastructure 
wouldd establish itself. In the opinion of the European Commission, consumers were 
alll  the more reluctant to acquire more than one set top box because the first box 
wouldd allow access to the whole range of BSkyB's programming, too. 

Thee assumption that consumers are indeed unwilling to acquire several set top 
boxess (particularly if they are subsidized) is not an uncontested one. After all, 
consumerss are willin g to buy a computer in addition to a TV. Furthermore, with 
digitization,, the set top box problem might lose much of its relevance, considering 
thatt each owner of an analogue television set will have to have a set top box 
irrespectivee of whether he or she has subscribed to a pay-TV platform.433 Still, the 
hardwaree argument is an argument that plays an important role throughout the 
discussionn around conditional access. And it is not limited to pay-TV markets. A 
veryy similar discussion accompanied, for example, the launch of Apple's iPod. The 
iPodd is the music player of Apple's online music store iTunes. The iPod, which 
provedd to be a very successful and popular hardware device among consumers, only 
supportss one technical content protection format, meaning Apple's DRM called 
FairPlay.. It does not support any of the standards used by competing digital music 
services,, nor does it license its own format to rivals. Here too, the question is 
whetherr the hardware, in combination with proprietary content protection 
technology,, could form an obstacle for competition in the online music sector. More 
aboutt the iPod example can be found in the discussion further below (section 
3.4.1.).. At this point, it remains to be said that much wil l depend on the value 
consumerss attach to a particular hardware device (for example, because it is 
popular,, because they know how to use it or because it is clearly superior), on the 
consumers'' expectations of the speed of technological progress, as well as on the 
pricee of the hardware. 

BSkyB/Kirch BSkyB/Kirch 
AA year later, the European Commission had to decide on another important case 
thatt involved the provision of interactive television services, this time in Germany. 

Europeann Commission, BSkyB/Kirch, paragraph 78. 
Seee section 1.5.2. 
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Thiss was the BSkyB/Kirch merger. The plan was that BSkyB and Kirch jointly 
controll  Kirch Pay TV. Because of its experience and financial resources, BSkyB 
wouldd play a major role in deploying interactive television services in Germany. 
BSkyBB said that it was not planning to enter the German pay-TV market. To this 
extent,, and because of the strength of free-TV in Germany and Kirch's control over 
aa proprietary conditional access infrastructure, the European Commission did not 
considerr BSkyB a potential competitor to Kirch in Germany's pay-TV market. 
Consequently,, a factor that could have been a strong argument against the operation 
wass not given, at least not in the view of the European Commission. The European 
Commission'ss stance was heavily criticized by the German public broadcaster ARD 
inn a proceeding before the European Court of First Instance against the decision in 
BSkyB/Kirch.4344 ARD claimed that the European Commission's approach—to 
assumee that BSkyB would not enter the German pay-TV market in the short term, 
norr that Kirch would be able to maintain its dominant position alone—departed 
fromm a status quo. Instead, the European Commission should have considered the 
likelyy future evolution of the market, namely that without a merger the situation for 
thirdd parties could improve considerably. Consequently, the European Commission 
shouldd have regarded BSkyB as a potential competitor. The court did not follow 
thiss argumentation. It held against it that the argumentation was based on the 
unsubstantiatedd premise that financial failure by Kirch Pay TV would be likely to 
favourr access to the market by potential competitors. The two observations that 
seemm to be implied here, namely that pay-TV markets are in their nature still 
nationall  markets and that competition from foreign pay-TV operators was rather 
unlikely,4355 and that the absence of one dominant party does not guarantee the 
developmentt of a competitive environment, wil l play a role in two other decisions 
(NewsCorp/Telepiüü and Sogecable/ViaDigital) that will be discussed in more depth 
att a later stage. 

Similarr to the BiB case, one major concern about the BSkyB/Kirch merger was 
thee proprietary conditional access technology in the d-box, which would have been 
usedused to process not only interactive services but also digital broadcasting services. 
Accordingg to the European Commission, this was likely to raise significant barriers 
too entry for potential suppliers. To this extent, Kirch, through his control over the 

Europeann Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance of 30 September 2003, 
Arbeitsgemeinschaftt der öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
(ARD)) v Commission of the European Communities, Case T-158/00, European Court reports 2000, 
p.. 0 [hereinafter 'ARD/European Commission']. 
Also,, European Commission, Commission Decision of 2 August 1994 declaring a concentration to be 
compatiblee with the common market (Case IVYM.410 - Kirch/Richemont/Telepiu) according to 
Councill  Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, 13 August 1994, OJ C 225, p. 3 [hereinafter 
'Kirch/Richemont/Telepiu*],, paragraph 20: ' Furthermore, the national character of the television 
marketss seems to show that Kirch and FilmNet are not in a particularly advantageous position in 
orderr to enter the Italian market on their own with the setting-up of a new pay-TV channel as 
comparedd to other television operators in the EC. Therefore, the present transaction does not amount 
too an appreciable elimination of potential competition in the television market in Italy'. 
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technicall  platform, and BSkyB, because of its know-how, marketing experience and 
financiall  resources, could export their dominance from already existing markets to 
thee new market for interactive television services in Germany. This could have had 
recoursee to the classic leverage argument if the European Commission had not 
explainedd further: '[i] n itself entry into a new market by a dominant firm on a 
closelyy related one does not automatically lead to the creation of a dominant 
position'.4366 Instead, it held that the 'link between control over attractive 
programmingg and decoder technology' would raise barriers to market entry. In this 
respect,, it seems that the European Commission had given up some of its strict 
approachh regarding vertically integrated structures. The decisive factor in this 
context,, said the European Commission, was the existence of first mover 
advantagess and (indirect) network effects.437 According to the European 
Commission, , 

'[i] tt should be recalled that the demand from "content providers" for access to 
ann operator's digital interactive television "platform" is likely being 
determinedd by the popularity of the "platform" whilst the attractiveness of the 
"platform""  to final consumers will be determined by the range and types of 
servicess they can find on it. It has already been noted that pay-TV is likely to 
bee an important "driver" for digital interactive television services. As a result 
off  its monopoly position on the pay TV market, Kirch Pay TV will be the only 
undertakingg in Germany able, in the foreseeable future, to offer pay-TV in 
combinationn with digital interactive television services. This is likely to mean 
thatt consumers will choose Kirch PayTV as it wil l allow them access, through 
thee d-box, to both interactive services and pay-TV without the cost or 
inconveniencess of having two boxes. As a result, the d-box will become the 
standardd decoder in Germany for interactive services, as well as pay-TV'.438 

And,, unlike in its previous decisions, the European Commission held that even a 
dee facto standard in form of the d-box technology would not necessarily amount to 
aa dominant position for Kirch PayTV on the market for digital interactive television 
servicess if other operators were also able to supply services via the d-box.439 In other 
words,, the European Commission made it clear that an alternative to inter-platform 
competitionn (meaning competition between two different platforms, for example, 
betweenn Canal+ and ABSat in France or competition between cable and satellite 
pay-TVV platforms) could be intra-platform competition. Intra-platform competition, 
meanss competition between different service providers that are carried via the same 
pay-TVV platform. But similar to the Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch case, the 
Europeann Commission was not convinced that third parties would have the 
possibilityy to compete within the platform because of the proprietary nature of the 

Europeann Commission, BSkyB/Kirch, paragraph 78. 
Seee also section 1.5.2. 
Europeann Commission, BSkyB/Kirch, paragraph 78. 
Europeann Commission, BSkyB/Kirch, paragraph 79. 
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d-boxx technology and the fact that BetaResearch would control the technological 
developments. . 

Unlikee the Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch case, however, BSkyB/Kirch was 
clearedd in the end; this time, the European Commission accepted the commitments 
thatt the merger parties made. Essentially, the commitments concerned the guarantee 
off  giving third parties access to Kirch's BetaResearch d-box technology. The 
partiess undertook to provide access to the technical platform, including the 
conditionall  access system, the subscriber authorization system, the EPG and any 
otherr technical services needed, also to providers of interactive services at fair, 
reasonablee and non-discriminatory conditions. Again, no reference is made to the 
thenn relevant access obligations in Article 4c of the Standards Directive. Still, the 
Europeann Commission pointed to the practical problems involved in granting access 
too the conditional access system, namely the ability of the conditional access 
controllerr to hamper third parties by means of slow proceedings or the requirement 
forr third parties to submit their plans in advance to BetaResearch. 

Thee parties, however, made further-reaching commitments. The d-box would be 
equippedd with a Multimedia Home Platform (MHP) API, an open API standard, 
andd any extensions or plug-ins developed or deployed by Kirch would maintain the 
opennesss of the API interface so that no additional licenses for developing 
applicationss to run on the API would be required from Kirch. Kirch would provide 
thee information enabling rivals to write applications that are compatible with the d-
boxx API and grant access to its API. Kirch undertook to provide information on d-
boxx functionality upgrades and not to occupy the d-box's memory with applications 
thatt are not strictly necessary for the functionality of the services Kirch offers. 
Kirchh would also be willin g to licence its technology to competing platforms and 
wouldd not prevent third parties from building their own conditional access into the 
d-boxx or withhold consumers from using an alternative box. Interesting from a 
policyy point of view is the commitment to exchange consumers' analogue set top 
boxess for digital ones and so to promote the digital switchover. Finally, Kirch 
agreedd to offer and develop Simulcrypt agreements for its platform and to distribute 
itss own programmes, subject to a Simulcrypt agreement, on competing platforms. 

Al ll  in all, and in anticipation of the later analysis of telecommunications law in 
Chapterr 4, this would seem to be a very comprehensive package of commitments 
thatt go far beyond mere access obligations and that in many points clearly exceed 
thee level of statutory obligations according to Article 4c of the Standards Directive 
andd its successor, Article 6(1), Annex I of the Access Directive. 

Vivendi/Canal+/SeagramVivendi/Canal+/Seagram and Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+ 
Thee expansion of established pay-TV providers, or more generally, players in 
broadcastingg markets, into new and convergent service markets was subject to a 
numberr of other interesting decisions. One case concerned the merger of the media 
enterprisess Vodafone, a major mobile telephony operator, Vivendi, a multimedia 
company,, and the pay-TV provider Canal+. The other case concerned the merger of 
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Vivendi,, Canal+ and Seagram, which was affiliated with the major media enterprise 
Universal.. Vivendi, which at the time of the decision held forty-nine per cent in 
Canal++ and twenty-five per cent in BSkyB, would take sole control over Seagram, a 
Canadiann enterprise involved in cinema, television and music rights, and television 
channelss (SCI FI, 13th Street, Studio Universal). 

Inn terms of content, the merger was expected to create the world's second largest 
filmfilm  library, the second largest TV programming library in the European Economic 
Areaa (EEA) and move a substantial part of the theme channels' production to 
France,, Germany, Italy and Spain. In terms of music content, the merged entity 
wouldd be number one in recorded music. In terms of distribution, the parties already 
operatedd a leading pay-TV service platform in a number of Member States and were 
likelyy to become a leading player in paid-for information society service 
distributionn via Vivendi's multi-access portal, called 'Vizzavi'. Vizzavi would 
providee customers with a multi-platform environment for a range of web-based 
interactivee services that can be received across a variety of platforms, for example, 
onn mobile phones, PCs and broadcasting set top boxes. In the case of 
Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+,, the parties agreed to acquire joint control of Vizzavi. 

Thee European Commission expressed serious concerns that the combination of 
highlyy attractive content and major pay-TV, internet and mobile distribution 
platformss would considerably strengthen the overall market power of the merging 
partiess and generate strong network effects and first mover advantages in their 
favour.. It particularly stressed the competitive advantages that intermediary 
platformss enjoy in a multi-platform environment. Vizzavi's branded and integrated 
approachh to the provision of services across various platforms would allow for the 
cross-sellingg and bundling of offers and thereby strengthen the position of the 
partiess involved. This again was a factor that, in the eyes of the European 
Commission,, favoured leveraging market power by means of bundled offers.440 

Playerss in traditional broadcasting markets, such as Canal+ in the pay-TV market, 
wouldd be able to migrate their consumer base to other platforms, such as the 
internett market.441 The fact that Vizzavi was vertically organized further added to 
thee European Commission's concerns; consumers would be at risk of being 'walled 
in'' and having to pay higher prices for services due to the lack of competition.442 In 
addition,, the Vizzavi portal would combine a potentially powerful new internet 
accesss mechanism with paid-for content and an installed customer base of pay-TV 
subscriberss with relatively well-documented preferences who were accustomed to 
payingg for content.443 The European Commission, hence, had serious concerns that 
thee parties would extend their positions of dominance into national pay-TV markets 
(Canal+)) and their market power in national mobile markets (Vodafone) into the 
nationall  markets for portals used via mobile handsets and/or set top boxes. 

4400 European Commission, Vodafone/Vivendi/CanaR, paragraphs 68-70. 
4411 European Commission, Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+, paragraph 70. 
4422 European Commission, Vivendi/Canal+/Segram, paragraphs 39-67. 
4433 European Commission, Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+, paragraph 75. 
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Thee European Commission, nevertheless, approved both mergers subject to the 
undertakingss the parties made. Notably, Vivendi agreed in the 
Vivendi/Canal+/Seagramm case to divest its interest in BSkyB, thereby cutting the 
linkk between Universal and Fox. It was further agreed not to guarantee Canal+ more 
thann fifty per cent of the so-called 'first window rights' for Universal films. 
Moreover,, the parties undertook to provide access to Universal music content on a 
non-discriminatoryy basis regarding the pricing and the terms and conditions, and to 
providee for an arbitration procedure. This would enable competitors to offer 
competingg music services via competing portals. The decision underpins the 
importancee of access to attractive content for the launch of alternative service 
platforms,, as well as the advantageous position already established pay-TV players 
cann have when they venture into new, non-broadcasting markets. 

Inn Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+, Vodafone and Vivendi have undertaken to open 
accesss to their mobile handsets to third-party portal providers. Interestingly, the 
partiess did not simply commit to granting access to rivals at fair, reasonable and 
non-discriminatoryy terms, they also agreed to give subscribers to the 
Vodafone/Vivendii  group the choice of overriding the default Vizzavi portal with 
thee portal of their choice. Similarly, Canal+ agreed to give other portal operators 
accesss to its set top box and offer consumers the choice between rival portals. The 
Europeann Commission found that 'ensuring third-party access based on consumer 
choice'' removed the serious doubts it had regarding this merger. Most importantly, 
allowingg for consumer choice prevents the parties from bundling their offers on a 
fullyy exclusive basis, as consumers would be allowed to choose other portals.444 In 
otherr words, the European Commission addressed and emphasized the problem of 
technicall  and contractual consumer lock-ins.445 The European Commission found 
thatt the key to the solution of this problem laid in the consumers' freedom to 
choosee between competing offers. 

Cegetel/ACegetel/A OL/Canal+/Bertelsmann 
Inn the Cegetel/AOL/Canal+/Bertelsmann case, the European Commission showed 
lesss concern for the potential threat of dominance over the paid-for internet content 
market.. The case dealt with a planned joint venture between Cegetel, a subsidiary of 
thee Vivendi Group, Canal+, AOL and Bertelsmann with the aim to market, develop 
andd provide interactive services via the internet to consumers. Interesting enough, 
thee European Commission did not believe that the joint venture would create or 
strengthenn a dominant position, arguing that 'the size of the market for paid-for 
contentt is currently extremely small ... given the fact there is a vast array of 
informationn providers that develop and make content available, no single provider 
accountss for more than a small part of the content available'.446 In this case, the fact 

Europeann Commission, Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+, paragraphs 90-93. 
Seee section 1.5.2. 
Europeann Commission, Cegetel/Canal+/AOL/Bertelsmann, paragraph 36. See also AT&T/Media 
One,, paragraphs 25-30; European Commission, Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+, paragraph 74. 
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thatt parties were then dominant in 'old' markets was not automatically considered 
byy the European Commission to be an indicator that the parties would leverage their 
markett power into new markets. Their ability to do so depended, so said the 
Europeann Commission, on whether the market was already sufficiently competitive. 

AOL/TimeAOL/Time Warner 
Havingg said that, the situation can be different where control over content comes 
togetherr with control over a proprietary technology, such as an encryption 
technology.. This was one of the findings in the European Commission's AOL/Time 
Warnerr decision. The AOL/Time Warner case concerned a combination of AOL's 
transmissionn platform (here: broadband internet access and service platform) and 
Timee Warner's content rights (here: broadband content, in particular music). The 
Europeann Commission found that the parties could move into a position to dictate 
thee technical standards for delivering music over the internet by developing or 
acquiringg proprietary formatting or DRM technology.447 In combination with the 
breadthh of the publishing rights available to the parties, the new entity would be in a 
positionn to impose its technology as an industry standard. And because of its control 
overr the relevant content protection technology, AOL/Time Warner would be in a 
positionn to control the content business (here: downloadable music) and increase 
competitors'' costs through excessive licence fees.448 

Thee reason why the European Commission concluded in the AOL/Time Warner 
casecase that, as opposed to, for example, the MSG case, which concerned a similar 
constellation,, the combination of Time Warner and AOL would probably not result 
inn a dominant position in the market for broadband content was mainly based on the 
followingg argument: Time Warner would not be a unique or dominant supplier of 
broadbandd content because the parties committed themselves to breaking their links 
withh Bertelsmann. Time Warner had also agreed not to acquire the major music 
publishingg company EMI.449 Similarly, one could conclude that where a dominant 
positionn in content supply is given, such a combination could create considerable 
gatewayy concerns—a situation the European Commission did not have to decide on 
inn this case. The fact that a) Bertelsmann (which is part of a joint venture with AOL 
inn Europe) offered to exit from AOL Europe and that b) the parties undertook not to 
makee Bertelsmann music available online exclusively through AOL were additional 
reasonss to clear the merger. Another undertaking that finally contributed to the 
clearancee of the merger, and this is an important one for the given context, was that 
thee parties agreed not to provide their broadband offering in a proprietary format 
thatt could be processed only via the AOL platform. 

Thee parallels between DRM and conditional access are pinpointed in sections 1.2. and 4.3.2. 
Europeann Commission, AOL/Time Warner, paragraphs 55-56. 
Europeann Commission, AOL/Time Warner, paragraphs 88-92. 
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NewsCorp/Telepiu NewsCorp/Telepiu 
Thee deployment of a de facto standard for the technical platform also played a 
majorr role in the case NewsCorp/Telepiu. The NewsCorp/Telepiu case concerned 
thee fact that NewsCorp, the entertainment company owned by Rupert Murdoch, 
wouldd acquire control over Telepiü and Stream in Italy, the two major Italian pay-
TVV platforms. The idea was to combine the Italian operations of Telepiü and 
Streamm under the control of NewsCorp. The European Commission found that the 
concentrationn would lead to the creation of a near-monopoly in the pay-TV market 
inn Italy because it combined the two competing pay-TV operators and because it 
wass unlikely that new competitors would emerge quickly from cable or digital 
terrestriall  television.450 The European Commission also paid particular attention to 
thee vertical effects of the merger, namely its integration with an in-house 
proprietaryy conditional access technology. The European Commission reminded of 
thee fact that the pay-TV sectors in Europe have so far been characterized by a 
strongg tendency towards vertical integration between the technical and the service 
platform.4511 It held that the operation of a proprietary conditional access system by a 
monopolistt was a factor that would increase barriers to entry into the related pay-
TVV market.452 Summarized, the concerns were as follows: there was a chance that 
thee new entity would grant access to its conditional access platform at unfair terms 
andd conditions and that it would obstruct the entry of alternative pay-TV platforms 
thatt use a different conditional access technology. 

Forr the first time, the European Commission made an explicit reference in a pay-
TVV decision to legal provisions that apply to conditional access. It admitted that the 
existencee of the access rules in telecommunications law could reduce some of the 
concernss about the accessibility of the technical conditional access platform.453 As 
regardss the second concern, the chances of alternative platforms using their own 
conditionall  access technology, the European Commission referred to the Italian 
regulation.. Italian law mandates the implementation of interoperability between 
differentt conditional access systems.454 The European Commission pointed to 
interoperabilityy solutions as a means to stimulate competition between different 
technicall  platforms. It observed, however, that difficult and lengthy negotiations 
betweenn the two Italian pay-TV operators Telepiü and Stream to conclude a 
Simulcryptt agreement also demonstrated how difficult interoperability is to realize 
inn practice. Eventually, at least this is the view that the European Commission 
expressed,, it was more likely that potential competitors would seek access to the 
alreadyy established conditional access technology than to launch their own 
alternativee technology.455 This would further pinpoint the importance of access rules. 

Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 114. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 119. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 133. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 122. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 123. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 114. 
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Havingg said that, the European Commission did not seem to have very much 
faithh in the effectiveness of the statutory access rules either: 

'Althoughh the existence of access rules contained in Directive 95/47 and 
Directivee 2002/19/EC [Access Directive] might reduce and assuage the 
concernss in this respect [access to the conditional access], third parties believe 
thatt access to NDS' technology can be obstructed unless NewsCorp 
undertakess to comply with those rules and appropriate and effective dispute 
settlementt is put in place. Should this not be the case, long disputes on prices 
wil ll  arise which in the meantime will undermine the possibility to compete... 
Thee merged platform, in the absence of corrective measures, will thus be in a 
positionn to raise rival's costs by controlling third parties' access to the DTH 
platformm services and to conditional access. Consequently, the possibility for a 
newcomerr DTH broadcaster, which is not able to set up an alternative 
infrastructure,, to be in a position to become operational will depend on 
NewsCorp'ss goodwill not to raise barriers when giving access to its platform 
services'.456 6 

Anotherr question is whether the pessimism of the European Commission 
regardingg the benefits the competition gains from interoperability solutions is 
justified.. One could also argue that once the Italian broadcasting market has been 
digitizedd most Italian households would have to purchase a set top box anyway. 
Eventually,, those boxes would (also) be produced by independent hardware 
manufacturerss who probably have an interest in producing boxes that can process a 
broadd range of services instead of the services of one particular operator using one 
particularr standard. Ideally, they would produce boxes that foresee some form of 
commonn interface or other interoperability solutions. In this case, one major cost 
factorr for the deployment of an additional conditional access technology might have 
vanished. . 

Inn addition, the control of a vast array of attractive pay-TV content triggered, as 
itt has in previous decisions, the concerns of the European Commission. As the 
Europeann Commission observed, 

'[a]ccesss to rights is even more important for pay-TV than for free-TV. In 
orderr to entice the consumer to subscribe, or to take particular productions on 
aa pay-per-view basis, certain specific types of content are crucial'.457 

Whatt is remarkable about the decision in the NewsCorp/Telepiü case is that it is 
thee first pay-TV case in which the European Commission mentions a 'fundamental 
rightt of consumers to choose'. In particular, the exercise of second window rights 
forr programming would deprive consumers of this 'right'. In this context, second 
windoww rights are exclusive broadcasting rights to the second screening of a film. 

Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiu, paragraphs 201 - 203. 
4577 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiu, paragraph 183. 
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Moree precisely, the European Commission referred to the second window rights 
thatt Telepiü held. Because Telepiü also owns the first window broadcasting rights 
too films, Telepiü would be able to prevent third-party broadcasters from ever 
screeningg these films. According to the European Commission, this would force 
consumerss to consume in a 'one-format-fits-all' scenario at the time, meaning 
duringg the first window, and at the price established by the pay-TV operator.458 It 
wouldd harm consumers because they could be prevented access to premium content. 
Thee reference to 'fundamental rights' in this context is a bit confusing. As was 
shownn in Chapter 2, there is no fundamental right of individual access to particular 
contentt against broadcasters.459 But a reference to fundamental rights under, for 
example,, the ECHR is apparently also not what the European Commission was 
aimingg at. This becomes obvious in the subsequent paragraph of the decision. Here, 
thee European Commission explains that consumers should be able to choose 
betweenn 'first tier' and 'second tier' pay-TV services, meaning services that are 
closee or less close to the release of a film in movie theatres. What the European 
Commissionn probably had in mind was to prevent exclusive control over a bundle 
off  programme rights from being used to the detriment of service differentiation and 
consumers'' choice. 

Thee European Commission concluded that the proposed merger would very 
likelyy eliminate any competition in the Italian pay-TV market for some time. It then 
consideredd the application of the concept of 'rescue merger' or 'failing company 
defence',, a concept that has been applied before only rarely to respond to a situation 
inn which the deterioration of the competitive structure as a result of concentration 
wouldd occur in a similar fashion even if the concentration did not proceed.460 The 
Europeann Commission found, however, that the conditions for authorizing a rescue 
mergerr were not fulfilled. 

Att the same time, the European Commission feared that Stream would exit the 
markett and that this could harm consumers. The European Commission then sought 
too decide which was the lesser evil—Stream's exit from the market (with the 
consequencee that Telepiü would likely become the monopolist) or the authorization 
off  the merger subject to conditions that could reduce at least some of the anti-
competitivee effects. The European Commission decided in favour of the latter. 

Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 192 
Seee section 2.2.1. 
Europeann Commission, Decision of 14 December 1993 relating to a proceeding pursuant to Council 
Regulationn (EEC) No. 4064/89, (Case IV/M.308 - Kali-Salz/MdK/Treuhand), 21 July 1994, OJ L 
186,, p. 38 [hereinafter 'Kali-Salz'], paragraphs 19-20. Confirmed in European Court of Justice, 
Judgmentt of the Court of 31 March 1998, French Republic and Société commerciale des potasses et 
dee 1'azote (SCPA) and Entreprise miniere et chimique (EMC) v Commission of the European 
Communities,, Joined cases C-68/94 and C-30/95, European Court reports 1998, p. 1-1375 [hereinafter 
'Kali-Salz'],, paragraphs 91, 111-120. See also European Commission, Commission Decision of 11 
Julyy 2001 declaring a concentration to be compatible with the common market and the functioning of 
thee EEA Agreement (Case COMP/M.2314 - BASF/Eurodiol/Pantochim), 17 May 2002, p. 45, O J L 
132,, p. 45 [hereinafter 'BASF'], paragraphs 135-143, 144-163. 
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Thee undertakings that were finally accepted by the European Commission can be 
distinguishedd in undertakings that are related to access to programme content and 
undertakingss that are related to access to the technical platform. To the former 
belongg the commitments to make existing and future exclusive contracts for the 
licensingg of film and sports rights less exclusive and to grant unbundled access to 
thee premium content broadcast by the combined platform. As far as the second 
categoryy is concerned, NewsCorp undertook to offer access to its conditional access 
platformm and the API based on a cost-oriented non-discriminatory formula, licence 
itss conditional access system to third parties and enter into Simulcrypt agreements. 
Inn addition, Telepiü undertook the divestiture of its digital terrestrial television 
businesss (DTT) and proposed not to enter into new DTT activities. Finally, 
NewsCorpp proposed arbitration procedures to guarantee the effectiveness of the 
commitments.. All in all, and taking into account: 
a.. That the commitments did not greatly exceed what was already provided for in 

telecommunicationss law, at least as far as access to the technical platform is 
concerned.461 1 

b.. The European Commission's previous strict position in, for example, the MSG 
casee and the Deutsche Telekom case, where it refused to accept very similar 
commitments,, as well as 

c.. The BSkyB/Kirch case, where the Commission expressed its view that access 
obligationss alone would hardly suffice to guarantee functioning competition and 
demandedd rather far-reaching, additional commitments, 

thee remark with which the European Commission accepted NewsCorp's 
undertakingss sounded somewhat over-enthusiastic: NewsCorp went 'a long way in 
providingg accessibility to the combined platform with a view to allowing effective 
competitionn to be achieved'.462 

Anotherr question is if one should follow the conclusion of the European 
Commissionn that the merger was indeed the lesser evil. One could argue that 
consumerss would benefit from the merger because the integrated platform would 
offerr more programmes from more service providers. Service providers would 
benefitt from the merger because with the increasing popularity of the NewsCorp 
platformm they would find in it an even more attractive distribution outlet.463 On the 
otherr hand, the merger would cause further consolidation of the Italian pay-TV 
market,, and the chances that new pay-TV platforms would establish themselves 
wouldd become even smaller.464 The European Commission had to decide between 
allowingg a powerful and a very powerful monopoly on the Italian pay-TV market. It 
decidedd in favour of the latter. Moreover, the European Commission could not 
knoww for sure that Stream would indeed exit from the market. This decision radiates 

''' See section 4.4. 
'22 European Commission, Newscorp/TelepiCi, paragraph 257. 
33 See also Evans' description of demand-side efficiencies that are the result of increasing indirect 

networkk effects in two-sided markets, using the example of dating clubs, Evans 2003, pp. 48, 59-60. 
44 See Galbiati/Nicita/Nizi 2004, 17pp. (describing the situation one year after the merger took place). 
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aa certain 'disillusion' that competition in the Italian pay-TV market is unlikely. The 
Europeann Commission seemed to have abandoned its earlier strategy of promoting 
inter-platformm competition as the best solution to promote competition and enhance 
consumerr welfare. Apparently, it accepted that in some markets the prospects of 
intra-platformm competition are nihil. 

Whetherr this is true or not must remain speculation. A point of criticism is, 
however,, that the European Commission might have been too quick in assuming 
thatt the Italian pay-TV market would not support more than one pay-TV provider. 
Suchh competition already exists in other countries, such as France or the UK.4*5 

Arguably,, the conditions at the Italian market are different. However, the European 
Commissionn should also have considered that NewsCorp, which was partly 
investedd in Stream, was of all possible competitors the one that was particularly 
well-suitedd to compete with Telepiü. This was, indirectly, also one of the reasons 
whyy the European Commission did not accept the failing company line of 
defence.4*66 In the European Commission's own words: 

'Otherwise,, every merger involving an allegedly unprofitable division could 
bee justified under merger control law by the declaration that, without the 
merger,, the division would cease to operate'.467 

Inn other words, Stream's failure to operate profitably could also have been the 
resultt of an unprofitable and unsuccessful business strategy and not of the size of 
thee Italian pay-TV market. Indeed, this is what some third parties have argued in the 
NewsCorp/Telepiuu case.468 The European Commission did not pay further attention 
too this argument. By authorizing this merger, the European Commission may have 
donee exactly what it wanted to avoid: authorize a merger between two potential 
competitors. . 

3.3.2.. REGULATION THROUGH THE BACKDOOR? 

Somee scholars argued that authorizing the merger would give the European 
Commissionn at least the possibility to subject the monopolist to 'regulation' in the 
formm of undertakings and conditions, and that the decision provided a 'regulatory 
blueprint'' that would also be binding for the Italian telecommunications NRA.469 If 
thiss is so, and there are indications that the European Commission is not entirely 
aversee to this idea,470 then the NewsCorp/Telepiü case is probably the most obvious 
examplee where the European Commission goes beyond its role as a competition 

Seee section 1.4.3. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 212. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 212. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 213. 
Inn this sense, for example, CafTarra/Coscelli 2003, with further arguments, p. 626; Bavasso 2003, 
277pp. . 
Seee also European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 221. 
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authorityy and seeks to act as a 'quasi-regulator' for the pay-TV sector. Or, as one 
scholarr phrased it, the European Commission would engage in 'regulation from the 
backdoor'4711 This is an issue that the following paragraphs deal with. The question is 
cann a general policy be identified in the European Commission's decision practice, 
andd if yes, could the decisions have an effect that goes beyond a case-by-case basis. 

Thee previous analysis of some of the most important pay-TV decisions by the 
Europeann Commission has demonstrated that the European Commission considers 
certainn parameters essential for the contestability and functioning of competition in 
pay-TVV markets in Europe. It repeatedly used its authority as a competition 
authorityy to preserve those parameters in the form of the authorization or non-
authorizationn of mergers and in the form of the conditions imposed or undertakings 
accepted.. The most important parameters that the European Commission considered 
cruciall  for competition in these decisions can be roughly divided as follows: 

a.. Access to programming material (in the form of transmission rights and the 
wholesalee provision of pay-TV channels) and 

b.. Access to the technical platform. 
Accesss to programme material is certainly a crucial aspect: without access to 

programmee material neither an alternative programme nor a technical platform is 
likelyy to develop. Because this is an aspect that has been discussed already rather 
extensivelyy by other scholars472 and because there is a need to restrict the scope of 
thee present study, the present analysis focuses most of the attention on the question 
off  access to the integrated pay-TV platform itself. 'Access to the technical platform' 
forr pay-TV is, in the European Commission's decision practice, a term that is 
understoodd more widely than access to the conditional access system. The European 
Commissionn acknowledged that the technical platform also comprises additional 
technicall  facilities and services, such as the API, the EPG, Subscriber Management 
Systemm and Subscriber Authorisation System services as well as billing services 
andd that they can be bottlenecks for functioning competition, too. Access to the 
servicee platform, that is the subscription and marketing platform via which services 
aree offered to consumers, has played a lesser role so far, at least in the decisions 
concerningg the broadcasting sector. This might have to do with the fact that the 
Europeann Commission, in most of its decisions, treated the technical and the service 
platformm as a functional unity rather than as separate components. 

Thee European Commission's discussion of matters of access to the technical 
platformm for pay-TV reflects to some extent the technological developments in this 
sector.. In the MSG decision, conditional access was considered a major bottleneck 
too market entry. Soon additional components appeared on the stage, such as the API 
andd the EPG. Convergence also played an important role in the decisions. It is 
worthh noting, however, that the deployment of conditional access systems, APIs 

''' Bavasso2003,p. 277. 
22 See the extensive discussion in the papers by Galbiati/Nicita/Nizi 2004 and Harbord/Ottaviani 2001 

(discussingg a number of possible remedies); Amstrong 1999; Cave/Crandall 2001 (and here in 
particularr F 18pp.); Neumann 1998, 159pp; Harbord/Szymanski 2005, 22pp. 
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andd EPGs is still very much seen as a domain of the pay-TV operator. The 
possibilityy that conditional access, APIs and EPGs are manufactured and offered by 
independentt manufacturers and the impact this has or could have on competition in 
thee pay-TV market is an aspect that has not played a role so far. 

Untill  the NewsCorp/Telepiü decision, most of the European Commission's 
decisionss in this sector were characterized by the wish to stimulate inter-platform 
competition.. To this extent, the European Commission put a lot of hope on 
competitionn from alternative distribution platforms, such as platforms using cable, 
satellitee or terrestrial transmission networks. In this respect, access to programme 
materiall  was considered crucial, as was the strength of a technical platform that 
resultedd from vertical integration, exclusive control over proprietary standards, 
indirectt network effects and first mover advantages. Within the context of inter-
platformm competition, questions of conditional access interoperability played a 
majorr role. In many of the decisions, it was considered the second-best solution. 
Whilee interoperability solutions were considered crucial to stimulate inter-platform 
competition,, open access to the exclusively controlled technical platform was 
consideredd necessary to create the conditions for intra-platform competition. 

Al ll  in all, the European Commission's decisions in this field are characterized by 
thee wish to keep market structures open for competition within and between pay-
TVV platforms. The European Commission's merger decisions are based on a 
processs of balancing the positive and negative effects for prospective pay-TV 
markets.. Exclusive control over the technical platform and its components, which 
wass identified in Chapter 1 as one of the major challenges in pay-TV markets/" 
indeedd played a predominant role. In this context, most of the European 
Commission'ss decisions in this field focus on finding vertical integration and the 
possibilityy of leverage. In the early decisions in particular, the European 
Commissionn showed a strong tendency to ban vertically integrated structures 
altogetherr because they provided, so said the European Commission, the conditions 
andd incentives for leveraging market power from control of the technical platform 
intoo the pay-TV market. Over the course of time the European Commission tackled 
thee issue of vertical integration, bottleneck control and leverage in a more 
differentiatedd manner. For example, in the BiB and BSkyB/Kirch decisions it 
acknowledgedd the positive effects vertical integration can have on innovation and 
thee development of new services. In NewsCorp/Telepiü it concluded, perhaps too 
quickly,, that vertically integrated structures were better than no structure. 
Furthermore,, as later decisions such as the BSkyB/Kirch and NewsCorp/Telepiü 
casess demonstrated, the European Commission acknowledged that the surrounding 
factorss play a role, too, such as the strength of a proprietary technical standard, the 
existencee of interoperability solutions, the degree of competition in a service 
market,, the impact of economic mechanisms such as indirect network effects and 
firstt mover advantages, as well as the business strategy pursued. 

Seee section 1.5.2. 
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Thee European Commission frequently used its position to shape an environment 
thatt follows stricter rules than existing legislation provides for. The analysis of the 
Europeann Commission's decisions in the pay-TV sector showed that commitments 
oftenn exceeded existing legal obligations, for example, with respect to access to the 
conditionall  access system. The package of commitments in the BSkyB/Kirch 
decisionn illustrated this well. Article 4c of the then relevant Standards Directive 
onlyy mandated access to the conditional access system. In the BSkyB/Kirch 
decision,, the European Commission accepted commitments from Kirch to grant 
accesss to the Subscriber Authorisation System, the EPG, the API, other technical 
servicess needed, and to technical information. This would not only apply to digital 
broadcasters,, which was then the scope of Article 4c of the Standards Directive, but 
alsoo to providers of interactive services at fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory 
conditions.. In its decisions, the European Commission also specified what it means 
byy 'non-discriminatory access' in pay-TV, a definition that is still missing in Article 
66 of the Access Directive. According to the European Commission, discrimination-
freee access requires that the licenser of the decoder technology is able to conduct its 
businesss without being influenced by a programme supplier.474 

Furthermore,, on more than one occasion the European Commission expressed its 
vieww that mandated access to the conditional access system alone would probably 
nott suffice to ensure functioning competition. Instead, it stressed the need for 
interoperablee solutions to stimulate market contestability as a means to discipline 
thee behaviour of single players. The European Commission also recognized that 
accesss to the technical platform alone may not be sufficient to realize intra-platform 
competitionn and that access to the service platform was of no less importance.475 

Accordingly,, the European Commission also intervened in the bouquet structure. 
Itt is worth mentioning that, in the course of time, the focus of the interoperability 

issuee in the decisions seems to have shifted. Initially, the European Commission's 
decisionss aimed at stimulating different standards and preventing the establishment 
off  one dominant standard without it having been exposed to the competition test 
first,first, such as in Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch. In its later decisions, the 
Europeann Commission apparently turned its attention more towards the possibility 
off  concluding interoperability agreements as a means to overcome the dominance of 
onee standard.476 Regarding access to programme material, the European 
Commissionn went to quite some length to fight the exclusivity of programme 
materiall  by imposing obligations to supply wholesale material at non-
discriminatoryy conditions and insisting on decreasing the duration of exclusive 

Europeann Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraph 111. Interestingly, the Commission 
alsoo noted in this context that such influence can be had if the technology is controlled by enterprises 
thatt also have interests as programme suppliers, thereby again drawing attention to the issue of 
verticall  integration and leverage. 
Europeann Commission, Newscorp/Telepiu, paragraph 257. 
Seee European Commission, BiB, Condition No. 6 of the Commissions decision; European 
Commission,, BSkyB/Kirch, Annex I, paragraph 5 (a). 
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contractss or reducing the scope of output deals.477 It also promoted different 
constructss of guaranteeing access for rivals to exclusive programme rights. One 
examplee was a model of 'shareware' that came up in the 
Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premieree decision. Here, parties proposed to open up the share 
off  pay-TV rights they received from certain output deals with Hollywood to third 
partiess (meaning the ability to obtain licences directly from Premiere).478 

Finally,, many of the decisions are characterized by a bottom-up approach. This is 
inn line with a more general approach of competition law. Here, the aspect of 
realizingg consumer welfare through functioning competition and the knowledge of 
thee power of consumers to shape demand dominate. The decisions demonstrated 
howw important it is that consumers are not unnecessarily impeded in their ability to 
choosee between different services. Moreover, the decisions sought to create the 
conditionss under which consumers could exercise choice. The European 
Commissionn repeatedly addressed the issue of technical and contractual consumer 
lock-ins.. The question of whether consumers are willin g to switch set top boxes is 
ann important reason why the Commission repeatedly insisted on access-to-the-
decoderr solutions, as well as on the consumers' ability to define their own default 
portal.. Moreover, the European Commission clearly opposed a situation in which 
providerss made the subscription to basic packages a condition for the subscription 
too film or sports channels. Companies would have to provide unbundled access for 
consumerss to programme channels.479 The European Commission also emphasized 
thatt it was not desirable to make the purchase of a BiB-subsidized set top box and 
digitall  satellite dish conditional on the subscription to BSkyB's services.480 

Informationn problems were even discussed in the decisions, for example, when the 
Commissionn insisted on a neutral and non-discriminatory style of presentation 
withinn the EPG. Aspects of the consumers' choice also played a role in the way 
exclusivee programme rights were licensed. In this context, the European 
Commission,, in its NewsCorp/Telepiü decision even coined the notion of a 'right of 
consumerss to choose' as a protection-worthy aspect when assessing the competitive 
effectss of a merger on the pay-TV sector. 

Formulatedd somewhat poignantly, one could conclude that the European 
Commissionn in its role as competition authority had and still has its own ideas of 
whatt effective remedies are and are not. The European Commission regularly 
pushedd parties to go beyond existing regulation, and the fact that in most of the 
casess it did not even refer to the current legal situation—to the extent that it was 
relevant—speakss for itself. In other instances, the European Commission was more 
explicit,, such as in the NewsCorp/Telepiü case where it expressed littl e faith in the 

Seee also Harbord/Ottaviani 2001, 18pp. and Harbord/Szymanski 2005, 22pp. suggesting a number of 
similarr remedies. 
Europeann Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraph 124. 
Europeann Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraphs 125, 134. 
Europeann Commission, BiB, paragraph 129 and condition No. 2. 
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effectivenesss of the existing legal framework.48' Statutory access obligations would 
nott be sufficient to prevent NewsCorp from abusing its position, for example by 
exercisingg control over the technical developments. This interpretation would be in 
linee with the findings of the European Commission in its earlier decisions. 

Inn its function as a competition authority, the European Commission has its own 
toolboxx from which it can draw to create the conditions for a competitive 
environment.. An instrument that is important in shaping the development of pay-
TVV markets in merger cases is, in addition to the authorization or non-authorization 
off  a merger, the acceptance or rejection of the parties' commitments. The aim of 
commitmentss is to reduce the market power of the merging parties and to restore 
thee conditions for effective competition.482 Often, a major distinction is made 
betweenn behavioural and structural commitments. Structural commitments solve 
structurall  problems. Telepiü's suggestion to divest its terrestrial network is an 
examplee of structural commitment. A commitment to grant access to the conditional 
accesss system is an example of behavioural commitment. The European 
Commissionn claimed in its earlier decisions to be very critical of behavioural 
commitments,, in particular if they consisted of a promise not to abuse certain 
aspectss of the dominant position.483 In its Notice on Remedies, the European 
Commissionn clearly explained that 

'[w]heree the competition problem is created by control over key technology, a 
divestituree of such technology is the preferable remedy as it eliminates a 
lastingg relationship between the merged entity and its competitors'.484 

However,, the distinction between structural and behavioural commitments is 
losingg much of its significance in this sector, certainly after the decision of the 
Europeann Court of First Instance following ARD's attack on the BSkyB/Kirch 
decision.4855 Citing earlier jurisdiction, the European Court of First Instance said that 
thee decisive question was whether behavioural commitments, and the court 
explicitlyy mentioned in this context the granting of access to essential facilities, 
weree equally capable of preventing the emergence or strengthening of a dominant 
position.486 6 

11 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraphs 201 - 203. 
22 European Commission), Commission Notice on remedies acceptable under Council Regulation 

(EEC)) No. 4064/89 and under Commission Regulation (EC) No. 447/98,2 March 2001, OJ C 68, p. 3 
[hereinafterr 'Notice on Remedies'], paragraph 2. 

33 See the European Commission decisions in the cases MSG, Deutsche Telekom/BetaResearch, 
Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram,, to name but some. 
Europeann Commission, Commission Notice on remedies, paragraph 29. 

55 European Court of First Instance, ARD/European Commission, paragraphs 186, 193. See, more 
generally,, the discussion in Bavasso 2003, pp. 336-339. 

66 European Court of First Instance, ARD/European Commission, paragraph 193; Judgment of the 
Courtt of First Instance, Gencor Ltd v Commission of the European Communities, 25 March 1999, 
Casee T-102/96, European Court reports 1997, p. 11-879 [hereinafter 'Gencor'], paragraph 319. 
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Commitmentss (also referred to as 'modifications' or 'remedies') are offered by 
thee parties themselves, and it is up to the European Commission to decide whether 
theyy suffice to remove its concerns about possible negative effects of the merger on 
thee competitive structure. They are self-obligations made by the parties and 
acceptedd by the European Commission on a case-by-case basis.487 They are no 
regulations.. According to the European Court of Justice, 

'Commitments,, on the other hand, impose detailed obligations to be met 
withinn short periods of time, compliance with which is ensured by an 
effective,, binding arbitration procedure which reverses the burden of proof.488 

Onee consequence of commitments is, however, their effect on a switch in the 
burdenn of proof. The monitoring of abuses, according to Article 82 of the EC 
Treaty,, requires proof of a dominant position and an abuse of this position. In 
contrast,, a commitment transfers the burden of proof of compliance to the 
undertakingss concerned by the operation. And because commitments impose 
detailedd obligations coupled with a binding arbitration procedure they offer a 
greaterr legal certainty to the market players than Article 82 of the EC Treaty.489 

Havingg said that, the only way the European Commission can enforce commitments 
iss by making the authorization of a merger subject to compliance with them. Where 
undertakingss are in breach of the obligations from their commitments, the European 
Commissionn is entitled to revoke the clearance decision.490 

Thiss begs the question whether the European Commission uses its position as 
competitionn authority to create (if not law than at least) an alternative 'pay-TV' 
policy.. Because competition law decisions are case-by-case decisions, it is not 
adequatee to distil more general rules from previous decisions or predict how future 
casess will be decided. Nevertheless, some parties have tried to use precedents in 
earlierr European Commission decisions to enforce a particular decision practice in 
newerr decisions. This was what ARD did in front of the European Court of First 
Instancee in the BSkyB/Kirch case. ARD claimed that, following its practice in 
earlierr decisions in Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere and Telekom/BetaResearch, the 
Europeann Commission should not have authorized the BSkyB/Kirch merger.491 The 
Europeann Court of First Instance was not very impressed by this argument. It 
observedd that the fact that the European Commission rejected similar commitments 
inn previous cases was of no relevance for this case as it was not comparable to the 
earlierr cases. In addition, specific commitments could not be considered in isolation 

77 European Commission, Commission Notice on Remedies, paragraph 9. 
88 In this sense also European Court of First Instance, ARD/European Commission, paragraph 203, see 

alsoo paragraph 267. 
99 European Court of First Instance, ARD/European Commission, paragraphs 202-203. 
100 European Council, Merger Regulation, Articles 6 (2), 8 (2). The European Commission can also 

imposee fines and penalties, according to the Council's Merger Regulation No. 139/2004, Articles 14 
(2)) and 15 (2). 

111 See European Court of First Instance, ARD/European Commission, paragraph 232. 
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andd the European Commission would have to assess the proposed commitments in 
eachh case as a whole.492 In the Sogecable/ViaDigital case, the ruling of the European 
Courtt of First Instance followed a similar line.493 This case dealt with the complaint 
off  a number of Spanish cable operators against a decision of the European 
Commissionn in a case concerning a merger between Sogecable and Via Digital, two 
majorr pay-TV operators in Spain. The European Commission acknowledged that 
thee merger would probably lead to a dominant position of the joint entity in the 
Spanishh pay-TV market. But at the request of the Spanish government according to 
Articlee 9 (3)a of the Merger Regulation No. 4064/89, the European Commission 
referredd the case to the Spanish authorities for decision. The Spanish authority 
subsequentlyy cleared the merger. The applicants in the case that went before the 
Europeann Court of First Instance complained that the European Commission should 
havee decided rather than refer the case to the Spanish authorities. One of the 
applicants'' arguments was that the European Commission breached the spirit of 
Articlee 9 of the Merger Regulation No. 4064/89 and its own best practice in pay-TV 
mergerr cases. According to the applicants, the Spanish market was in this case a 
substantiall  part of the common market and the European Commission had before 
systematicallyy prohibited concentrations with a Community dimension where they 
hadd the effect of excluding competitors from the market. The applicants' argument 
wass that: 

'itt was necessary for the European Commission to examine the present 
concentrationn to ensure that the pay-TV market in Spain remained accessible 
too competitors. In that way the European Commission could have ensured that 
similarr concentrations were treated in the same way in all the Member States. 
Furthermore,, the applicants observe that the European Commission aims to 
liberalisee the telecommunications sector. According to them, the European 
Commissionn is best placed to ensure that concentrations do not jeopardise the 
achievementt of the aims of the Community telecommunications policy in a 
substantiall  part of the common market such as Spain'.494 

Thee parties further observed that the application of national law would create a 
riskk to the uniformity of the policy currently implemented by the European 
Commissionn in the markets concerned.495 

Thee court did not follow the parties' argumentation. First, it stipulated that the 
Europeann Commission had broad discretion in assessing whether to refer a 
concentrationn or not. Second, reasons of consistency or uniformity with earlier 

Europeann Court of First Instance, ARD/European Commission, paragraphs 244-245. 
Europeann Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance of 30 September 2003, 
Cableuropaa SA and Others v Commission of the European Communities, Joined cases T-346/02 and 
T-347/02,, European Court reports 2003, p. 0 [hereinafter 'Cableuropa/European Commission']. 
Europeann Court of First Instance, Cableuropa/European Commission, paragraph 162. 
Europeann Court of First Instance, Cableuropa/European Commission, paragraph 169. 
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decisionss were not reasons that should influence the decision of the European 
Commission.. The court made very clear that: 

'thee fact that, in a given sector, the European Commission has decided itself to 
examinee the concentration and has prohibited certain concentrations in the 
pastt can in no way prejudice the referral and/or examination of a later 
concentrationn because the European Commission is required to carry out an 
individuall  appraisal of each notified concentration according to the 
circumstancess of each case, without being bound by previous decisions 
concerningg other undertakings, other product and service markets or other 
geographicall  markets at different times. For the same reasons, previous 
decisionss of the European Commission relating to concentrations in a specific 
sectorr cannot prejudge the decisions to be taken by the European Commission 
onn a request for referral to the national authorities of a concentration taking 
placee in the same sector'.496 

Conclusion Conclusion 
Inn conclusion, and in response to the research question asked at the beginning of 
sectionn 3.3.2., it can be said that the decisions of the European Commission have no 
bindingg effect beyond a concrete case. The European Commission is not a second 
telecommunicationss NRA, even if it does sometimes tend to evoke the impression. 
Thee case-by-case character of its decisions and the legal uncertainty that results 
fromm the non-prejudicial character of its decisions are a further powerful argument 
whyy one should not overestimate the 'policy-making' ambitions or abilities of the 
Europeann Commission in its function of competition authority. Assuming any 'rule 
making'' power would not only contradict the intended nature of decision-making in 
mergerr cases, it would also mean a circumvention of formal rule making procedures 
basedd on democratic and Community principles. This is not desirable. Finally, 'rule 
making'' in the pay-TV sector is not only a question of economic considerations; 
theree are also public information policy and other public policy interests to be 
considered,, such as the promotion of pluralism, diversity, fair access opportunities, 
Europeann integration and the Internal Market, etc.—questions on which only littl e 
timee is spent in merger decisions. 

Havingg said that, the analysis of the European Commission's decisions also 
showedd that a competition authority could be a powerful and well-informed body to 
preventt the emergence of potentially anti-competitive structures from the very 
beginning.. To this extent, the European Commission contributed significantly to 
shapingg some of the existing pay-TV markets in Europe. One advantage of the case-
by-casee character of its decision-making process is that it is in this respect rather 
flexiblee and open for new technical or economic developments. A review of its 
decisionss gives some insight into the market dynamics and the competition 

Europeann Court of First Instance, Cableuropa/European Commission, paragraph 191. 
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problemss involved in the pay-TV market. And in many instances, the cases 
generatedd a range of interesting, sometimes innovative solutions to potential 
competitionn problems; solutions that have been elaborated in close cooperation with 
thee market parties themselves. 

3.4.. Access Control and Antitrust 

Sectionn 3.3. showed how the European Commission applies merger law to achieve 
openn and competitive structures in European pay-TV markets. In section 3.4., 
Europeann antitrust law and in particular Articles 82 and 81 of the EC Treaty (abuse 
off  market power) are central, although the focus of the analysis lies on Article 82 of 
thee EC Treaty.497 The most interesting question in this context is to what extent 
Europeann antitrust law provides an effective instrument to address and stop anti-
competitivee behaviour. More specifically, section 3.4. focuses on the forms of anti-
competitivee behaviour that were described in Chapter 1 as particularly relevant to 
thiss context, namely the refusal of access (section 3.4.1.), discriminatory behaviour 
(sectionn 3.4.2.) and bundling strategies (section 3.4.3.).498 So far, neither the 
Europeann Commission nor the European Court of Justice have had to decide on 
suchh cases in the pay-TV sector. For this reason, all reflections on the possible 
outcomee of cases remain somewhat speculative. 

3.4.1.. REFUSAL OF ACCESS 

Inn the pay-TV sector, refusals of access can take the form of direct refusals to let 
competitorss use a conditional access system, an API or programme resources that 
aree under the exclusive control of the dominant pay-TV provider. There are also 
otherr forms of market behaviour that can have a similar effect, such as delayed 
access,, the withdrawal of access from existing clients,499 unfavourable pricing and 
contractt conditions, and tying agreements.500 Some situations have been addressed 
byy sector-specific law, notably by Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive, 
provisionss that wil l be discussed in Chapter 4. In addition to existing sector-specific 

Forr Article 82 of the EC Treaty to apply, a number of general conditions must be fulfilled, which will 
nott be discussed here, but which have to be identified on a case-by-case basis. Such conditions are 
thee definition of a relevant product market, the finding of market power and that abuse must have an 
effectt on trade between Member States and take place in a substantial part of the European Internal 
Market. . 
Seee also sections 1.5.2. and 1.5.3. 
Europeann Commission, Access Notice, paragraphs 99-100. 
Seee also European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 94: 'Three important elements relating to 
accesss which could be manipulated by the access provider in order, in effect, to refuse to provide 
accesss are timing, technical configuration and price'. 
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regulation5011 and cases in which no such regulation exists general competition law 
cann apply.502 

Articlee 82 (a) of the EC Treaty contains a broad general principle that stipulates 
thatt companies in dominant positions must not refuse to supply their goods or 
servicess if refusal to supply would significantly impact competition. Accordingly, 
onee could consider whether the refusal to provide, for example, conditional access 
servicess to rivals qualifies as a refusal to supply and whether Article 82 (a) of the 
ECC Treaty would apply. One argument why access claims probably exceed the 
scopee of the concept of refusal to supply is that the granting of access to a facility 
goess beyond the mere duty to supply. The duty to provide access amounts to the use 
off  the operator's own resources, which are possibly resources that are used 
internallyy and have not even been offered to third parties.503 The duty to provide 
accesss can be, hence, a more far-reaching duty than the supply of services to third 
parties.. The obligation to share one's own assets with competitors can result in 
considerablee conflicts with commercial interests and economic freedoms, including 
thee right to property and the freedom not to be forced to promote competitors at 
one'ss own cost.504 In addition, the sharing of one's resources could trigger 
considerablee security risks for the resource operator, as well as capacity problems 
andd financial losses. All these are reasons why the European Court of Justice and 
scholarss have argued that the obligation to share one's resources should remain 
subjectt to stricter conditions than Article 82 (a) of the EC Treaty provides for and 
shouldd be reserved to exceptional circumstances.505 Arguably, mandating access on a 
formall  legal basis and by way of a constitutional law-making process is the 
preferablee route to strike the needed balance. 

5011 European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 58. 
5022 See sections 4.4. and 4.5. 
5033 See European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 26 November 1998, Oscar Bronner GmbH 

&&  Co. KG v Mediaprint Zeitungs- und Zeitschriftenverlag GmbH & Co. KG, Mediaprint 
Zeitungsvertriebsgesellschaftt mbH & Co. KG and Mediaprint Anzeigengesellschaft mbH & Co. KG, 
Referencee for a preliminary ruling: Oberlandesgericht Wien - Austria, Case C-7/97, European Court 
reportss 1998, p. 1-7791 [hereinafter 'Bronner1], Opinion General Advocate Jacobs, delivered on 28 
Mayy 1998, Paragraph 56:' ...it is apparent that the right to choose one's trading partners and freely to 
disposee of one's property are generally recognized principles in the laws of the Member States, in 
somee cases with constitutional status. Incursions on those rights require careful justification'. 

5044 See European Commission, Commission Decision of 29 July 1987 relating to a proceeding under 
Articlee 86 of the EEC Treaty (Case IV/32.279 - BBI/Boosey & Hawkes), 9 October 1987, OJ L 286, 
p.. 36 [hereinafter 'BBI/Boosey & Hawkes'], paragraph 19: 'A dominant undertaking may always take 
reasonablee steps to protect its commercial interests, but such measures must be fair and proportionate 
too the threat. ... There is no obligation placed on a dominant producer to subsidize competition to 
itself.. The judgements of the European Court of Justice in, for example, the cases Bronner and 
Magilll  support this view, European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 6 April 1995, Radio 
Telefiss Eireann (RTE) and Independent Television Publications Ltd (ITP) v Commission of the 
Europeann Communities, Joined cases C-241/91 P and C-242/91 P, European Court reports 1995, p. I-
7433 [hereinafter 'Magill']. 

5055 See European Court of Justice, Bronner, paragraph 26; European Court of Justice, Magill, paragraph 
50.. Areeda 1990, pp. 852-853. Temple Lang 1994, pp. 478-483; McGowan 1996, pp. 805-806. 
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Thee European Commission's past decision practice in Essential Facilities Cases 
mightt suggest otherwise. The problem of access refusals to bottleneck facilities, 
albeitt never decided at the European level in a pay-TV case, is not new and has led 
too the application and development of the Essential Facilities Doctrine in European 
competitionn law. The Essential Facilities Doctrine specifies the conditions under 
whichh a refusal to supply or grant access can be considered abusive behaviour in the 
sensee of Article 82 of the EC Treaty. Instead of providing yet another detailed 
discussionn of the Essential Facilities Doctrine cases that were decided by the 
Europeann Court of Justice and the European Commission, this study will refer to 
thee excellent treatises in which the doctrine has already been discussed at length506 

andd proceed to the main conclusions. Both the European Commission and the 
Europeann Court of Justice concluded that there could be circumstances in which the 
overalll  public interest in open access to resources or facilities can outweigh the 
economicc interests and freedoms of a single operator to maintain exclusive control 
overr a facility. In their competition law analysis, economic reasoning prevails; 
publicc information policy considerations about open access, such as public 
broadcasters'' access and pluralism, do not play a role. Important economic 
considerationss in this context are the existence of vertically integrated structures 
andd leverage in the form of access refusals. 

Thee Essential Facilities Doctrine says that any dominant company that controls a 
so-calledd 'essential facility'507 and that refuses access to competitors without 
objectivee justification508 or that grants access only on terms less favourable than 
thosee that it offers its own associates, acts in breach of Article 82 (a) of the EC 
Treatyy providing: 
a.. The party requesting access is dependant on the facility for supplying customers 

andd where constructing an alternative facility is not an economically viable 
option,, in other words: a facility is 'essential'. 

b.. The capacity of the facility is adequate to carry the additional traffic taking the 
owner'ss own long-term plans into account. 

c.. The potential entrant's traffic meets all relevant technical standards. 
d.. The entrant is willin g to pay adequate compensation for using the system, and 
e.. The access request is reasonable and there is no objective justification for 

refusingg access. 
Forr the telecommunications sector, and therefore also for the example of 

conditionall  access, the European Commission specifies in its Access Notice the 
conditionss under which the Essential Facilities Doctrine applies. For example, it 

Seee the papers by Temple Lang 1994; Furse 1995; Scherer 1999; Larouche 2000, pp. 179-217; 
Jones/Sufrinn 201, pp. 387-418; Llorens-Maluquer 1998, p. 213, Deselaers 1995, to name but some. 
Ann essential facility in the sense of the Essential Facilities Doctrine may be a product, a service, 
content,, infrastructure, technical facilities or access to a physical thing such as a harbour or an airport. 
Seee also Opinion General Advocate Jacob in the case Bronner, paragraph 50. 
Ass to relevant justifications in this context according to the European Commission, see European 
Commission,, Access Notice, paragraph 91. 
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listss possible relevant justifications, such as an overriding difficulty of providing 
accesss to the requesting company or the need for a facility owner to have sufficient 
timee and opportunity to use the facility in order to recoup its investments.509 If the 
conditionss are fulfilled, a competition authority can impose the obligation to 
providee access to the facility in question. 

Perhapss the most difficult question when applying the Essential Facilities 
Doctrinee is the question of when a facility is 'essential'. The Access Notice explains 
that t 

'[i] tt wil l not be sufficient that the position of the company requesting access 
wouldd be more advantageous if access were granted - but refusal of access 
mustt lead to the proposed activities being made either impossible or seriously 
andd unavoidably uneconomic'. 5I° 

Andd according to the European Court of Justice, an essential facility must be 
'indispensablee for carrying on a particular business'.5" 

Thee application of this definition to facilities in the pay-TV sector is subject to 
controversiall  and incoherent discussions among scholars; this all the more as no 
casee law exists for this sector—at least not at the European level. Some 
commentatorss seem to support the view that at least the conditional access is an 
essentiall  facility.512 Cave and Cowie argued that, should a programme provider wish 
too have access to an existing subscriber base, it must first secure access to the 
dominantt conditional access system because establishing an alternative decoder 
basee able to bypass the dominant gatekeeper is prohibitively expensive.513 Similarly, 
EnBlinn argued that, at least for the German market, no third undertaking possessed 
thee technical and financial power to build a new, alternative pay-TV distribution 
structuree alongside the systems of Kirch and Deutsche Telekom.514 At the same 
time,, the same commentators, Cave and Cowie, claimed that, given the wide variety 
off  organizations active in the business of billing customers and the ease of 
acquiringg subscriber management technology, it is unlikely that a subscriber 
managementt system was an essential facility.515 Moreover, without further 
explanation,, EnBlin claimed that the EPG was an essential facility (however, 
referringg exclusively to the Basic Navigator), while the service platform was not. 

Att the heart of the controversy is the question whether viable alternatives are 
available.. As the European Commission stated: '[u]nder existing case law, a 

5099 European Commission, Access Notice, paragraphs 91, 93. 
5100 European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 91(a). 
5.11 European Court of Justice, Judgement of the Court of 29 April 2004, IMS Health GmbH & Co. OHG 

vv NDC Health GmbH & Co. KG, Case C-418/01, European Court reports 813 [hereinafter 'IMS 
Health'],, paragraph 38; European Court of Justice, Bronner, paragraph 41; European Court of Justice, 
Magill,, paragraph 53. 

5.22 Cave/Cowie 1996, p. 135; EnpMin 2000, pp. 117 - 136; Bavasso 2003, p. 273. 
5.33 Cave/Cowie 1996, p. 135. 
5144 EnBlin 2000, p. 133. 
5155 EnBlin 2000, p. 133. 
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productt or service cannot be considered "necessary" or "essential" unless there is 
noo real or potential substitute'.516 The European Court of Justice argued along the 
samee lines and specified that the denial of access amounts to an abuse only if it is 
apparentt that there are serious technical, legal or economic obstacles that make it 
'impossible,, or even unreasonably difficult ' for any other market player to duplicate 
thee facility.517 In the Bronner case, the European Court of Justice made it clear that 
thee Essential Facilities Doctrine does not apply if alternative distribution channels 
exist,, even if they are possibly less optimal.518 The burden of proof lies with the 
partyy requesting access. The court continued and held that for a facility to be 
regardedd as indispensable 'it would be necessary at the very least to establish ...that 
itt is not economically viable to create a second home-delivery scheme'.519 This also 
meansmeans that it is not enough that it is extremely difficult, expensive and time-
consumingg for a particular rival to duplicate the facility. The prospects would in 
effectt have to 'deter(s) any prudent undertaking from entering the market' (stress by 
thee author).520 In the following paragraphs, three examples of facilities are given that 
mayy or may not qualify as an essential facility. The purpose of the examples is to 
elaboratee arguments of how to assess when the Essential Facilities Doctrine might 
bee applicable in pay-TV cases. The examples deal with the issues of market 
definition,, essentiality and scope of the Essential Facilities Doctrine. 

Onee important aspect in the process of identifying whether there are viable 
alternativess to a facility is the way in which the relevant market is defined. This is 
whyy the first example—conditional access—demonstrates some of the problems a 
competitionn authority can encounter when defining the relevant market. 

ExampleExample 1 - Conditional Access 
AA conditional access system could qualify in a specific market as an essential 
facilityy if rivals had no viable alternatives to distribute access-controlled services to 

Europeann Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraph 81. As the Commission further correctly observes in this 
context,, the fact that a given facility is not essential for an economic activity in a distinct market does 
nott mean that the owner of this facility might not be in a dominant position. The Commission gives 
thee example of a network operator who can be in a dominant position despite the existence of 
alternativee competing networks, if the size or importance of its network affords him the possibility to 
behavee independently from other network operators. 
Europeann Court of Justice, Bronner, paragraph 44; European Court of First Instance, Judgment of the 
Courtt of First Instance (Second Chamber) of 15 September 1998, 
Europeann Night Services Ltd (ENS), Eurostar (UK) Ltd, formerly European Passenger Services Ltd' 
(EPS),, Union internationale des chemins de fer (UIC), NV Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) and 
Sociétéé nationale des chemins de fer francais (SNCF) v Commission of the European Communities, 
Joinedd cases T-374/94, T-375/94, T-384/94 and T-388/94, European Court reports 1998, p. 11-03141 
[hereinafterr 'European Night Services'], paragraph 208. 

5188 European Court of Justice, Bronner, paragraph. 43. 
5199 European Court of Justice, Bronner, paragraph 46. 
5200 European Court of Justice, Bronner, Opinion Advocate General Jacobs, paragraph 66. 
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subscriberss in that market and therefore depended on access to the established 
conditionall  access system. 

Whenn adopting a rather broad market definition—the market for technical 
facilitiess for pay-TV—one might find that in a given market several conditional 
accesss systems are available. There are at least two or more competing providers of 
access-controlledd services operating alongside each other and using different 
conditionall  access solutions in a number of Member States.521 In addition, in Europe 
alonee there is a considerable range of independent conditional access providers, 
manyy of which also operate internationally and offer their services to third-party 
broadcasters.5222 The Essential Facilities Doctrine does not apply to markets in which 
alternativee systems are available, or in which market precedents suggest that it is 
nott entirely unreasonable to launch an alternative system. 

Onee could also adopt a narrow market definition. One could argue that the 
relevantt market is not the market for technical facilities for pay-TV, but for one 
particularr conditional access system. Subscribers who have purchased one set top 
boxx could be extremely unwilling to switch to an alternative system, in particular if 
thee existing conditional access solution is not interoperable and/or the programme 
off  the first platform is particularly attractive. This might justify the conclusion that 
eachh individual established conditional access system is a market in itself and that 
noo alternative systems are available in the market. In fact, this would mean that 
eachh proprietary conditional access system is an essential facility, irrespective of 
whetherr alternative systems are available and irrespective of whether the operator of 
aa particular system is dominant in the total conditional access market. 

Thee outcome in the second alternative—narrow market definition—results in an 
unlimited—andd unreasonable—extension of the Essential Facilities Doctrine to 
virtuallyy all assets of property. The criterion of dominance was replaced by 
'essentiality',5233 which is not in line with the basic principles of competition law.524 

Thee doors were wide open for political instead of economic arguments in the 
competitionn law analysis. Political arguments as a motive for mandating access, 
however,, are better reserved for the sector-specific legislator rather than the 
competitionn authority.525 

Havingg said that, a conditional access solution might not be essential for market 
entry.. Still, there can be competition or public information policy reasons why 
foreclosingg access to a particular technical platform is not desirable. This, however, 
iss an aspect that probably falls outside the scope of the Essential Facilities Doctrine 
andd inside the scope of sector-specific regulation.526 

:'' See section 1.4.3. 
22 See section 1.4.3. 
133 Larouche 2000, pp. 207,209. 
''AA Larouche 2000, p. 212. 
:ss In this sense also Larouche 2000, p. 216. 
166 See sections 4.2.2. and 4.4. 
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ExampleExample 2 - Apple's FairPlay 
Thee second example is not a pay-TV example, but originates from the online music 
market.. It deals with Apples' DRM solution FairPlay. Nevertheless, there are a 
numberr of interesting parallels with the pay-TV case. Moreover, Apple's Fair Play 
wass probably the first case, at least to the knowledge of the author, in which a 
competitionn authority in Europe had to decide if an electronic content management 
systemm qualifies as an essential facility. 

Apple'ss online music store iTunes sells music for download via the internet. 
Applee itself does not produce music, but it has concluded licensing agreements with 
thee major record labels and many leading independent labels.527 Apple sells 
individuall  songs or whole tracks via its portal, iTunes. The songs can be played on 
Apple'ss own portable music player, the iPod. The music is protected using Apple's 
proprietaryy DRM solution FairPlay, but what is important to note is that Apple's 
iPodd only supports the FairPlay standard. The iPod does not support any of the 
rivallingrivalling standards used by competing download services, and Apple does not 
licensee FairPlay to rivals. Users of the Apple iPod can download unprotected MP3 
filess to their iPod, but if they wish to download DRM protected music they can only 
goo to the iTunes music store. 

Onee will see similarities and differences with the pay-TV case. The differences 
aree that iTunes sells music, and that the music is sold via the internet. Apple does 
nott use a conditional access solution, but a DRM solution, and is therefore able to 
controll  access and the way content is used. Furthermore, iTunes did not begin with 
aa subscription model, but specialized in individual downloads and billing. However, 
thesee differences are less consequential than would seem at first sight. As 
mentionedd in Chapter 1, conditional access systems can also be combined with 
elementss of usage control in order to protect intellectual property rights in the 
distributedd content.528 In addition, pay-TV platforms offer individual download 
servicess (on demand), and pay-TV services can be offered via the internet, too. In 
bothh cases, technical content control solutions support the selling of digital content 
servicess via intermediary platforms. 

Somee of the concerns that were voiced against the use of technical content 
controll  and (vertically integrated) intermediary platforms are very similar to the 
pay-TVV case. A prominent example is RealNetworks' complaint that the iPod does 
nott process any other technical protection systems, including RealNetworks' DRM 
solution,, Harmony. By doing this, so said RealNetworks, iTunes monopolized all of 
thee consumers who bought an iPod. In the end, however, it was another enterprise 
thatt challenged iTunes in Europe. The French entertainment company VerginMega 
filedfiled in 2004 a complaint against Apple Computers France with the French 

Forr more information see <www.itunes.com> (last visited on 20 March 2005). 
Seee section 1.2. 
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competitionn authority, the Conseil de la concurrence.52*  VirginMega offers its own 
musicc download service and uses for this purpose a different DRM solution, namely 
Microsoft'ss DRM. Because of the proprietary nature of the iPod, consumers who 
buyy digital music files from VirginMedia cannot, so is the argument of VirginMega, 
transferr these files to their iPod. VirginMega requested a licence from Apple for 
FairPlayy so that it could encode its music files in the FairPlay format. Apple 
refused.. VirginMedia claimed that the refusal to grant access to the FairPlay DRM 
constitutess an abuse of a dominant position according to French competition law 
andd Article 82 of the EC Treaty. 

Thee French competition authority found that Apple was probably dominant in all 
threee relevant French markets, namely the DRM market, the market for portable 
musicc players and the music download market. It then recalled the jurisdiction of 
Frenchh courts and the European Court of Justice in Essential Facilities Doctrine 
cases.. It identified three aspects that were in its opinion relevant when deciding 
whetherr FairPlay is an essential facility: 
a.. The actual usage habits of consumers regarding music download, 
b.. Possibilities to circumvent the problem of lacking interoperability, and 
c.. The developments in the market for portable music players. 

Thee Conseil de la concurrence concluded that FairPlay was not an essential 
facilityy for the following reasons: First, the competition authority found that only a 
minorr share of the market would listen to music from a portable device, the 
majorityy would listen to music via the computer or burn songs onto a CD. Second, 
itt thoroughly described a way consumers could get around the existing lack of 
interoperabilityy and download music from VirginMega onto their iPod. Third, the 
Frenchh competition authority found that the market for portable music players was 
sufficientlyy competitive and offered several products in addition to the iPod. In 
otherr words, there were alternatives available that could process VirginMega's 
music.. In conclusion, the French competition authority did not consider FairPlay an 
essentiall  facility because consumers had a choice: the iPod was not necessary to 
listenn to VirginMega's music, alternatives were available, and iPod owners were 
nott excluded from access to VirginMega's music. In addition to its doubts whether 
thee FairPlay DRM was an essential facility, the French competition authority also 
questionedd the causality between VirginMega's lesser economic success and the 
accesss refusal. It argued that Apple probably had the more successful business 
strategyy and was for this reason market leader, thereby raising the free-rider issue. It 
furthermoree found that the market for online music was actually competitive as 
theree were at least two major operators active in that market.530 

Thee French case provides a number of arguments that can also be useful in 
assessingg whether it is adequate to apply the Essential Facilities Doctrine to the 

Conseill  de la concurrence, Decision du 9 novembre 2004 relative a des pratiques mises en oeuvre par 
laa société Apple Computer, Inc. Dans les secteurs du téléchargment de musique sur Internet et des 
baladeurss numériques, Case No. 04-D-54 [hereinafter 'Apple Computer']. 
Conseill  de la concurrence, Apple Computer, paragraphs 96-103. 
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conditionall  access case in the first example above. To begin with, it is worth noting 
thatt the French competition authority acknowledged that a technology that 
implementss a proprietary standard could constitute an essential facility. In other 
words,, it is not the facility itself but the standard that is embedded in the facility 
thatt can make it essential for market entry for others. The European Commission 
reachedd a similar conclusion in the Microsoft Europe case. In this case, Sun 
Microsystemss Inc, a competing manufacturer of computer operating systems, 
complainedd that Microsoft refused to disclose the technology necessary to allow the 
interoperabilityy of its Sun server operating system531 with the Microsoft Windows 
Clientt operating system. This would prevent Sun Microsystems from competing in 
thee workgroup server operating system market. The European Commission 
establishedd that Microsoft was abusing its dominant position by refusing to supply 
interoperabilityy information to Sun, that is the specifications for the protocols used 
byy Windows workgroup servers in order to provide file, print, group and user 
administrationn services.512 The Commission noted that 'interoperability with the 
clientt PC operating system is of significant competitive importance'.533 As the 
Commissionn also upheld, due to the lack of interoperability an increasing number of 
consumerss were locked into a homogeneous Windows solution at the level of 
workgroupp server operating systems.534 This impaired the consumers' ability to 
benefitt from alternative, innovative products. Likewise, it limited the competitors' 
prospectss to enter the market and/or develop new products.535 Similar to Apple's 
defencee before the French competition authority, Microsoft claimed in an Interim 
proceduree before the President of the European Court of First Instance against the 
Commission'ss decision that the Essential Facilities Doctrine did not apply, among 
others,, because there were alternative ways of getting around the lack of 
interoperabilityy meaning that alternative products were available.536 The President of 

Thee European Court of First Instance referred to 'work group operating systems' as operating 
systemss designed and marketed to deliver services such as the sharing of files stored on services, 
sharingg printers and the administration of the manner in which authorized users can access network 
services.. The work of the work group operating system depends on interoperability with the client 
PCss and their operating systems. European Court of First Instance, Order of the President of the 
Courtt of First Instance of 26 July 2004, Microsoft Corp. v Commission of the European 
Communities,, Case T-201/04, European Court reports 2004 p 0 [hereinafter 'Microsoft Europe'], 
paragraphss 10-11. 

322 European Commission, Commission decision of 24 March 2004 relating to a proceeding under 
Articlee 82 of the EC Treaty (Case COMP/C-3/37.792 Microsoft), 21 April 2004, C(2004)900 final 
[hereinafterr 'Microsoft Europe'], paragraphs 546-692. 

Europeann Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraph 586, see also the explanation in paragraphs 587-
637. . 
Europeann Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 642-646, but also claiming that 'customers will 
thuss have a tendency to underestimate the importance of interoperability in their purchasing 
decisions',, paragraph 643. It also should be mentioned that Microsoft criticized the survey as not 
beingg representative, see paragraphs 654-655. 

355 European Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 694 and 695-701. 
366 European Court of First Instance, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 100-104. 
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thee European Court of First Instance reserved the final decision to the Court dealing 
withh the substance of the case.537 

Backk to the conditional access example, the French competition authority 
followedd the standing legislation of the European Court of Justice, namely that the 
Essentiall  Facilities Doctrine must remain reserved to exceptional circumstances, 
notablyy those where alternative technologies and distribution channels are not 
available.5388 To this extent, it is probably the third argument of the French 
competitionn authority that is the most relevant when applied to an access-to-a-
conditional-accesss case. As far as the first argument is concerned—alternative 
receptionn devices—much wil l depend on how consumers wil l access pay-TV 
services.. As was explained in Chapter 1, it is possible to receive access-controlled 
broadcastingg services also via, for example, a PC, providing the PC is equipped 
withh a TV card and media player software, and is connected to a broadcasting 
network.. Pure software-based conditional access solutions would not even require 
substantiall  investments in additional hardware. At the time of writing, the reception 
off  broadcasting services via the PC is still the exception. The majority of consumers 
tendd to prefer to receive such services via the TV. The second argument— 
consumerss being able to get around the lack of interoperability—is interesting 
becausee it takes both the supply side and the demand side into account when 
identifyingg the essentiality of a resource. Another question is, however, if 
consumerss would really follow this route. Even though the procedure that the 
competitionn authority described was rather simple, its point of reference was a fairly 
technicallyy experienced user. In terms of the third argument—competition in the 
technical-facilitiess market, and here more specifically the market for the consumer 
receptionn device, the set top box—an independent market for set top boxes already 
existss in some countries. Furthermore, once digitization has been completed, most 
householdss wil l probably need set top boxes or will have to be otherwise equipped 
too receive digital television. Arguably, this would lower some of the entry barriers 
forr newcomers in the pay-TV service market. Newcomers could also stimulate 
demandd for new or additional conditional access technology. Already now, the 
pricess for set top boxes are falling. Likewise, the internet as a platform for the 
distributionn of pay-TV can bring a new dynamic to the sector. The digitization of 
broadcastingg platforms wil l also make it more attractive for new entrants from non-
broadcastingg sectors, such as infrastructure operators and entertainment industry 
representatives,, to enter the pay-TV sector with the consequence of increasing 
demandd for alternative systems.539 One important aspect in this context is 
interoperability.. Arguably, one pressing obstacle to the development of an 
alternativee conditional access system is the lack of adequate interoperability 

Europeann Court of First Instance, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 198 -225. 
Seee European Court of Justice, Bronner, paragraph 26; European Court of Justice, Magill, paragraph 
50;; Europe Court of Justice, IMS Health, paragraph 49. 
Seee also Galbiati/Nicita/Nizi 2004, p. 21, highlightening the possibility to sustain competition models 
inn the pay-TV sector that are not based on 'competition for the market'. 
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solutions.. In areas in which interoperability solutions are available, this might be a 
furtherr argument to hold that the dependency upon one particular conditional access 
systemm and one particular set top box is less pressing with the consequence that it is 
nott an essential facility. Interestingly, the French competition authority made its 
pointt clear that a competitive market must not mean that consumers have access to 
alll  content services through one and the same device. 

ExampleExample 3 - Access to the EPG 
Itt is widely acknowledged that, in a multi-channel environment, access to a popular 
EPG,, meaning an EPG that is used by a large share of the audience, can be 
importantt to reach consumers, especially for smaller, yet unknown niche channels. 
Soo far, no cases are known in which the European Commission had to define a 
distinctt market for EPGs. Unlike search engines and browsers on the internet, EPGs 
aree commonly used for internal purposes, namely by the entity that also operates the 
pay-TVV platform. Here, the role of the EPG is to guide the consumer to the 
programmess and services that are offered via the platform. The example of the EPG 
illustratess another difficulty with the application of the Essential Facilities Doctrine: 
whatt should be done in cases in which a market has not yet been defined and in 
whichh a facility is used entirely for internal purposes? In the decision practice of the 
Europeann Court of Justice, 

'itt is sufficient that a potential market or even hypothetical market can be 
identified.. Such is the case where the products or services are indispensable in 
orderr to carry on a particular business and where there is an actual demand for 
themm on the part of undertakings which seek to carry on the business for 
whichh they are indispensable'.540 

Still,, forcing an enterprise to share a facility that it has not offered publicly is a 
particularlyy far-going intrusion on the property rights of the EPG controller.541 This 
wouldd be an additional argument to apply the Essential Facilities Doctrine only in 
exceptionall  cases. Indeed, this was also the stance of the European Court of Justice 
inn three of the leading Essential Facilities Cases. All three cases, Magill, Bronner 
andd IMS Health, concerned a similar constellation in which a facility was originally 
usedd for internal purposes only. In Magill, it concerned programme information, in 
Bronnerr it was a home-delivery system for newspapers and in IMS Health it was a 
particularr brick structure for the presentation of regional sales. It was in these 
decisionss that the European Court of Justice substantially narrowed down the 
applicabilityy of the Essential Facilities Doctrine. One additional criterion—in 
additionn to the fact that a facility must be indispensable, not duplicable and that 
refusall  of access to that facility must have a negative impact on competition in a 
secondaryy market—that the court developed in these cases and which has not yet 

Europeann Court of Justice, IMS Health, paragraph 44. 
Wheree a facility has been offered to third parties already, non-discrimination principles might apply. 
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beenn discussed here, is the condition that the refusal of access must prevent the 
emergencee of a new product for which there is a potential consumer demand.542 

Transferredd to the EPG example, this means that access to the EPG is first and 
foremostt needed to provide already existing services to consumers, namely pay-TV 
servicess and other services that are carried via a particular digital platform. The lack 
off  a new product, the provision of which is only possible if access to the EPG is 
given,, could be an argument why the EPG is not an essential facility. 

Thiss argument was developed in Magill and later in the case of IMS Health.543 

Thee latter concerned a competitor's request to obtain a licence to use a brick 
structuree for the presentation of regional sales, which is developed by the defendant, 
IMSS Health, and on which IMS Health holds intellectual property rights. The 
competitorr wished to provide the same services in the same national market. The 
courtt found that refusal of access to a facility that is essential for operating in a 
secondaryy market may be regarded as abusive only where the access requester does 
nott intend to just duplicate the goods or services already offered in that secondary 
market,, but also intends to produce new goods or services not yet offered and for 
whichh there is a potential demand.544 Correspondingly, a refusal of access to the 
EPGG would only be in conflict with competition law principles if access to the EPG 
wass needed to provide services that do not exist yet. In contrast, access to 
programmee data in order to produce and operate an independent, comprehensive 
EPGG could be a case for the Essential Facilities Doctrine providing such a service 
doess not yet exist in a market.545 

Thee EPG example is also instructive for another reason. Providing the Essential 
Facilitiess Doctrine is applicable, would it be useful? Access to the EPG is still no 
guaranteee that the audience will take notice of a particular programme. Often, the 
decisivee factor wil l be the position on the EPG list. Programmes that are placed at 
positionn 135 have a lower chance of getting consumers' attention than programmes 
att position five. The question whether the Essential Facilities Doctrine can be used 
too not only enforce access to a particular facility, but also to enforce certain 
modalitiess of access has not yet been clarified. This is to say, it is still unclear if the 
doctrinee can be used to enforce a particular position in an EPG—providing an EPG 
weree an essential facility. The Essential Facilities Doctrine does not provide any 
guideliness as to the scope of the actual access obligation. In a complex multi-
layeredd multi-standard service environment, remedies may not be as straightforward 
ass mandating open access. Accessibility and compatibility are conditions that 
dependd on complex procedures, including the disclosure of information on the 
technicall  interface, the implementation of common standards and interfaces, etc. 
Thee example of the EPG clearly illustrates this. To provide another example, access 

Europeann Court of Justice, IMS Health, paragraph 38; European Court of Justice, Magill, paragraph 
54;; European Court of Justice, Bronner, paragraph 40. 
Europeann Court of Justice, IMS Health, paragraph 32. 
Europeann Court of Justice, IMS Health, paragraph 49. 
Europeann Court of Justice, Magill, paragraph 54. 
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too an API, meaning the permission to operate via a third-party operator's API, is not 
sufficientt if not accompanied with the technical information that enables third 
partiess to write compatible applications. 

Thee situation is rendered more difficult by the fact that, as far as access to the 
EPGG is concerned, editorial and public information policy considerations will come 
too the fore. Arguably, the EPG operator also enjoys a certain editorial freedom, 
similarr to that of the editor of an off-line programme guide. The EPG operator may 
havee content-related reasons not to grant a rival access to its EPG, for example, 
becausee the content of the rival's programme does not fit with its programme 
offering,, because it is not attractive enough to attract sufficient viewers, or because 
itt simply does not want to tolerate the opinion presented in the rival's programme. 
Onn the other hand, there can be public information policy interests why certain 
programmes,, such as public service programmes, should not only be accessible but 
alsoo have a prominent position. This is another reason why the Essential Facilities 
Doctrinee is probably of limited value in particular in the broadcasting sector where 
content-relatedd considerations play a prominent role. 

Conclusion Conclusion 
'AA competitive advantage is not the same as an essential facility'.546 It is likely that 
mostt facilities in digital pay-TV wil l not easily qualify as an 'essential facility'. It is 
alsoo unclear to which extent the Essential Facilities Doctrine concept is able to 
providee satisfactory answers for access conflicts in this sector. Because of the many 
insecuritiess and difficulties in defining whether its conditions are given, the 
Essentiall  Facilities Doctrine does not provide potential market players with the 
legall  security that is necessary when launching a new business. The remedy, 
obligingg an undertaking to share its facility, is probably not in all cases the 
appropriatee and sufficient solution.547 One may doubt, therefore, whether the 
Essentiall  Facilities Doctrine is indeed such a 'powerful tool to pry open markets'54" 
orr whether its potential is genuinely overestimated.54<> 

Inn most of the cases, the question of whether a conditional access system, a 
programmee bundle, and an API or EPG constitute an essential facility or not, can 
probablyy be left open. A dominant company that selectively discriminates against a 
particularr competitor—for example, to discourage it from competition by denying 
accesss to an important facility on the same terms granted to other companies—is 
likelyy to be acting unlawfully, even if the facility is not necessarily essential. As the 
Europeann Commission explicitly states in its Access Notice: 

Templee Lang 1997, p. 73. 
Yooo 2002, 246-247; McGowan 1996, p. 806; Bittlingmayer/Hazlett 2002, 299pp and 308pp., 
differentiatingg Waterman, 528pp. See also section 4.8.6. 
Fursee 1995, p. 473. 
Inn this sense, also Scherer 1999, pp. 315, 318. 
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' . ... it is clear that a refusal to supply a new customer in circumstances where a 
dominantt facilities owner is already supplying one or more customers 
operatingg in the same downstream market would constitute discriminatory 
treatmentt which, if it would restrict competition on that downstream market, 
wouldd be an abuse. ... In the absence of any objective justifications, a refusal 
wouldd usually be an abuse of the dominant position on the access market'.550 

Thiss means that the Essential Facilities Doctrine is actually only relevant in cases 
wheree an operator does not offer this facility to third parties, but uses it exclusively 
internally.. In such cases, it is already very questionable whether the obligation to 
grantt access is too substantial an infringement on the facility operator's property 
rights,, and the conditions of the Essential Facilities Doctrine too vague as that it 
wouldd be desirable to mandate access merely on the grounds of general competition 
laww without specific codification in material law.551 

3.4.2.. DISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT 

Oncee a provider of a conditional access system or any other bottleneck facility has 
openedd its facility to third parties, unjustified refusal of access or the provision of 
accesss under discriminatory conditions, is very likely to be held in breach with 
Articlee 82 (c) of the EC Treaty. The preconditions for the application of Article 82 
(c)) of the EC Treaty are that the operator opened its facilities or provided access to 
thirdd parties under substantially dissimilar conditions without reasonable 
commerciall  or comparable justification for the different treatment. This applies 
irrespectivee of whether the facility is essential or not. Another precondition is that 
thee further requirements of Article 82 are fulfilled. As the European Commission 
explainss in its Access Notice, 

'thee dominant company's duty is to provide access in such a way that the 
goodss and services offered to downstream companies are available on terms 
noo less favourable than those given to other parties, including its own 
correspondingg downstream operations'.552 

Incompatiblee with Article 82 (c) of the EC Treaty could be a case of unjustified 
andd discriminatory refusal of access to, for example, the EPG or a conditional 
accesss system. Discriminatory could also be the unfavourable presentation of a 
programmee in an EPG if it is not done according to objective criteria. A 
discriminatoryy act may be the charging of different access prices or the imposing of 
differentt access conditions except where 'such discrimination would be objectively 

00 European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 85. 
11 European Court of Justice, Bronner, opinion of Mr Advocate General Jacobs, paragraphs 56, 57. In 

thiss sense also Larouche 2002, p. 216, and more genera! Larouche's critique of the EFD in pp. 211-
217. . 

22 European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 86. 
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justified,, for example on the basis of cost or technical considerations or the fact that 
thee users are operating at different levels'.553 One important case of the application of 
thee principle of non-discriminatory treatment is price discrimination, such as the 
chargingg of different prices for different customers.554 It could apply, for example, 
wheree an operator of a conditional access system charges different prices for 
differentt operators for the use of the system. As Larouche pointed out, however, in 
moree diversified markets it can be difficult to determine whether the price charged 
too competitors is discriminatory or not.555 When, for example, can two providers of 
aa niche service be considered equal, and when is it justified to charge one a higher 
pricee for access to the conditional access infrastructure than the other? Are online 
musicc services comparable to online newspapers? Under which conditions is it 
justifiedd to give one broadcaster a more prominent position in an EPG than another 
broadcaster?? Obviously, comparability is a problem that does not only arise in 
contextt with pricing issues. 

Knowingg when a certain allegedly discriminatory practice is justified is another 
problem.. For example, pay-TV providers, who at the same time produce the set top 
boxx technology, can find it economically efficient to offer set top boxes to 
consumerss who subscribe to their platform at no or minimal costs and sell the same 
sett top box to non-subscribed consumers at a high price. Here, the provision of the 
sett top box can be used as an additional incentive for consumers to subscribe to a 
particularr platform and thereby make this platform more attractive for potential 
subscriberss and providers of access-controlled services. Although a discriminatory 
practicee (consumers who are subscribed receive the set top box for free, while 
otherss have to pay), this strategy might be an acceptable strategy as it is intended to 
gett the two sides, consumers and providers of access-controlled services, on board, 
andd thereby make the pay-TV platform more attractive for both sides. 

GeographicalGeographical Discrimination 
Onee form of discriminatory behaviour, which is particularly relevant within the 
contextt of European competition law, is geographical discrimination. Chapter 1 
illustratedd how electronic access control is used to re-enforce national borders in an 
environmentt of borderless transmission channels.556 From a European law 
perspective,, geographical discrimination is an issue of Internal Market principles 
andd the European policies concerning the free flow of services. The latter was dealt 

5511 European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 120. 
5544 Another question is whether prices are unfair or excessive. In this case, they could (also) fall under 

Articlee 82(a) of the EC Treaty. Prices are excessive when they have no reasonable relation to the 
economicc value of the product supplied. See e.g. European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 
144 February 1978, United Brands Company and United Brands Continentaal BV v Commission of 
thee European Communities, Chiquita Bananas, Case 27/76, European Court reports 1978, p. 207 
[hereinafterr 'United Brands'], paragraph 235. 

5555 Larouche 2002, p. 227. 
5566 See section 1.5.2. 
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withh in Chapter 2.557 However, it can also be an issue of European competition law 
inn so far as Articles 81 or 82 of the EC Treaty apply. For the time being, no cases 
aree known that would concern forms of geographical discrimination in pay-TV 
markets.. The following considerations must hence remain speculative. 

Ann example of geographical discrimination is an agreement between two service 
platformm operators in different countries not to make access-controlled services 
availablee across the border and, thereby, refrain from competing with each other in 
non-nativee markets. This constellation is comparable to the situation in cases 
concerningg export restrictions in other sectors, which has been repeatedly criticized 
byy the European Commission and the European Court of Justice for its 
incompatibilityy with European competition law. To name but two examples, in the 
Volkswagenn case, the European Commission found that agreements that make it 
difficul tt for nationals of one European country to purchase products from another 
Europeann country could infringe Article 85(1) of the EC Treaty (now: Article 81 of 
thee EC Treaty).558 The case concerned agreements between Volkswagen and its 
subsidiary,, an exclusive Italian importer of Volkswagen, Autogerma. Autogerma 
forcedd Italian Volkswagen dealers to sell vehicles only to Italian customers by 
threateningg to terminate their dealer contracts. German customers who wanted to 
buyy Volkswagen vehicles in Italy complained about this practice. The European 
Commissionn concluded that the restrictions on the Italian dealers, performed 
throughh Autogerma, constituted an infringement of Article 85(1) of the EC Treaty 
sincee it implemented a market-partitioning policy. The European Court of First 
Instancee confirmed the view of the European Commission in so far as it found that 
practicess restricting competition and reinforcing the compartmentalization of 
marketss on a national basis would hold up the economic interpenetration that the 
ECC Treaty intended to bring about.559 In the second case, JCB Service, the European 
Courtt of First Instance decided that the effect of exclusive distribution agreements 
onn the Internal Market and on the free movement of services is a consideration that 
cann play a role when assessing the amount of fines to impose for anti-competitive 
behaviour.5600 The case concerned a UK company that entered into exclusive 
agreementss with its national distributors to establish exclusive territories outside 

Seee section 2.2.4. 
Europeann Commission, Decision of 28 January 1998 relating to a proceeding under Article 85 of the 
ECC Treaty (Case IV/35.733 — VW), 25 April 1998, OJ 1998 L 124, p. 60 [hereinafter 'VW'] , 
paragraphss 151-153. 
Europeann Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance (Fourth Chamber) of 6 July 
2000,, Volkswagen AG v Commission of the European Communities, Case T-62/98, European Court 
reportss 2000, p. H-02707 [hereinafter 'Volkswagen'], paragraph 179. 
Europeann Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance (First Chamber) of 13 
Januaryy 2004, JCB Service v Commission of the European Communities, Case T-67/01, European 
Courtt reports 2004, p. 0 [hereinafter 'JCB'], paragraph 182. 
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whichh authorized distributors were prevented from selling JBC's products.561 The 
Europeann Court of First Instance confirmed that agreements to partition the Internal 
Markett can be in conflict with Article 81 (1) of the EC Treaty.562 

Parallelss can be found in agreements between pay-TV platform operators and 
third-partyy providers of access-controlled services in which the latter agree that the 
servicesservices they provide via this platform cannot be received by consumers outside a 
specificc geographical territory. The question is if such behaviour constitutes a 
concertedd action and whether it can be proved that the objective is to distort 
competitionn within the Internal Market. For example, it could also be a result of the 
practicee of licensing programme rights on a national basis. However, another 
questionn is how viable this argument is in a time that technological content control 
allowss to track usage irrespective of the country or residence of the user.563 

Onee could also think of a limitation of the market to the prejudice of consumers 
accordingg to Articles 82 (b) and (c) of the EC Treaty. Access-controlled service 
platformss are essentially marketing platforms. Restricting the access of consumers 
fromm particular countries on grounds of nationality means that consumers from 
otherr Member States are excluded from receiving services that are offered via this 
particularr platform. For example, consumers in Luxembourg, which does not have 
itss own pay-TV platform, could be excluded from digital access-controlled services 
thatt are offered in Germany—even if transborder reception were theoretically 
possible.. This conduct might limit markets to the disadvantage of consumers and 
couldd amount to unjustified geographical discrimination. Again, no relevant case 
laww is known so far for the pay-TV sector. The European Court of Justice, however, 
foundd in other cases that certain practices that distinguish between customers on 
groundss of their nationality or their location could amount to abusive behaviour in 
thee sense of Articles 82 (b) and (c) of the EC Treaty. Cases concerned, for example, 
exportt rebates and the pricing of industrial sugar that were not based on the supply 
andd demand of a Member State's industrial sugar market, but on the customers' 
location;5644 the pricing of bananas at a selling price that differed according to the 
Memberr State in which the customer was established;565 and different prices charged 
forr milk-packaging machinery and cartons in different Member States.566 Still, 

11 See also European Commission, decision 2002/190/EC of 21 December 2000 relating to a proceeding 
underr Article 81 of the EC Treaty (Case COMP.F. 1/35.918 - JCB), 12 March 2002, OJ L 69, p. 1 
[hereinafterr 'JCB']. 

22 European Court of First Instance, JCB, paragraph 103. 
33 See also European Court of Justice, Coditel II, paragraph 19; European Commission, Report on the 

Applicationn of the Cable and Satellite Directive, p. 7-8, see also section 2.2.4. 
44 European Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance (Third Chamber) of 7 

Octoberr 1999, Irish Sugar pic v Commission of the European Communities, Case T-228/97, 
Europeann Court reports 1999, p. 11-02969 [hereinafter Irish Sugar'], paragraphs 140-141. 

55 European Court of Justice, 14 February 1978, United Brands, paragraphs 183, 233. 
**  European Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance of 6 October 1994, Tetra 

Pakk International SA v Commission of the European Communities, Case T-83/91, European Court 
reportss 1994, page 11-755 [hereinafter Tetra Pak H'], paragraph 170. 
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treatingg customers from different countries differently could be justified on the 
groundss of different market conditions in the different national markets.567 In the 
casecase of pay-TV, again, the way programme rights are licensed on a national basis 
mightt be an argument to justify geographical restrictions. 

3.4.3.. TYING 

Other,, and within the context of this study, very relevant forms of anti-competitive 
behaviourr are tying practices. Tying means that an undertaking makes the purchase 
orr licensing of one product (the tied product) conditional on the purchase or licence 
off  another product (the tying product).568 Outside the competition law analysis, the 
notionn of 'bundling' is often used interchangeably. It should be noted, however, that 
fromm a legal point of view a distinction is made between 'tying' and 'bundling' (see 
below).. Chapter 1 explained that pay-TV involves a variety of possibilities for 
bundling,, meaning tying, each of which could be a potential case of anti-
competitivee tying depending on the circumstances.569 From the range of possible 
examples,, this section will focus, after a more general discussion of tying and the 
applicabilityy of competition law, on two exemplary cases that were introduced in 
Chapterr 1. These are the tying of the subscription to a pay-TV channel to the 
purchasee of a set top box from the same operator, and channel bundling. 

Inn competition law, tying refers to the practice of linking the supply of services 
too the acceptance of additional conditions or services that stand in no direct relation 
too the original object of the contract, the so-called natural link and that are not 
justifiedd by other objective reasons, including considerations of commercial 
usage.5700 Tying, thus, can also be seen as a form of qualified refusal of supply, 
namelyy when the requester of a service/product is not willin g to accept the tied 
service/product.5711 The challenge for competition authorities and courts is to assess 
whenn the joint selling of two products is an anti-competitive strategy to leverage 
markett power from the market for the tying good into the market for the tied good. 
Inn order to assess the compatibility of tying strategies with antitrust law, the effects 
forr both the competition and consumers should be considered.572 

Ass mentioned in Chapter 1, the effects of tying strategies can be divided into 
welfaree effects for consumers and effects for competition.573 Among the possible 
effectss for consumers are, on the one hand, reduced transaction costs, benefits in 

5677 European Court of Justice, United Brands, paragraph 184. 
5688 Rubinfeldl998,p.24. 
5699 See section 1.4.3. 
5700 See European Court of Justice, Tetra Pak II, paragraph 82. As the Court further stressed, even where 

tiedd sales of two products are in accordance with commercial usage or where there is a natural link 
betweenn the two products in question, such sales may still constitute abuse within the meaning of 
Articlee 86 unless they are objectively justified. 

5711 Van Geffen/Nooij/Theeuwes 2002, 109pp. 
5722 See section 1.5.3. 
5733 See section 1.5.3. 
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termss of price, value and the compatibility of a particular service.574 On the other 
hand,, tying can result in contractual lock-in situations in the form of long-term 
subscriptionn contracts or subscriptions to large bundles. Tying strategies can also 
leadd to technical lock-in situations, for example, in the form of an arrangement that 
tiess the provision of a specific, often subsidized, set top box to the subscription to 
onee particular proprietary pay-TV platform. In this case, the choice for a particular 
pay-TVV platform would also determine in the short term the range of information 
servicess consumers are technically able to receive. 

Ass far as the effects of tying or bundling for competition are concerned, they are 
oftenn difficult to measure precisely and can range from 'littl e impact on the ability 
off  rivals to compete' to 'total exclusion from competition'.575 A variety of factors 
mustt be considered, such as the height of the production costs for the manufacturer 
off  competing products in the market for the tied good, and if competitors have the 
abilityy to offer added value to consumers and thereby make the additional purchase 
off  their competing product attractive. The conditions can be different in one-sided 
andd multi-sided markets. In the latter, competitors have more choices to 
differentiatee their products and offer added value at one or the other side of the 
market. . 

CompatibilityCompatibility with Antitrust Law 
Tyingg can be in conflict with Article 81 (1 )e and/or 82 (d) of the EC Treaty. If tying 
iss practiced by a dominant enterprise, Article 82 of the EC Treaty applies.576 

Preconditionss for the application of Article 82 (d) of the EC Treaty, on which the 
followingg analysis will focus, are the finding of a dominant position in the market 
forr the tying product, the finding of two distinct products or services, the finding 
thatt these two products or services are offered in a way that leaves customers or 
consumerss no choice to obtain the products/services separately, and, finally, the 
findingg that an anti-competitive effect results from that practice. 

Twoo landmark cases are the Hilti and the Tetra Pak II case. The Hilt i case 
concernedd a manufacturer of a range of products used for fastening materials into 
place,, including its nail gun or 'power-actuated fastening systems' ('PAF systems') 
andd nails that were compatible with the system. Hilt i pursued a policy of selling 
PAFss to end users or distributors only when they were purchased with the necessary 
complementt of nails. Alternatively, Hilt i would reduce the discounts when end 
userss or distributors bought nails from competitors. Hilti' s competitors, Eurofix and 
Bauco,, who also produced nails, complained that this behaviour was intended to 

Forr an in-depth discussion see the papers by Nalebuff 1999; Bakos/Brynjolfsson 1999 and 2002a; 
Katz/Shapiroo 1998; Van Geffen/Nooij/Theeuwes 2002, p. 95pp., with further references; 
Bishop/Walkerr 1999, p. 209pp. and 292pp. 
Seee the paper by Leveque 2000. 
Forr an overview on the legal discussion, see Van Geffen/Nooij/Theeuwes 2002, p. 95pp.; Garzaniti 
2000,, p. 180; Katz/Shapiro 1998, p. 47pp.: 'The legal treatment of tying remains confused'. See also 
Europeann Commission (1998), Access Notice, paragraph 103. 
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restrictt their sale of nails for Hilt i PAFs. The European Commission decided that 
Hilti-compatiblee PAFs and Hilti-compatible nails577 were two separate markets and 
not,, as Hilt i claimed, one market. It thereby established that the first condition for 
thee finding of anti-competitive tying, the existence of two separate product markets, 
wass given. The European Commission then found that Hilt i left customers with no 
choicee for the source of their nails and, in so doing, abused its dominance in the 
markett for nail guns. Making the sale of Hilti' s nail guns (the tying product) 
conditionall  on buying a corresponding complement of nails (the tied product) 
constitutedd tying.578 The European Commission was herein confirmed by the 
Europeann Court of First Instance579 and the European Court of Justice.580 

Similarly,, in the Tetra Pak II case, the European Commission decided that Tetra 
Pak'ss refusal to sell machines for the packaging of liquid and semi-liquid milk 
productss separately from the aseptic packaging cartons that Tetra Pak also produced 
andd sold, was a form of anti-competitive tying. In its decision, the European 
Commissionn further elaborated on when products are considered distinct, and when 
thee tying of such products is not justified by objective reasons. Again, the decision 
wass confirmed by the European Court of First Instance581 and the European Court of 
Justice.5822 The European Commission concluded that the cartons and the packaging 
machiness were distinct products and belonged to different product markets.583 The 
effectt for competitors was that Tetra Pak's position in integrated distribution 
systemssystems was further strengthened and competitors would find themselves in an 
'extremelyy uncomfortable position'.584 The European Commission did not follow 
Tetraa Pak's argumentation that synergistic effects at the level of research and 
developmentt and after-sales services would be sufficient to constitute a 'natural 
link'' between the machine and the type of packaging it uses. Neither would the 
Europeann Commission accept that, as Tetra Pak claimed, the system of tied sales 
wass justified because it benefited users by enabling Tetra Pak to offer consumers a 

5777 European Commission, Commission Decision of 22 December 1987 relating to a proceeding under 
Articlee 86 of the EEC Treaty (Case IV/30.787 and 31.488 - Eurofix-Bauco v. Hilti) , 11 March 1988, 
OJJ L 65, p. 19 [hereinafter 'Hilti'] , paragraph 55. 

5788 European Commission, Hilti , paragraphs 74-75. 
5799 European Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance of 12 December 1991, Hilt i 

AGG v Commission of the European Communities, Case T-30/89, European Court reports 1991, p. II -
14399 [hereinafter 'Hilti'] . 

5800 Judgment of the Court of 2 March 1994, Hilt i AG v Commission of the European Communities, Case 
C-53/922 P, European Court reports 1994, p. 1-667. 

5811 European Court of First Instance, Judgment of the Court of First Instance of 6 October 1994, Tetra 
Pakk International SA v Commission of the European Communities, Case T-83/91, European Court 
reportss 1994, p. 11-755 [hereinafter 'Tetra Pak II'] . 

5822 European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 14 November 1996, Tetra Pak International SA 
vv Commission of the European Communities, Case C-333/94, European Court reports 1996, p. I-
5951. . 

5833 European Commission, Commission Decision of 24 July 1991 relating to a proceeding pursuant to 
Articlee 86 of the EEC Treaty (IV/31043 - Tetra Pak II), 18 March 1992, OJ L 72, p. 1 [hereinafer ' 
Tetraa Pak II] , paragraph 11. 

5844 European Commission, Tetra Pak II , paragraph 117. 
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comprehensivee performance guarantee.585 The European Court of Justice followed 
thee tendency of the European Commission to interpret Article 82 (d) strictly: 

'Consequently,, even where tied sales of two products are in accordance with 
commerciall  usage or there is a natural link between the two products in 
question,, such sales may still constitute abuse within the meaning of Article 
866 unless they are objectively justified'.586 

Closerr to the subject matter of this study is the Microsoft Europe case of the 
Europeann Commission. The case concerned, among other things, Microsoft's 
practicee of making the availability of its Windows operating system conditional on 
thee simultaneous acquisition of Microsoft's Windows Media Player, much to the 
concernn of competing producers of media players.587 The European Commission 
foundd that the conditions for a finding of anti-competitive tying according to Article 
822 (d) of the EC Treaty were fulfilled: Microsoft was dominant in the market for 
operatingg systems (the tying product), a media player (tied product) is a product that 
iss distinct from an operating system, Microsoft did not offer consumers the 
possibilityy to buy Windows without the Windows Media Player and this practice 
negativelyy affected competition in the market for media players.588 To remedy what 
thee European Commission found to be an anti-competitive tying practice, it ordered 
Microsoftt to unbundle its products and offer a version of the Windows operating 
systemm that did not include the Windows Media Player.589 The remedy applies to 
Windowss systems that are licensed directly to end users (home users via retail and 
corporatee customers) and licensed to intermediaries. 

Al ll  three decisions made it quite clear that, in their decision practice, the 
Europeann Commission and the European Court of Justice/First Instance are quick to 
considerr the joint selling of products or services tying in the sense of Article 82 (d) 
off  the EC Treaty unless it is objectively justified. In the Hilti and Tetra Pak II 
decisions,, the European Commission and the European Court of Justice/First 
Instancee further made it clear that the threshold for the objective justification of a 
tyingg practice is very high—commercial practice, compatibility, synergies, safety 
aspects,5900 and the so-called natural link do not necessarily provide sufficient 
justification.. The rule of proportionality applies, and enterprises must take, where 
available,, recourse to less infringing practices than tying.591 Moreover, the fact that 

Europeann Commission, Tetra Pak II, paragraph 118. 
*66 European Court of Justice, Tetra Pak II, paragraph 37. 
""  'A media player is a software product that is essentially able to play back such audio and video 

content,, that is to say, to understand that digital content and translate it into instructions for the 
hardwaree (for example, loudspeakers or a display)', European Commission, Microsoft Europe, 
paragraphh 60. 

188 European Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 799-977. 
'99 European Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraph 1011. 
100 European Court of First Instance, Hilti , paragraph 118. European Commission, Tetra Pak II, 

paragraphh 119. 
111 European Commission, Tetra Pak II, paragraph 119. 
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twoo products are closely associated does not, on its own, constitute a 'natural link' 
inn the sense of Article 82 (d). As long as alternative manufacturers provide the 
productt or service, an enterprise principally has no right to treat two services or 
productss as integrated services.592 In the Microsoft Europe case, the European 
Commissionn underlined that the distinctness of products for the purpose of an 
Articlee 82 of the EC Treaty analysis has to be assessed with a view to consumer 
demand.. If there was no independent consumer demand for the allegedly tied 
product,, then the products at issue were not distinct and a tying charge would be to 
noo avail.593 Hence, the fact that the market provides a product or service separately 
cann be evidence for separate consumer demand.594 

ExampleExample 7—Joint Selling of Set Top Boxes and Pay-TV subscription 
Iff  one transfers these principles to the case of the bundling of set top boxes and pay-
TVV subscriptions, this could mean that making the subscription of a pay-TV service 
dependentt on the purchase of a particular set top box could constitute anti-
competitivee tying. For Article 82 (d) of the EC Treaty to apply, the pay-TV 
providerr would have to have a dominant position in the pay-TV market, pay-TV 
subscriptionss and set top boxes would have to be two distinct services/products, 
theyy are not offered separately and the joint offer affects competition. Providing 
dominancee is given, and set top boxes and subscriptions are sold jointly, the 
questionquestion is whether the selling of set top boxes and of pay-TV subscriptions are two 
distinctt services. One could try to argue that the set top box and the subscription 
platformm are necessary components of a single wider system or are supplied 
togetherr by nature of custom. The argument could go along the lines that consumers 
wouldd not buy a set top box if they didn't have a subscription to a pay-TV service.595 

Whetherr this is a valid claim or not depends on several factors. For example, where 
moree than one pay-TV service is available, there could be demand for set top boxes 
thatt is independent of the pay-TV subscription. Moreover, set top boxes are not 
onlyy used to decrypt content; they are also instruments that transform digital signals 
intoo a format that is readable for analogue TV sets. In addition, with increasing 
sophistication,, set top boxes offer more and more functionality than just the 
decryptionn of pay-TV programmes, such as the processing of interactive 
applications,, billing services, etc. It follows that any generalization and basic 
assumptionn or denial of a 'natural link' between two set top boxes is difficult to 
make,, and that it is the circumstances of the concrete case that matter. 

Thee question is then whether there is an objective justification to be found for 
tyingg the two services/products together. The fact that the set top box is often 
necessaryy to decrypt pay-TV services, that purchasing the set top box and the pay-

Europeann Commission, Tetra Pak II , paragraph 119. 
Europeann Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraph 803. 
Europeann Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraph 804. 
See,, for example, the argument of Microsoft in the Microsoft case, European Commission, Microsoft 
Europe,, paragraphs 801, 809. 
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TVV subscription from the same operator can guarantee service compatibility or that 
onlyy then the security of the encryption system is safeguarded, are not factors that— 
judgingg from previous decisions—are likely to convince the European Commission 
orr the European Court of Justice. 

Sellingg a subscription and set top box jointly could also affect competition in the 
sett top box market, because making the provision of a set top box dependent on the 
subscriptionn to the pay-TV platform limits the chances for competing set top box 
manufacturerss to sell set top boxes to the same consumer base. The impact of the 
tyingg strategy on competition wil l depend on how much room is left for 
competition.. There could be room for competition in a situation in which 
independentt set top box manufacturers produce boxes that can process a range of 
additionall  services—providing such services exist—and so offer consumers some 
addedd value as compared to the set top box of the first platform operator. An 
interestingg question is what the situation would be if pay-TV providers gave set top 
boxess away for free in order to attract additional subscribers. One could argue, as 
Microsoftt did in the Microsoft Europe case, that there is no anti-competitive effect 
fromm tying in such situations.596 The pay-TV provider would not even compete in 
thee set top box market because it was not trying to make a profit in this market. The 
Europeann Commission held against this that even if a (tied) product were given 
awayy for free, the effect could be anti-competitive, notably as far as complementary 
productss to the tying product were concerned. The European Commission found 
thatt tying could have 'spill-over effects' on the competition of related products, 
suchh as DRM solutions, set top boxes or the online delivery of content, as a result of 
indirectt network effects.597 This finding was one of the aspects that Microsoft 
contestedd in the Interim proceedings before the European Court of First Instance. 
Microsoftt claimed that the European Commission's spill-over argument had no 
basiss in economic theory and would fail to reflect market realities.598 The European 
Courtt of First Instance was ready to agree that Microsoft's arguments raised 
importantt questions, but felt that the interim measure proceedings were not the 
placee to deal with them.599 If one were to use the argument of the European 
Commissionn in the pay-TV example, one 'spill-over effect' could concern the 
contestabilityy of the pay-TV market. Tying the subscription to a pay-TV service and 
thee purchase of a set top box can discourage the entry of new pay-TV providers.600 

Whetherr this is true would also depend on whether the technology used in the set 
topp boxes is a proprietary technology that the first operator refuses to licence to 
otherr operators or set top box manufacturers, or whether it can be made compatible. 
Onee consequence of this, very broad, interpretation by the European Commission 

Europeann Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraph 840. Another question is if there is a case of 
predatoryy picing, see below. 
Europeann Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 842, 897. 
Europeann Court of First Instance, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 329. 
Europeann Court of First Instance, Microsoft Europe, paragraphs 394,404. 
Seee section 1.5.3. 
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wass that the rules on anti-competitive tying could not only be used with regard to 
competitionn in the tied product market but, more generally, with regard to the 
overalll  competitive structure. 

ExampleExample 2—Channel Bundling 
Thee second example relates to channel bundling. For example, consumers must 
subscribee to one niche channel before they can receive a premium channel, so-
calledd buy-through contracts. The question if these services have a natural link 
mightt not always be easy to answer. Providing there are separate markets for the 
provisionn of premium services (sports, films) and other content, this would be an 
argumentt in favour of two distinct services. Both types of services, and most 
certainlyy premium services, can probably be offered independently and on a a la 
cartee basis. 

Tyingg channels together can have positive and negative effects on competition 
andd consumer welfare.601 Instructive is the argumentation of the former British 
regulatoryy authority for broadcasting, the Independent Television Commission 
(ITC),, in a tying case concerning the UK pay-TV operator BSkyB. The ITC 
recognizedd that there are valid reasons for offering basic and premium channels in 
onee package, such as the ability to guarantee income to programme providers, pass 
offf  the risk of investment to the platform operators and in this way stimulate 
investmentt in new services (which would again increase consumer choice), and to 
realizee economies of scope. However, as the ITC also noticed, buy-through 
obligationss could (and already did) easily result in a situation where consumers 
weree forced to subscribe to channels they did not want in the first place. According 
too the ITC, the question was if a wider range of channels would result in increased 
consumerr welfare. And if it did not, were there alternative, better risk-bearing 
options? ? 

Accordingg to the ITC, similar considerations would also apply to basic channel 
bundlingg or rather: tying. Having said that, the question whether basic channel 
tying,, meaning the packaging of different basic channels in a larger programme 
bouquet,, would also be considered tying wil l also depend on the way markets are 
definedd and whether separate demand for the individual channels is given. If the 
basicc channels in question were found to be offered in one and the same market, the 
typicall  tying constellation would not be given.602 Still, it could be a case of 
'bundling. . 

6011 See section 1.5.3. 
6022 Compare, European Court of Justice, Tetra Pak II , paragraph 36; European Court of First Instance, 

Hilti ,, paragraphs 66 and 67; European Commission, Microsoft Europe, paragraph 803: '[t]he 
distinctnesss of products for the purposes of an analysis under Article 82 therefore has to be assessed 
withh a view to consumer demand. If there is no independent demand for an allegedly tied product, 
thenn the products at issue are not distinct and a tying charge will be to no avail'. 
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Bundling Bundling 
Tyingg is often distinguished from bundling603 although the notions of bundling and 
tyingg are closely related and easy to confuse. The difference between tying and 
(pure)) bundling is that the tied product is available on a stand-alone basis under 
tying,, but not under (pure) bundling. This suggests that at least in the case of pure 
bundling,, the finding of anti-competitive bundling practices seems to be less 
dependentt on the evidence that the components are distinct and offered in different 
markets.6044 With regard to mixed bundling, the tied product can be offered 
separately,, but the (monopoly) product is sold together with a complementary 
productt at a single price that is less than the sum of the products sold individually.605 

Onee example of mixed bundling is discounts that are given for the purchase of 
additionall  services or products. 

Mixedd bundling was the subject of another investigation against BSkyB, this 
timee performed by the UK Office of Fair Trade (OFT). A number of BSkyB's 
competitorss had complained to the Office of Fair Trade that BSkyB was abusing its 
dominantt position with respect to its channel pricing. A subscriber to BSkyB's 
premiumm channels (for example a film channel) could get discounts if he or she also 
subscribedd to BSkyB's premium sports channels. The OFT found that BSkyB's 
actionn bordered on anti-competitive action but that there was no evidence of 
abuse.6066 The OFT acknowledged, however, that 'bundling poses a dilemma'. It 
recognizedd that where the fixed costs were high, for example, because of the costs 
off  programme rights, it was 'neither unnatural nor undesirable for suppliers to offer 
discountss to consumers taking additional products as the incremental cost of 
supplyingg those extra products to consumers is relatively low'.607 Accordingly, in 
OFT'ss investigation, it was not so much the fact that BSkyB would tie together two 
servicesservices that did not have a 'natural link' that played a role—the decisive criterion 
inn the theoretical tying constellation.608 The fact that concerned the OFT was that a 
subscriberr who subscribed jointly to two BSkyB services would have to pay less 
thann a subscriber who subscribed to these or similar services from different 

Larouchee 2000, p. 263. 
Seee also Larouche 2000, p. 263. 
Rubinfeldd 1998, pp. 25-26. 
Officee of Fair Trade (OFT), 'BSkyB: The outcome of the OFT's Competition Act investigation', 
London,, 2002, available at < www.oft.gov.uk> (last visited on 20 March 2005) [hereinafter 'Office of 
Fairr Trade 2002'], paragraphs 4.184.24. Similar to the UK, in France the National Regulatory 
Authorityy (CSA) also decided to pay closer attention to anti-competitive bundling strategies in pay-
TV;; Rapport sur la mission confiée par Ie Ministre de 1'Économie, des Finances et de I'lndustrie a M. 
Jérömee Gallot, Directeur General de la Concurrence, de la Consommation et de la Repression des 
Fraudes,, La Television Numerique Terrestre: Enjeux et modalités de mise en oeuvre au regard des 
regiess de concurrence, notamment au travers de la question de la distribution February 2002, 
availablee at <www.minefi.gouv.fr> (last visisted on March 14), pp. 16-17. 
Officee of Fair Trade 2002, paragraph 4,20. 
Articlee 82(d) of the EC Treaty reads: 'making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the 
otherr parties of supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, 
havee no connection with the subject of such contracts'. 
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operatorss separately. As a consequence, a rival supplier of a premium sports 
channell  might be locked out of the market because subscribers to other BSkyB 
premiumm channels (for example, premium film channels) got a discount if they also 
subscribedd to, for example, Sky Sports 1 .609 

Thee application of the concept of anti-competitive tying to situations in which 
thee distinct-product criterion plays no or a lesser role, considerably extends this 
concept.. In order to prevent the extension from becoming unreasonable, additional 
criteriaa are needed to distinguish anti-competitive bundling from acceptable 
bundlingg strategies. One interesting suggestion was made by Larouche, who 
suggestedd requiring the demonstration that the product is an 'essential facility'610 in 
accordancee with the criteria developed in Essential Facilities Doctrine cases. 
Accordingg to Larouche, unbundling is a means to 'enable competitors of the 
dominantt firm to have access to the broken-down components of services offered 
byy the dominant firm'.611 Applicants would have to prove that access to this product 
iss absolutely necessary for rivals to compete. The OFT went a different way and 
tookk recourse to the concept of predatory pricing. The OFT asked whether the 
incrementall  price of an additional channel in a bundle of channels would be more or 
lesss than the incremental cost of supplying the product. Where the incremental price 
wass below the incremental cost, the pricing would be a strong indication of anti-
competitivee behaviour, especially in the presence of evidence of foreclosure of 
competitors.. In the BSkyB case, however, the OFT had only limited evidence of 
foreclosuree of rival channels resulting from mixed bundling, which is why the OFT 
didd not declare BSkyB's practice anti-competitive.612 

Another,, similarly difficult question is how to effectively remedy anti-
competitivee tying and bundling. Unbundling, which is the obligation to offer 
servicess separately and at an adequate price, is probably the most obvious answer. 
However,, as the above analysis shows, it is not always the act of tying products or 
servicess together that puts functioning competition and/or consumer welfare at risk. 
Tyingg or bundling can also be the trigger for anti-competitive pricing strategies, 
suchh as in the OFT case, or it is a qualified form of refusal to supply, such as in the 
Hilt ii  or the Tetra Pak II case. Here, other remedies might be better and lastingly fit 
too end anti-competitive behaviour, such as imposing access obligations or 
monitoringg the pricing behaviour, as well as initiatives to stimulate competition in 
thee market for the tying product so as to eliminate dominance in this market. For 
example,, in the channel bundling cases, a more effective remedy than unbundling 
mightt be the close monitoring of exclusive programme licensing deals so that 
competitorss get a chance to offer attractive premium channels themselves. In the set 
topp box/pay-TV subscription case, possible remedies could be standardization 
initiativess to stimulate the independent set top box market and/or the production of 

6099 Office of Fair Trade 2002, paragraphs 4.18-4.24 
6100 Larouche 2000,267pp. 
6111 Larouche 2000, p. 263. 
6122 Office of Fair Trade 2002, paragraphs 4.21-4.23. 
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sett top boxes that are able to process different formats or conditional access 
technologies.. Here, mandating the licensing of proprietary conditional access 
solutionss to competitors and independent set top box manufacturers, or encouraging 
thee implementation of common interfaces to make set top boxes compatible with 
severall  systems might be a more promising route to take than simply requiring 
unbundling. . 

Conclusion Conclusion 
Tyingg and bundling practices have been examined by competition authorities and 
courtss because of their potentially harmful effects on competition and the 
consumers'' freedom to choose from a range of different offers. The bundling of one 
orr more products or services is a widespread business practice in pay-TV. Technical 
andd contractual lock-ins or lock-outs of the kind described in Chapter 1 can be the 
consequence.. Section 3.4.3. found that the widespread practice of tying the 
subscriptionn to a pay-TV platform to the purchase of a set top box as well as the 
practicee of channel bundling can, under certain circumstances, qualify as abuse of 
markett power according to Article 82 (d) of the EC Treaty. Under particular 
circumstances,, they can also conflict with Article 81 (l)e of the EC Treaty. The 
Europeann Commission and the European Court of Justice have shown a tendency to 
treatt the tying cases they dealt with rather strictly and to ban them unless there is 
clearr objective justification. Difficulties with which competition authorities or 
judgess will be confronted are the need to identify whether a product or service is 
distinctt from the product or service it is tied to, whether the practice must be 
consideredd anti-competitive, and whether there are efficiency or similar 
considerationss that may determine that such behaviour is desirable and should not 
bee banned. A final difficulty will consist of finding the appropriate remedy. 
Unbundlingg obligations might sometimes be inadequate or too weak to ensure 
functioningg competition. Other remedies, such as mandatory access, price control, 
standardizationn or other measures to stimulate competition in the market for the 
tyingg product should also be considered as possible remedies. 

3.5.. Competition Law and Consumer Interests 

'Inn times of change there can be only one answer to the question how best to protect 
thee consumer: protect competition!'6"  (original emphasis). According to the 
formerr European Commissioner for Competition Policy, Mario Monti, consumer 
welfaree is at the heart of EC competition policy. 

Whenn applying general European competition law to pay-TV cases, the 
Europeann Commission perceives electronic access control primarily as an 
alternativee means of financing electronic services/'4 In this function, electronic 

M.. Monti, Keynote speech at the European Competition Day in Madrid, February 26, 2002. 
6144 See section 3.2.2. 
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accesss control can contribute to improving consumer welfare. This became evident, 
forr example, in the European Commission's BiB decision. When applying Article 
811 (3) of the EC Treaty to the proposed operation, the European Commission found 
that,, as almost all households in the UK possess a TV set, the purchase of a 
BiB/BSkyBB digital set top box would give consumers access to interactive services 
viaa television screens. The introduction of a new service of this type was therefore 
beneficiall  to consumers.615 The fact that the services of BiB/BSkyB were encrypted 
andd that consumers first had to purchase a decoder and take out a subscription is not 
ann issue under competition law. Competition law protects competition and not 
individuall  consumers' access to certain products or services. Considerations such as 
whetherr prices for access might, from a social welfare or public interest point of 
view,, be too high, conditions unfair or single consumers excluded from access to 
contentt of particular importance, lie principally outside the scope of general 
competitionn law assessment. They might be an issue under media law.616 As far as 
competitionn law and policy are concerned, consumer interests are best served in 
marketss that are competitive and generate choice from a range of quality services— 
thiss is a view that the European Commission repeatedly expressed in its decisions. 
Protection-worthyy interests of consumers might be at stake where consumers are 
nott offered this choice. In the NewsCorp/Telepiü case, the European Commission 
evokedd a 'fundamental right of consumers to choose'.6'7 European competition law 
focusess on the broader scope of consumer welfare in general. Consumer welfare is 
thee goal, and functioning competition the way to get there. European competition 
laww focuses on the behaviour of enterprises in the market place in order to ensure 
thee goal is reached. Although Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty only apply to 
enterprises,6188 consumer interests and the reduction of consumer surplus are factors a 
competitionn authority considers when judging the compatibility of market 
behaviourr with competition law. 

Consumerr interests and expectations enter the competition law analysis at 
differentt stages. They are taken into account when defining a market in the form of 
thee aspect of demand-side substitutability. For example, in the NewsCorp/Telepiü 
decision,, while in the process of defining the relevant markets, the European 
Commissionn asked the Italian consumer associations to assess the relationship 
betweenn free-TV and pay-TV, and to determine why consumers view both services 
differently.6199 Harming consumer interests can trigger the application of competition 
law,, such as in Article 82 (b) of the EC Treaty. The positive effects of market 
behaviourr on consumer welfare can justify or exempt such behaviour, such as in 
Articlee 81 (3) of the EC Treaty. Finally, consumers are an important index when 
monitoringg the compatibility of economic activities and competition law and when 

6155 European Commission, BiB, paragraph 163. 
6166 See sections 2.2.1. to 2.2.3. 
6177 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraph 192 
6188 Wyatt & Dashwood 2000, p. 544. 
6199 European Commission, Newscorp/Telepiü, paragraphs 32-33. 
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detectingg cases of non-compliance. In the European Commission's Notice on the 
Handlingg of Complaints by the European Commission under Articles 81 and 82 of 
thee EC Treaty, the European Commission explicitly encourages citizens to report 
suspectedd infringements of competition rules and has even created a specific 
instancee for this purpose.620 The Consumer Liaison Office in the Directorate General 
forr Competition is responsible for receiving information and requests concerning 
competitionn problems faced by consumers. Its' tasks include alerting consumer 
groupss to competition cases when their input might be useful, and advising them on 
thee way they can provide input and express their views, establishing contacts with 
Nationall  Competition Authorities regarding consumer protection matters and to 
intensifyy contacts between the Competition and other Directorates Generals.621 

Stilll  ongoing is the question to which extent consumers can be active parties in 
competitionn law procedures. According to Article 7(2) of Council Regulation on the 
Implementationn of the Rules on Competition,622 'natural [...] persons who claim a 
legitimatee interest' can file an application with the European Commission to 
examinee whether there is an infringement of Articles 81 or 82 of the EC Treaty. In 
itss Notice on the Handling of Complaints by the European Commission under 
Articless 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, the European Commission stated that 
consumerr associations could lodge complaints with the European Commission. The 
Europeann Commission also said that eventually 'individual consumers whose 
economicc interests are directly and adversely affected in so far as they are the 
buyerss of goods or services that are the object of an infringement can be in a 
positionn to show a legitimate interest'.623 In practice, the European Commission 
occasionallyy accepted624 and even actively encourages complaints that are lodged by 
individuall  consumers.625 Still, the European Commission is entitled to prioritize its 
selectionn of cases and concentrate on cases that have a particular political, economic 
orr legal significance for the Community. 

Europeann Commission, Notice on the handling of complaints by the Commission under Articles 81 
andd 82 of the EC Treaty, 27 April 2004, OJ C 101, p. 65 [hereinafter 'Notice on the Handling of 
Complaintss by the European Commission under Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty']. 

11 For more information visit 
<europa.eu.int/comm/competition/publications/competitionjrolicy_and_thee citizen/consumerjiaiso 
n>> (last visited on 20 March 2004). 

22 European Council, Council Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003, of 16 December 2002 on the 
implementationn of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, 4 January 
2003,, OJ L 1, p. 1 [hereinafter 'Regulation on the Implementation of the Rules on Competition']. 

33 European Commission, Notice on the Handling of Complaints by the European Commission under 
Articless 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, paragraph 37. 

44 European Commission, Commission decision of 9 December 1998 relating to a proceeding pursuant 
too Article 85 of the EC Treaty (Case IV/34466 - Greek Ferries), 27 April 1999, OJ L 109, p. 24 
[hereinafterr 'Greek Ferries'], paragraph 1. 

55 European Commission, EU Competition policy and the consumer, Booklet, Brussels, 2004, available 
att <europa.eu.int/comm/competition/publications/consumer en.pdf> (last visited on 20 March 2005). 
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3.6.. Competition Law and Non-Economic Interests 

Itt would exceed the scope of this study to investigate closer the very controversial 
discussionn of the extent to which general public information policy interests of the 
kindd that were described in Chapter 2 play or can play a role in competition law 
procedures.6266 This is a discussion that can fil l books and on which excellent 
treatisess have already been written.627 Although the opinions are divided, there 
seemss to be at least some agreement that competition and public information policy 
may,, at times, pursue similar goals. The opinions part when it comes to the question 
whetherr it is desirable to instrumentalize general competition law as a tool to realize 
goalss such as freedom of expression, pluralism, diversity, the broad accessibility of 
informationn and the availability of information of general public interest. 

Goalss that play a role both in competition and information policy are the 
contestabilityy of the information market and functioning economic competition in 
orderr to generate a broad and diverse choice of content for consumers at fair and 
reasonablereasonable conditions. Accordingly, it is often argued that general competition law 
iss perfectly sufficient to also realize what can be said to be some of the most 
importantt public information policy objective, namely pluralism and diversity. 
However,, a comparison between the long-term goals of the two regimes already 
showss disparities. Successful competition policy is almost inevitably characterized 
byy a 'survival of the fittest' attitude. In contrast, public information policy is 
determinedd by the idea of guaranteeing the survival of politically or socially 
desirablee content providers (such as public broadcasters) even if or just because 
theyy would most probably not survive the free market reality. This already indicates 
thatt information policy often pursues very different, if not contradictory, 
outcomes/goalss of competition policy.628 The much criticized financing of public 
broadcastingg is just one example, and the granting of favourable access for public 
broadcasterss to pay-TV platforms and EPGs another. The listing of areas in which 
generall  competition law and public information policy collide can be easily 
continued.. Internal growth or vertical concentrations can be the result of a 
functioningg competitive selection process or sound economic thinking without 
necessarilyy leading to anti-competitive behaviour. Consequently, general 
competitionn law does not sanction internal growth. On the other hand, the presence 
off  dominance in a media market and preventing that such dominance is abused to 
influencee journalistic competition is a recurring issue in media regulation. 
Similarly,, it is also possible that even where market behaviour is found to conflict 

6266 See section 2.2. 
6277 See instead the study by Valcke, with farther references. See also Diesbach 1998, p. 126-133; Van de 

Gronden/Mortelmanss 2003, 16pp.; critical Van den Beukel/Nieuwenhuis 2000, p. 123: *... laat zien 
datt het concept van pluriformiteit en het concept van volledige mededinging een one-night-stand 
verhoudingg hebben: op het eerste gezicht lijk t het wel aardig maar daarna blijkt dat de karakters van 
beidee begrippen te veel verschillen'. Urek 1991, p. 33pp. 

6288 Herdzina 1999, p. 36; Schmidt 1981, pp. 54-69. 
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withh the objectives of competition law, public policy considerations can be a reason 
nott to ban such practices. For example, in Germany, the US company Liberty 
Mediaa sought to buy the German cable network from Deutsche Telekom. Although 
thee merger raised considerable concerns about the possible creation of a dominant 
positionn in the German cable market, it was nevertheless encouraged by the German 
authoritiess in the hope that Liberty Media would invest in Germany's broadband 
roll-out. . 

Thee previous examples suggest that general competition law could be helpful in 
realizingg public information policy goals in some situations. This could be true at 
thee Member State level.629 In other situations, it is unlikely that the application of 
generall  competition law principles will lead to a satisfactory outcome.630 As far as 
thee European level is concerned, the European Commission probably does not even 
havee the authority to pursue public information policy goals within the framework 
off  competition law procedures. The crucial and more fundamental question in this 
contextt is whether it is actually desirable to use general competition law 
purposefullyy as a means to realize further-reaching public policy objectives. The 
resultt could be an even stronger politicization of an instrument that is primarily 
designedd to protect competition. Making general competition law a tool for the 
realizationn of public information policy interests risks exposing it to rent-seeking, 
conflictss of authority, and questions that must be solved by parliaments rather than 
competitionn law authorities. 

3.7.. Conclusion 

Europeann competition law has its own response to bottleneck control, technical and 
contractuall  lock-ins or the information problem. The set of tools that competition 
laww provides can be roughly divided into ex ante merger control and ex post 
antitrustt control. 

Thee European Commission's merger and concentration policy is one important 
instrumentt for shaping markets for access-controlled services and keeping them 
contestable.. Over the course of time, the European Commission has gained valuable 
experiencee in handling mergers in the pay-TV sector and in influencing market 
structures,, enabling it to prevent situations in which dominant parties can use their 
controll  over technical or content resources to impede market entry and competition. 
Arguably,, merger control can be particularly helpful in the initial phase, meaning at 
aa time in which powerful operators that are already established in older media 

Europeann Council, Merger Regulation No. 4064/89, Article 21 (3). Wyatt/Dashwood 2000, p. 673. In 
somee countries, however, the application of general competition law in order to also enforce 
informationn political interests might even conflict with the constitutional order, such as in Germany, 
wheree competition law falls under the authority of the Federal State, while broadcasting law is a 
matterr of the Lander, KEK 2000, p. 50. 
Seee also Larouche 2000, p. 339, with further references. 
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marketss seek to position themselves in these new markets and ensure strong market 
footholds.. On the other hand, and in particular in new markets, it can be difficult to 
predictt the course developments will take. 

Thee European Commission's merger decisions in this area reach quite far and 
oftenn even beyond existing sector-specific regulation to minimize anti-competitive 
influencee and monopoly control over conditional access, the EPG and the API, or 
moree generally, control over the consumer base. Within this context, it became clear 
thatt the finding of bottleneck situations depends on the economic and technical 
circumstancess of a particular case, and that it is difficult to generalize. The power of 
thee European Commission as a competition authority is not restricted to allowing or 
banningg a certain proposal. In addition, it can influence the behaviour of the parties 
towardd a proposed merger far beyond the point at which the merger is concluded by 
meanss of undertakings and conditions. Occasionally, the Commission seems to find 
itt difficult to draw the line between its authority as a competition law authority and 
possiblee ambitions as a parallel regulatory authority. Having said that, the European 
Commissionn takes its decisions on a case-by-case basis, which is why they do not 
havee a binding effect in other cases. Nevertheless, an analysis of the Commission's 
decisionss in this sector can provide insight into the dynamics of pay-TV markets 
andd a level playing field for the development and testing of possible solutions to 
keepp those markets competitive. 

Itt is particularly interesting to note that the potential of mandated access, the 
traditionall  response to bottleneck problems, for example, in telecommunications 
law,, is critically and realistically viewed by the European Commission. The sole 
existencee of access obligations would not prevent parties from abusing dominant 
markett power in one way or another. Eventually, alternative initiatives directed at 
stimulatingstimulating competition and the emergence of inter-platform competition would be 
thee more reliable and lasting safeguards for functioning competition. Within this 
context,, interoperability solutions played a prominent role in the European 
Commission'ss pay-TV decisions as did the restrictive licensing practices of 
programmee content and the freedom of consumers to switch between services. To 
thiss extent, the decisions are characterized by a certain bottom-up approach. They 
repeatedlyy illustrate that the existence of competition ultimately depends on 
whetherr consumers are not unnecessarily impeded in their choices between 
differentt services. The European Commission, accordingly, did not fail to address 
thee freedom of consumers to choose between services, free from technical, 
contractuall  or other lock-ins. 

Thee conclusions regarding the potential of antitrust law to ban ex post anti-
competitivee practices to monopolize the consumer base are mixed. One finding of 
Chapterr 3 is that the potential of the Essential Facilities Doctrine, the classic 
competitionn law instrument used to address bottleneck situations, should not be 
overestimated.. The conditional access system, the API, the EPG, a particular 
marketingg platform or programme rights will probably qualify as 'essential 
facilities'' only in very exceptional circumstances. Moreover, the potential of 
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generall  competition law to realize further-reaching public policy interests in the 
accessibilityy and availability of (selected) content is rather limited. Obliging an 
enterprisee to share its resources with a competitor is a rather far-reaching 
interferencee with its economic freedoms. Mandated access should be reserved to 
casess in which access to a facility is absolutely indispensable for competitors to 
offerr a service. The degree of market power of the controller of that facility, the 
existencee of alternative solutions and the question whether mandated access is the 
optimall  remedy are important aspects in thiss context. 

Att least as far as the economic aspects are concerned, the principle of non-
discriminatoryy treatment may offer the greater practical value. Non-discrimination 
iss also the keyword when assessing certain practices that seek to exclude consumers 
inn one country from access to services that are offered in another country. 

Contractuall  or technical lock-ins could fall under the prohibitions on anti-
competitivee tying. The finding of anti-competitive tying should depend, among 
others,, on whether there is a distinct market for a service or product. No less 
difficul tt will be to identify when a practice is anti-competitive and when it is the 
resultt of sound economic thinking and innovation, and as such principally desirable 
andd beneficial. Finally, the example of tying also demonstrated how difficult it can 
bee to find effective remedies. Unbundling may only be the optimal remedy to some 
cases.. In other cases, stimulating competition in the market for the tying product 
mightt be the preferable route to follow. A second, more theoretical consideration is 
too which extent 'old' measures can or should be applied to the 'new economy' 
wheree dominance sometimes seems to be almost the logical and inherent course of 
developmentt as a result of network effects and first mover advantages. 

Moree generally, the analysis has shown that some of the well-known drawbacks 
off  general competition law also apply to in pay-TV sector. Examples are the 
uncertaintiess of market definition in a period of development, the formation of new 
marketss and business models, or the difficulties of defining dominant market power 
andd anti-competitive behaviour. In addition, the responsible authorities will face 
considerablee information deficits, not only because of the lack of experience in and 
off  information about new sectors, but also because of the difficulties in gathering 
thee information necessary to define markets and judge individual market behaviour 
andd its effect on competition. The lack of predictability and legal certainty can be a 
furtherr reason why relying on general competition law might not be appropriate, 
especiallyy not where freedoms or resources of fundamental importance are 
concerned,, such as the protection of the freedom to property and the freedom of 
expression. . 

Theree is also a time factor. Lengthy proceedings can work in favour of the 
establishedd party while artificially extending the critical period of market entry. 
Thiss time aspect can make legal proceedings a virtual race against time. This is 
particularlyy true in markets such as those for access-controlled services and 
conditionall  access, where a lot has to do with being the first to establish a dominant 
standard.. This is not least a consequence of network effects and lock-in effects that 
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givee many modern information markets their own dynamics. The comment made by 
Tomm Miller, the Attorney General from Iowa on the US Microsoft Judgement, 
pinpointedd the issue: 'Much of the Microsoft announcement deals with the 
browser—butt the browser war is over. Microsoft has won'.631 By the time a court 
comescomes to assess anti-competitive behaviour, business, services and market places 
aree likely to have changed dramatically. 

Inn conclusion, competition law can provide useful tools to address some anti-
competitivee practices and strategies and to remedy occurrences of anti-competitive 
bottleneckk control or the monopolization of the consumer base. Competition law 
alsoo goes to some lengths to protect consumer interests. Due to its shortcomings in 
termss of predictability, scope and (sometimes) efficiency, however, it is not likely 
thatt general competition law wil l replace sector-specific regulation in pay-TV in the 
shortt or medium term. Still, general competition law is a fall-back option to address 
questionss sector-specific regulation falls short of addressing in this sector. 

Citedd in Krim/Cha, Washington Post from 12 July 2001, p. A01 
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Conditionall  Access and Telecommunications 
Law w 

4.1.. Introductio n 

Controll  over technical bottlenecks has become a pressing issue in today's 
competitionn and public information policy. With the increasing sophistication and 
diversificationn of the distribution patterns for digital content, entering service 
marketss is a matter of access to a growing number of different technical facilities 
andd competing standards. These technologies are often owned and controlled by 
onee or several market players who have their own vested economic interests in 
deliveringg electronic services through a specific infrastructure. This situation is 
characteristicc of the pay-TV sector.632 In Chapter 1 we saw that monopolistic control 
overr the technical pay-TV platform or elements thereof, such as the conditional 
accesss system, the EPG or the API, opens possibilities to impede the activities of 
potentiall  and actual rival pay-TV service providers, particularly when the control is 
exercisedd by powerful vertically or horizontally integrated operators. The goal of 
thiss chapter is to provide a critical overview of the existing sector-specific solutions 
thatt deal with technical bottlenecks in pay-TV. 

Thee regulator's task is difficult: regulatory intervention should not discourage the 
proliferationn of new facilities, such as conditional access, if they are to be seen as 
promisingg drivers of the future 'knowledge-based economy'. Furthermore, 
regulatoryy intervention must leave sufficient room for market mechanisms to 
developp an efficient and functioning service environment, and for service operators 
too launch viable and profitable business models. On the other hand, the purpose of 
interventionn is to prevent the abusive use of such facilities when they pose a threat 
too market contestability. Protecting and stimulating market contestability in this 
contextt means allowing for new market entries, disciplining the market behaviour 
off  dominant players and stimulating functioning competition. Stimulating 
competitionn is, however, not the only task. Regulators must seek to strike a balance 
betweenn relying on market mechanisms and realizing consumer rights and interests 
andd non-economic goals, such as pluralistic and diverse service offerings. The 
overalll  goal is to stimulate the development of a rich service offering and optimal 
conditionss for competitors and consumers. 

Seee section 1.4.3. 
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Att the transport level, the Access Directive shapes the framework for the 
regulationn of access issues in Europe. The Access Directive is the outcome of a 
revisionn of the former European telecommunications law. It replaced, among others, 
thee Standards Directive, which was the first European directive to address questions 
off  access to conditional access systems. The Access Directive is part of the revised 
Europeann Communications Framework from 2002. The overriding purpose of the 
revisedd Framework is to adopt a horizontal technology-independent approach to the 
regulationn of access issues related to the telecommunications infrastructure.633 This 
shouldd foster the convergence of broadcasting, telecommunications and information 
technology,, and the gradual removal of sectoral provisions in favour of the 
applicationn of general competition law. Accordingly, the Access Directive brings 
conditionall  access issues that were formerly regulated in separate directives under 
thee umbrella of one common framework that regulates access to electronic 
telecommunicationss networks and associated facilities. 

Thiss chapter starts with an analysis of how Europe approaches the regulation of 
controll  over conditional access and other facilities of the technical pay-TV 
platform,, notably the API and the EPG. The analysis will show that, despite its 
commitmentt to a technology-independent approach, the Access Directive still 
maintainss two divergent access regimes for bottleneck situations: one regime 
appliess to selected bottlenecks in pay-TV and is laid down in Articles 5 (l)b and 6 
off  the Access Directive. The other applies to all other telecommunications facilities 
andd services, and is laid down in Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive. The fact 
thatt the Access Directive maintains two different access regimes can, as will be 
shown,, lead to a number of frictions and problems in the practical application of the 
ruless it covers. Second, the chapter demonstrates that the Communications 
Frameworkk is strongly based on the concept of strict separation between the 
transportt level and facilities that are affiliated with the transport of signals on the 
onee hand, and the service level and content-related questions on the other. This 
chapterr also explains why this approach fails to satisfactorily respond to the realities 
off  digital pay-TV markets. It, furthermore, demonstrates that questions about 
individuall  consumer's access to the pay-TV platform have been neglected. 

Thee analysis starts with a brief introduction to the history of bottleneck 
regulationregulation in pay-TV (section 4.2.) and to the goal and scope of the Access 
Directivee (section 4.3.). This is followed by a description of Article 6 of the Access 
Directivee (section 4.4.) and of Article 5 (l)b of the Access Directive, which deals 
withh the regulation of access to other bottlenecks in pay-TV (section 4.5.). Next, the 
flexiblee approach to access regulation in telecommunications law, under the 
directive'ss Articles 8 to 13 (section 4.6.) is described. The chapter continues with 
reflectionss on the likely impact of the different regulatory approaches on future 
markett developments (section 4.7.), after which both access concepts are compared 
(sectionn 4.8.) and conclusions drawn (section 4.9.). It is not the intention of this 

Europeann Commission, 1999 Communications Review, p. iii . 
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chapterr to present an exhaustive analysis of whether the Access Directive, in its 
presentt form, is the best solution to regulate the future telecommunications market. 
Itt is also not the intention of this chapter to comment in detail on matters such as 
thee criteria of market definition, the identification of significant market power, the 
'toolboxx approach', etc. This chapter will bring forward some more fundamental 
pointss of criticism of the way the regulation of pay-TV services is approached under 
thee Access Directive. 

4.2.. Regulating Access to Conditional Access—A Brief History 

4.2.1.. STANDARDS DIRECTIVE 

Thee first European initiative to regulate pay-TV issues dates back to 1990/1991. 
Thee story of conditional access regulation began with a failed attempt at 
standardization.. Then, the European Commission was actively promoting the HD-
MACC standard for analogue satellite television, and along with it, a unique 
conditionall  access system called Eurocrypt as the sole satellite encryption standard. 
Eurocryptt was a joint initiative of Philips, Thomson, Bosch and the DG XII I 
(Informationn Society) of the European Commission. The plan was to incorporate 
thee Eurocrypt standard in the HD-MAC Directive of 1991.634 The plan failed, 
amongg other things, due to the resistance of competing market forces among which 
weree BSkyB and other enterprises. Ironically, BSkyB countered the Eurocrypt 
proposall  with the suggestion to promote the use of 'different decoders' instead of 
onee common standard.635 Subsequently, BSkyB was among the first to establish a 
proprietaryy conditional access standard. 

Inn response to the HD-MAC debacle, the European Commission performed a 
volte-facee and left the question of conditional access standards entirely up to the 
industry.. Yet, the idea was to promote a standardized conditional access. In its 
Resolutionn on the Development of Technology and Standards in the Field of 
Advancedd Television Services,636 the European Council emphasized the need for a 
'Europeann non-proprietary encryption/conditional access system serving a number 
off  competing service providers'. Meanwhile, Europe experienced the fragmentation 

Councill  Directive 92/38/EEC of 11 May 1992 on the adoption of standards for satellite broadcasting 
off  television signals, 20 May 1992, OJ L 137, p. 17 [hereinafter 'HD-MAC Directive'], Article 6: 'In 
thee case of all services using the D2-MAC standard, which are encrypted and employ a conditional 
accesss system, Member States shall take all the necessary measures to ensure that only a conditional 
accesss system that is fully compatible with D2-MAC, and standardized as such by a European 
standardizationn organization by 1 July 1993, is used'. 
'Downn to the Wire', Cable & Satellite Europe, July 1991, p. 16. 
Europeann Council, Council Resolution of 22 July 1993 on the development of technology and 
standardss in the field of advanced television services, 3 August 1993, OJ C 209, p. 1 [hereinafter 
'Resolutionn on the Development of Technology and Standards in the Field of Advanced Television 
Services'],, paragraph 1 (iv). 
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off  the Internal pay-TV market into several national territories with incompatible 
conditionall  access systems and set top boxes. 

Thee European Council entrusted the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) 
Consortium,, an industry-led consortium of broadcasters, manufacturers, network 
operators,, software developers, regulatory bodies, etc., with a mandate to resolve 
thee controversial conditional access discussion and initialize an industry-led 
agreementt to adhere to one common single conditional access system. Since it's 
foundingg in 1991, the DVB consortium has developed into a pan-European platform 
forr major European media interest groups, consumer electronics manufacturers, 
commonn carriers and regulators. Its goal was, and still is, to oversee the 
developmentt of digital television in Europe and promote this development through, 
amongg other things, its standardization activities.637 The DVB consortium develops 
specificationss for digital television systems that are turned into standards by 
internationall  standards bodies such as the European Telecommunications Standards 
Institutee (ETSI) or the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization 
(CENELEC).. The DVB consortium, however, failed to reach an agreement due to 
internall  frictions and diverging interests between the DVB consortium members. 
Thee major operators in the early European markets for access-controlled services 
andd conditional access systems objected heavily to the common interface solution 
thatt was proposed by the opposing interest groups within the DVB consortium 
(notablyy the European Broadcasting Union (EBU)).638 

Thee European Commission, still under the impact of the HD-MAC debacle and 
afraidd of discouraging potential major investors from investing in the digital 
televisionn infrastructure,"9 was reluctant to enforce any standard that was not fully 
backedd by the industry. Consequently, the Commission did not seize the chance to 
introducee the issue of conditional access interoperability into the drafting process 
forr the successor to the HD-MAC Directive, the Standards Directive, despite the 
Council'ss call in its 1993 resolution for an open common interface. Equally, the 
Europeann Parliament did not take the opportunity to promote a non-proprietary 
conditionall  access system and thereby affirm its commitment for content diversity 
andd open access.640 The first drafts of the Standards Directive would even 
completelyy ignore the issue of conditional access regulation.641 

Whenn it became apparent that the DVB consortium would fail to reach an 
agreement,, the European Council indicated that 

'itt is willing, however, to introduce regulatory measures, if required, under the 
conditionss that: (i) adequate and timely consensus among economic agents, 
includingg broadcasting organizations, to ensure the harmonious evolution of 

177 For more information see <www.dvb.org> (last visited on 20 March 2005). 
88 See overview in Kaitatzi-Whitlock 1997, pp. 101-104. 
99 Kaitatzi-Whitlock 1997, p. 109. 
00 Kaitatzi-Whitlock 1997, p. 107. 
'' Kaitatzi-Whitlock goes even so far as to suspect that the 'development of a proprietary system may 

havee constituted part of a hidden agenda', Kaitatzi-Whitlock 1997, p. 106. 
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thee market is lacking; and/or (ii) the requirements of fair and open 
competition,, consumer protection or other significant public interest so 
demand,, in order to facilitate the achievement of this objective and the 
protectionn of those interests'.642 

Equally,, public broadcasters and other industry players voiced their fears that 
controll  over conditional access facilities might give major pay-TV operators a 
meanss to exclude other broadcasters from accessing consumers. It was argued that 
thee vertical organization of pay-TV enterprises (which was already characteristic 
then)) demanded the provision of additional legal safeguards to discipline pay-TV 
operators.. Aspects of consumer protection were also put forward whereby, 
irrespectivee of the technical platform (encrypted or free-TV television), consumers 
mustt be offered a variety of content while being protected from incompatible 
equipmentt that would hinder the reception of other competing services. 

Ass a result, Article 4c of the Standards Directive was introduced. The aim of 
Articlee 4c of the Standards Directive was to ensure open entry into the pay-TV 
markett to third-party broadcasters by mandating open access to conditional access 
facilitiess on 'fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms'. It was left to the 
Memberr States to further specify the access obligation. 

Sincee then, EU Member States have implemented the Standards Directive. 
Articlee 4c of the Standards Directive, therefore, broadly influenced existing national 
regulationss on access to the conditional access system.643 The majority of Member 
Statess adopted the provisions almost identically. Only a few countries adopted 
further-reachingg regulations, such as the UK, Germany and Italy. 

4.2.2.. ACCESS DIRECTIVE 

Inn the course of the regulatory reform of the telecommunications sector, Article 4c 
off  the Standards Directive was transformed into Article 6 and Annex I of the 
Accesss Directive. The Access Directive reflected the Commission's view that the 
digitall  broadcasting sector still required sector-specific access regulation because 
marketss were not yet sufficiently competitive. Despite a number of further-reaching 
proposalss by the European Parliament, Article 6 and Annex 1 of the Access 
Directivee took Article 4c of the Standards Directive over almost word for word. At 
thee same time, the Access Directive revises the former framework that regulated 
issuess of access to telecommunications infrastructures and facilities. Originally, the 
regulationn of access to and the interconnection of other selected 

Europeann Council, Council Resolution EEC/47/95 of 27 June 1994 on a framework for Community 
policyy on digital video broadcasting, 23 November 1995, OJ L 281 [hereinafter 'Council Resolution 
off  Community Policy on Digital Video Broadcasting'], p. 51, paragraph 3.2. 
Seee European Commission, The Development of the Market for Digital Television in the European 
Union,, Report in context of Directive 95/47/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24th 

Octoberr 1995 on the use of standards for the transmission of television signals, 9 November 1999, 
COM(( 1999)540 final [hereinafter 'Standards Directive Implementation Report'], pp. 2-4. 
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telecommunicationss facilities fell under the former Open Network Provisions 
(ONP)) Framework. The Communications Framework replaced the ONP Directives, 
andd covers, together with the Access Directive, in far more general terms, access to 
alll  technical bottleneck facilities in the telecommunications sector (the so-called 
horizontall  approach). It was argued that the distinction between access to networks 
andd access to digital gateways was questionable since the two would raise similar 
problemss and require comparable solutions. Moreover, it was said that separate 
regulatoryy frameworks for different telecommunications infrastructures and 
associatedd services would lead to inconsistencies and could potentially distort 
competition.6444 Instead, there was a need for technology-independent regulation, the 
so-calledd horizontal approach.645 Consequently, part of the reform was to merge all 
off  the existing initiatives on access issues into a single directive.646 

Correspondingly,, the Commission observed that both technology and the digital 
broadcastingg sector had evolved beyond the scope of the former Standards 
Directive.. New services would take digital television beyond the scope of 
traditionall  broadcasting and into convergent markets, and service providers would 
extendd their offerings to include non-broadcasting services such as interactive and 
onlinee services. Correspondingly, new bottlenecks and gatekeeper functions that 
weree not covered by the Standards Directive would develop. Examples given were 
thee EPG and API functions, access to cable television networks or multiplexes.647 

4.2.3.. UNIVERSAL SERVICE DIRECTIVE 

Somee of the provisions that are or that, as will be shown in this chapter, could be 
relevantt for the pay-TV sector were implemented in the Universal Service 
Directive.. The Universal Service Directive deals with questions of consumer648 

accesss in the telecommunications sector. The goal of the Universal Service 

Europeann Commission, 1999 Communications Review, p. vi. 
Europeann Commission 1999 Communications Review, p. 13. The Commission explained 
'technologicall  neutrality' in the sense that legislation should define the objectives to be achieved, and 
shouldd neither impose, nor discriminate in favour of, the use of a particular type of technology to 
achievee those objectives. 
Europeann Commission, 1999 Communications Review, p. 28. 
Europeann Commission, Standards Directive Implementation Report, p. 27. 
Thee Communications Framework handles different notions that all can refer to 'consumers'. While 
'consumer'' is defined as any natural person who uses or requests a publicly available electronic 
communicationss service for purposes outside his or her trade, business or profession (Article 2 (i) of 
thee Framework Directive), consumers, which are party to a contract with the provider of publicly 
availablee electronic telecommunications services, are also referred to as 'subscribers' (Article 2 (k) of 
thee Framework Directive). Then there is the 'end user' according to Article 2 (n) of the Framework 
Directive,, which can be either a consumer or a provider of broadcasting or information society 
services,, as long as he or she is not providing public telecommunications networks or publicly 
availablee electronic telecommunications services. Occasionally, users are also referred to as 'citizens' 
andd 'users' (Recital 12 of the Universal Service Directive). The use of the different notions throughout 
thee Communications Framework seems to be random (see, for example, Recitals 7, 8, 12 of the 
Universall  Service Directive). This chapter will continue to use the notion of consumer. 
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Directivee is twofold. First, its goal is to protect the position of consumers. The rules 
off  the Universal Service Directive are meant to combat exclusion and to create the 
conditionss for the public availability of affordable and good quality services 
throughh effective competition and choice.649 Second, the directive deals with 
circumstancess in which the needs of end users are not satisfactorily met by the 
market.6500 The overall rationale behind the Universal Service Directive is to protect 
consumerss and foster social inclusion in the knowledge-based society across 
Europe.651 1 

Onee underlying idea of the directive is that consumers drive competition in 
telecommunicationss markets. Enterprises with significant market power that charge 
excessivee or predatory prices to consumers, apply unreasonable bundling strategies 
orr show undue preferences to certain consumers, not only inhibit the realization of 
generall  public interests, they also inhibit entry or distort competition.652 Apart from 
strengtheningg the position of consumers in order to stimulate competition, there is 
alsoo a need to strike the right balance between relying as much as possible on 
markett mechanisms and competition to achieve a high level of choice and quality, 
andd ensuring regulatory intervention to uphold a minimum number of consumers' 
rightsrights throughout the European Union.653 

Onee part of the Universal Service Directive deals with the protection of 
consumerr rights and interests in access to publicly available telecommunications 
services.. It includes detailed provisions on the information that should be provided 
inn subscription and similar contracts between service providers and consumers.654 It 
foreseess a right to withdraw in the event of modifications to the original contract.655 

Itt provides for comparative pricing information,656 quality controls657 and the public 
availabilityy of directory services658 It authorizes NRAs659 to remedy predatory 
pricingg and unbundling strategies.660 Furthermore, it encourages Member States to 

199 See Universal Service Directive, Recitals 26, 33, 49 and Article 1(1). 
00 Universal Service Directive, Article 1(1). European Commission, 1999 Communications Review, pp. 

14-15.. See also the overview of the development of the universal-service concept in the US and 
Europee in Bavasso 2003, pp. 382-387. 

11 European Commission, 1999 Communications Review, p. 25. 
22 Universal Service Directive, Recital 26. 
33 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on universal service and 

users'' rights relating to electronic telecommunications networks and services, 19 December 2000, OJ 
CC 365, p. 238 [hereinafter 'Proposal for a Universal Service Directive'], Explanatory Memorandum, 
sectionn III . 

44 Universal Service Directive, Articles 20 (l)-(3). 
'55 Universal Service Directive, Article 20 (4). 
66 Universal Service Directive, Article 21. 
77 Universal Service Directive, Articles 22, 23. 
'88 Universal Service Directive, Articles 25,29. 
'99 In this Chapter, Chapter 4, if not said otherwise NRA refers to communications NRA, meaning the 

NRAA responsible for the supervision of the communications sector. 
'°° Universal Service Directive, Article 17 (2). 
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ensuree the accessibility and affordability of specific services where it is deemed 
necessaryy and desirable for public interest reasons.661 

Anotherr part of the Universal Service Directive deals with the so-called universal 
servicee obligations. Universal service obligations serve the goal of imposing 
obligationss on designated operators to ensure that a defined minimum set of 
servicess of a specified quality are available to all consumers, including consumers 
withh special needs, at an affordable price. This is the notion that certain services or 
facilitiess play such a fundamental role for society and competition that they must be 
availablee to everyone in good quality and at an affordable price.662 This is to avoid a 
situationn in which parts of the population are excluded for practical, geographical or 
financiall  reasons from accessing telecommunications services whose universal 
accessibilityy is in the public interest.663 Providers on whom a universal service 
obligationn is imposed have to provide upon request access to all end users at a 
constantt quality and affordable price.664 So far, universal service obligations apply to 
fixedd telephony networks, directory enquiry services and public pay phones. 
Internett access also falls under the universal service obligation.665 

Ass far as the broadcasting sector is concerned, the Universal Service Directive 
providess for a broadcasting-specific variation of the universal service obligation in 
Articlee 31. This is the must-carry concept that was discussed in detail in Chapter 
2.6666 As Chapter 2 also mentioned, however, the must-carry rules do not deal with 
consumerr access to a technical broadcast distribution platform and they do not 
applyy to pay-TV platforms.667 

Itt will be shown that the Universal Service Directive responds to a number of 
issuess identified in Chapters 1 and 2,668 namely the need for market transparency, the 
adequacyy and fairness of contractual conditions, consumer choice, technical and 
contractuall  lock-ins, the information problem, etc. Another question is whether the 
aforementionedd provisions of the Universal Service Directive obligate conditional 
accesss platform operators, notably pay-TV operators. Where relevant, this chapter 
wil ll  take a closer look at this question.669 One provision in the Universal Service 
Directive,, however, that is directly relevant for competition in pay-TV markets, is 
thee provision on the interoperability of digital television consumer equipment in 
Articlee 24 of the Universal Service Directive (see section 4.4.2.). 

111 Universal Service Directive, Recitals 26, 29, 31, 33, 34, 49, Articles 19, 24, 25, 29 and 32, to name 
butt some. 

22 Hill s (1993), 65pp. Also the paper by Xavier 1997. 
33 Universal Service Directive, Recital 25. 
44 Universal Service Directive, Articles 1 (2). Instructive Larouche 2000, pp. 375 - 378. 
55 Universal Service Directive, Recital 8. 
66 See section 2.3.3. 
77 See section 2.3.3. 
88 See sections 1.5.2., 1.5.3. and 2.2. 
99 See sections 4.4.4. and 4.6.6. 
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4.3.. Goal and Scope of the Access Directive 

Thee goal of the Access Directive is ambitious: 'this Directive harmonises the way 
inn which Member States regulate access to, and interconnection of, electronic 
telecommunicationss networks and associated facilities' (Article 1 (1) of the Access 
Directive).. In other words, the Access Directive seeks to establish a uniform, 
harmonizedd approach towards the treatment of technical bottleneck issues at the 
transportt level.670 

4.3.1.. DEFINITION OF ACCESS IN THE ACCESS DIRECTIVE 

Thee term 'access' is understood in the widest possible sense as 

'thee making available of facilities and/or services, to another enterprise, under 
definedd conditions, on either an exclusive or a non-exclusive basis, for the 
purposee of providing electronic telecommunications services' (Article 1 (1) of 
thee Access Directive). 

'Access'' in the sense of the Access Directive refers to the relationship between the 
providerr of electronic telecommunications networks, services and associated 
facilities,, and the user of such technical resources.671 Article 1 (1) of the Access 
Directivee reads: 

'Thee aim is to establish a regulatory framework, in accordance with internal 
markett principles, for the relationships between suppliers of networks and 
servicess that will result in sustainable competition, interoperability of 
electronicc communications services and consumer benefits'. 

Itt regulates, for example, the relationship between the controller of a conditional 
accesss system and a broadcaster seeking access. It does not regulate the relationship 
betweenn the controller of a conditional access system and a subscriber.672 In other 
words,, the Access Directive does not deal with cases in which a pay-TV operator 
refusess access to a particular consumer or offers access on unfair, unreasonable or 
discriminatoryy terms.673 According to the Access Directive, the interests of 
consumerss in access to diverse and numerous broadcasting services are safeguarded 
byy the imposition of the obligation for conditional access operators to provide 
conditionall  access on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms.674 In this way, 

00 European Commission, 1999 Communications Review, pp. 25-28. 
11 Article 2 (h) of the Framework Directive defines user as 'a legal entity or natural person using or 

requestingg a publicly available electronic communications service'. 
22 In this sense also Bavasso 2003, p. 72 
33 See also section 2.2.1. 
44 Access Directive, Recital 6; Article 5 (1) b) of the Access Directive. In this sense also Bavasso 2003, 

p.. 79. 
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thee directive ensures that a wide variety of programming and services are 
available.675 5 

Havingg said so much about the consumer side, it is time to take a closer look at 
howw the Access Directive regulates competitor access to technical bottlenecks. The 
Accesss Directive676 distinguishes between two kinds of bottlenecks: Articles 8 to 13 
off  the Access Directive regulate questions of access to electronic 
telecommunicationss networks, services and associated facilities (section 4.6.), 
whereass the regulation of conditional access is treated as an exception under Article 
66 of the Access Directive (section 4.4.). 

4.3.2.. ELECTRONIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, SERVICES AND ASSOCIATED 

FACILITIES—DEFINITIONS S 

'Electronicc communications networks, services and associated facilities1 basically 
comprisee all of the facilities at the transport level that can be involved in the process 
off  transmitting signals. The term 'communications networks' means all of the 
resourcess at the network level that enable the transmission of signals by wire, radio, 
opticall  or other electromagnetic means, including satellite networks, fixed and 
mobilee terrestrial networks, the local loop, the internet, networks used for radio and 
televisionn broadcasting and cable TV networks.677 The Access Directive also 
regulatess access to physical infrastructures including buildings, ducts and masts. 

'Associatedd facilities' refers to the enhanced services at the upper levels of the 
technicall  distribution chain that support the provision of telecommunications 
services6788 via networks.67'' In other words, associated facilities are facilities that 
supportt the transport function (as opposed to content-related services that are 
associatedd with the service level). Associated facilities in the sense of the 
frameworkk can be operational support systems, number translation systems or 
roamingg and switching services as well as the conditional access system. 

Inn practice, the notion of associated facilities still leaves many questions 
unanswered.. The example of the EPG may illustrate that clear-cut distinctions can 
bee difficult to make in an environment in which technical facilities are closely 
integratedd into the process of making content accessible for consumers.680 According 
too the Access Directive, the EPG is considered an associated facility in the sense of 

'55 Access Directive, Recital 10. 
'66 Article numbers without further reference are articles of the Access Directive. 
77 Framework Directive, Article 2 (a). 
88 The Framework Directive defines 'electronic communications services' as a service normally 

providedd for remuneration which consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on electronic 
communicationss networks, including telecommunications services and transmission services in 
networkss used for broadcasting, but excluding services providing, or exercising journalistic control 
over,, content transmitted using electronic communications networks and services; Article 2 (c) of the 
Frameworkk Directive. 

99 Framework Directive, Article 2 (e). 
100 See sections 1.2. and 1.4.3. 
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thee Communications Framework. It is true that the EPG (as any other electronic 
informationn agent) also has a purely facilitative transport function by leading 
consumerss to the content they wish to access. This function, however, is 
subordinatee to its real task, namely to provide content, meaning information about 
contentt services. Having said that, Recital 2 of the Access Directive states, 
'[s]ervicess providing content [...] are not covered by the common regulatory 
frameworkk for electronic communications networks and services'. Following this 
interpretation,, one would probably not classify EPGs as an associated facility in the 
sensee of the Communications Framework. The Framework Directive, however, 
listedd the EPG explicitly as an example of an associated facility. It is apparent that 
facilities,, or rather services, such as the EPG that operate at the interface between 
thee transport and the service level can combine technical and content-related 
aspects.. A strict distinction between content and technical facilities not only leads 
too considerable legal uncertainty, it is also difficult to practice. The Access 
Directivee responds with a kind of 'ostrich' strategy: it simply excludes all content-
relatedd aspects of the EPG from the scope of the Communications Framework.681 

Thee EPG is not the only borderline case. How about web browsers, programme 
listss and search engines that fulfi l very similar functions? Are they 'associated 
facilities'' even if their main function is to provide consumers with content? DRM 
solutionss are also interesting. DRM protection schemes are designed to provide 
technicall  end-to-end protection for content at all levels of the process from the point 
off  initial distribution to the point at which end users view and/or listen to the 
content.. So far, however, the main function of DRM solutions is typically 
associatedd with the protection of content once it has been delivered to the consumer. 
Thiss is a reason not to consider the DRM as an element of the transport level, but to 
categorizee it as part of the service level, and hence as a facility that does not fall 
underr the Communications Framework. However, DRM solutions can have 
functionss and effects very similar to those of conditional access systems. More than 
providingg pure content protection, they involve elements of identification, 
authorizationn and enforcement similar to a conditional access system. Often, DRM 
solutionss will even integrate conditional access technologies or elements thereof.682 

Doess this mean that DRM systems must be qualified as 'associated facilities' in the 
sensee of the Communications Framework? If DRM systems can be considered 
associatedd facilities in the sense of telecommunications law—and there are good 
reasonss to argue in this direction—DRM system operators would face obligations 
andd provisions regarding access, interoperability and consumer protection that 
applyy to conditional access operators. 

44 See, for example, Article 6 (4) of the Access Directive, see also below, section 4.5. 
'22 European Commission, Report from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament and the 

Europeann Economic and Social Committee on the implementation of Directive 98/84/EC of the 
Europeann Parliament and of the Council of 20 November 1998 on the legal protection of services 
basedd on, and consisting of, conditional access, Brussels 24 April 2003, COM(2003) 198 final 
[hereinafterr 'Report on the Implementation of the Conditional Access Directive'], p. 23. 
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4.3.3.. CONDITIONAL ACCESS (IN THE SENSE OF THE ACCESS DIRECTIVE)— 

DEFINITIONS S 

Contraryy to the broad, technology-independent definition of telecommunications 
networkss and associated facilities, the definition of conditional access for the 
purposee of the Access Directive is rather restricted and transmission-medium 
dependent.. It refers to 

'anyy technical measures and/or arrangements whereby access to a protected 
radioo or television broadcasting service in intelligible form is made 
conditionall  upon subscription or other forms of prior individual 
authorisation'.683 3 

Itt is interesting to compare this definition to the definition in the Conditional 
Accesss Directive that was drafted to protect conditional access against unauthorized 
circumvention.6844 The Conditional Access Directive acknowledges the fact that 
conditionall  access solutions are also used within the context of the delivery of 
informationn society services, which is why it defines conditional access as 'any 
technicall  measure and/or arrangement whereby access to the protected broadcasting 
orr information society services in an intelligible form is made conditional upon 
priorr individual authorization'.685 The definition in the Framework Directive does 
nott reflect this. 

6833 Framework Directive, Article 2 (f). 
6844 See also sections 1.1 and 2.2. 
6855 Article 2 (b) Conditional Access Directive. 
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Nott included in the Communications Framework: 

Servicee level 
Pay-TVV platforms, broadcasting, paid-for content services, interactive 
applications s 

Includedd in the Communications Framework: 

Teleservlces s 
Subscriberr management services, conditional access, API, EPG, operational 
supportt systems 

Networkk and carrier services 
Routing,, transcontrol, Internet backbone, multiplex 

Spectrum,, physical infrastructure 
Wiree and wireless telecommunications network, focal loop, cable, satellite, 
terrestriall and broadband networks 

FigureFigure 9—Scope of the Communications Framework. Figure 9 provides an 
overviewoverview of the services and facilities that are covered by the Communications 
Framework.Framework. Services carrying content do not fall under European 
telecommunicationstelecommunications law. At the same time, the technical aspects of the transmission 
ofof such services, meaning to the extent that service providers use teleservices, 
networknetwork and carrier services and the spectrum or physical network, are covered by 
thethe Communications Framework. 

4.4.. The Exception: Access to Conditional Access—An Absolute 
Approach h 

4.4.1.. SCOPE OF ARTICLE 6 OF THE ACCESS DIRECTIVE 

Articlee 6 of the Access Directive gives a clear and exhaustive definition of the 
subjectt of its regulation; it exclusively refers to conditional access services for 
digitall  television and radio686 broadcasting services, anticipating the end of analogue 
broadcasting.6877 The distinction between access to conditional access systems for 
broadcasterss and for non-broadcasters could have far-reaching practical 
consequences.. As will be shown, the regulatory regimes for broadcaster access to 

Thee former Article 4 c of the Standards Directive did not apply to digital radio services. 
Accesss Directive, Article 6 and Annex I; Framework Directive, Article 2 (f). 
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thee conditional access solution under Article 6 and access to the remaining technical 
bottleneckss under Articles 8 to 13 differ considerably on some points. It is also 
likelyy that the divergent regulations wil l generate very different market outcomes 
(sectionn 4.7.). 

Onee consequence of the narrow understanding of conditional access in the 
Accesss Directive is that it explicitly addresses only selected aspects of conditional 
access.6888 It does not apply to the other elements of the technical pay-TV platform 
suchh as the operating system, the return channel, the set top box memory, the billing 
andd subscriber authorization infrastructure, the EPG or other technical information. 
Thee European Parliament suggested in one of its earlier proposals for the directive 
too include a more general clause that covers, in addition to conditional access, all of 
thee facilities associated with digital television689 even if they are as far-related 
functionss as the return channel and the storage capacity of decoders. But the 
proposall  was subsequently rejected. Access to APIs and EPGs, however, is 
regulatedd in Article 5 (l)b and Annex I, Part 2 of the Access Directive (section 
4.5.). . 

Articlee 6 of the Access Directive does not apply to conditional access devices 
thatt control access to non-broadcasting services, meaning IP-based (webcasting) or 
individualizedd telecommunications services that do not fall under the traditional 
definitionn of broadcasting690 even if the signals are transmitted together with the 
broadcastingg signal and are received via the same consumer equipment device. 
Correspondingly,, providers of webcasting, interactive services, e-commerce and 
similarr services that do not fall under the definition of broadcasting do not benefit 
fromm access rights, with the effect that a broad range of potential competitors are 
excludedd from the scope of the Access Directive. Here too, the European 
Parliamentt suggested to extend Article 6 to include at least interactive services that 
aree an integral part of the TV services delivered to viewers. This proposal did not 
findd its way into the final version of the directive either.691 Conditional access 
systemss that control access to information society services services will fall, if at 
all,, under another access regime than Article 6 of the Access Directive. However, it 
remainss unclear what this regulatory regime wil l be. An option that this study will 
lookk into in more detail further on, is the applicability of Articles 8 to 13 of the 
Accesss Directive (section 4.6.). 

Thee European approach to bottleneck regulation for digital television services 
highlightss the difficulty of the theoretical distinction that is made between 

88 See insofar sections 1.2. and 4.3.3. 
99 European Parliament, European Parliament, European Parliament, Recommendation for second 

readingg on the Council common position for adopting a European Parliament and Council directive 
onn access to, and interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities 
(Accesss Directive), 20 November 2001, A5-0434/2001 [hereinafter 'Recommendation for Second 
Readingg Access Directive'], Amendments 9, 10, 26. 

00 As to the discussion of the definition of broadcasting under the influence of new technical 
developments,, see Helberger 1999, pp. 7-8 and 10-13. See also section 4.3.3. 

11 European Parliament, Recommendation for Second Reading Access Directive, Amendment 14. 
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conditionall  access solutions for broadcasting services and conditional access 
solutionss for non-broadcasting services. This distinction makes it very difficult to 
classifyy services based on new transmission technologies or converging media. At 
thee moment, the development of the service market is greatly affected by the 
phenomenonn of convergence. The associated development of conditional access 
systemss suggests that the future lies in advanced set top boxes that are capable of 
controllingg access to broadcasting as well as to a wide range of interactive service 
applications.6922 In response, some of the Member States have already moved 
towardss a less technology-dependent approach.693 

4.4.2.. ACCESS OBLIGATION 

Articlee 6, Annex 1, Part 1 (b) of the Access Directive mandates an absolute, 
unconditionedd ex ante access obligation: 

'Al ll  operators of conditional access services... are to offer to all broadcasters, 
onn a fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory basis... technical services 
enablingg broadcasters' digitally transmitted services to be received by viewers 
orr listeners authorised by means of decoders administered by the service 
operator'. . 

Articlee 6 is a behavioural rule that addresses the individual conditional access 
operator.. As a rule, conditional access solution providers are not in a position to 
freelyy determine their contracting partners or the terms of access. The mere fact of 
havingg control over a conditional access facility triggers an unconditional access 
obligation—unconditionall  in the sense that Article 6 does not specify any reasons to 
legitimatelyy deny access. Contrary to other existing concepts of access to 
facilities—notablyy in telecommunications and general competition law694—the 
accesss obligation in Article 6 of the Access Directive is absolute. The application of 
Articlee 6 does not depend on a particular market structure, be it the existence of 
significantt market power, entry obstacles or the level of vertical integration. All 
conditionall  access solution operators are obliged to grant access, providing they are 
nott using the conditional access facility exclusively for internal purposes. Article 6 
(1)) and the Annex are based on the assumption that each conditional access is a 
potentiall  obstacle to market entry. 

Amongg other things, Chapter 1 illustrated why, from an economic point of view, 
thiss is a highly simplified assumption and that certain market conditions must be 
fulfille dd before an enterprise can and wil l find it profitable to use monopoly control 
overr a conditional access to hinder entry into the pay-TV market.695 Moreover, 
certainn welfare and general interest arguments could justify a certain behaviour as 

Seee sections 1.2., 1.4.1. and 1.4.3. 
Forr example the UK: Ofte! (now: Ofcom) 1997. 
Seee 3.4.1. 
Seee section 1.5.3. 
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welll  as monopoly control over a conditional access facility. Article 6 of the Access 
Directive,, however, does not leave room for NRAs to consider such aspects. 

Itt should be noted, however, that unlike the former version of Article 4c of the 
Standardss Directive, Article 6(3) of the Access Directive entitles Member States to 
withdraww or amend access obligations for operators that lack significant market 
power.. In the event that a Member State chooses to permit its NRA to impose 
accesss obligations only on enterprises with significant market power, the NRA has 
too perform a market analysis according to Article 15 and 16 of the Framework 
Directivee to define the relevant conditional access market. So far, the Commission, 
inn its recommendation on relevant product and service markets, has only identified 
a a 

'markett for wholesale ancillary technical broadcasting services across all 
relevantt transmission platforms, unless specific national situations in respect 
off  switching costs and available transmission platforms justify a narrower 
markett definition'.696 

Thee Commission has not yet defined a wholesale market for conditional access 
orr associated facilities, because, as the Commission argues, Articles 5 and 6 leave it 
forr Member States to determine whether to place access obligations only on 
conditionall  access operators with significant market power. Only in the event that 
Memberr States decide to restrict access obligations to significant-market-power 
operators,, must NRAs perform a market analysis.697 

Inn the Explanatory Memorandum to the Recommendation on Relevant Markets, 
thee European Commission points out a number of aspects that can be taken into 
accountt when performing the market analysis. For example, one aspect is that 
enterprisess seeking access to ancillary technical broadcasting services may be 
interestedd in delivering or negotiating access to a sufficiently high number of end 
userss to sustain a viable business rather than accessing all delivery platforms or all 
possiblee end users.698 Hence, the relevant market does not have to consist of the 
wholee sector for broadcasting or subscription services, but could consist of one pay-
TVV platform and its installed consumer base. The Commission draws attention to 
thee fact that, in a perfectly convergent environment, consumers are, in principle, 
ablee to switch between different platforms and that in this case, the market would 
havee to be defined with the corresponding broadness. On the other hand, where the 
switchingg costs are high, the conditional access that is associated with one 
particularr platform would eventually have to be regarded as a separate market.699 For 

Europeann Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, p. 38. 
Seee also Oftel (now: Ofcom) 2002, paragraph 45. 
Europeann Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, p. 38. 
Europeann Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, p. 38. 
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example,, in Member States in which several pay-TV platforms compete with each 
otherr there are two possible scenarios. First, switching costs for consumers could be 
low,, for example, because consumers can use the same set top box for all services 
andd because consumers can choose according to an a la carte model rather than 
fromfrom a small number of large bundles.700 In this case, competing broadcasters could 
findd substitute conditional access solutions on other platforms. The market would 
havee to be defined with the appropriate broadness with the consequence that 
perhapss no pay-TV platform would have a monopoly position as far as conditional 
accesss is concerned. In areas in which the switching costs are high, however, the 
differentt conditional access solutions for the different platforms could not be 
consideredd substitutes. In this case, the conditional access system of one particular 
platformm could constitute a market on its own, and the operator of that conditional 
accesss would be the operator with significant market power. This discussion is 
comparablee to the discussion about the definition of mobile telephony markets: 
doess the relevant market consist of one particular operator's mobile telephony 
networkk and all of its subscribers, or of the network of all mobile telephony 
operatorss together?701 

Evenn if NRAs performed a market analysis and found that a particular 
conditionall  access operator did a) not have significant market power and that 
therefore,, b) no access obligation should apply, NRAs would still have to observe 
certainn conditions before they could withdraw or amend an access obligation. An 
accesss obligation can only be amended or withdrawn if doing so does not have a 
negativee effect on the end users' ability to access broadcasting services, or on the 
prospectt of effective competition for retail broadcasting services and/or conditional 
accesss or other associated services.702 Parties affected by such an amendment would 
bee given an appropriate period of notice so that they can bring forward and discuss 
potentiall  concerns with the NRA. Taking a closer look, it seems that the 
requirementt to not affect the end users' accessibility might be rather difficult to 
applyy in practice. Obviously, if a third-party broadcaster does not have the right to 
accesss a particular conditional access system, subscribers to the platform using that 
systemm would not be able to watch the broadcaster's programme; at least not via the 
pay-TVV platform they are subscribed to. The rival broadcaster would still have the 
optionn of operating its own system, using the system of another pay-TV platform in 
thatt market or delivering the services in free-TV format,703 Of course, it is possible 
thatt the rival decides that it is not attractive or viable to deliver in free-TV format or 
too install its own conditional access system. In this case, consumers would not be 
ablee to access the rival's services. The end users' accessibility would be affected, 

Seee sections 1.4.3., 1.5.2. and 1.5.3. 
Europeann Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraphs 68-69. See also section 3.4.1. 
Articless 6 (3)a and b. 
Weree there no alternative system, the first platform would be the only pay-TV platform and would 
havee a monopoly position, meaning that Article 6 (3) of the Access Directive would not apply. 
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withh the consequence that the access obligation could not be withdrawn according 
too Article 6 (3) of the Access Directive. This would mean that the permissibility of 
withdrawingg an access obligation would depend on circumstances within the sphere 
off  a competitor, namely its willingness or ability to operate its own conditional 
accesss system. The same would be true if there were several conditional access 
platformm operators, none of which have significant market power, but all of which 
refusee the broadcaster access to their conditional access systems. In this case, no 
platformm would benefit from a relaxation of the access obligations because of the 
uncooperativee behaviour of the others. 

Moreover,, withdrawing the access obligation would change the form of 
competitionn between pay-TV operators. Two operators who distribute their 
programmess through the same pay-TV platform would be competing on one 
platform,, the so-called intra-platform competition. Two operators who distribute 
theirr services through different platforms would be competing between platforms, 
meaningg compete in inter-platform competition. It is very difficult to say what the 
effectss of both forms of competition would have on the conditional access system 
orr the pay-TV sector, and whether they would have a positive or negative effect on 
competitionn and consumer welfare.704 For example, a broadcaster's inability to 
accesss a particular platform could be an incentive to develop its own platform. In 
otherr words, withdrawing an access obligation could have a negative impact on the 
prospectss of competition within one platform, but it could stimulate competition 
betweenn different pay-TV platforms, technical innovation and investment, as well 
ass the development of new and more attractive service offerings. In conclusion, it is 
questionablee if, and if yes, how, Article 6 (3) of the Access Directive can be applied 
inn practice. 

Onee improvement that Article 6 of the Access Directive brings compared to the 
formerr situation under the Standards Directive is that Article 6 acknowledges that it 
iss not adequate to impose access obligations where alternative facilities are in 
principlee available, or where it could be expected that competitors undertake 
adequatee efforts to develop an alternative themselves. This was demonstrated in 
Chapterr 3 when discussing the applicability of the Essential Facilities Doctrine.705 

Comparedd to the former Article 4c of the Standards Directive, the revised version of 
thee access obligation in Article 6, Annex I of the Access Directive is narrower in 
scope.. It stipulates that the access obligations only concern conditional access 
systemss upon 'whose access services broadcasters depend on to reach any group of 
potentiall  viewers'.706 This addendum approximates the concept of sector-specific 
conditionall  access regulation and the concept of access obligations under general 
competitionn law. For conditional access operators, this could mean that once 
alternativee conditional access systems are offered, they could deny access with the 

Seee section 3.3.1. 
Seee section 3.4.1. 
Accesss Directive, Article 6, Annex I Part I 1 (b). 
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argumentt that broadcasters can switch to another system. The exact scope of the 
provision,, however, remains unclear. The provision recalls the jurisdiction of the 
Europeann Court of Justice in essential facilities cases.707 Interpreted within the 
frameworkk of the Court's judgement in the Bronner case, Article 6, Annex 1 of the 
Accesss Directive could be understood in a sense that broadcasters would have to 
acceptaccept less favourable solutions or even undertake adequate efforts to establish 
alternativee solutions themselves.708 Within the framework of the Bronner judgement, 
aa conditional access operator would not be subject to the access obligation unless 
thee broadcaster succeeded to show that it was not economically viable for him to 
installl  an alternative distribution scheme. Moreover, the individual incapacity to 
installl  such a system would not justify the imposition of an access obligation as 
longg it was not impossible or unreasonable for any other broadcaster to implement 
itss own conditional access system. 

4.4.3.. INTEROPERABILITY 

Anotherr issue that arises in addition to the question of open access to a third party's 
conditionall  access facility, is that of interoperability. Interoperability is one of the 
issuess that clearly demonstrate that the Communications Framework combines 
matterss of competition and consumer protection policy while promoting general 
publicc information policy objectives, such as the free flow of information and 
mediaa pluralism: 

'Interoperabilityy of digital interactive television services and enhanced digital 
televisionn equipment, at the level of the consumer, should be encouraged in 
orderr to ensure the free flow of information, media pluralism and cultural 
diversity.. It is desirable for consumers to have the capability of receiving, 
regardlesss of the transmission mode, all digital interactive television services, 
havingg regard to technological neutrality, future technological progress, the 
needd to promote the take-up of digital television, and the state of competition 
inn the markets for digital television services'.709 

Thee Communications Framework does not define the notion of interoperability. 
Itt only defines interconnection in the sense of the physical and logical linking of 
publicc telecommunications networks.710 

'Interoperability'' is commonly used to refer more broadly to the 

7077 See section 3.4.1. 
7088 See European Court of Justice, Bronner, saying that for the Essential Facilities Doctrine to apply 

neitherr would it be sufficient that it is not economically viable for one particular operator to install an 
alternativee distribution scheme himself, nor would individual incapacity generate an access 
obligation,, as long as it is not impossible or unreasonable for any other broadcaster to establish 
alternativee facilities, paragraphs 44-46. 

7099 Framework Directive, Recital 31; Article 18(1). Also: Access Directive, Recital 9. 
7100 See Access Directive, Article 2 (b). 
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'[capabilityy to provide successful communications between end-users across 
aa mixed environment of different domains, networks, facilities, equipment, 
etc.. from different manufacturers and (or) providers. In this context the 
communicationn is meant between end-users or between an end-user and a 
servicee provider'.7" 

Makingg services or different pay-TV platforms interoperable means creating a 
'harmonized'' environment in which different components are able to interoperate in 
aa way that consumers are technically able to receive services from different 
providerss using different technical facilities and technical standards.712 For pay-TV, 
interoperabilityy primarily means that consumers are able to receive, with their 
receptionn equipment, services from different operators, irrespective of the software 
theyy use, be it the encryption software, be it the software with which applications 
aree written and transmitted. In this respect, it is less the aspect of physical access or 
thee linking of different networks, but rather questions of standardization of 
technicall  facilities at the higher level of the technical transport chain that are 
paramount.. More specifically, this is first and foremost the aspect of standardization 
off  such technical elements that are implemented in the consumers' equipment, 
notablyy the set top box. 

Standardizationn can be achieved in different ways: by mandating one particular 
standardd (the HD-MAC or the Eurocrypt standard, for example), by stimulating the 
adoptionn of open standards (for example, open source software and middleware), by 
mandatingg a common interface (for example, MHP for the API) or by ordering 
enterprisess to make their services or facilities compatible with each other (for 
example,, interconnection obligations for public telephone networks).711 The public 
promotionn of open standards714 is also an attempt to stimulate interoperability. 
Differentt examples of these different ways of achieving standardization and, more 
generally,, the way standardization is approached in the pay-TV sector, will be 
providedd in the following paragraphs. 

Inn the next paragraphs, three different aspects of interoperability as regards 
conditionall  access platforms will be looked at more closely: the first aspect is 
interoperabilityy between two different conditional access systems so that the 
consumerr can be reached through one and the same set top box. The second aspect 
off  interoperability concerns the interoperability of a set top box's middleware, or 

7111 ETSI User Group STF228 Progress Report, Sophia-Antipolis, 9 February 2003, available at 
<portaf.etsi.org><portaf.etsi.org> (last visited on 14 March 2005). Closely related is the notion of 'compatibility', 
whichh is often used to refer to the compliance of a facility with common technological specifications. 
Scheuer/Knoppp 2003, p. 3. 

7122 See Access Directive, Recital 9. 
7LL For an in-depth discussion of policy options to realize interoperability, see the study prepared for the 

Europeann Commission by Oxera 2003; also the study by Contest Consultancy 2003. 
7144 In the context of this study, open standard is understood as a standard for which the specifications are 

availablee to third parties to use, irrespective of whether this is done for free or for a licence fee, or 
whetherr the standard itself is proprietary or non-proprietary. 
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moree specifically, the API. Here, interoperability means that a set top box's API can 
processs its own applications as well as those provided by unaffiliated third-party 
servicee providers. This second aspect has received by far the most attention during 
thee revision of the conditional access provisions. API interoperability is considered 
too be particularly important in conjunction with the processing of more advanced, 
interactivee digital services.715 The third and last aspect of standardization, the 
standardizationn of consumer equipment for the reception of digital television signals 
inn general (for example, the TV), is not dealt with in the Access Directive, but in the 
Universall  Service Directive. 

TheThe Standardization of Consumer Equipment 
Articlee 24, Annex VI of the Universal Service Directive deals with the 
standardizationn of consumer equipment for the reception of digital television signals 
inn general. According to Article 24 of the Universal Service Directive, 'any digital 
televisionn set' intended for the reception of digital television signals is to be fitted 
withh at least one open interface socket to permit the connection of, for example, 
smartt cards from pay-TV operators. Digital television sets should be able to pass all 
thee elements of a digital television signal, including information relating to 
interactivee and access-controlled services.7'6 As a result of Article 24, Annex VI of 
thee Universal Service Directive, it should be possible to connect set top boxes to 
anyy digital television set in Europe.717 Note that the provision seeks to introduce a 
commonn interface—a solution that has also been discussed in context with the 
conditionall  access—for digital television sets so that set top boxes and other 
devicess can be attached. It does not impose any obligation on set top box 
manufacturerss to implement a common interface so that several different 
conditionall  access systems can be linked and made interoperable. Moreover, it does 
nott require set top box manufacturers to provide for a common API standard. 

InteroperabilityInteroperability Between two Different Conditional Access Systems 
Interoperabilityy between competing conditional access platforms might be of even 
moree practical importance than the 'access to the decoder' question. This is due to 
thee fact that the majority of access-controlled service providers that are active on 
thee European markets are affiliated with relatively large commercial content service 
providerss who use a conditional access system to market their own services.718 

Wheree an access-controlled service provider intends to operate its own conditional 
accesss platform, one main obstacle to market entry is interoperability with the 
establishedd system. The more popular the established standard and the stronger the 
indirectt network effects, the more difficult can it be for newcomers to get a foothold 

7155 See also section 1.4.1. 
7166 Universal Service Directive, Annex VI, paragraph 2. 
7177 Universal Service Directive, Recitals 32 and 33. 
7188 See section 1.4.3. 
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inn the market and convince consumers and third-party (content) service providers to 
switchh to a new, non-interoperable conditional access platform.719 

Overr the past years, a number of solutions to make rivalling conditional access 
systemss interoperable in a way that all service providers could access consumers via 
onee set top box were discussed, including: 
-- Mandating one common standard for all conditional access services. 
-- Ensuring that all operators can use the same encryption system, or 
-- Designing sufficiently open boxes to allow users of other conditional access 

technologiess to dock.720 

Afterr the failure of Eurocrypt,721 another serious attempt was never made at the 
Europeann level to promote one common conditional access standard. It is likely that 
aa common standard would have soon been outdated due to the developments in the 
conditionall  access technology sector. Within the context of the Communications 
Framework,, standardization is considered a process that should remain a primarily 
market-drivenn process. The Communications Framework refrains from promoting 
explicitlyy one particular conditional access standard. Taking a closer look at Article 
66 and Annex I, Part 1, however, one could also argue that the Access Directive 
indirectlyy continues to support the establishment of one common conditional access 
standard.. Article 6 encourages all broadcasters to use the established conditional 
accesss system. Consequently, for broadcasters using the existing conditional access 
systemm there is no need to establish a second one. As a practical result, Article 6 
promotess a kind of common standard for the conditional access system itself, 
namely,, the standard of the first mover on the market that succeeds in establishing 
itss conditional access system. Once an operator succeeds in establishing a 
conditionall  access system that operates with economic efficiency, it is likely that 
thiss system wil l evolve into a de facto standard.722 

Thee DVB consortium proposed the Simulcrypt and Multicrypt solutions as 
possiblee standards the industry could agree on. Both the Simulcrypt and Multicrypt 
solutionss seek to make one and the same set top box fit to receive a choice of 
servicess using different conditional access technologies. The DVB consortium 
definess Simulcrypt as an 

7199 See the in-depth discussion in 1.5.2. and 1.5.3. 
Seee also European Commission, Commission Staff Working Document on Barriers to widespread 
accesss to new services and applications of the information society through platforms in digital 
televisionn and third generation mobile communications, 00.00.00, COM (0000)000, Brussels, 
[hereinafterr 'Commission Staff Working Document on Barriers to Widespread Access'], available at 
<europa.eu.int/informationn societv/topics/telecoms/regulatory/publiconsult/documents/211 29 en.pd 
£>> (last visited 20 March 2005), p. 9: '[OJpeness (...) and interoperability can be achieved either by 
choice,, by design or by law'. 

7211 See section 4.2.1. 
7222 See sections 1.5.2. and 1.5.3. 
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'architecturee that allows a service to be transmitted with the entitlement 
messagess for multiple CA systems. A decoder supporting a particular CA 
systemm can extract the relevant entitlement messages and ignore the others'.723 

Simulcryptt solutions require an agreement between different conditional access 
operatorss to use one particular conditional access system. The operator of the 
selectedd system agrees to process signals that are protected by another conditional 
accesss solution. In contrast, the Multicrypt solution is a built-in solution, meaning 
thatt the set top box is fitted with a common interface so that consumers can insert a 
numberr of security modules that belong to different conditional access solutions.724 

Soo far, however, industry-driven interoperability solutions have not been very 
successful.7255 Only a small number of systems have a common interface that makes 
systemssystems interoperable. To the extent that interoperability solutions exist at all, they 
aree predominantly Simulcrypt solutions.726 

Thee only provision concerning the interoperability between two different 
conditionall  access systems in the Access Directive can be found in Annex I, Part 1 
(c)) of the directive. Here, the Access Directive stipulates that the holders of 
intellectuall  property rights to conditional access products and systems must ensure 
thatt licences are granted to consumer equipment manufacturers on fair, reasonable 
andd non-discriminatory terms. More importantly, holders of such rights may not 
subjectt the granting of licences to conditions that prohibit, deter or discourage the 
inclusionn in the same product of a common interface allowing the connection with 
severall  other conditional access systems. Consumer equipment manufactures that 
intendd to implement a Multicrypt solution should be able to do so. Whether they 
choosee to do so is entirely up to them. Moreover, contracts covering the licensing of 
conditionall  access technology may not prohibit, deter or discourage the 
implementationn of means that are specific to another access system under the 
preconditionn that the licensee complies with relevant and reasonable conditions 
concerningg the security of transactions of conditional access system operators. 

Whenn one of the Member States, Spain, sought to go beyond the European 
Frameworkk and mandate a particular interoperability solution, the European Court 
off  Justice found this behaviour incompatible with Internal Market principles. The 
Spanishh government had introduced a compulsory licensing regime for conditional 

7233 DVB, The DVB Glossary, available at <www.dvb.org/docunients/dvb glossarv.pdf> (last visited on 
200 March 2005). 

7244 DVB, The DVB Glossary, available at http://www.dvb.org/documents/dvb_glossarv.pdf (last visited 
onn 20 March). 

7255 See, for example, Article 24, Annex VI of the Universal Service Directive. See also section 1.4.3. 
7266 See European Commission, The Development of the Market for Digital Television in the European 

Union,, Report in context of Directive 95/47/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24th 

Octoberr 1995 on the use of standards for the transmission of television signals, 9 November 1999, 
COM(( 1999)540 final [hereinafter 'Standards Directive Implementation Report'], pp. 18-20 and 
countryy reports. 
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accesss operators.727 License registration required that the conditional access system 
compliedd with particular technical specifications and the Multicrypt standard. The 
Courtt ruled that national registration requirements would be a restriction to the 
freedomss guaranteed under Articles 28 and 49 of the EC Treaty. According to the 
court,, those restrictions were neither necessary nor justified in attaining the 
objective,, which is, according to the Spanish government, mainly to increase 
transparencyy and transpose the Standards Directive.728 Unfortunately, the court did 
nott consider whether mandating a particular standard could have justified the 
regulationn for public interest reasons.729 The Court simply stated that it is 
'incompatiblee in principle with the freedom to provide services to make a provider 
subjectt to restrictions for safeguarding the public interest in so far as that interest is 
alreadyy safeguarded by the rules', referring to the Standards Directive, which, 
however,, does not foresee any interoperability obligations.730 

InteroperabilityInteroperability between Interactive Digital Services and the API or Operating 
SystemSystem in the Consumer Device 
Off  the different ways of promoting API interoperability,731 the most widely 
propagatedd is probably the use of an open standard. This is amplified by Article 18 
(1)) of the Framework Directive, which speaks in favour of an open API standard. 
Forr the API, the DVB consortium promoted the MHP standard.732 The MHP 
standardd defines a generic middleware, namely an interface between interactive or 
enhancedd digital applications and the terminals on which those applications are 
executed.. It decouples the providers' applications from the hardware and software 
usedd for the set top box and the conditional access system. In so doing, it introduces 
ann additional open operational layer that is principally independent of the 
underlyingg hardware. Because this additional layer is open to everyone, services can 
bee run in different application environments.733 This means that a service provider 
whoo wants to write applications for a particular set top box environment does not 
needd to know the specifications of the set top box, which operating system it runs or 
thee programming language used. Instead, the provider only has to know the API 
specifications.. Migration to the MHP standard, however, is still far from becoming 
reality.. A number of important facility controllers do not support the MHP standard 

7277 Royal Decree-Law No. 1 of 1997 and Royal Decree No. 136 of 1997 transposing into Spanish law the 
Standardss Directive, Boletin Oficial del Estado No. 28, of 1 February 1997, p. 3174. 

7288 European Court of Justice, Judgment of the Court of 22 January 2002, Canal Satélite Digital SL v 
Adminstraciónn General del Estado, and Distribuidora de Television Digital SA (DTS), Case C-
390/99,, European Court reports 2002, p. 1-607 [hereinafter Canal Satélite Digital'], paragraph 43. 

7299 European Court of Justice, Canal Satellite Digital, paragraphs 33-43. 
7300 European Court of Justice, Canal Satellite Digital, paragraph 38. 
7311 For an in-depth discussion of different solutions to realize API interoperability, see the study 

preparedd for the European Commission by Oxera 2003. 
7322 To view the progress of the MHP negotiations, visit <www.mhp.org> (last visited on 20 March 

2005). . 
7333 See for more details <www.mhp.org> (last visited on 20 March 2005). 
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andd prefer their own standards. Moreover, MHP is not the only standard that is 
negotiatedd by industry players. 

Ann interesting alternative, at least in terms of compatibility between applications 
andd the middleware used in the hardware elements in a conditional access system's 
sett top box, is open source software.734 Providing the licensing conditions allow for 
ann API to be developed as open source software, each broadcaster, application 
provider,, etc., would have access to the source code and would be free to adapt 
applicationss and even write its own applications.735 In addition, open source 
softwaree eliminates licence fees, which would lower the costs of market entry and 
servicee development/provision. Ideally, applications written with open source 
softwaree would also be compatible with each other and enable the realization of 
indirectt network effects. 

APII  interoperability is high on the political agenda in the European Union. 
Recitall  31 of the Framework Directive leaves no doubt that the interoperability of 
digitall  interactive television services and enhanced digital television equipment 
shouldd be encouraged to ensure the 'free flow of information, media pluralism and 
culturall  diversity'. This is also explained by the need for technological neutrality 
andd technological progress, and the need to promote digital television and 
competitionn in the digital television service markets.736 Accordingly, Article 18 (1) 
off  the Framework Directive states: 

'Inn order to promote the free flow of information, media pluralism and 
culturall  diversity, Member States shall encourage ... providers of digital 
interactivee TV services for distribution to the public in the Community on 
digitall  interactive TV service platforms, regardless of the transmission mode, 
too use an open API; providers of all enhanced digital TV equipment deployed 
forr the reception of digital interactive television services on interactive digital 
broadcastingg platforms to comply with an open API in accordance with the 
minimumm requirements of the relevant standards or specifications'. 

Articlee 18 (2) of the Framework Directive also calls upon Member States to 
encouragee API proprietors to make available on fair, reasonable and non-
discriminatoryy terms, and against appropriate remuneration, all such information as 
iss necessary to enable providers of digital interactive television services to provide 
servicess for that particular API. 

Att the time of writing, the issue of compatibility between digital interactive 
televisionn services and enhanced digital television equipment had not given rise to 
moree than declaratory, non-obligatory statements such as those mentioned in 

Seee also European Commission, Communication on Barriers to Widespread Access, p. 11. Initiatives 
too design conditional access solutions with open source software can be found with major players, 
suchh as Nokia, IBM, Sun, Intel. See also Koelman 2000, 151pp. 
Thee conditional access operator could then have to ensure that the individual applications are 
compatiblee with each other, for example by issuing a 'compatibility certificate'. 
Frameworkk Directive, Recital 31. 
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Articlee 18 (1) and (2) of the Framework Directive. It has been argued that 
mandatingg one particular approach to compatibility could hamper technological and 
markett development by imposing common standards prematurely.737 Instead, the 
developmentt and implementation of common standards has been left entirely up to 
industryy initiatives, such as the work of the DVD consortium, despite earlier 
proposalss of the European Parliament to oblige operators to use a single open, 
interoperablee API that is standardized by a recognized European standardization 
body.738 8 

Havingg said that, the Framework Directive clearly states that certain situations 
mayy make it necessary to enforce compliance with specified standards to ensure 
interoperabilityy in the Internal Market and freedom of choice for consumers.739 More 
detailedd conditions are laid down in Article 17 (2)-(7) of the Framework Directive. 
Forr this purpose, the Communications Framework required examining the extent to 
whichh compatibility and freedom of choice have been achieved in Member States 
byy no later than July 2004. Had these objectives not been adequately met, the 
Commissionn was entitled to enforce a previously published standard after 
consultingg with the public and obtaining the agreement of the Member States as is 
laidd out in Articles 18 (3) and 17 (3) and (4) of the Framework Directive. In this 
context,, the MHP standard was included in the List of Standards and Specifications 
too be published in the Official Journal under Article 17 of the Framework 
Directive.740 0 

Thee first consultation on API compatibility took place in the spring of 2004. The 
Europeann Commission initiated this first consultation with the goal to examine the 
effectivenesss of the Framework and determine whether compatibility and freedom 
off  choice for users had been achieved. The European Commission invited market 
playerss and other interested parties to respond to a previously published 
Commissionn Staff Working Paper on the Compatibility of Digital Interactive 
Televisionn Services.74' The result of the consultation was summarized in a 
communicationn from the Commission.742 Based on the contributions received from 
moree than fifty-one entities, including manufacturers, network operators, 
broadcasters,, API providers and consumer associations, the European Commission 
concludedd that there was at that time no clear case for mandating standards. One 
reasonn that has lead to this conclusion was the Member States' belated 
implementationn of the Communications Framework and the resulting lack of 

Europeann Commission, Communication on Barriers to Widespread Access, p. 10. Framework 
Directive,, Recital 30. 

88 European Parliament, Recommendation for Second Reading Access Directive, Amendment 25. 
99 Framework Directive, Recital 30, Article 17 (3). 
100 European Commission, List of Standards and Specifications. 
11 SEC(2004)346, Brussels, March 2004. 
22 European Commission, Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European 

Parliament,, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on 
interoperabilityy of digital interactive television services, Brussels, 30 July 2004, COM(2004)541 final 
(hereinafterr 'Communication on Interoperability of Digital Television Services']. 
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practicall  experience. Another and more fundamental reason, was the difficulty 
agreeingg on what interoperability really means and whether it had been achieved. 
Onee group defended the view that interoperability had not been achieved, because 
interoperabilityy in the sense of Article 18 of the Framework Directive would be best 
interpretedd in the sense of open, non-proprietary standards (for example, the MHP 
standard).. This view was represented by, among others, free-TV, and in particular 
publicc broadcasters that had an interest in free market access, unhampered by 
proprietaryy standards and incompatibilities. In contrast, a second group interpreted 
interoperabilityy result-oriented, meaning in the sense of the availability of the same 
interactivee services on different distribution platforms. Due to, for example, 
technicall  solutions that support the portability of interactive applications across 
differentt platforms, interoperability would have been achieved. Consequently, the 
Europeann Commission did not have to interfere. The latter opinion was represented 
byy infrastructure operators, among others. The Commission decided that it would 
nott interfere, and only suggested a number of supportive measures, including the 
establishmentt of a workgroup, the legal certainty of public subsidies for consumer 
equipment,, the extension of the list of standards published in the Official Journal, 
andd the monitoring of access opportunities to proprietary technologies. 

Thee outcome of this first consultation shows that the challenges of effective API 
standardizationn consist of more than just finding ways to encourage the industry to 
agreee on one API standard. Reaching a consensus on what interoperability actually 
meanss could postpone the standardization process indefinitely. Moreover, one must 
alsoo wonder whether it would not have been justified for the Commission to 
interprett the lack of agreement as an indication of the need to undertake more pro-
activee measures to promote API standardization. Article 18 (1) of the Framework 
Directivee does not leave much doubt that interoperability in the sense of the 
directivee refers to the proliferation of open API standards and not to proprietary 
standardss and possible portability solutions.743 

4.4.4.. TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Itt is principally left up to the parties to negotiate and define the details of access, 
meaningg the conditions under which it is to be granted, including the price, the 
beginningg and the duration of access, the scope and related matters such as the 
confidentialityy and protection of consumer data, the handling of security questions, 
disputee settlement, etc. The contracting parties in the sense of Article 6 of the 
Accesss Directive are the conditional access operator and the broadcaster, not 
consumerss (subscribers). 

Itt is reasonable to assume that equally strong negotiating parties wil l negotiate 
termss that both parties believe are fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory. This is 
differentt in markets in which there are still big differences in negotiating power 

Seee also Framework Directive, Recital 31. 
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betweenn enterprises. An example is the pay-TV sector, where smaller broadcasters 
mightt find it too costly to establish their own conditional access solution, but wish 
too have access to the first mover's conditional access platform.744 Even if the latter 
agreedd to the use of its conditional access system, the provision of access on unfair 
termss and conditions could have the same effect as simply refusing access. Tying 
practices,, unfair pricing, the refusal to supply information or access to ancillary 
facilitiess or services, or simply lengthy procedures are typical forms of abuse of 
monopolyy control.745 

Inn response, Article 6 of the Access Directive stipulates that access must be 
providedd on a fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory basis, and must be 
compatiblee with European competition law. This is as concrete as the directive gets. 
Articlee 6 does not provide for any ex ante guidelines that would outline the scope of 
thee actual access obligation, nor does it provide for accompanying ex ante measures 
(apartt from an obligation of accounting separation) that would help make the sector 
moree transparent and facilitate enforcement. Additionally, the Article does not 
envisagee any ex ante price control for access to the conditional access, nor does it 
regulatee the question of how prices are calculated and which principles may legally 
influencee the price calculation. There are a few other points that Article 6 does not 
touchh on, such as the boundaries of the obligation to share one's facilities, and if the 
notionn of 'fair and reasonable terms' leaves room to acknowledge investments, 
economicc risks and limited technical capacities of the conditional access operator. It 
iss therefore up to the Member States to adopt guidelines that are more detailed.746 

Thee following paragraphs attempt to shed some light on how these guidelines 
wouldd have to look if they were drafted according to existing European law and 
principles. . 

FairFair  and Reasonable Terms 
Thee appropriateness of access conditions is generally more difficult to prove in 
newlyy emerging markets where there is a lack of market information, reference data 
orr comparable products and services. For the time being, the final assessment of the 
legitimacyy of single conditions in access agreements in the context of Article 6 of 
thee Access Directive is left to the courts, and possibly also to NRAs, on an ex post 

Seee sections 1.5.2. and 1.5.3. 
Seee sections 1.4.3. and 1.5.3., as well as 3.4.3. See also Schulz/Kühlers 2000, p. 60, 108, who suggest 
thee adoption of sector-specific anti-tying rules also for conditional access and associated services and 
facilities. . 
Ofcomm (then: Oftel) was one of the first NRAs to issue elaborate pricing principles for conditional 
accesss and publish them as common guidelines. The guidelines are flexible enough to allow pricing at 
differentt levels for different categories of broadcasters (for example, free-TV and pay-TV 
broadcasterss or providers of interactive services) and open enough to allow economically efficient 
pricee strategies that maximize the usage of the system, while at the same time ensuring that these 
strategiess do not have significant adverse effects on downstream markets, Oftel 1997, 1997a, 1998 
andd 2000. 
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basis.7477 It should be noted that this determination could be difficult in practice, in 
particularr when the practical problems of identifying discriminatory practices as 
describedd in Chapter 3 are taken into account, and more particularly those that do 
nott amount to a clear denial of access.748 The situation is rendered even more 
difficul tt by the often intransparent competitive environment that is characterized by 
variouss horizontal and vertical links between the market players. 

Guideliness for the interpretation of the notion of 'fair, reasonable and non-
discriminatory'' can be found, if at all, only outside the provision of Article 6 of the 
Accesss Directive. It was not in the Access Directive, but in the European 
Commission'ss Access Notice that the Commission provides an interpretation of the 
notionn of 'fair and reasonable' access.749 The Access Notice interprets 'fair and 
reasonable'' access to mean that facility providers may not unduly press 
broadcasterss to purchase a bundled package of services nor refuse to provide 
separatee services at less than the cost of the bundled package, hinder the exercise of 
singlee functions or even make the conclusion of the agreement subject to the 
acceptancee of services that are not directly linked to the actual service through 
contractuall  provisions or discounts.750 

Accordingg to this interpretation, 'fair and reasonable access' refers to unbundled 
access.. For example, a service provider must be able to gain access to the 
conditionall  access platform without being bound to using the operator's EPG or to 
beingg marketed under the operator's brand name. In a broader sense, conditions 
mayy not a) influence or even impede the way in which parties exercise their 
businesss or b) serve the interests of the conditional access provider if they are not 
directlyy related to the business of providing access to conditional access systems. 
Ofcomm has interpreted this to mean 

'aa broadcaster should not be put at a competitive disadvantage by using the 
conditionall  access operator's services. This applies especially where an 
associatedd business of the conditional access operator is competing with the 
broadcasterr in a downstream market'.751 

7477 As to the character and tasks of NRAs, see Articles 3 to 13 and Recitals 11 to 18 of the Framework 
Directive.. For telecommunications networks and facilities, national NRAs can also be required to 
resolvee actual access disputes between enterprises in the same Member State and, if no mutual 
compromisee can be found, impose an adequate solution on the parties, Recitals 32, 33 of the 
Frameworkk Directive. However, Article 6 of the Access Directive does not contain any 
correspondingg explicit authorization for the NRAs to resolve access disputes. 

7488 See section 3.4.2. 
7499 The Access Notice is not restricted to access problems in the ONP framework. Instead it is intended 

too be more generally applicable to other types of access issues, and arguably conditional access, 
Europeann Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 6: 'As this notice is based on the generally 
applicablee competition rules, the principles set out in this Notice will , to the extent that comparable 
problemss arise, be equally applicable in other areas, such as access issues in digital communications 
sectorss generally'. 

7500 European Commission, Access Notice, paragraph 103. 
7511 Oftel (now: Ofcom) 1997a, paragraph A 41. 
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Thee Commission provided a similar explanation in one of its merger cases. Here, 
thee Commission defined 'non-discriminatory access' in the sense that the licensee 
off  the decoder technology is able to conduct business without being influenced by 
thee technology controller.752 

Onee major problem in this sector is unfair pricing, which can be facilitated by a 
highh level of vertical integration. Unfair pricing for access to a dominant operator's 
facilitiess consists often of excessively high or discriminatory prices.753 In practice, it 
iss very difficult to determine what appropriate access prices are. Access prices must 
bee determined in a way that it is economically viable for the regulated enterprise to 
operatee the service and invest in its maintenance and innovation. Access prices must 
alsoo remain at a level that neither prevents nor discourages the regulated enterprise 
fromm offering quality services to consumers. On the other hand, the price to access a 
conditionall  access platform must remain affordable to competing operators. The 
pricee to access the technical platform can also be influenced by the price that is 
chargedd to the subscribers of the pay-TV service. The price paid by broadcasters to 
accesss the technical platform and the price paid by consumers to access the pay-TV 
servicee are both parameters that the platform operator must take into account to 
definee its pricing model.754 Another question is whether NRAs are entitled to take 
welfaree issues into account, meaning that prices should not be so high that 
competitorss are forced to offer their services to consumers at unaffordable prices. 

Potentiall  anti-competitive practices do not necessarily relate only to technical 
aspects.. Where a vertically integrated conditional access operator operates the 
servicee platform at the same time, the terms and conditions can also contain 
conditionss that refer to content-related aspects or aspects that are related to the 
marketingg of content. Examples are a contractual condition that requires 
broadcasterss to agree to being carried via a particular programme bouquet or to 
adaptingg his programme format, to disclose its customer database, or to agree to an 
exclusivee relationship and refrain from offering the programme to other service 
platforms.. The access-controlled platform operator may wish to adopt a particular 
formatt for all programmes and services delivered via its platform, to admit only 
popularr programmes or programmes that fit  into its editorial strategy, or structure 
thee offer in different thematic bundles, etc. Are such considerations relevant when 
assessingg whether conditions are 'fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory', and are 
telecommunicationss NRAs, whose competency only lies in the telecommunications 
sector,, entitled to decide whether such practices are justified? 

Theree are valid reasons to doubt this. The European Commission repeatedly 
stressess the need to 'separate the regulation of transmission from the regulation of 

Europeann Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraph 111. Interestingly, the Commission 
alsoo noted in this context that such influence could be exercised if the technology is controlled by 
enterprisess that also have interests as programme suppliers, thereby drawing attention to the problem 
off  vertical integration. 
Europeann Commission, Access Notice, paragraphs 105-106. 
Seee section 1.4.3. Evans 2003, 47pp and 64pp. 
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content'.7355 Services providing packages of sound or television broadcasting content 
aree not covered by the Communications Framework.756 Content-related questions 
are,, according to Recital 5 of the Framework Directive, covered by the TWF 
Directive.. The Framework Directive only states in very general terms that the 
'separationn between the regulation of transmission and the regulation of content 
doess not prejudice the taking into account of the links existing between them'.757 

Onn the other hand, the European Commission also indicated that the access 
obligationn in Article 6 of the Access Directive should be sufficient to prevent any 
likelyy spill-over or leverage effects in the pay-TV market.758 In practice, this could 
meann that telecommunications NRAs will , in future, have to consider content-
relatedd aspects providing they are relevant for the realization of open access to the 
conditionall  access platform. Bearing in mind that the technical conditional access 
platformm is closely integrated with the marketing platform for pay-TV content, this 
iss probably also the interpretation that best takes the realities of the pay-TV sector 
intoo account.75' 

Onee must bear in mind, however, that in most Member States media supervision 
iss still organized in separate divisions and according to a distinction between 
transportt and content aspects. Most Member States still distinguish between 
broadcastingg and telecommunications NRAs. With the advancing economic and 
technologicall  convergence of the transport and service areas, effective supervision 
requiress that regulatory authorities in both areas step out of their traditional field of 
expertisee and authority. Some Member States, such as the UK (Ofcom), Italy 
(AGCOM)) and Austria (KommAustria), have already drawn the consequences and 
mergedd their regulatory authorities for the telecommunications and broadcasting 
sectors.. In other Member States, such as Germany, doing this could raise complex 
constitutionall  issues due to the split competences between Bund and Lander. 

Non-DiscriminatoryNon-Discriminatory Terms 
Ass explained in Recital 11 of the Access Directive, the principle of non-
discriminationn is also meant to ensure that enterprises with market power do not 
distortt competition, in particular when such enterprises are vertically integrated and 
supplysupply services to competitors with whom they compete in related markets.760 

Articlee 10 (2) of the Access Directive defines (for access to telecommunications 
networks,, services and associated facilities) non-discrimination as follows: 

'Obligationss for non-discrimination shall ensure that the undertaking applies 
similarr conditions in similar circumstances to other undertakings providing 

Frameworkk Directive, Recital 5. 
Universall  Service Directive, Recital 45. Critical section 4.3.2. 
Frameworkk Directive, Recital 5. 
Europeann Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, p. 37. 
Seee sections 1.2. and 1.4.3. 
Seee also European Commission, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, paragraph 111. 
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similarr services, and provides services and information to others under the 
samee conditions and of the same quality as they provide for their own 
services,, or those of their subsidiaries or partners'. 

Thiss somewhat cryptic definition means that it is prohibited to treat third parties 
differentlyy than one's own or associated services unless there is an objective 
justificationn for doing so. For questions of access to a conditional access system, 
thiss could mean that a platform operator who offers access to its own or affiliated 
servicess must offer access to rivals at the same conditions providing the services in 
questionquestion are comparable. However, a number of practical questions remain 
unanswered,, such as: when are services comparable? Do providers of pay-TV, free-
TV,, interactive-TV, special interest channels, foreign channels, etc., all fall under 
thee same category? Does the transmission medium play a role? Do services 
transmittedd through an IP protocol fall under a different category than services 
transmittedd through 'traditional' means of broadcasting, such as satellite or cable? 
Andd again, are content-related arguments relevant? Are platform operators entitled 
too base their decision to grant access on the popularity of a third party's 
programmingg content or on how well this content fits into their own editorial 
arrangement?? Can operators ask a higher access price for programmes that are 
probablyy more difficult to sell to consumers? 

TermsTerms and Conditions—Retail 
Inn Chapter 1, we saw that for pay-TV markets to be competitive not only the 
conditionss under which rival broadcasters obtain access to a technical platform 
matter,, but that the terms and conditions in subscription contracts also impact the 
sector'ss competitiveness.761 The way in which access-controlled broadcasting 
servicess are marketed and advertised to subscribers, the composition of bundles and 
thee prices charged—all of these are factors that directly influence the competitors' 
chancess of attracting the consumers' attention.762 

Itt is worth noting that the Universal Service Directive acknowledges that there is 
aa risk that an enterprise with significant market power can use control over end-
userss access to a service to impede competition, for example, by charging excessive 
prices,, setting predatory prices, foreseeing the compulsory unbundling of retail 
servicess or showing undue preference to certain customers. Accordingly, NRAs are 
authorizedd to consider imposing retail conditions on an enterprise with significant 
markett power, even if it is a last resort and only occurs after due consideration. The 
regulationregulation of retail conditions is, according to the Universal Service Directive, only 
appropriatee if it has been found that wholesale measures are not sufficient to reach 
whatt the directive calls 'the twin objectives of promoting effective competition 

'' See section 1.5.2. 
22 Consumer attention as a relevant economic factor is addressed in 1.5.2. See also Larouche 2000, pp. 

374-378. . 
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whilstt pursuing public interest needs, such as maintaining the affordability of 
publiclyy available services for some consumers'.763 

Providingg these conditions are fulfilled, NRAs can impose requirements not to 
chargee excessive prices, inhibit market entry or restrict competition by setting 
predatoryy prices, show undue preference to specific end users or unreasonably 
bundlee services (Article 17 (2) of the Universal Service Directive). NRAs can also 
imposee retail price caps and control individual tariffs or measures to orient tariffs 
towardss costs or prices on comparable markets. In addition, the Universal Service 
Directivee includes, as explained further above, provisions on the fairness of 
consumerr contracts and transparency for consumers, as well as on the quality of 
services.7644 Applied to the example of pay-TV, this could mean that NRAs are 
entitledd to control the conditions in subscription contracts and if predatory pricing 
orr bundling strategies have an anti-competitive effect. 

Itt is, however, very questionable whether the provisions in the Universal Service 
Directive,, which apply to electronic telecommunications service providers, also 
applyy to pay-TV operators. As the argument goes, the Universal Service Directive 
onlyy applies to 'electronic communications services' meaning services that consist 
off  the transport of signals.765 In this sense, services that provide or exercise control 
overr content, such as the making available of access-controlled broadcasting 
servicesservices to consumers, are not telecommunications services and do not fall under 
thee Universal Service Directive.766 Pay-TV operators do both: they provide content 
servicesservices to consumers, and in most cases, also operate the technical platform that is 
necessaryy to do so, for example, the conditional access solution. One could argue 
thatt because of their control over the technical pay-TV platform that pay-TV 
operatorss fall under the scope of the Universal Service Directive. After all, and as 
wass explained in Chapter 1, consumers conclude contracts with pay-TV operators 
aboutt the provision of services, or signals, in intelligible form.767 One indication that 
thiss view is not shared by the Commission is the fact that the Commission refrained 
fromm defining a retail market for broadcasting services in general, and pay-TV 
servicess in particular. This is again a consequence of traditional understanding of 
broadcastingg as 'once-sent-free-access-for-all'.768 

Universall  Service Directive, Recital 26. 
Universall  Service Directive, Article 20 (Information in consumer contracts, right to withdraw), 
Articlee 21 (Transparency), Article 22 (Quality), Article 34 (Out-of-court dispute resolution). 
Frameworkk Directive, Article 2 (c); Universal Service Directive, Recital 45 
Europeann Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, p. 36. Framework Directive, Article 2 (c); Universal Service Directive, Article 1(1). 
Seee sections 1.4.2. and 1.5.2. 
Seee sections 2.1. 
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4.4.5.. SUMMARY 

Articlee 6 and Annex I of the Access Directive adopted an absolute approach 
towardss the regulation of access questions whereby all operators of a conditional 
accesss facility are obliged to provide access. The precise scope of the access 
obligationn is unclear and remains open for interpretation by the courts. Article 6 and 
Annexx I work with narrowly defined bottlenecks and remain restricted to 
conditionall  access devices that provide access to digital radio and broadcasting 
services.. The emphasis is on guaranteeing open access to the related service level, 
nott on actively encouraging competition between different conditional access 
platforms.. More generally, the regulation of conditional access is still focussed on 
thee traditional broadcasting sector, where it is still based on the 'once-sent-free-
access-for-all'' concept. This is done despite the fact that, with the arrival of 
electronicc access control in broadcasting, the distribution pattern resembles that of 
otherr telecommunications services. Consequently, many of the problems are 
similar,, such as the effects of control over retail conditions for functioning 
competitionn and general public interest objectives. 

4.5.. Access to Other Bottlenecks in Digital Television: Article 5 (l)b 

Underr certain circumstances, NRAs may choose to expand the access obligation to 
EPGss and APIs if this is necessary to ensure end-user accessibility to digital radio 
andd television broadcasting services.769 According to Article 5 (l)b of the Access 
Directive,, Member States can authorize their national NRAs to go beyond the 
presentt scope of the Access Directive and impose obligations on operators to 
providee access to EPGs and APIs. NRAs can do so irrespective of the finding of 
significantt market power. Moreover, Article 5 (l)b, Annex I, Part 2 of the Access 
Directivee could be the gateway to extending the authority of national NRAs to 
monitorr other facilities of the technical platform in digital broadcasting, namely in 
alll  the cases in which it is necessary to ensure that end users can access digital 
broadcastingg services.770 For the time being, Annex 1 of the Access Directive refers 
too the API and the EPG, but the Annex could be extended to cover other facilities or 
services. . 

Havingg said that, the details of Article 5 (l)b of the Access Directive are still 
veryy unclear. In particular, the directive leaves open whether obligations under this 
provisionn involve only the provision of access itself or whether NRAs can also 
imposee additional obligations, such as the disclosure of technical information and 
specificationss or mandated interoperability. Two options are possible: one would be 
thatt the imposition of access to facilities that fall under Article 5 (l)b of the Access 
Directivee follows the previously described concept of access regulation under 

Articlee 5 (1) b Access Directive. 
Inn this sense Gibbons 2004, 63pp. 
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Articlee 6 of the directive. In this case, national NRAs would probably have littl e 
roomm to choose a remedy other than an access obligation. The other option would 
bee to have Article 5 (l)b follow the concept of Articles 8 to 13 of the Access 
Directive.. This concept, as explained below, differs considerably from the 
regulationn in Article 6 of the Access Directive, and it would give national NRAs far 
moree flexibilit y to choose how they remedy anti-competitive situations. 

Onee argument that speaks for the first option is its proximity to Article 6 of the 
Accesss Directive: both provisions deal with access issues in digital broadcasting. 
Likee Article 6 of the Access Directive, Article 5 (l)b does not require significant 
markett power, and both Articles are treated together in Annex 1. And in the earlier 
draftt versions of the Access Directive, access to associated facilities other than 
conditionall  access, such as EPGs and APIs, was still regulated under the umbrella 
off  Article 6 of the Access Directive.771 An argument in favour of the second option 
iss that access to the API and EPG is now treated under Article 5 and not under 
Articlee 6 of the Access Directive. In its first paragraph, Article 5 stipulates that 
NRAss shall 

'encouragee and where appropriate ensure, in accordance with the provisions 
off  this Directive, adequate access and ... interoperability of services, 
exercisingg their responsibility in a way that promotes efficiency, sustainable 
competition,, and gives the maximum benefit to end-users'. 

Articlee 5 (1) of the Access Directive calls on national NRAs to interfere where 
theyy consider necessary and in a way that they consider best-suited to achieve 
maximumm benefit for end users, be it in the form of access or interoperability 
obligations.. Article 6 of the Access Directive does not provide national NRAs with 
thiss flexibility , but Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive do. 

Withh the increasing sophistication of software and middleware solutions such as 
EPGss and APIs, ensuring end-user accessibility can be far more complicated than 
simplyy granting someone access to a facility. Accessibility can also include the 
provisionn of technical information, format compatibility, transparency, etc. From a 
functionall  point of view, such an argument would favour an interpretation of Article 
55 (l)b in the context of Articles 8 to 13. This interpretation also seems to be 
supportedd by Article 5 (2) of the Access Directive, which explicitly refers to Article 
122 of the Access Directive (obligations of access to and the use of specific network 
facilities).. It does not explicitly exclude EPGs or APIs. 

Ofcomm put forward a third approach, according to which 

'i tt may be most appropriate to use Article 8 of the Access Directive, rather 
thann Article 5 of the Directive, given that this route would allow the 

11 European Parliament, Recommendation for Second Reading Access Directive, Amendment 14. 
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impositionn of the obligations set out in Articles 8-13 of the Access Directive 
onn operators with SMP [significant market power]'.772 

Thiss view has its merits, especially as far as the application of the significant-
market-powerr criterion is concerned (see below). On the other hand, it contradicts 
thee wording of Article 5.™ Moreover, this route seems rather superfluous 
consideringg that Article 5 (l)b of the Access Directive could be interpreted to allow 
thee application of the principles set out in Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive. 

Whatt does not fall under Article 5 (l)b of the Access Directive are content-
relatedd aspects, such as the way information services are listed or presented in an 
EPG.. This can be concluded from Article 6 (4) of the Access Directive, which 
statess that the provision is without prejudice to the ability of Member States to 
imposee obligations in relation to the presentational aspects of electronic programme 
guidess and similar listings and navigation facilities. Having said that, it is worth 
notingg that the presentational aspects of an EPG design are crucial in determining if 
andd how services are accessible to end users. In practice, it will therefore be very 
difficul tt to make a distinction between, on the one hand, access to the EPG, and, on 
thee other hand, the presentational arrangement. This aspect will probably play a 
majorr role mainly for the practical realization of the Access Directive at the 
enforcementt level. 

Anotherr question is whether access obligations for EPGs (as suggested in Article 
55 (l)b of the Access Directive) will solve the information problem described in 
Chapterr I.774 This depends on the effect an access obligation would have. In the best 
case,, the obligation to grant access to an EPG would ensure that EPGs include 
informationn about competing services on the same service platform. However, an 
accesss obligation still does not provide a guarantee that consumers are adequately 
informedd about services and conditions that are offered on other platforms; access 
obligationss do not guarantee that consumers wil l be able to learn about service 
providerss who operate their own EPG or conditional access system. Similarly, 
accesss obligations are not a means to guarantee that comparable service information 
wil ll  be available for all services, including free-TV services and services from other 
Memberr States. In any case, access obligations are still no guarantee for the 
reliability,, quality and accuracy of the service information. 

Thee importance of access to and the quality of transparent and comparable 
servicee information for functioning competition can already be assessed by the fact 
thatt the Universal Service Directive ascribes some service information a universal 
servicee status.775 According to the Universal Service Directive, Member States must 

7171 Oftel (now: Ofcom) 2002, paragraph 47. 
'33 European Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets, Explanatory 

Memorandum,, p. 37. See also Ofcom' Statement on Code on Electronic Programme Guides, Ofcom 
2004,, paragraphs 15-16; but see also paragraph 19. 

''44 See section 1.5.2. 
'55 Universal Service Directive, Recital 11, Article 5. See also Schulz 1998, pinpointing the importance 

off  transparency in a multi-channel environment, p. 190. 
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makee sure that at least one comprehensive telephone directory is available to end 
userss in a form approved by the relevant authority, whether printed, electronic or 
both,, and is updated on a regular basis and at least once a year.776 Arguably, the 
telephonee directory is a kind of search engine because it helps consumers find the 
servicee they are looking for, namely to connect to a particular person. Like the EPG, 
directoryy information and directory enquiry services constitute an essential tool in 
realizingg the accessibility of services, be it telephony or broadcasting services.777 

Thosee directory services that provide an overview of all of the available services, 
includingg those offered by rivals, are tools that facilitate overall accessibility. 
Directoryy services that only provide information about the subscribers to one 
particularr network cannot fulfi l this function. The same can be said of the EPG. 

Fromm recalling the social and economic importance of the availability of 
comparablee and comprehensive service information in a multi-channel 
environment,7788 the step towards considering extending universal service obligations 
too other 'directory services', such as EPGs is not big. Universal service obligations 
aree a construct used to respond to social and political demands. Consequently, the 
universall  service concept is open to respond to changed perceptions of the 
relevancyy of a medium or of access to particular services for social and economic 
life.7799 On the other hand, decisions about the extension of universal service 
obligationss should not be undertaken without carefully considering the impact they 
cann have on innovation and investment, and whether the market itself is able to 
complyy with consumer needs.780 Successful examples, such as programme journals 
andd online search engines, demonstrate that directory services and the provision of 
informationn about information can be a profitable market, and one that serves 
consumerr demand. Moreover, Articles 21 and 22 of the Universal Service Directive 
alreadyy provide a framework for NRAs to make sure that consumers have enough 
informationn available so that they can compare existing services in terms of quality 
andd pricing. According to Article 21 (1) and Annex II of the Universal Service 
Directive,, Member States shall ensure that transparent and up-to-date information 
onn prices and tariffs as well as on standard terms and conditions are available to 
consumers.. Interesting is also the provision in Article 21 (2) of the Universal 
ServiceService Directive that suggests providing consumers with interactive guides so they 
cann independently evaluate the costs of alternative services. In other words, the 
directivee suggests to give consumers electronic tools so they can learn not only 
aboutt the terms and conditions of each particular service separately, but obtain an 
overvieww of the different services available to them and compare them. Article 22 
off  the Universal Service Directive deals with information about the quality of 
services.. It stipulates that Member States shall ensure that NRAs are able to require 

Universall  Service Directive, Article 5 (l)a. 
Universall  Service Directive, Recital 11. 
Seee section 1.5.2. 
Universall  Service Directive, Article 15(1), (2). Xavier 1997, pp. 830-831. 
Seee Universal Service Directive, Article 5, Annex V; extensively Xavier 1997, 833pp. 
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undertakingss that provide publicly available electronic telecommunications services 
too publish comparable, adequate and up-to-date information for end users on the 
qualityy of their services. Having said that, although potentially useful in the pay-TV 
case,, these provisions are only applicable to electronic telecommunications 
services,, or, more narrowly even, to telephony services (Article 21 of the Universal 
Servicee Directive). They do not apply to the broadcasting sector. 

4.6.. The Rule: Access to Telecommunications Infrastructures and 
Facilities—AA Flexible Approach 

Accesss to telecommunications infrastructures and facilities that do not fall under 
Articlee 6 of the Access Directive can fall under Articles 8 to 13 of the Access 
Directive.. With the exception of conditional access, the API and the EPG for digital 
broadcastingg services, and unlike the former ONP concept, the Access Directive 
doess not distinguish between specific bottlenecks. Instead, the Access Directive 
extendss access and interconnection rules to all electronic telecommunications 
networkss and associated facilities. In other words, open access regulation is no 
longerr restricted to selected elements of the telecommunications network; instead, a 
moree general approach was adopted with the goal of establishing throughout 
Europee a common, harmonized framework for access questions at the transport 
level. . 

4.6.1.. SCOPE OF ARTICLES 8 TO 13 OF THE ACCESS DIRECTIVE 

Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive do not deal with predefined bottlenecks; 
instead,, a flexible approach has been adopted by which the NRAs are entitled to 
determinee the circumstances under which facilities are considered potential 
bottleneckss to market entry and competition. Conceptually, this means that Articles 
88 to 13 of the Access Directive do not automatically label certain facilities as 
bottleneckk facilities, unlike the current approach in Article 6 of the Access 
Directive.. Instead, NRAs evaluate the question of bottleneck control within the 
contextt of the market situation. It makes the final assessment dependent on the 
effectt denial of access has on competition or end-user interests. 

Itt remains to be seen whether national NRAs will decide to apply Articles 8 to 13 
off  the Access Directive to bottlenecks in digital broadcasting that do not fall under 
Articless 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive. In section 4.5., it was argued that 
Articlee 5 (l)b of the Access Directive could leave some room to be interpreted 
withinn the context of Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive. Were this to be done, 
suchh facilities would fall under the below described flexible approach. 

Thee applicability of Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive, however, depends 
onn whether a relevant market for ancillary digital broadcasting facilities has been 
defined.. Market definitions mark the limits for the regulatory activity of NRAs. So 
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far,, the Commission has not yet defined a wholesale market for ancillary services in 
digitall  broadcasting, basically because it was convinced that Article 5 (l)b of the 
Accesss Directive would prove to be sufficient. The Commission has also not 
definedd a wholesale market for the pay-TV service platform.781 The pay-TV 
subscriptionn service itself, as this is a content service that, falls outside of the scope 
off  the Communications Framework. What the European Commission did define, 
wass a wholesale market for broadcasting transmission services and distribution 
networkss providing they supply the means to deliver broadcast content to end users. 
Itt wil l only be possible for national NRAs to monitor and regulate markets that 
differr from those identified in the Commission's Recommendation where this is 
justifiedd by national circumstances and where the Commission does not raise any 
objections.. According to Article 15 (3) of the Framework Directive, NRAs can 
definee relevant markets as 'appropriate to national circumstances' providing they 
followw the strict procedures set out in Articles 6, 7 and 15 of the Framework 
Directive. . 

4.6.2.. SIGNIFICANT MARKET POWER 

Thee precondition for any ex ante obligation under the flexible approach is that the 
enterprisee in question must be designated as having significant market power for the 
markett in question. The Commission indicated that the definition of significant 
markett power used in the Communications Framework was equivalent to the 
conceptt of dominance as defined in the case law of the European Court of Justice.782 

Onee important difference, however, is that in the framework of the Access 
Directive,, significant market power is identified from an ex ante perspective. In 
practice,, this often means that the market analysis is based on a purely prospective 
assessmentassessment due to the lack of evidence and records of past behaviour or conduct.783 

Thee accuracy of the market analysis carried out by NRAs will thus depend on 
informationn and data that exist at the time of the adoption of the relevant decision. 
Furtherr details are specified in the Commission's Guidelines on market analysis and 
thee assessment of significant market power under the Community Regulatory 
Frameworkk for electronic telecommunications networks and services.784 

Thee concept of a market-power-oriented threshold is based on the assumption 
thatt bottleneck control is not necessarily harmful to competition, but that only 
enterprisess with a particular degree of market power can efficiently influence 

11 European Commission, Recommendation on Relevant Product and Service Markets, Explanatory 
Memorandum,, pp. 36-38. 

122 For a critical discussion, see Larouche 2002, p. 137. 
155 Accordingly, the outcome of the analysis by NRAs can differ from the outcome of general 

competitionn law procedures. 
144 European Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 

Significantt Market Power. 
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competitionn to their own advantage.785 As the Commission indicated, 'mandated 
accesss is not appropriate in all markets and can have the disadvantage of 
discouragingg investment in innovation by a platform operator'.786 This statement 
makess it all the more surprising that the Commission continues to maintain the 
absolutee access obligation in Article 6 of the Access Directive rather than imposing 
accesss obligations only on enterprises with significant market power.787 

Nationall  NRAs must justify their decisions based on an analysis of the 
competitionn in the market in question and an assessment of the market position of 
thee operator of any bottleneck facility. For this purpose, NRAs are bound to 
observingg a specific market analysis procedure and market definitions as laid down 
inn Articles 14, 15 and 16 of the Framework Directive. Additionally, the 
Commissionn issued, after consultation with the NRAs, the aforementioned 
Recommendationn on Relevant Products and Service Markets as well as the 
Guideliness on Market Analysis and the Assessment of Significant Market Power. 
Thee Commission's recommendation should identify markets 'whose characteristics 
mayy be such as to justify the imposition of regulatory obligations set out in the 
specificc Directives'.788 According to the Commission's guidelines, the finding of 
significantt market power is not only a matter of market share.7M NRAs must also 
takee into account other criteria, such as the ease with which control over the 
infrastructuree can be duplicated, the degree of product or service diversification, 
economiess of scale and scope, the likelihood of new market entries that could 
constrainn the market power of the established undertaking and the existence of 
barrierss to market entry.790 In particular, the guidelines also address the issue of 
newlyy emerging or fast developing markets in which the market leader is likely to 
havee a substantial market share but should be spared from overregulation.791 

Accordingg to Article 15(1) of the Framework Directive, NRAs are required to take 
'thee utmost account' of the Commission's Guidelines. 

Wheree a national NRA determines that the relevant market is not effectively 
competitive,, it should identify enterprises with significant market power in that 
markett in accordance with Article 14 of the Framework Directive and impose 

!55 See also section 1.5.3. Access Directive, Recital 6: 'In markets where there continues to be large 
differencess in negotiating power between enterprises, and where some enterprises rely on 
infrastructuree provided by others for delivery of their services, it is appropriate to establish a 
frameworkk of ex-ante rules to ensure that the market functions effectively'. 

166 European Commission, Commission Staff Working Document on Barriers to Widespread Access, p. 
9.. Nihoul 1998, p. 213, also the paper by Yoo 2002. 

""  See the critical discussion of Article 6 in section 4.4.2. 
188 Framework Directive, Article 15(1). 
199 According to the European Commission, an enterprise with no more than 25% market share is not 

likelyy to enjoy a (single) dominant position, European Commission, Commission Guidelines on 
Markett Analysis and the Assessment of Significant Market Power, paragraph 75. 

100 European Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraphs 78-80. 

""  European Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraph 80. 
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appropriatee obligations from a catalogue of possible initiatives, as provided for in 
Articless 9 to 13 of the Access Directive.792 However, in areas in which NRAs 
concludee that the market is effectively competitive, they should refrain from 
imposingg sector-specific initiatives and withdraw any existing obligations (Article 
166 (3) of the Framework Directive). 

VerticalVertical Integration 
significantt market power at the transport level is not the only motive for NRA 
intervention.. In response to trends in information markets, NRAs can also interfere 
iff  they find that the specific position of an enterprise in a related market poses a 
particularr threat to functioning competition: 

'Wheree an undertaking has significant market power on a specific market, it 
mayy also be deemed to have significant market power on a closely related 
market,, where the link between the two markets are such as to allow the 
markett power held in one market to be leveraged into the other market, 
therebyy strengthening the market power of the undertaking'.793 

Inn other words, where an undertaking has a dominant position in one market and 
aa leading, not necessarily dominant position, in a related market, NRAs are entitled 
too assume that the enterprise holds a dominant position in both markets taken as a 
whole.7944 Related markets can be horizontal or vertical markets. NRAs may also 
restrictt activities of that enterprise in the related market, impose access obligations 
inn any form and/or accompanying measures that provide for greater transparency 
andd controllability, such as obligations concerning non-discrimination, price control 
andd cost accounting. The Communications Framework might also give NRAs an 
importantt and effective means to meet the challenges of strongly vertically 
integratedd markets and to prevent enterprises from abusing their economic strength 
byy leveraging market power from one market into another. 

NRAs,, however, must not automatically jump to the conclusion that interference 
iss needed in a related market. One must bear in mind, as was explained in Chapter 
1,, that leverage is likely to occur only in exceptional situations.795 Even if an 
enterprisee has sufficient market power in both markets, this does not say anything 
aboutt the profitability of leveraging. Consequently, NRAs should be careful before 
restrictingg the activities of an enterprise in the related market. And, as the European 
Commissionn claims, there are many cases in which interference in the related 
markett is not even necessary. According to the Commission, NRAs wil l normally 
bee in a position to prevent any likely spill-over or leverage effects from flowing into 
thee related retail or service market by imposing on that enterprise any of the 

Accesss Directive, Article 8(1). 
Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive and Article 14 (3) of the Framework Directive 
Europeann Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraph 84. 
Seee section 1.5.3. 
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obligationss provided for in the Access Directive.7**  For example, NRAs may require 
aa vertically integrated enterprise to make transparent its wholesale prices and its 
internall  transfer prices to, among other things, ensure compliance with the non-
discriminationn requirement or to prevent unfair cross-subsidies.797 It should also be 
noted,, however, that the abilities of NRAs to remedy spill-over or leverage effects 
iss limited due to the limited competences of telecommunications NRAs to monitor 
content-relatedd questions.798 

4.6.3.. ACCESS OBLIGATION 

Contraryy to the regulation of access to conditional access systems, Articles 8 to 13 
off  the Access Directive are based on the principle of negotiated access. This means 
thatt it is expected that the concerned parties negotiate appropriate access 
agreementss and conditions. In the case of interconnection agreements, the Access 
Directivee even explicitly states that operators of public telecommunications 
networkss have a right and, when requested by other enterprises, an obligation to 
negotiatee interconnection with each other (Article 4 (1) of the Access Directive). 
Onlyy when negotiations fail, are NRAs requested to impose adequate access, 
interconnectionn or interoperability obligations. 

FlexibleFlexible Approach 
Thee 'flexible' approach under Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive stipulates 
thatt national NRAs are to impose specific ex ante obligations where these are 
necessaryy to ensure adequate access and interoperability in the market. Unlike 
underr general competition law, access obligations do not require a preceding 
situationn of market power abuse; the infliction of ex ante obligations is based on a 
prospectivee assessment.799 

Thee nature of the obligation will again depend on the requirements of the market 
situation.. The final access obligation, thus, will be the result of case-by-case 
decisions,, made under the authority of the national NRAs, which take the 
circumstancess of each case into account. Such circumstances include the anticipated 
effectt of an access denial on the overall competition, the market position and 
protection-worthyy interests of the facility operator, the so-called 'essential 
requirements'' (see section 4.6.5.). 

TheThe Toolbox 
Oncee the NRA has identified a possible bottleneck situation that was caused by a 
providerr of telecommunications networks or facilities with significant market 

Europeann Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraph 84. 
Accesss Directive, Article 11 (1). 
Seee section 4.4.4 
Seee also Dommering/Van Eijk/Theeuwes/Vogelaar 2001, p. 59. 
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power,, the NRA can choose from a list of possible responses the answer that is the 
mostt likely to restore the market balance and that has a proportional goal-remedy 
relationship.. This is the so-called 'toolbox' approach.800 Remedies in the toolbox 
rangee from the ability to impose duties that are related to the provision of access 
anoVorr interoperability (see section 4.6.4.) to other measures that are aimed at 
preparingg the ground for a sufficiently competitive and transparent environment so 
thatt market participants can negotiate access agreements on fair, reasonable and 
non-discriminatoryy terms. Examples are the obligation to make public accounting 
information,, technical specifications, network characteristics, terms and conditions 
forr supply and use, and prices (Article 9 (1) of the Access Directive as well as to 
publishh reference offers (Article 9 (2) of the Access Directive). The 'tools' in the 
toolboxx enable NRAs to create the conditions that make monopoly-controlled 
facilitiess accessible to rivals. Some of the tools are also aimed at encouraging the 
emergencee of different platforms. Switching between different platforms is 
facilitatedd by interoperability arrangements and provisions requiring transparency, 
non-discrimination,, accounting separation and price control. Not included in the 
toolboxx is the ability to enforce structural separation measures, for example, in 
verticallyy integrated enterprises.801 

Ass for the obligation to allow access to one's own facilities, Article 12 (1) of the 
Accesss Directive leaves it up to the NRAs to determine which initiatives are needed 
too ensure the openness of a particular facility. Different situations may require 
differentt initiatives to realize open access. This applies in particular to the more 
software-orientedd elements of the telecommunications network, where accessibility 
dependss on a complex interaction between different standards and interfaces. The 
sett of optional initiatives clearly extends beyond the scope of Article 6 of the 
Accesss Directive as it is not restricted to the access to the facility itself, but also 
coverss access to technical interfaces or operational support systems and initiatives 
thatt actively promote the interoperability of competing facilities and services. 
Accordingg to Article 12 of the Access Directive, NRAs can also be authorized to 
monitorr the contractual relationship between the facility operator and the access 
requesterr even after access has been granted (Article 12 (c) of the Access 
Directive),, for example, to ensure that granted access is not withdrawn; that access 
too operational support systems, such as customer and information management 

Seee Dommering/Van Eijk/Theeuwes/Vogelaar 2000, p. 97. 
Note:: As opposed, the Council Regulation on the Implementation of the Rules on Competition Laid 
Downn in Articles 81 and 82 ECT entitles competition NRAs, here: the European Commission, to also 
adoptt structural measures as of mid-2004, European Council, Regulation on the implementation of 
thee Rules on Competition, Article 7: 'any behavioural or structural remedies which are proportionate 
too the infringement committed and necessary to bring the infringement effectively to an end. 
Structurall  remedies can only be imposed either where there is no equally effective behavioural 
remedyy or where any equally effective behavioural remedy would be more burdensome for the 
undertakingg concerned than the structural remedy'. But see also the critical discussion of this 
distinctionn in section 3.3.2. For a more general overview of possible remedies: Larouche 2000, pp. 
325-329. . 
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systemss (Article 12 (h) of the Access Directive) is granted; that access to technical 
interfacess is granted, and that information, such as accounting information, 
technicall  specifications, network characteristics, terms and conditions for the supply 
andd use of the system, and prices (Article 9 (3) of the Access Directive) are made 
available. . 

4.6.4.. INTEROPERABILITY 

Unlikee the conditional access regulation, European telecommunications law has had 
aa two-tier approach from the very beginning: it addresses (a) the vertical 
relationshipp between network operators and telecommunications service providers 
withh the rules on fair, non-discriminatory access, and (b) the horizontal relationship 
betweenn competing facility operators with the rules on interconnection and 
interoperability.. The principle of open non-discriminatory treatment applies to both 
levels.8022 The Access Directive adopted the approach of the former ONP Framework 
andd modernized it in order to respond to the increased intelligence and complexity 
off  telecommunications networks and associated facilities. In addition, it extends the 
Frameworkk to cover other aspects such as the interoperability of services with 
middlewaree or software elements, and the provision of information and 
specificationss needed to run an application or use a facility. In this context, 
interoperabilityy obligations often work at the interface between the infrastructure 
andd the service level because they guarantee that the services provided by means of 
aa particular infrastructure element are interoperable with the facility itself as well as 
withh other services using the same technical platform. Accordingly, the flexible 
approachh gives NRAs room to oblige operators to actively promote the 
interoperabilityy of services with the technical application environment, for example, 
byy providing access to the operating systems or converter, or by requiring the 
installationn of a common interface or other interoperability solutions. More 
importantly,, NRAs can also require operators to make available information that is 
necessaryy to make systems interoperable, etc. (Articles 12 (e) and (g) of the Access 
Directive). . 

Inn addition, Article 5 (l)a of the Access Directive stipulates more generally that 
NRAss shall actively encourage, and where necessary and appropriate, also take 
moree pro-active measures to ensure the interoperability of services. The NRAs' task 
iss to ensure end-to-end connectivity for end users where enterprises control access 
too end users, according to Article 5 (l)a. This provision mirrors the previously 
describedd Article 5 (l)b of the Access Directive, which applies to digital 
broadcasting,, and here more specifically to the obligation to provide access to the 
APII  and/or EPG. In contrast, Article 5 (l)a provides a more general approach to 

Directivee 97/33/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 June 1997 on 
interconnectionn in telecommunications with regard to ensuring universal service and interoperability 
throughh application of the principles of Open Network Provision (ONP), 26 July 1997, OJ L 199, p. 
322 [hereinafter 'Interconnection Directive'], Recital 1. 
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addressingg technical lock-in situations by imposing obligations to make systems 
interoperablee or interconnected. For this purpose, NRAs can also impose conditions 
thatt refer to the implementation of specific technical standards or specifications 
(Articlee 5 (2) of the Access Directive). A precondition, however, is that they respect 
Articlee 17 of the Framework Directive, which stipulates the authorities of the 
Europeann Commission in the field of standardization. 

4.6.5.. ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Inn areas in which NRAs have clearly identified the anti-competitive effect of 
potentiall  access denials, the legal consequence is not necessarily the imposition of 
ann access obligation or the application of another remedy. The Access Directive 
continuess the proportionality approach ('essential requirement') of the former ONP 
Frameworkk and limits access obligations explicitly to what is practically and 
technicallyy possible and economically feasible.803 The obligation to grant access 
doess not apply to situations where a third party's access might cause disproportional 
technicall  or economic losses. According to Article 12 (2) of the Access Directive, 
whenn imposing access obligations on a case-by-case basis, NRAs must balance all 
off  the interests involved and consider not only the technical aspects, such as system 
integrityy and security, interoperability and capacities, but also the economic and 
widerr competition policy aspects. Examples of such policy aspects are the need to 
allowallow enterprises to recoup initial investments, the long-term effects of access 
deniall  on competition, the need to consider the economic risks an enterprise runs 
whenn setting up certain facilities, and any of the facility provider's property 
interestss (Article 12 (2) of the Access Directive). 

4.6.6.. TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Inn areas in which terms and conditions of access and interconnection are not 
negotiatedd for an individual case, it is primarily the task of national NRAs to 
determinee what fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms and conditions are 
andd to impose adequate ex ante obligations.804 The NRAs' task is facilitated by the 
abilityy to impose various transparency obligations (Articles 9 and 11 of the Access 
Directive).. As far as the adequacy of terms and conditions is concerned, particular 
emphasiss is placed on the aspect of price discrimination. Facility operators may be 
subjectt to tight price controls, including possible obligations regarding cost 

Seee also European Commission, Access Notice, paragraphs 87-98. 
Articlee 12 (1) of the Access Directive reads: 'National regulatory authorities may ... impose 
obligationsobligations on operators to meet reasonable requests for access to, and use of, specific network 
elementss and associated facilities, among other things, in situations where the national regulatory 
authorityy considers that denial of access or unreasonable terms and conditions having a similar effect 
wouldd hinder the emergence of a sustainable competitive market at the retail level, or would not be in 
thee end-user's interest'. Article 10 (2) of the Access Directive addresses discriminatory behaviour. 
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orientationn and accounting systems (Articles 9, 11 and 13 of the Access Directive). 
Thee burden of proof that charges are derived from costs, including a reasonable rate 
off  return on investment, lies with the facility operator (Article 13 (3) of the Access 
Directive). . 

Moreover,, Article 17 of the Universal Service Directive applies. Article 17 of the 
Universall  Service Directive acknowledges the consequences of monopolistic 
controll  over the consumer base in the form of contractual lock-ins and other forms 
off  anti-competitive behaviour on competition and consumer welfare. The provision 
authorizess NRAs to monitor retail conditions. Where NRAs find that a given retail 
markett is not competitive and access obligations under the Access Directive are not 
sufficientt to make the market competitive, NRAs can impose additional obligations, 
suchh as terms and conditions that define how services are marketed to consumers. It 
iss worth noting that NRAs are entitled to pursue competition and general public 
interests,, such as maintaining the affordability and public availability of certain 
servicess for consumers.805 

Cost-controll  and transparency play major roles in this context. The Universal 
ServiceService Directive recognizes that, for reasons of efficiency and to encourage 
effectivee competition, it is important that the services provided by an enterprise 
withh significant market power reflect consumer demand conditions and costs. 
Enterprisess should not use their control over access to consumers to impose 
excessivee or predatory prices on them.806 NRAs can also step in where enterprises 
showw undue preference for certain consumers or unreasonably bundle services. 
Accordingg to Article 17 (2) of the Universal Service Directive, NRAs may therefore 
imposee retail price cap measures, measures to control individual tariffs, or measures 
too orient tariffs towards costs or prices in comparable markets. According to 
Articless 21 (2) and 22 of the Universal Service Directive, non-regulatory measures 
suchh as the transparency initiatives mentioned in section 4.5. can also be used to 
makee publicly available comparisons on retail tariffs, the quality of services and 
termss and conditions of access. These measures enable consumers to compare 
servicess and exercise their choice, and thereby realize the previously mentioned 
'twinn objectives'.807 

4.6.7.. SUMMARY 

Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive implement a flexible concept for the 
regulationn of access to technical bottlenecks. Instead of pre-defined bottlenecks and 
obligations,, it is the task of the NRAs to identify critical bottlenecks within the 
contextt of the market situation and choose effective and proportionate remedies. 
NRAss dispose over a toolbox of possible remedies, including access, transparency 

Universall  Service Directive, Recital 26. 
Universall  Service Directive, Recital 26. 
Universall  Service Directive, Recital 26. 
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andd interoperability obligations as well as the monitoring of retail conditions to 
preventt abuse of monopolistic control over the consumer base in form of 
technical/contractuall  lock-ins or lack of comparable service information. 

4.7.. Two Conflicting Access Regimes 

4.7.1.. Ex ANTE/EX POST CONTROL 

Thee two access regimes outlined above could result in very different outcomes for 
telecommunicationss markets. The flexible access concept under Articles 8 to 13 of 
thee Access Directive approaches the issue of bottleneck control within the context 
off  the reality of market structures. Its efficacy depends on the choice of the 
appropriatee remedy and the ability to adopt timely procedures. Articles 8 to 13 of 
thee Access Directive establish a system of ex ante market control by which national 
NRAss regularly monitor market developments and identify sector-specific 
bottleneckk situations. The flexible concept necessarily involves an element of legal 
uncertaintyy and subjective assessment due to the uncertainties of any ex ante 
assessmentt of market power and the fact that operators cannot necessarily foresee 
futuree obligations that might be imposed on them. This also means that the legal 
situationn in national telecommunications markets could change quickly and in line 
withh changes to the economic structure of the respective markets. As 
telecommunicationss markets will differ from Member State to Member State, it is 
alsoo likely that the concept will result in different legal situations in the different 
nationall  markets. 

Conditionall  access facility operators that fall under Article 6 of the Access 
Directivee will find a less dynamic and, at first glance, more continuous legal 
environment.. The price for continuity and stability, however, is less flexibilit y to 
reactt to newly emerging bottleneck situations in the converging digital service 
sectorr in a timely manner and before lasting harm is done. Furthermore, upon closer 
scrutiny,, the approach of Article 6 of the Access Directive gives rise to some legal 
uncertainty,, although of another kind than under the flexible approach. The possible 
causess for the uncertainty are threefold: the reference to the somewhat outdated 
definitionn of broadcasting, the split supervision of NRAs, competition authorities 
andd courts, and, finally, the impossibility of predicting the outcome of judgements 
inn access conflicts. It remains to be seen whether the concept of judicial ex post 
controll  is efficient and cost-effective. As opposed to sector-specific NRAs, courts 
wil ll  generally lack the information and experience required to adequately decide 
casess of access refusal. The overall costs of obtaining a decision, the consequences 
off  a prolonged situation of uncertainty (due to lengthy judicial proceedings) and the 
possiblee costs of enforcing decisions can make the absolute approach more 
inefficientt than the flexible approach. In dynamic technology markets such as the 
pay-TVV market, the time aspect plays a crucial role in effective regulation. As 
Dommering,, Van Eijk, Theeuwes and Vogelaar observe, timing is one of the most 
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underestimatedd aspects in the regulation of the telecommunications sector.808 The 
successs of the absolute approach and its ability to effectively guarantee fair access 
too conditional access facilities, EPGS and APIs will depend largely on whether 
legislatorss wil l succeed in predicting the relevant bottlenecks or defining them in a 
mannerr that is flexible enough to respond to technological changes or market 
conditions.. It wil l also depend on the ease with which the law can be amended in 
responsee to changing technological and market conditions, and whether the 
responsiblee judicial bodies have sufficient competence and access to the necessary 
informationn to judge the fairness and adequacy of access conditions. 

4.7.2.. THE POWER OF THE NRAS 

Undoubtedly,, the flexible concept gives NRAs sufficient opportunity to evaluate 
thee market situation, and in particular to identify bottleneck situations, the facility in 
question,, the relevant market, and whether an enterprise with significant market 
powerr is active. It also gives NRAs some flexibilit y to choose the most appropriate 
remedy.. Unlike court decisions, NRA decisions are also economically and 
politicallyy motivated decisions that take market factors, competition policy and 
generall  public policy interests into account. This could allow NRAs to shape future 
markett structures and conditions of competition for all bottleneck facilities (except 
conditionall  access and other technical facilities for broadcasting services). The 
NRAs'' powers, on the other hand, are limited due to the concept of strict separation 
betweenn content and infrastructure regulation, which is not only immanent to the 
Communicationss Framework, but is also reflected in the way supervision over the 
servicee and transport sectors is organized. In response, there is a growing 
acknowledgementt in the Member States that a strict separation between the content 
andd the service level is increasingly difficult to maintain. This is why in some 
Memberr States, such as the UK and Italy, the regulatory authorities for both sectors 
weree merged into one entity, while other countries, such as Germany, require the 
NRAss in the different sectors to closely cooperate. 

Thee sector that falls under Article 6 of the Access Directive does not leave any or 
onlyy littl e flexibilit y for NRAs to take competition or general public interest 
objectivess into account and adapt their choice of remedies accordingly; this area is 
reservedd for the legislator.809 Article 6 of the Access Directive mandates an absolute 
accesss obligation, principally irrespective of the market situation and whether other, 
moree effective remedies are available. The goal of Article 6 of the Access Directive 
iss to guarantee the openness of the conditional access platform. This is done with a 

Dommering/VanDommering/Van Eijk/Theeuwes/Vogelaar 2001, p. 98. 'Timing is een van de meest onderschatte 
aspectenn bij de regulering en het toezicht in de communicatiesector' [Timing is one of the most 
underestimatedd aspects in the regulation and supervision of the communications sector. Translation 
byy the author]. Neumann 1998, pp. 33-35 on the particularly high financial risks and difficulties 
duringg the entrance phase. 
Differentt opinion Cave/Cowie 1998, section 5. 
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vieww towards protecting the interests of competing broadcasters, consumers and 
generall  public interest objectives by ensuring that the market for access-controlled 
servicess is not impeded by undue bottleneck control. It is up to the courts to 
evaluatee the adequacy of access obligations. The courts' decisions are made on a 
case-by-casee basis, they wil l focus less on medium or long-term market or public 
informationn policy considerations. 

4.7.3.. STIMULATIN G vs. DISCIPLINING 

Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive do not predetermine the remedies that may 
bee imposed on operators because the choice of remedies depends on the case being 
treatedd and the 'the nature of the problem'.8,° For facility operators that fall under 
thee flexible approach, this means being exposed to a level of uncertainty in terms of 
thee applicable obligations and their scope. On the other hand, NRAs are explicitly 
encouragedd to take the valid economic interests of the facility operator into account, 
notablyy the investment made by the operator and its chances of a reasonable return 
onn investment. The NRAs are also encouraged to take the facility operator's risks 
intoo account, as well as the technical and economic viability and the feasibility of 
imposingg access or other obligations. Less economically powerful operators, for 
example,, those without significant market power, wil l only be burdened with 
specificc obligations in exceptional circumstances. 

Iff  correctly exercised, the flexible approach could be a powerful tool for 
stimulatingstimulating investment and innovation in the respective markets because it leaves 
roomm for investment-friendly and market-policy-oriented choices. In contrast, the 
absolutee access obligation is primarily a tool for disciplining facility operators and 
prosecutingg the abuse of market power. It leaves littl e room for political market 
considerationss or initiatives to mitigate the deterrent effect an absolute access 
obligationn might have on investment and innovation. The conceptual difference 
betweenn the two approaches is likely to be reflected in the outcome of decisions in 
accesss conflict cases. 

4.7.4.. NEGOTIATED ACCESS VS. MANDATED ACCESS 

Anotherr difference is that Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive apply the concept 
off  'negotiated' access rather than that of 'mandated' access under Article 6 of the 
Accesss Directive. Since one of the objectives of the flexible approach is to create a 
transparentt negotiation-friendly environment, facility operators that fall under 
Articless 8 to 13 are very likely to experience additional transparency obligations 
regardingg the conditions of supply and the obligation to publish reference offers, 
etc.. Another important difference between the flexible approach and the absolute 
accesss concept is that the former mandates the imposition of elaborate obligations 

100 Access Directive, Article 8 (4). 
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concerningg pricing and accounting. The flexible approach refers to the economic 
adequacyy and reasonableness of prices, including retail prices. In addition, under 
thee flexible concept NRAs are also entitled to monitor retail conditions in terms of 
thee way services are marketed to consumers. As a result, under the flexible concept, 
enterprisess initially enjoy more negotiating power than under the absolute concept. 
However,, under the flexible approach, NRAs have considerable power to monitor 
andd influence the terms and conditions of access agreements—probably even more 
thann under the absolute approach. 

4.7.5.. STIMULATIN G COMPETITION 

Bothh models aim at opening markets to competition and both pursue, to varying 
degrees,, the idea of deregulation. However, there are two major differences in the 
wayy they approach this goal. One difference is the way both concepts approach 
questionss of interoperability. The other difference is the role that individual 
consumer-service-providerr relationships play in the NRAs' monitoring activities. 

Ass to the first difference, the strategy of the flexible approach is twofold. First, 
regulationn aims at preventing the anti-competitive use of market power in the form 
off  bottleneck control by monitoring the behaviour of major players in a national 
markett and intervening where necessary. The idea is to guarantee unprejudiced 
accesss to the service level by mandating access to a technical platform in order to 
preventt facility operators from leveraging economic power from the transport level 
too the service level. Second, the flexible approach strongly mandates 
interoperabilityy solutions to encourage competition at the transport level. This 
furtherr reduces the chances of leverage and of a technical service or facility of 
becomingg a lasting bottleneck facility. Ideally, this concept will create a number of 
alternativee facilities that compete 'within the [facility] market' rather than 'for the 
market'.8""  From the consumer perspective, competition would occur at levels such 
ass price, quality, product features and support services, rather than be a race to 
establishh a dominant standard. Programme and application providers can benefit 
fromm this situation, as they will probably be able to choose from alternative 
technicall  facilities that compete in terms of quality and service conditions. 

Inn contrast, Article 6 of the Access Directive focuses on opening up the technical 
platformm to competing broadcasters by imposing behavioural rules on the 
conditionall  access operator and controlling ex post the adequacy of access 
conditions.. Article 6 of the Access Directive does not promote competition between 
thee different technical platforms but access to the dominant platform. It is worth 
notingg that this is in contrast to the findings in some of the Commission's merger 
decisionss that ascribed major importance to inter-platform competition, including 
competitionn between different conditional access standards.812 As a result of the 

8111 See also Shapiro 1998, p. 9. 
8122 See section 3.3.1. 
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applicationn of Article 6 of the Access Directive, and from the broadcasters' point of 
view,, there would be principally no need to establish a second conditional access 
systemm since the standard of the first-comer is firmly established and access to this 
technicall  platform can be enforced. It is left up to the industry to develop and apply 
interoperabilityy solutions for the technical pay-TV platform, be it with a view 
towardss conditional access or API interoperability. If industry negotiations fail, 
competitionn in the pay-TV sector wil l continue to develop mainly as a competition 
'forr the market' in which competitors strive to establish the dominant standard and 
securee their market position. Presumably, the first mover—or alternatively the 
operatorr of the most popular service platform—will establish a de facto standard 
thatt does not even have to be the most technologically advanced or consumer-
friendliest. . 

Arguably,, Article 6 can also stimulate competition in the pay-TV sector if it 
encouragess the market entry of smaller service providers that cannot afford to 
operatee their own system. It is questionable to which extent these smaller operators 
wil ll  indeed by able to discipline the behaviour of a dominant pay-TV operator. 
Muchh depends on whether Article 6 of the Access Directive is an efficient tool to 
protectt the economic and editorial independence of service providers that are 
carriedd via this platform. On the other hand, the absolute concept could have a 
deterrentt effect on larger platform operators, meaning potential competitors at the 
servicee level who intend to operate their own conditional access system. This is 
becausee the lack of mandatory interoperability solutions can generate incalculable 
risksrisks for launching their own system. 

Ass far as the aspect of monopolization of the installed consumer base is 
concerned,, accessibility for consumers to digital broadcasting services is one of the 
goalss declared in Articles 5 and 6 of the Access Directive. However, the provisions 
doo not address issues of individual consumer access to pay-TV platforms. They 
focuss instead on creating conditions that allow consumers that are subscribed to one 
pay-TVV platform or use one particular decoder technology, to access services from 
otherr service providers using that particular technology. 

Moree generally, the Access Directive is not concerned with questions regarding 
thee consumer-service-provider relationship, such as the issues of technical and 
contractuall  lock-ins or the information problem that were discussed in Chapter 1. 
Ass far as access to telephony, the internet or other telecommunications services is 
concerned,, the provisions of the Universal Service Directive apply and address such 
issues.. This is done in form of provisions dealing with unjustified bundling, unfair 
pricing,, the availability of comparable service information and matters of 
interoperability.. Insofar, social and general public interests can be taken into 
accountt when assessing the adequacy of the terms, conditions and prices of services 
att the retail level. This does not apply, however, for broadcasting services. 
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Competentt  authorit y 

Characterr  of control 
Definitionn of 
bottlenecks s 

Accesss obligation 

Applicablee to 

Focus s 

Remedy y 

Interoperabilit y y 

Accompanying g 
measures s 

Limit s s 

Articl ee 6 Access Directive 
Mixedd competencies of national 
legislators,, courts, NRAs and 
competitionn authorities 
Exx post control 
Predefinedd bottlenecks 

Absolutee access obligation for 
alll  CA providers, irrespective 
off  degree of market power and 
levell  of vertical integration 
Applicablee to all operators of 
CAA who produce and market 
accesss services for digital 
television n 
Principlee of mandated access 
prevails s 
Predefinedd access obligation, 
whilee further definition of 
conditionss left to the 
interpretationn of the general 
notionn of 'fair, reasonable and 
non-discriminatory' ' 
Questionss of interoperability 
leftt in the first place to market 
players s 
Accompanyingg measures 
restrictedd to the obligation to 
keepp separate financial 
accountss regarding activity as 
CAA provider, 
Licensingg of CA to decoder 
manufacturess at fair, reasonable 
andd non-discriminatory 
conditions s 

--
Goalss promoted I Competition at service level 

|| Continuity and stability with 
|| respect to existing systems at 
II  the CA level 
11 (Deregulation) 
11 Open access to established CA 
II  system {intra-platform 
|| competition) 

Article ss 8 to 13 Access Directive 
Widee scope of judgement and interference 
forr NRAs 

Exx ante obligations 
Flexiblee definition of bottlenecks, 
dependentt on market structure and subject 
too timely technological change 
Specificc initiatives which focus on 
targetingg vertical concentrated structures 

Applicablee only to operators with 
considerablee market power (exception: 
Articlee 8 (2)) 

Principlee of negotiated access prevails 

Actuall  obligations depend on 'nature of 
thee problem' 

Possibilityy of NRAs to impose obligations 
forr ensuring interoperability and 
compatibility y 
Cataloguee of possible ex ante obligations 
exceedingg the actual access provision and 
extendingg to initiatives with the intention 
off  preparing the ground for fair access 
negotiationss in a competitive environment 
(e.g.. transparency obligations and price 
control,, obligation to accounting 
separation,, cost accounting obligations) 

Essentiall  requirements, Article 12 (2) 
Competitionn at service level 
Competitionn at transport level 
Innovation,, investment at transport level 
Deregulation n 
Stimulatee inter- and intra-platform 
competition n 

TableTable 2-Comparison of Article 6 and Articles 8 to to 13 of the Access Directive. Table 2 compares compares Article 
66 to Articles 8 to 13 of of the Access Directive using different criteria. 
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4.7.6.. SUMMARY 

Thee existence of two such disparate approaches to bottleneck control in the 
broadcastingg and non-broadcasting sector is likely to lead to considerable 
inconsistenciess in the market structure for both the digital TV broadcasting and 
non-broadcastingg service markets. Conceptually, one system promotes full 
competitionn at both levels (the transport and the content service level), while the 
otherr might have the opposite effect of consolidating the dominance of one 
conditionall  access platform that is commonly also associated with the dominant 
servicee platform. Both concepts will have very different effects on competition, 
innovationn and consumers. Very likely, only a flexible approach wil l leave enough 
roomm to actively stimulate innovation and investment in digital broadcasting 
marketss and encourage larger service providers and conditional access operators to 
enterr the market.813 

Thee uncertainty is very prominent in areas in which the two regulations overlap, 
ass is the case with advanced conditional access systems that provide access to both 
broadcastingg and information society services. By distinguishing between providers 
off  access-controlled broadcasting and non-broadcasting services, the Access 
Directivee submits them to very different legal regimes. At the same time, the 
operatorss wil l be the target of contradictory economic impulses, as one regulation 
cann aim at competition between alternative systems, while the other aims at stability 
andd continuity with respect to existing systems. The resulting incoherence in market 
structuree and policy might seriously impede the development of the market for 
advancedd access-controlled content services, such as interactive services that are 
offeredd at pay-TV platforms as well as broadcasting services that are streamed via 
thee internet. 

4.8.. Absolute Approach versus Flexible Approach 

Section,, 4.7. illustrated that the Access Directive maintains two different and even 
contradictoryy access regimes for technical facilities, and that this could lead to 
considerablee legal uncertainty and inconsistency. In section 4.8., arguments in 
favourr and against both approaches are weighed to determine which approach is 
better-suitedd to deal with bottleneck situations in pay-TV. 

Thee need for and the character of public intervention depends to a large extent on 
thee structure of the markets in question and on their openness. Obviously, there is a 
delicatee balance between the advantages of an access obligation and the possible 

1133 See, for example, Shelanski/Sidak 2001, who argue that the drivers of innovation are the major 
playerss rather than small newcomers, p. 124. However, examples such as the case of joint control of 
Germann Telekom over the cable and the telephone network illustrate that the opposite can also be 
true,, whereby internal conflicts of interests and structural inflexibilit y can block innovation (in this 
case,, investment in broadband technology). 
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adversee effect on competition and investment. An 'access-at-any-price' approach 
mayy not only be detrimental to its goals, but may also be questionable from a 
constitutionall  point of view. To be justifiable, any approach to access regulation 
mustt be proportionate and sufficiently balanced to adequately consider the 
legitimatee interests and constitutional freedoms of all of the parties involved, 
meaningg the parties requesting access as well as the facility operator. 

Imposingg an absolute obligation on conditional access operators to grant access 
too their system might facilitate the entry for new access-controlled services. It could 
bee a viable instrument for addressing the high entrance risks and costs that could 
deterr competitors from entering the market. Newcomers would not be under 
pressuree to invest in new technical facilities because they would have access to 
existingg facilities. Conditional access controllers would be widely deprived of 
possibilitiess to fight market entry with access refusals since they would be legally 
obligatedd to provide access to their systems. 

Onn the other hand, are all conditional access systems by definition obstacles to 
markett entry? Chapter 1 explained why it is so difficult to identify critical 
bottlenecks.. The definition of critical bottlenecks is a process that must take 
particularr market situations and a sector's competition and general public policy 
goalss into account.8'4 The greatest difficulty with any ex ante access obligation is 
probablyy the identification of critical bottlenecks. The price for legal certainty in 
dealingg with bottleneck situations is that a predefined access obligation can quickly 
becomee outdated and even harmful in a fast moving technology and economic 
environment,, and thus fail to achieve its goal. 

4.8.1.. WHEN IS A 'BOTTLENECK' A BOTTLENECK? 

Enterprisess that specialize in the development and installation of conditional access 
systemss do not automatically have an incentive to reduce the availability of the 
conditionall  access system to competitors or to discriminate against access 
requesters.8155 In the absence of additional circumstances, why would an 
economicallyy minded enterprise refuse to sell its technology to as many users as 
possiblee and profit from the resulting profits and economies of scale?816 It is often 
arguedd that the degree of vertical integration in the pay-TV sector would not only 
createe the possibility but also the incentive for pay-TV operators to leverage market 
powerr using bottleneck control.817 But as was explained in Chapter 1, those views 
tooo easily ignore that leverage is not necessarily a profitable, and therefore likely, 
strategy.8188 The existence of a bottleneck situation and the occurrence of leverage 

8144 See section 1.5.3. 
8155 See section 1.5.3. 
8166 See also Besen/Farrell 1994, 122pp. 
8177 See König 1997, p. 89; Neumann 1998, p. 239; the paper of Lemley/Lessig 2000 for the broadband 

sector.. More differentiated, Owen 1975, 888pp. 
8,88 See section 1.5.3. 
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dependss on, among others, the competitive strength of the enterprise in question, 
thee degree of concentration in the markets for conditional access systems and 
access-controlledd services, and the existence of obstacles to market entry.819 Even in 
verticallyy integrated structures, pay-TV operators may have valid economic 
incentivess to admit competing operators to their conditional access system and 
servicee platform. A rich array of content could enhance the attractiveness of their 
ownn platform. Hence, it seems that it is not the control over the conditional access 
facilityy itself that threatens to block market entry, but the existence of additional 
structurall  factors that accompany this control. Consequently, simple control over 
facilitiess does not justify limiting the operators' property rights and contractual 
freedomm by imposing access obligations.820 Such overregulation can interfere with 
legitimatee business practices, render a service inefficient and harm competition and 
consumerr welfare. It can also create a disincentive to innovate and invest in the 
developmentt and maintenance of an own technical platform. Accordingly, at least 
thee European Court of Justice subjects the analysis of alleged bottleneck facilities in 
competitionn law cases to a strict and critical assessment821 With this in mind, and 
againstt the background of the intended deregulation of the telecommunications 
sector,, it is difficult to see why facilities in digital broadcasting should be more 
strictlyy regulated under Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive than they 
wouldd be under general competition law, unless there are other reasons that would 
requiree the stricter approach (see section 4.8.5.). 

Inn order to adopt effective, innovation-friendly and proportionate regulation, it is 
necessaryy to specify the circumstances that make a facility or service a bottleneck. 
Factorss that can favour bottleneck situations can be, for example, the existence of 
indirectt network effects, individual and collective adaptation costs as well as the 
lackk of adequate interoperability solutions.822 This is particularly true for bottleneck 
situationss at the upper levels of the telecommunications model, such as the 
conditionall  access system. The conditional access bears littl e resemblance to the 
naturall  monopoly situations that the former ONP framework sought to address. 
Naturall  monopolies describe situations in which demand for a particular service or 
facilityy can be best and most efficiently served by a single operator.823 Usually, this 
concernss resources whose capacities can be extended only with difficulties, due to 
thee technical and economic particularities of a sector. Examples for sectors that are 
oftenn considered susceptible to natural monopolies are the energy and telecom 
networks.. The existence of natural monopolies is an extreme case of market 

99 See section 1.5.3. 
00 Fritsch/Wein/Ewersl999, p. 238; Knieps 1998, p. 276. 
11 See section 3.4.1. As far as access to the conditional access system is concerned, this is already 

reflectedd in Article 6, Annex I, Part 1 (b) of the Access Directive. This is different for the facilities in 
Annexx I, Part 2, notably the API and the EPG. But both Article 6 and 5 (l)b of the Access Directive 
alloww the imposition of access obligations even in the absence of significant market power. 

22 See section 1.5.2. 
33 SeeHerdzinal999,p.41. 
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development.. Usually, the technological and economic conditions will restrict the 
numberr of potential competitors (oligopoly) without necessarily excluding any 
chancee of competition. 

Bottleneckk situations in pay-TV are often the result of the economic strength and 
thee control of a proprietary standard. The co-existence of several competing 
conditionall  access standards in larger markets such as France, Italy, the UK, 
Germanyy or The Netherlands, seems to suggest that access-controlled service 
providerss do not necessarily have to depend on one particular conditional access 
operator,, but that alternative systems can live alongside each other. In other words, 
oftenn it wil l be the proprietary control over a dominant conditional access or API 
standardd that provides enterprises with sufficient market power to effectively 
excludee third parties from accessing a conditional access platform or its underlying 
contentt platform. 

Inn contrast, the flexible approach under Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive 
makess regulatory interference in potential bottleneck situations dependent on a 
findingg of significant market power as well as on a more comprehensive assessment 
off  the actual market situation. It has to be acknowledged, however, that Article 6 (3) 
off  the Access Directive leaves NRAs some room to perform a market analysis for 
conditionall  access facilities and to restrict the imposition of access obligations, at 
least,, to operators with significant market power, too. Within the context of the 
markett analysis and according to Articles 16, 14 (3) of the Framework Directive,824 

NRAss are also entitled to take into consideration the involvement in related 
markets,, such as a market for access-controlled services, the possible interaction 
betweenn both markets, and the likelihood of new market entries. On the other hand, 
sectionn 4.4.2. has been demonstrated that the provision is difficult to apply in 
practice. . 

Moreover,, according to Article 5 (l)b of the Access Directive, such possibilities 
aree not provided for in the regulation of EPGs and APIs. Bearing in mind that 
Articlee 5 (l)b, in combination with Annex 1, Part 2 of the Access Directive, could 
becomee the main tool used to deal with unforeseen bottlenecks in digital television, 
thee lack of a more comprehensive requirement to analysis the economic conditions 
iss deplorable and potentially harmful to innovation and competition 

4.8.2.. CONDITIONAL ACCESS IS NOT RESTRICTED TO DIGITAL BROADCASTING 

Whilee the scope of Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive appears to be too 
broadd in some respects, it is certainly too narrow in others. As far as bottlenecks in 
digitall  broadcasting are concerned, the Access Directive and the relevant provisions 
inn the Framework Directive and the Universal Service Directive have a strongly 
technology-dependentt approach. The Communications Framework still 

Europeann Commission, Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of 
Significantt Market Power, paragraphs 72-78. 
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distinguishess between broadcasting and non-broadcasting services. To this extent, it 
clearlyy fails to live up to its promise to create the conditions for an effective, 
horizontall  framework for the regulation of convergent service markets. 

Too begin with, conditional access, APIs and EPGs are not the only potential 
bottleneckss in pay-TV,825 and it cannot be excluded that, with further technological 
development,, new and unheard of facilities wil l emerge and become bottlenecks to 
markett entry. As far as telecommunications services and facilities in general are 
concerned,, the flexible bottleneck concept in Articles 8 to 13 of the Access 
Directivee is open and sufficiently technology-independent to respond to newly 
emergingg bottleneck situations. This is not the case for newly emerging bottlenecks 
inn pay-TV. To cover them wil l require amending at least Annex I, Part 2 of the 
Accesss Directive. 

Second,, conditional access is not a problem that is restricted to broadcasting. The 
usee of conditional access is no longer (and probably never was) restricted to the 
distributionn of digital broadcasting content. With progressing convergence, 
providerss of other non-broadcasting services require access to the technical pay-TV 
platform.8266 Modern pay-TV platforms also offer e-commerce services, access to the 
internet,, and internet-based services. Likewise, conditional access solutions can, as 
explainedd in Chapter 1, appear in the non-broadcasting environment.827 'Pay-TV' 
servicesservices can be received via the internet or mobile platforms. Conditional access 
cann also be a part of technical solutions that have nothing to do with broadcasting or 
broadcasting-likee services at all, for example, when it is implemented in DRM 
solutions.. The same is true for EPGs and the API. The equivalent of an EPG can be 
ann electronic directory service, a search engine or a web browser. And APIs can be 
foundd in set top boxes as well as in portable devices, in computers and mobile 
phonee devices. It is difficult to understand why the operators of such facilities are 
treatedd differently based on whether they are active in what was traditionally 
consideredd the broadcasting sector or the non-broadcasting sector. 

Third,, by distinguishing between providers of access-controlled broadcasting and 
non-broadcastingg services (for example, providers of on-demand services that are 
deliveredd via the internet), the Access Directive creates artificial distinctions 
betweenn different kinds of services that are potentially received via the same set top 
box.. More importantly, the directive creates a considerable level of legal 
uncertaintyy as to whether and under which provision(s) the following cases fall 
underr the Communications Framework: 
-- Access by service providers to conditional access solutions for an internet or 

mobilee platform environment. 
-- Access by service providers to conditional access solutions that control access 

too both broadcasting and IS services. 

Seee section 1.4.1. 
Seee section 1.4.3. 
Seee section 1.2. 
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-- Access by service providers to bottlenecks in digital television other than the 
conditionall  access, the EPG or the API (for example, access to the billing 
system). . 

-- Access by service providers that do not qualify as broadcasters in the traditional 
sense. . 

Finally,, operators of convergent access-controlled platforms will be left with 
considerablee legal uncertainty if they have to open their facilities to third parties, 
andd the conditions and supervisory regime they should be subject to. 

Thee conflicts in the current approach will therefore particularly affect providers 
off  digital services and/or facilities that do not clearly fall under Articles 5 (l)b, 6 or 
Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive, or where the two legal regimes overlap. 
Thee consequence can be either a regulatory gap or overregulation. One might argue 
thatt none of the situations listed above fall under the scope of Articles 5 (l)b or 6 
andd that they therefore fall under the more general framework of Articles 8 to 13 of 
thee Access Directive. The applicability of Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive to 
conditionall  access and other facilities that do not fall under Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of 
thee Access Directive would require, however, the definition of a relevant market. 
Ass far as facilities other than transmission networks in digital broadcasting are 
concerned,, no such market has been defined yet, at least not at the European level. 

4.8.3.. PITFALLS OF ABSOLUTE SOLUTIONS 

Providingg that NRAs succeed in identifying a bottleneck situation, the issue of 
findingg the best remedy to bottleneck control still remains. Obliging the operator of 
aa technical pay-TV platform to grant access to the conditional access system, the 
EPGG or the API is certainly an option. However, with the increasing sophistication 
off  the technical distribution process, and depending on the market structure, other 
remediess might prove to be more effective. In areas in which applications are 
writtenn in different formats, access to the API may be less crucial than knowledge 
off  its technical specifications and standards. If the conditional access operator is 
willin gg to grant access to the API but makes only limited capacities in the set top 
boxx memory available, the obligation to provide for sufficient capacity might be 
moree appropriate. Moreover, the way in which services are marketed to consumers, 
thee size of the bundles and the prices requested could form no less of an obstacle to 
markett entry and functioning competition, even if access to the conditional access 
systemm were granted. Here, it might be necessary to monitor the retail conditions in 
pay-TVV markets. 

Onn the other hand, any legal framework should give the NRAs sufficient room to 
takee the legitimate interests of the facility operator into account. A few examples of 
legitimatee interests are capacity constraints, security concerns or the need to recoup 
investments.. The point made here is that it is difficult to formulate, as Articles 5 
(l)bb and 6 of the Access Directive do, a predefined one-fits-all response to 
bottleneckk control. This is the reason why the Communications Framework in 
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Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive opted for a more flexible concept of 
bottleneckk definition and regulation. It remains to be seen if the approach is indeed 
moree flexible or whether procedural obstacles, difficulties in identifying and 
enforcingg the adequate remedies, and time-consuming market definition procedures 
wil ll  prevent effective and timely initiatives. One thing, however, is certain: 
remediess are proportional and constitutional only where they are necessary and 
effectivee in achieving their goals and where no other, less stringent measure is 
availablee to achieve the same goal.828 A more flexible approach is more likely to 
accommodatee these concerns than the absolute approach. 

4.8.4.. INTEROPERABILITY 

Soo far, the discussion focussed on the openness of a technical pay-TV platform for 
competitors.. There may be situations in which service providers are not even 
interestedd in using a third party's platform, but wish to operate their own technical 
platform,, for example, for security reasons, strategic marketing reasons, or because 
anotherr technical system is superior. The presence of a dominant, proprietary 
standardd can have a discouraging effect on these operators. Arguably, mandating 
interoperabilityy could result in more competition in the facility and service market, 
becausee it would encourage the market entry of parties that prefer to operate their 
ownn technical conditional access platform, instead of using an existing one. An 
intra-platformm scenario could, for consumers, very well lead to lower prices, more 
choice,, broader availability of services across different platforms, diversity, etc.829 

Thee example of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) standard 
showedd that mandating one common standard could substantially increase 
consumerr welfare and acceptance. Other examples of successful standardization are 
thee digital compression standard DVB- Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) 2 
andd the standards for digital transmission (DVB-S, DVB-T, DVB-T) that paved the 
wayy for the proliferation of digital television, but also for the MPEG Audio Layer 3 
(MP3)) and the DVD standard. 

Thee Access Directive recognizes for all facilities that fall outside of the scope of 
Articless 5 (l)b and 6 how important some form of interoperability between 
telecommunicationss services and/or other facilities can be as a precondition for 
functioningg competition and consumer freedom of choice.830 According to Articles 5 
(l)aa and 12 of the Access Directive, NRAs have far-reaching authority to mandate 
interoperabilityy for telecommunications facilities and services at all levels of the 
telecommunicationss infrastructure.831 In contrast, as far as facilities that are affiliated 

8288 Stern/Dietlein 1999, p. 4. 
8299 See only Besen/Farrell 1994, p. 120. 
8300 Access Directive, Recital 9. 
8311 Meaning at the level of physical infrastructure (interconnection between networks), network and 

carrierr services (for example, roaming, switching) and teleservices (compatibility of operating 
systems),, see section 1.3. 
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withh the technical pay-TV platform are concerned, the European Union has adopted 
aa more cautious approach and only encourages Member States to promote the MHP 
standardd for the API. Having said that, the difficult and fruitless discussion in the 
Europeann pay-TV market on achieving a common industry standard provides an 
examplee of the obstacles that must be overcome before an industry-driven standard 
cann be achieved. Moreover, APIs are only one of many facilities that can cause 
interoperabilityy issues. Similarly, and no less important, obstacles to the widespread 
availabilityy of digital services at different platforms include the interoperability 
betweenn rival conditional access systems, electronic payment systems, DRM 
systems,, media players and plug-ins, and hardware devices. 

Thiss is not to say that interoperability solutions are always beneficial.832 A 
negativee example was the DH-MAC experiment.8" Here, neither the industry nor 
consumerss were prepared to accept a standard that was officially mandated but soon 
perceivedd as outdated and inferior. In such situations, mandated interoperability 
solutionss can backfire and actually freeze standards that are technically not optimal, 
butt are the result of a political decision. Publicly mandating one specific 
interoperabilityy solution not only risks promoting an inferior standard, it can even 
bee in conflict with the EC Treaty, as Spain experienced with the way it promoted 
thee Multicrypt standard.834 

Moreover,, the experiences gathered in telecommunications regulation 
demonstratee that the practical difficulties of enforcing interoperability can be 
considerable.. This became evident when the telecommunications networks were 
interconnectedd as a means of achieving interoperability in the fixed telephony 
market.. One aspect that makes enforcing interoperability so difficult, is the fact that 
interoperabilityy solutions are often enforced against the will of the incumbent who 
hass chosen a particular (proprietary) standard for strategic reasons. For example, in 
thee case of conditional access, control over a dominant conditional access standard 
cann be an effective means of monopolizing large parts of the consumer base.835 As a 
consequence,, enforcement procedures can be complicated and cost-intensive. 
Forcingg conditional access operators to make their system interoperable with other 
conditionall  access systems, and compatible with competing applications, could also 
meann discouraging competition. For example, Playstation owners certainly benefit 
fromm the fact that Playstation competes with the X-Box in terms of hardware and by 
producingg more and more attractive games. One might wonder whether Microsoft 
andd Sony would invest the same effort if their game consoles were compatible. In 
otherr words, the interoperability approach could remove important incentives to 
investt in ever more advanced technologies and new applications. 

AA concise overview of the different economic arguments in favour and against mandating 
interoperabilityy is given in Van Geffen/De Nooij/ Theeuwes 2002, pp. 55-64. 

133 See section 4.2.1. 
144 See section 4.4.3. 
155 See section 1.5.2. 
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Onn the other hand, if the devices were compatible, Playstation consumers could 
buyy more easily games by Microsoft and vice versa, thereby stimulating the 
demandd for more and better games from different sources.836 Also, more third-party 
gamee writers might feel inclined to write applications that are compatible with both 
platforms.. It is also unclear how much innovation consumers are willin g to accept. 
Wil ll  consumers constantly buy the newest hardware or software updates? Or wil l 
thee majority of consumers be content with durable and user-friendly devices? The 
answerr to this question wil l probably also depend on the kind of services that are 
transmittedd through the set top box—simple broadcasting services or video games 
andd other more sophisticated applications.837 The decision of whether or not to 
imposee interoperability is, thus, also a question of policy objectives for each 
sector,8388 for example, whether to support competition in or between platforms.839 

Inn any case, any decision to intervene should be the result of careful 
considerationn about the need for intervention, the costs and the expected benefits.840 

Thiss can also be the general obligation to make systems or services interoperable or 
compatible,, without actually deciding on one particular standard. Again, the 
transportt level cannot be seen separately, and regulatory goals for the service level 
cann influence the final decision. Arguably, from a public information policy point 
off  view, interests of consumers of films and other broadcasting content might be 
betterr served if consumers are able to access a broad range of content without 
havingg to invest in ever newer and better hardware because this could stimulate 
broadd and affordable access opportunities and prevent social exclusion. This could 
bee another argument in favour of giving NRAs the power to impose interoperability 
obligationss in the digital broadcasting sector. 

8366 See also Besen/Farrell 1994, 119pp. 
8377 IPTS 2001, with reference to the Betamax/VHS case, 54pp. An interesting parallel that may 

demonstratee the importance and the controversial character of this discussion is the AOL Messenger 
problemm and the question if AOL should be obliged to make its Messenger Network compatible for 
thirdd parties. For an extensive discussion of the different arguments, see the case before the US 
Federall  Communications Commission, decision from 11 January 2001 in the matter of applications 
forr consent to the transfer of control of licenses and section 214 authorizations by Time Warner, Inc. 
andd America Online, Inc., transferors, to AOL Time Warner, Inc., transferee, Memorandum Opinion 
andd order, 22 January, 2001, CS Docket No. 00-30, paragraphs 128-190, available at 
<http://www.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Cable/Orders/20011 /fccO 1012.pdf> (last visited on 20 March 2005). See 
alsoo the statement of Commissioner Michael K. Powell, concurring in part and dissenting in part, 
fromm 22 January 2001, available at 
<http://www.fcc.gov/Speeches/Powell/Statements/20011 /stmkp 104.doc> (last visited on 20 March 
2005). . 

8388 See also the comprehensive discussion in Larouche 2000, pp. 382-388 and 388-398; Van Geffen/De 
Nooij// Theeuwes 2002, pp. 55-64. 

8399 Besen/Farrell, pp. 120 and 121pp., see also the papers by Farrell/Saloner 1985; Shapiro 2000, 7pp 
andd 13pp., Larouche 2000,383pp. See also sections 3.3.1., 3.3.2. and 4.4.2. 

8400 In this sense also e.g. Larouche 2000, p. 397. 
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4.8.5.. REASONS TO MAINTAI N ARTICLE 6 OF THE ACCESS DIRECTIVE 

Thee previous analysis begs the question of why the absolute access obligation in 
Articless 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive should be maintained. Why not move 
too a more flexible approach, such as that provided for in Articles 8 to 13 of the 
Accesss Directive? Not only do Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive allow for a 
moree flexible, technology-independent definition of bottleneck facilities that also 
takess the actual market power and structure into account. They also allow for a 
moree flexible 'toolbox' of instruments to remedy bottleneck control, which may be 
betterr suited for the dynamics of information markets. 

Onee important argument that favours treating bottleneck situations in digital 
broadcastingg separately, concerns the purportedly substantial differences in industry 
structuree between the broadcasting and telecommunications sectors.841 However, 
controll  over access to the conditional access system and/or other elements of the 
transportt level raises similar questions and concerns in the broadcasting and non-
broadcastingg sectors: 
-- In both sectors, a third party seeks access to the distribution infrastructure or 

partss thereof to generate profit from the consumer base the access provider 
controls. . 

-- Likewise, monopolistic use of and refusal to grant access to the facility can 
blockk access to related markets and hinder potential competition and new 
markett entries. 

-- The governing regulatory approaches to bottlenecks in the digital broadcasting 
andd telecommunications sectors in general aim at market openness and 
deregulation. . 

-- The focus of each set of rules, be it the regulation of bottlenecks in pay-TV or 
thee regulation of bottlenecks in telecommunications markets, is the obligation to 
grantt access to networks and facilities on fair, reasonable and non-
discriminatoryy terms. 

-- Both sets of rules deal with arguments of scarcity and the balance of conflicting 
economicc interests of the facility operator, competitors and consumers. 

Still,, one could argue that an absolute access obligation such as that in Article 6 
off  the Access Directive would ensure more legal certainty and should hence be 
maintained.. On the other hand, as the analysis shows, it is still far from clear 
whetherr Article 6 of the Access Directive really provides for more legal certainty 
than,, for example, Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive. Although this seems to 
bee the case at first glance, this form of certainty is unreliable because it is based on 
parameterss that may cease to be crucial. The most obvious example is the 
technology-dependentt bottleneck definition at a time when it is becoming 
increasinglyy difficult to identify what broadcasting is. Other causes for legal 

Forr a concise overview of the industry arguments for and against a common treatment see Ovum 
2001,, pp. 14-15. 
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uncertaintyy are the vague scope of the access obligation according to Article 6 of 
thee Access Directive, the lack of guidelines of what adequate, non-discriminatory 
andd fair terms and conditions are, and the unpredictable outcome of court decisions 
inn access conflicts. 

Itt is probably true that the process of determining market power up front brings 
ann element of uncertainty with it. This applies in particular to the digital 
broadcastingg sector, which has vertically integrated structures and fragmented 
audiences.. However, ease of application should not be at the expense of an 
appropriatee and proportionate solution. In areas in which the problem is less the 
controll  over the technical facility itself than that its use within the context of the 
markett structure, the market structure should be tested for bottlenecks. 

Itt is also argued that the regulation of broadcasting has traditionally required 
differentt and stricter rules because of a particularly strong social and public interest 
inn the regulation of broadcasting.842 This study is not the place to demonstrate 
whetherr this general policy argument is still valid. But even without such a 
demonstration,, the argument is not very convincing within the context of the 
regulationn of access to the technical platform. The Communications Framework 
claimss that it is technologically and content neutral. This is also true for the 
technicall  pay-TV platform.843 As discussed earlier, the European Parliament's 
suggestionn to apply must-carry rules to pay-TV platforms was dismissed because 
thee content-neutral Article 6 of the Access Directive was said to be sufficient when 
dealingg with this kind of bottleneck problem.844 Moreover, as explained in Chapter 
2,, the fact alone that some access-controlled broadcasting services are distributed 
andd marketed through access-controlled intermediary platforms does not necessarily 
endangerr the realization of public information policy objectives for this sector. 
Rather,, it is the way access-controlled services are marketed to consumers that 
triggerss public information policy concerns.845 This again is a question that 
principallyy falls under the Communications Framework, even if the relevant rules 
havee not yet been extended to the broadcasting sector.846 

Finally,, one reason to maintain Article 6 of the Access Directive could be the 
existencee of urgent consumer interests. This is the need to protect consumers from 
so-calledd decoder towers, meaning a situation in which consumers have to install 
moree than one set top box to receive broadcasting programmes from competing 
providers.. Article 6 of the Access Directive could bring peace to the set top box 
war.. The obligation of the established pay-TV operators to grant other broadcasters 
accesss to their conditional access platform may clear the way for the joint use of a 
singlee set top box. Consumers could then choose from competing offers without 

Seee Access Directive, Recital 10. See also section 2.2. 
Seee Access Directive, Article 6 (4). The act of providing broadcasting content still falls under the 
regimee of broadcasting law. 
Seee section 2.3.3. 
Seee section 2.2.1. 
Seee also Access Directive, Recital 10. 
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havingg to face the costs of acquiring additional set top boxes. Ideally, the absolute 
accesss obligation would generate a pluralistic offering of competing broadcasting 
programmess that can be received through the same conditional access platform. 

Onn the other hand, one may wonder if the decoder-towers argument is still valid, 
or,, if it is, if decoder towers are the lesser evil. As previously explained, Article 6 of 
thee Access Directive does not necessarily guarantee that consumers get the best and 
mostt innovative decoder standard; the provision supports the standard of the first 
mover.. Moreover, the prices for set top boxes keep falling and many operators 
subsidizee the provision of set top boxes for consumers. Finally, a regulation that 
promotess the consumers' ability to switch between different platforms and protects 
themm against technical lock-ins would be equally, if not more, suitable to obviate 
abusee of monopoly power and encourage consumers to invest in hardware. If an 
adequatee interoperability regime existed, there would be no standards war. 

4.8.6.. ARE ACCESS OBLIGATIONS THE OPTIMAL REMEDY? 

AA different question altogether is if access obligations are at all the optimal answer 
too monopoly control over technical facilities in pay-TV. The answer to this question 
iss not only a matter of telecommunications regulation, but an assessment of the 
widerr public information policy goals for the pay-TV sector, which were discussed 
inn Chapter 2. 

Mandatedd access regimes can be very questionable from the standpoint of static 
andd dynamic efficiencies and consumer welfare. Access obligations could hamper 
investmentt by cutting down incentives to invest in technical innovation and 
improvement,, and by discouraging other enterprises from doing so. As a 
consequence,, so says Yoo, mandated access 'preempts the only solution to the 
bottleneckk problem that is viable in the long run (i.e. the development of a viable 
alternativee to the bottleneck facility)'.847 McGowan further differentiates by saying 
thatt compelling access might be adequate in a natural monopoly market if it wil l not 
bee profitable for competitors to replicate existing systems as here access obligations 
couldd increase competition, efficiency and consumer welfare. However, as 
McGowann continues, 'in situations not involving natural monopoly the market will 
supportt more than one firm... So long as replication is possible, the claim that a 
competingg facility would be too costly to build is entitled to no weight'.848 

Ass already mentioned, the bottleneck character of a conditional access system is 
moree likely to be the result of control over a particular (proprietary) standard, than 
thatt the facility is a bottleneck facility as such. In such a situation, access 
obligationss encourage the use of a particular conditional access standard. Because 
off  the right of access, there is no need to develop costly alternatives. Encouraging 

Yooo 2002, 246-247. In this sense also McGowan 1996, p. 806; Bittlingmayer/Hazlett 2002, 299pp 
andd 308pp.; Veljanovski 2001, p. 119;Nihoul 1998, p. 213; differentiating Waterman, 528pp. 
McGowann 1996, p. 805. See also section 3.4.1. 
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servicee providers to use one particular conditional access standard is likely to 
furtherr increase the strategic and economic importance of this conditional access 
solution.. This is the result of indirect network effects and the need to generate 
efficienciess and economies of scale and scope. The larger the number of services 
carriedd via a particular technical platform, the more attractive the platform will be 
inn the eyes of consumers and, finally, of other service providers. Access to the first 
conditionall  access platform and its particular standard will become even more 
importantt for market entry, with the result that its controller wil l have even more 
influencee on market developments. The stronger a particular standard becomes, the 
moree likely is it that the market wil l 'tip' towards this particular standard and that 
thiss wil l result, finally, in a monopoly position. This was, for example, one reason 
whyy Netscape finally lost the competition against Microsoft Explorer. In the end, 
accesss obligations can contribute to a situation in which a sector is dominated by 
onee proprietary standard—even when in theory different, competing technical 
solutionss would have been possible. The dominant standard is very likely the 
standardd of the first mover or the most popular pay-TV platform, even if it is not 
necessarilyy the most technically advanced or most consumer friendly. In other 
words,, access obligations risk 'freezing' a certain technical standard. The question 
iss who are the drivers behind innovation and the development of new, diverse 
digitall  content services—the large established players or highly motivated 
newcomers?849 9 

Iff  access obligations reduce demand for alternative systems or standards, this 
wil ll  not only affect competition between different conditional access technologies, 
butt also competition between different pay-TV platforms. In pay-TV, the technical 
andd the service platforms are closely integrated, which can make it attractive or 
evenn indispensable for major operators to operate their own conditional access 
systemsystem for strategic, security and efficiency reasons. As far as the entry of 
competitorss is concerned, only those that can expect to generate similar popularity 
andd scale in a relatively short time will consider entering the market. Others will 
relyy on being able to use the established pay-TV platform. Access obligations might 
thereforee favour further monopolization of the markets for conditional access and 
access-controlledd services rather than discourage it.850 

Too make the situation more difficult, access obligations still leave ample room 
forr the monopolist to influence competition in its favour at both the technical and 
thee service level.851 Much will depend on how effectively NRAs can ensure that the 
termss and conditions of access to a conditional access solution are fair, reasonable 
andd non-discriminatory for rivals. The principle of strict separation between the 
transportt and the service level in regulation and supervision does not make this task 

99 See Shelanski/Sidak 2001, p. 124. 
00 In this sense also Veljanovski 2001, pointing out that the Communications Framework was biased 

towardss promoting short-term service competition a the expense of network competition, Veljanovski 
2001,, p. 120. 

'' See section 3.3.2. 
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anyy easier, at least not in areas in which activities at both levels are tightly 
integrated.. In practice, the efficiency of access remedies will also depend on the 
wayy the broadcasting and telecommunications markets are supervised, and the 
extentt to which telecommunications NRAs are entitled to take content-related 
aspectss into account and vice versa. The example of electronic access control makes 
veryy clear that with the advancing economic and technological convergence 
betweenn the transport and service levels, regulatory authorities must step out of 
theirr traditional field of expertise and authority. They can no longer restrict their 
activitiess to one level and ignore the other. 

Accesss obligations are also controversial from a public information policy point 
off  view. On the one hand, one could even argue from the public information point 
off  view that a dominant pay-TV platform might have advantages. Arguably, a 
powerfull  privately controlled service platform could be an invaluable partner for 
mediaa regulators in realizing public information policy goals, such as the digital 
switchoverr or broadband rollout. States could place burdensome tasks on the broad 
shoulderss of a national media giant. Powerful pay-TV operators are major drivers of 
andd catalysts for digitization; they invest in campaigns that convince reluctant 
consumerss of the merits of digitization and develop the necessary equipment and 
attractivee services. Finally, the access obligation could stimulate intra-platform 
competitionn because providing access-controlled services through the existing 
infrastructuree would be less costly and more attractive to smaller operators in 
particular.. The result might very well be a kind of 'internal pluralism' and more 
choicee for consumers. 

Onn the other hand, one may already wonder whether access obligations will 
indeedd stimulate internal pluralism within a pay-TV platform. A reduction in 
economicc freedom often comes hand in hand with a reduction of initiative and 
responsibility,, in this case journalistic responsibility.852 In such situations, access 
obligationss can strengthen not only the economic, but also the journalistic influence 
off  a platform operator. This is to say, even in areas in which a monopoly position of 
aa pay-TV platform may still be acceptable from a competition point of view, the 
requirementss of pluralism and diversity of sources raise serious concerns about 
whetherr it is desirable to actively promote the creation and strengthening of one 
dominantt access-controlled pay-TV platform. Monopoly control over the pay-TV 
markett can challenge fundamental objectives in broadcasting regulation, namely to 
preventt one private player from exercising excessive influence on large parts of the 
audience.. In addition, the effect of one large and comprehensive pay-TV platform 
onn the position of free-TV providers in general and public broadcasting in 
particular,, must be taken into consideration, as well as the extent to which a pay-TV 
platformm can affect their position when negotiating programme rights and 

Seee Wentzel, p. 172; Bullinger (1997), speaking of 'Massenprogrammhaltung' and the influence on 
thee 'personality' of the individual programme, p. 763. Reduction of individual editorial freedoms is a 
necessaryy part of the strategic concept of service platforms, as otherwise it could not develop its own, 
distinguishablee profile. 
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competingg for audience attention. To conclude, access obligations could be 
counterproductive,, not only from a competition policy point of view, but also from 
aa public information policy point of view. 

4.8.7.. REFORM PROPOSAL 

Havingg said that access obligations are not the best remedy to realize competition 
policyy and public information policy objectives in the pay-TV market, the next 
questionquestion is what the better remedy is. Access obligations are a remedy for the 
symptomss of a lack of competition in the market for technical pay-TV facilities. 
Thatt such a standard can prevail and influence competition in the facility market is 
duee to a lack of competition in the technical facilities market, as well as a lack of 
competitionn in the pay-TV market itself. Providing consumers can choose from a 
numberr of equally attractive pay-TV offers, trying to dominate a share of the 
consumerr base by means of a proprietary conditional access standard would be a 
riskyrisky and probably not very profitable strategy. The operator of that intermediary 
platformm would risk loosing those parts of the audience that do not value its services 
highlyy enough to agree to subscribing to a platform that is incompatible with other 
services. . 

AA better approach to tackle bottleneck situations in pay-TV could be to stimulate 
competitionn at the technical facility level, and more importantly, the service level. 
Creatingg the conditions that make the associated service market sufficiently 
competitivee could decrease the prospects of anti-competitive leverage as a result 
fromm control over technical bottlenecks. A further advantage of stimulating 
competitionn at the service level is that it would prevent the existence of one 
powerfull  pay-TV platform from conflicting with guiding principles behind 
broadcastingg regulation—the promotion of pluralism, diversity and fair access 
opportunities. . 

Off  course, whether a pay-TV market becomes competitive or not depends on 
whetherr service providers develop sufficiently attractive service offers and 
applications.. This is particularly true where pay-TV providers compete with an 
attractivee free-TV offer. Experience will show if pay-TV wil l turn into a popular 
thirdd form of broadcasting alongside advertising and fee-financed services, whether 
severall  competing access-controlled platforms can exist alongside each other in a 
givenn market and whether consumers wil l accept pay-TV. The author argued that 
digitizationn and convergence could have a stimulating effect on the take-off of and 
competitionn between access-controlled services. Competition in the pay-TV market, 
however,, also depends on whether consumers are free to choose between competing 
offers.. In other words, competition also depends on whether the regulatory 
frameworkk foresees remedies to prevent that single operators monopolize the 
consumerr base. 

Thee existing regulatory framework under the Access Directive is very focused 
onn the supply-side of the market. The access obligations in the Access Directive 
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focuss on the access of competitors to access-controlled platforms, ignoring entirely 
thee impact that the contractual and technical relationship between service provider 
andd consumer has for competition. To remedy the monopolization of the consumer 
basee means to create conditions that enable consumers to access diverse services of 
theirr choice at fair, affordable and non-discriminatory conditions. Hence, an 
alternativee approach to tackle a monopolization of the consumer base would be to 
shiftt the regulatory focus to the other side of the market—the retail side—and to 
createe the conditions that enable consumers to choose and give them the freedom to 
choosee by lowering their switching costs.853 Adequate tools would guarantee the 
mobilityy of consumers and stimulate their willingness to switch between services. 
Suggestionss of what these tools could be will be developed in the following 
paragraphs. . 

ContractualContractual Lock-ins and Fairness of Contractual Conditions 
Ass far as consumer contracts are concerned, the Universal Service Directive 
providess a legal framework that gives NRAs instruments to ensure that service 
providerss offer services to consumers at adequate, non-discriminatory conditions 
andd fair prices, and refrain from unjustified bundling strategies.854 The Universal 
Servicee Directive acknowledges that for 'reasons of efficiency and social reasons, 
end-userr tariffs should reflect demand conditions as well as cost conditions, 
providedd that this does not result in distortions of competition'.855 The Universal 
ServiceService Directive also stipulates that service providers must provide consumers 
withh a minimum level of legal certainty in subscriber contracts, concerning 
contractuall  terms and conditions, service quality, contract and service termination 
conditions,, compensation measures and dispute resolution. Contracts must include 
informationn on prices, tariffs and terms and conditions in order to increase the 
consumers'' ability to optimize their choices and thus fully benefit from 
competition.. 56 These provisions provide tools to tackle contractual lock-ins and 
unfairr provisions in consumer contracts. It remains to be seen whether these 
provisionss are sufficient to meet consumer concerns in practice. 

Klempererr 1987, p. 391. See also the G7 Summit, Conclusion of G7 Summit 'Information Society 
Conference',, Doc/95/2/, Brussels, 26 February 1995: 'The regulatory framework should put the user 
firstt and meet a variety of complementary societal objectives. It must be designed to allow choice, 
highh quality services and affordable prices. It wil l therefore have to be based on an environment that 
encouragess dynamic competition, ensures the separation of operating and regulatory functions as well 
ass promotes interconnectivity and interoperability. Such an environment will maximize consumer 
choicee by stimulating the creation and flow of information and other content supplied by a wide range 
off  service and content providers'. 
Universall  Service Directive, Article 17 (2). 
Universall  Service Directive, Recital 26. 
Universall  Service Directive, Recital 30, Articles 20 (1), (2). 
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TechnicalTechnical Lock-ins 
Regardingg the problem of technical lock-ins, the Universal Service Directive offers 
aa solution regarding the interoperability of consumer equipment. According to 
Articlee 24 of the Universal Service Directive, Member States must ensure that any 
analoguee television set has at least one open interface socket to connect additional 
devicess and ensure interoperability. The provision, however, only refers to digital 
televisionn equipment, not to set top boxes. 

Questionss concerning decoder interoperability are dealt with in the Access 
Directivee and the Framework Directive. However, neither of them obliges operators 
inn the pay-TV sector to provide for adequate interoperability solutions. In addition, 
underr Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive NRAs do not have as many 
possibilitiess to impose interoperability obligations on pay-TV providers as they do 
forr all other telecommunications service and facilities providers according to 
Articless 8 to 13 of the Access Directive. It is true that the discussion about the 
adequacyy and desirability of mandated interoperability can be very controversial. 
Nevertheless,, the author concludes that there are valid and important arguments in 
favourr of mandated interoperability solutions in areas in which mobility and fair 
accesss opportunities would otherwise be at risk. It is difficult to see why the 
(un)willingnesss of major industry players towards standardization in pay-TV would 
changee in the future and why necessary initiatives in this field should be further 
postponed.. Without imposing a particular standard, initiatives could focus on 
makingg consumer equipment interoperable through open interfaces and open 
standardss for software and middleware. The approach of Article 24 of the Universal 
ServiceService Directive to mandate a common interface could serve as a model. 

InformationInformation Problem 
Inn terms of the information problem, the importance of comparable service 
informationn has already been acknowledged in the Communications Framework. 
Thee Universal Service Directive, and in particular the provisions on directory 
servicess and transparency obligations in Articles 21 and 22 of the Universal Service 
Directive,, demonstrates that transparency, as a precondition for functioning 
competitionn and the realization of public information policy objectives, is taken 
veryy seriously in Europe. Access to telephony directory services, a kind of search 
agent,, is even subject to an universal service obligation. The study argued in section 
4.5.. that the examples of programme journals for the broadcasting sector or search 
enginess and browsers for the internet demonstrate that there can be a market for 
independentt information agents and that competition between such services is 
generallyy possible. NRAs could seek to stimulate such competition. Article 21 (2) 
off  the Universal Service Directive, a provision that mandates providing consumers 
withh comprehensive, comparable and user-friendly service information, could serve 
ass a model. So far, the provision does not apply to EPGs. 
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Pay-TVPay-TV Subscribers Excluded from Rules on Consumer Protection 
Mostt of the aforementioned provisions on consumer protection in the Universal 
Servicee Directive, however, such as the provisions on transparency and the 
publicationn of service information in Article 21 of the Universal Service Directive, 
aree only applicable to providers of telephony services. Others only apply to 
electronicc telecommunications services and associated facilities. Services providing 
content,, such as the offer for sale of a package of sound or television 'broadcasting' 
contentt have been deliberatively excluded from the Universal Service Directive, 
exceptt in Article 31, which is the provision on must-carry.857 Again, this is an 
indicationn that, as far as broadcasting services are concerned, the Communications 
Frameworkk handles a fundamentally different idea of the consumer-service-
providerr relationship than it does for the rest of the telecommunications sector. In 
thee case of digital broadcasting, consumers are still not considered active market 
participants—whichh they are in pay-TV—but passive receivers. 

Hence,, pay-TV is a good example to illustrate why the technology-dependent 
conceptt of the regulation of the transport level is no longer adequate in media 
markets.. Technology-dependent regulation is also not in line with European 
policiess to promote multi-platform access to all kinds of digital services. Pay-TV 
servicess are distributed to consumers, similarly to telephony and other 
telecommunicationss services, on an individualized basis. Consequently, in pay-TV 
too,, technical or contractual lock-ins, or the lack of transparency can be a means to 
monopolizee the consumer base. With ongoing convergence, the differentiation 
betweenn broadcasting and non-broadcasting services is not any longer justified as 
farr as the modalities of the way services are marketed to consumers are concerned. 
Itt is difficult to see why subscribers to digital broadcasting services should be in a 
weakerr legal position than subscribers to telephone networks or internet service 
providers. . 

4.8.8.. SUMMARY 

Too conclude, the flexible concept under Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive is 
better-suitedd to react to bottleneck situations in digital broadcasting. There are no 
viablee reasons to maintain Article 6 of the Access Directive. Moreover, the present 
top-downn approach of dealing with electronic access control in European law fails 
too address the monopolization of the consumer base and the effect this has on 
competitionn and consumer access to content. To effectively address these concerns, 
thiss study concludes that a bottom-up approach that focuses on access conditions 
forr consumers is needed. Consumers and their demands are key to stimulating 
competitionn and to disciplining the behaviour of the market parties. 

Universall  Service Directive, Recital 45, Framework Directive, Article 2 ( ( c). 
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4.9.. Conclusion 

Despitee the formal common framework, the way the European Communications 
Frameworkk approaches access questions is strikingly incoherent. The Access 
Directive,, the Framework Directive and the Universal Service Directive are far 
fromm achieving the declared goal of realizing a horizontal, transmission-technology-
independentt approach when dealing with technical bottlenecks in general and 
conditionall  access in specific. Instead, the regulations still maintain a distinction 
betweenn 'broadcasting' and 'non-broadcasting' services. In an age of convergence, 
thiss is an increasingly questionable distinction. Moreover, the approach towards 
bottleneckk regulation that is provided for in Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access 
Directivee seems too simplistic and too inflexible to identify critical bottleneck 
situationss in digital broadcasting and allow NRAs to respond with adequate 
remedies.. Finally, Article 6 of the Access Directive ignores, as does the 
Communicationss Framework in general, that there is a retail relationship between 
pay-TVV operators and consumers, and that the way this relationship is designed is 
relevantt for the realization of competition and general public policy interests. 

Wee have seen that there are no urgent economic or legal reasons that necessitate 
treatingg technical facilities in pay-TV differently from technical facilities in the 
telecommunicationss sector in general. The technology-dependent concept of Article 
66 of the Access Directive conflicts with European policies for the digital service 
sectorr to promote a multi-platform' environment in which consumers have access to 
servicess irrespective of the technical distribution platform. 

Iff  regulators opt for access obligations as a regulatory tool, a more flexible 
technology-independentt approach seems better-suited to respond to the challenges 
off  technical bottleneck control. Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive, together 
withh the relevant provisions of the Universal Service Directive, are a more 
promisingg way of addressing bottleneck issues and the monopolization of the 
consumerr base than Article 6 of the Access Directive. The Access Directive should 
bee adapted during a review to reflect this and abandon Article 6 of the directive. 
Untill  then, however, in order to prevent the obstruction of market development, an 
adaptationn at the enforcement level is probably the best preliminary option. NRAs 
couldd narrowly interpret Article 6 of the Access Directive, with the effect that all 
conditionall  access systems that provide access to convergent services (which may 
soonn be the majority) would fall under the flexible concept of Articles 8 to 13 of the 
Accesss Directive. Moreover, NRAs could interpret Article 5 (l)b of the Access 
Directivee in the spirit of Articles 8 to 13 at least for EPGs and APIs. 

Accesss obligations are not necessarily the optimal remedy in the pay-TV sector. 
Providingg market conditions allow for it, a better approach would be to make the 
associatedd service market sufficiently competitive by tackling the monopolization 
off  the consumer base. Giving NRAs the flexibilit y to impose interoperability 
obligationsobligations can be a means to remedy technical lock-ins. The provisions on 
transparencyy for consumers in Articles 21 and 22 of the Universal Service Directive 
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respondd at least in part to the previously identified information problem. The 
provisionss on consumer contracts and retail conditions in Article 17 of the same 
directivee provide remedies for contractual lock-ins. 

Onee problem that is common to the access obligations as provided for in the 
presentt form of Article 6 and Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive, is the formal 
distinctionn between the transport and the service level when dealing with technical 
bottlenecks.. In practice, this distinction is increasingly artificial and difficult to 
maintainn in pay-TV markets, and all the more so as the nature of the problems 
involvedd is often the same for the transport and the service level. This has to do 
withh the functional relationship between the technical conditional access platform 
andd the service platform, meaning the subscription service itself. The technical pay-
TVV platform is an integrated part of the pay-TV operators' business model, whose 
coree business is still the provision of access-controlled services through the service 
platform.. Consequently, access decisions must also take into account content-
relatedd aspects, such as the content of the competitor's service, the form in which 
andd the price for which it is offered to subscribers, etc. It is very questionable 
whetherr the Access Directive leaves room to take the functional and strategic unity 
betweenn the service and transport levels into account. It is also not clear to which 
extentt the notion of 'fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory' conditions under the 
Accesss Directive is to be interpreted within the context of content-related 
conditions.. A more comprehensive assessment of pricing, foreclosure and 
interoperabilityy strategies requires that NRAs are able to take both levels of a pay-
TVV operator's activities into account. 
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Summaryy and Conclusion 

5.1.. Summary 

Pay-TVV is an example of a sophisticated content management and distribution 
infrastructuree designed to sell digital content to consumers. In pay-TV, access to 
servicesservices is controlled electronically. The role that technology plays in this context is 
prominent—conditionall  access is a means of identification, authorization and 
control.. Conditional access also enables distribution channels to be secured and 
lastingg commercial relationships to be established with consumers. 

Thiss study provides a critical analysis of how current European broadcasting law, 
competitionn law and telecommunications law have responded to the challenges 
fromfrom electronic access control for competition and consumer access to access-
controlledd content. It examined how access-controlled platforms in digital 
broadcastingg are regulated, and if the existing regulatory framework is adequate to 
realizee the policy goals for this sector. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize 
thee main findings, and provide some conclusions about the current framework, its 
inadequacyy to deal with electronic access control in digital broadcasting and how it 
couldd be reformed. In a last section, Chapter 5 explains why electronic access 
controll  is a phenomenon that is not reserved to the digital broadcasting sector. 

5.1.1.. CHANGES AND REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS 

Ass an element of a business model for digital broadcasting, electronic access 
controll  changes the sector's traditional distribution patterns in different ways. These 
changess impact the applicability and adequacy of current pay-TV regulation. They 
alsoo trigger the need to rethink existing concepts and have led to a number of 
regulatoryy initiatives at the European level. 

Thee most obvious change is that electronic access control allows for fine-grained 
privatee control over individual access to broadcasting content. Conditional access 
allowss for a high degree of individualization and differentiation. This is why 
conditionall  access is well-suited for business models that are based on strategic 
exclusion,, meaning, on the one hand, the exclusion of consumers from access to the 
contentt they are not willin g to pay for, and, on the other hand, the exclusion of 
competitorss from access to consumers. One can imagine conditional access as an 
intelligent,, strong wrapping paper that is able to decide who may unwrap which 
particularr content under which conditions. Unlike traditional parts of the 
transmissionn infrastructure, conditional access is not blind to the content of the 
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servicee distributed; instead, the content and the conditions attached to it are made an 
integrall  part of the technical routine. This is why the use of conditional access plays 
aa role for transport-related and content-related questions, notably the conditions 
underr which consumers can access content. 

Secondly,, electronic access control solutions are often not operated by the 
broadcasterss themselves, but by intermediary platform operators, such as BSkyB or 
Canal+.. The intermediary platform takes on a middle-function between consumers, 
operatorss at the service level and operators at the technical distribution or, as the 
studyy calls it, transport level. Such platform operators are 'information brokers' that 
bringg third-party content providers and consumers together and present consumers 
withh content services, content a la carte or in pre-selected packages. Like business-
to-consumerr (B2C) platforms, intermediary platforms can and will engage in 
marketingg strategies other than single broadcasters would or could do. Traditional 
free-TVV broadcasters sell consumer attention to advertisers and/or finance 
themselvess through public fees. Pay-TV platforms can also offer advertising-
financedd content, but their main business strategy is to sell content directly to 
consumers.. The economic success of intermediary platforms depends on their 
abilityy to get, on the one hand, attractive service providers, and, on the other hand, 
largee subscriber numbers on board and keep them. Pay-TV platforms can attract 
consumerss by offering them a whole 'world' of services. Such platforms 
concentratee on the commercial side of packaging and selling content to consumers. 
Inn so doing, they can generate efficiency advantages individual broadcasters would 
nott be able to generate in the form of (large-scale) bundling and price 
differentiationn models. 

Thiss also means, however, that control over a dominant conditional access 
standard,, a popular programme package, or an Electronic Programme Guide can 
resultt in bottleneck situations for competition. In areas in which a platform operator 
succeedss in monopolizing its consumer relationships, it can be more difficult for 
consumerss to switch platforms and for rivals to gain access to this part of the 
consumerr base. 

RegulatoryRegulatory Implications 
Oncee consumers have subscribed to one pay-TV platform, they are entangled in a 
webb of contractual, technical and informational relationships with its operator. The 
privatelyy dictated terms and conditions of access in subscriber contracts overrule 
onee of the basic concepts on which broadcasting law is based, namely that once a 
servicee has been sent, it is principally 'freely' available. This also means, however, 
thatt the supremacy of broadcasting law to shape the broadcasting offer and to 
guaranteee that the latter complies with a number of public information policy 
rationaless is eroded by the exercise of private control over consumer access to 
broadcastingg content. With pay-TV, the controller of the intermediary pay-TV 
platformm decides which content citizens can watch under which conditions. 
Broadcastingg regulators are confronted with new issues, such as bottleneck control, 
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accesss issues, and how to prevent platform operators from abusing their commercial 
relationshipp with consumers to exercise excessive influence over choice and the 
accessibilityy and availability of digital broadcasting content. 

Restrictingg choice and participation can conflict with the realization of 
competition,, the Internal Market and the public information policy interests that 
governn this sector. Chapter 1 and 3 described the competition problems involved, 
andd why conditional access can become a bottleneck to market entry. Chapter 2 
explainedd why electronic access control in broadcasting can raise considerable 
concernss regarding the fragmentation of society into subscribed and unsubscribed 
citizens.. It discusses the exclusion of citizens who cannot, for technical or financial 
reasons,, have a subscription. Pay-TV can bring inequalities into the 'broadcasting' 
worldd as we know it. Finally, controlling access to access-controlled platforms can 
alsoo conflict with the interests of consumers in exercising choice, accessing services 
fromm other Member States and fair dealing when 'purchasing' digital broadcasting 
content. . 

Traditionally,, issues of access to the distribution platform were a matter for 
Europeann telecommunications law. The question is whether the access rules in 
telecommunicationss law, which deal with conditional access, are able to effectively 
addresss access issues for both competitors and consumers in the pay-TV sector. 

5.1.2.. ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL AS A BOTTLENECK TO MARKET ENTRY 

'Bottleneck'' control refers to a situation of monopoly control over a scarce 
resource,, be it an element of the technical level or the service level. Scarcity can 
havee legal (subject to exclusive licenses), practical (not easy to duplicate) or 
market-relatedd reasons, for example, when the controller of a resource has 
economicc reasons to exclude rivals from accessing that resource. Bottleneck control 
becomess a competition issue when it prevents competitors from entering a market. 

Bottleneckk control poses several challenges for regulators. The first challenge 
consistss of finding a formula to determine which facilities are potential bottleneck 
facilitiess and which conditions must be fulfilled before refusing access to this 
facilityy has an anti-competitive effect. This is because, as long as monopoly control 
iss not accompanied by abusive behaviour, it is very likely to be accepted as the 
resultt of a successful business strategy, at least according to competition law 
principles.. From a public information policy point of view, there can be other 
publicc policy reasons why monopoly control, even without abusive behaviour, is 
nott desirable. An example is that bottleneck control would result in excessive 
privatee influence in the broadcasting sector. Another challenge consists of finding 
adequatee and effective remedies. 

ThereThere are no Bottlenecks as such in Pay-TV 
Inn the general competition law analysis in Chapter 3, we saw that bottleneck 
facilitiess are identified on a case-by-case basis. Within the framework of merger 
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analysis,, the European Commission sought to avoid ex ante the creation of anti-
competitivee structures that could result in bottleneck situations. Under the heading 
'Essentiall  Facilities Doctrine', the European Court of Justice and the European 
Commissionn specified the conditions under which competition law authorities can 
remedyy existing bottleneck control ex post. These conditions are dominant market 
power,, the fact that the facility is essential for market entry and the creation of a 
neww product and, last but not least, the fact that it cannot be reasonably expected 
thatt a rival duplicates the facility. 

Articless 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive, the relevant provisions in European 
telecommunicationss law that deal with bottlenecks in pay-TV, pursue another 
approach.. The provisions list specific facilities—conditional access, Electronic 
Programmee Guides and Application Programme Interfaces—and declare them as 
bottleneckss as such, principally irrespective of their controller's degree of market 
powerr or the competitive situation in general. 

Thee study criticized the sector-specific approach towards bottleneck definition 
underr Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive for a number of reasons. First, 
thee bottleneck character of control over a conditional access system, an Electronic 
Programmee Guide or an Application Programme Interface, is often not so much the 
resultt of control over the facility, but of specific market conditions, notably control 
overr a proprietary de facto standard—possibly strengthened by the existence of 
intellectuall  property rights—together with a lack of adequate interoperability 
solutions.. This is closely related to the existence of strong indirect network effects, 
thee degree of market power of the bottleneck controller and individual/collective 
adaptationn costs in the pay-TV sector. It is true that Article 6 (3) of the Access 
Directivee leaves room for NRAs to make the imposition of access obligations 
subjectt to a market test. However, we also saw in Chapter 4 that Article 6 (3) of the 
Accesss Directive is subject to a number of conditions that could restrict its 
applicationn in practice. In addition, as Chapter 3 and the analysis of the European 
Courtt of Justice's interpretation of the Essential Facilities Doctrine and the 
Europeann Commission's decisions in the pay-TV sector have demonstrated, the 
existencee of a controller with significant market power alone does not make a 
facilityy a bottleneck facility, unless the controller has incentives to refuse access to 
thatt facility because it is profitable. Whether refusal of access to a facility is 
profitablee or not depends on different factors, such as the degree of vertical 
integration,, the core business of the enterprise and the competitiveness of related 
markets.. Imposing access obligations on facilities that are not true bottlenecks risks 
creatingg overregulation and negative investment incentives. Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of 
thee Access Directive do not leave sufficient room for National Regulatory 
Authoritiess to take these considerations into account as Articles 8 to 13 of the 
Accesss Directive do. Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive apply to bottleneck 
situationss concerning all telecommunications infrastructures and facilities that do 
nott fall under Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive. Instead of pre-defined 
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bottleneckss and obligations, telecommunications National Regulatory Authorities 
identifyy critical bottlenecks within the context of the market situation. 

Noo valid reasons were found that would justify discriminating between 
broadcasterss and non-broadcasters and between bottleneck facilities in pay-TV and 
otherr technical bottlenecks. The study rejects the assumption underlying Articles 5 
(l)bb and 6 of the Access Directive that the conditional access system, Application 
Programmee Interface or Electronic Programme Guide can only be bottlenecks for 
broadcasterss and not for providers of interactive or telecommunications services. 
Second,, the Application Programme Interface, the Electronic Programme Guide and 
thee conditional access system are not the only potential bottlenecks in pay-TV. 

Byy distinguishing between providers of access-controlled broadcasting and non-
broadcastingg services, for example, providers of on-demand services that are 
deliveredd via the internet, Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive create 
artificiall  barriers between different kinds of services that are eventually received via 
thee same set top box. This outcome threatens to obstruct the realization of the so-
calledd multi-platform approach, a guiding rationale of European policies in the 
convergingg media environment. The flexible approach under Articles 8 to 13 of the 
Accesss Directive better reflects market reality. 

AccessAccess Obligations—Not the Optimal Remedy in Pay-TV 
Secondly,, with the increasing sophistication and diversity of the digital service 
markett in general and the underlying transmission processes in particular, the 
questionn of what is needed to respond to bottleneck problems and obstacles to 
markett entry is becoming increasingly difficult to answer. In this respect, too, 
Articless 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive leave National Regulatory Authorities 
littl ee flexibilit y to decide what the most efficient remedy against anti-competitive 
bottleneckk control is. Moreover, Articles 5 (l)b and 6 of the Access Directive leave 
littl ee room for telecommunications National Regulatory Authorities to differentiate 
betweenn anti-competitive and non-anti-competitive control over technical facilities 
inn pay-TV. As opposed, according to Articles 9 to 13 of the Access Directive 
Nationall  Regulatory Authorities can choose from a toolbox of different instruments 
thee most effective remedy. Possible regulatory measures include access obligations, 
transparencyy enhancing measures and obligations to publish technical 
specifications.. Bearing in mind that the long-term goal of the Communications 
Frameworkk is to deregulate and prevent overregulation, an orientation towards a 
moree flexible approach and general economic and competition law principles would 
seemm the better route to follow. 

Accesss obligations, meaning the obligation to share one's facility with 
competitors,, are a traditional remedy for bottleneck situations in general 
competitionn law and telecommunications law. They are, however, not by default the 
adequatee remedy for bottleneck situations. Access obligations are a means of 
controllingg the behaviour of the dominant bottleneck controller. This kind of 
remedyy might be necessary and appropriate in mature markets in which new entries 
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seemm unlikely without forcing existing players to share crucial resources. Access 
obligationss may be necessary in situations in which a bottleneck facility is a natural 
monopolyy or an essential facility, namely when the duplication of the facility is not 
ann option and when the refusal to provide access would prevent market entry. Here, 
forcedd access to the facility may be the only viable way to stimulate competition in 
aa related market. 

Inn the case of pay-TV, it is already very questionable whether there are facilities 
thatt cannot be duplicated, or for which no alternative is available. The development 
off  conditional access systems, set top boxes, Application Programme Interfaces, 
Electronicc Programme Guides, etc. is no any longer driven only by a small number 
off  pay-TV providers. Major software and hardware manufacturers, such as 
Microsoftt and Nokia, are already in the business of developing conditional access 
systemss and even complete technical solutions for the distribution of pay-TV. With 
digitizationn and the development of more differentiated service offerings and 
alternativee forms of payment, the demand for electronic access control systems will 
bee further stimulated by broadcasters and non-broadcasters. It follows that the 
conditionall  access system, the Application Programme Interface and the Electronic 
Programmee Guide are probably all facilities for which the duplication of and 
competitionn between alternative systems in a market is possible and, arguably, 
desirable. . 

Thee study explained that from a competition policy point of view access 
obligationss are controversial. After examining general competition law and sector-
specificc access obligations, it is apparent that access remedies that were 
successfullyy applied to traditional bottleneck situations are not necessarily the best 
orr most effective way of dealing with 'new' technical bottleneck situations, such as 
controll  over conditional access. It may be true that there are situations in which 
accesss obligations are necessary and helpful, notably in settled and established 
markets.. As far as the pay-TV sector is concerned, one should be careful not to take 
thiss assumption for granted, as much wil l depend on the time-frame. In the short 
term,, at least in smaller pay-TV markets, competition between competing platforms 
inn one market might seem unlikely. In the medium and long term, however, the 
broadcastingg sector wil l face stimulating effects from digitization, which is a 
declaredd policy goal of the European Union as well as the European Member States. 
Accesss obligations should be imposed only in exceptional situations in order to 
avoidd overregulation and negative investment impulses. Furthermore, the possible 
side-effectss of access obligations—to stifle demand for alternative facilities and 
increasee the power of one particular standard—should not be overlooked. Relying 
onn access obligations as a remedy to bottleneck situations risks promoting a static 
positionn of the established players in the pay-TV sector at the cost of promoting a 
dynamicc competitive environment in the future. 

Finally,, the study concluded that for similar reasons access obligations could be 
counterproductive,, not only from a competition policy point of view, but also from 
aa public information policy point of view. Monopoly control over a pay-TV 
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platformm may still be acceptable from a competition point of view. However, the 
requirementss of pluralism and diversity of sources raise serious concerns about 
whetherr it is desirable to actively promote the creation and strengthening of one 
dominantt access-controlled pay-TV platform. The risk is that one player can 
exercisee excessive influence on large parts of the audience as well as influence the 
positionn of free-TV providers in general and public broadcasting in particular. 

5.1.3.. CONSUMER ACCESS TO ACCESS-CONTROLLED PLATFORMS 

Thee European Communications Framework leaves questions about the distribution 
off  pay-TV services to consumers, that is questions concerning the retail market, 
outsidee of its scope. The broadcasting retail market has traditionally been a matter 
off  broadcasting regulation and general competition law. Main objectives behind 
broadcastingg law are the realization of public information policy principles, such as 
thee realization of freedom of expression, fair access opportunities, democratic 
principles,, the broad availability of information of general importance for the 
public,, and the free flow of services in the Internal Market. The realization of these 
goalss pivots around the question of how to ensure that a range of plural and diverse 
contentt is broadly available and accessible to consumers, alias citizens. 

Electronicc access control triggers valid concerns about the general availability 
andd accessibility of content for consumers, including access to transborder services. 
Thiss is particularly true for content of public interest—often that is the content that 
iss most likely to disappear behind the electronic fences of pay-TV. Other concerns 
aree the quality of the content offering, including the principles of diversity and 
pluralism,, as well as the future of public broadcasting as a qualitatively high-
standingg programme offering. More generally, the latter is a question of how 
electronicc access control impacts the popularity of free-TV programmes, including 
publicc broadcasting programmes and competition between free-TV and pay-TV. 
Lesss outspoken but no less pressing, are distinct policy concerns of national 
governmentss about their ability to use the broadcasting medium directly or 
indirectlyy for the realization of public policy objectives. Both the general 
availabilityy of and the choice between information sources become a question of 
accesss and slips away into private control. 

Broadcastingg law does not seek to accommodate these concerns by granting 
consumerss access rights to access-controlled platforms. European broadcasting law 
hass taken another route. The approach of current European broadcasting law that 
dealss with pay-TV is to make control over access to particular content non-
exclusive.. The underlying idea is that certain content should also be available 
outsidee access-controlled platforms. Moreover, this is the idea that it is the role of 
thee media to act as an intermediary between the audience and the information 
sourcee and, in so doing, to realize the 'right of the public to being properly 
informed'.. The role of the audience or of individual members of the audience is best 
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describedd as the role of passive information receivers, not as active information 
seekerss who negotiate access to content they wish to receive. 

Thiss approach is reflected in the two main instruments that European 
broadcastingg law has developed within the context of pay-TV. These are the right to 
shortt reporting and the list-of-important-events concept. 

ListList of Important Events 
Articlee 3a of the Television Without Frontiers Directive recognizes a right of 
Memberr States to ensure that particular popular sports or cultural events can be 
transmittedd in full or in part, in parallel or deferred on free-TV. Member States are 
entitledd to draw up so-called lists of important events, meaning events that should 
nott be exclusively transmitted on pay-TV. Hence, the list-of-important-events 
conceptt mandates the non-exclusivity of particular content that is considered of 
majorr public interest. The role of free-TV in this concept is to act as a carrier of 
generall  interest content and make it publicly available. 

RightRight to Short Reporting 
Thee right to short reporting enables all broadcasters to inform their audience about 
particularr news, sports and cultural or social events, even if a third party holds the 
exclusivee rights to the transmission of that event. A precondition is that the 
broadcasterr considers the event to be of high public interest and newsworthy, and 
thatt the transmission complies with the requirements of a 'short report'. Unlike the 
list-of-important-eventss concept, the right to short reporting does not touch on the 
exclusivityy of a transmission right. Instead, the right to short reporting, or rather its 
effect,, is better compared to an exception in copyright law. It gives broadcasters the 
rightt to make certain use of material to which another party holds exclusive rights. 
Inn contrast to the list-of-important-events concept, the right to short reporting does 
nott aim so much at ensuring consumer access to a particular event, but at consumers 
beingg informed about the essence of the event to the extent that it is newsworthy 
andd of public interest. Another difference is that, for the right to short reporting, the 
broadcasterss determine which information is of public interest, whereas this task is 
leftt to the governments for the list-of-important-events concept. 

Helpful,Helpful, but not Helpful Enough 
Chapterr 2 examined the list-of-important-events concept and the right to short 
reportingg in depth and concluded that, in combination, both provisions might 
providee some guarantee that those parts of the audience that are unsubscribed do not 
remainn ignorant if particular events are shown through access-controlled 
broadcasting.. The list-of-important-events concept aims at the broad accessibility of 
eventss of public importance, free from exclusive electronic control. The right to 
shortt reporting addresses the impact of exclusive electronic control over content for 
thee media's mission to keep the audience properly informed. Both instruments are 
valuablee tools that can stimulate the broad accessibility of content in free-TV. They 
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aree also regulations that can stimulate competition between services. Both 
regulationss restrict the exclusive control over particular content thereby stimulating 
journalisticc and economic competition between free-TV and pay-TV providers. 
Havingg said that, both instruments were drafted to 'protect' consumers from pay-
TV,, meaning to remedy the effects of electronic exclusion. They do not tackle the 
questionn of the consumers' situation regarding content that is offered on pay-TV. 

Onee can doubt whether the impact of electronic access control on the 
accessibilityy and availability of digital content can be addressed effectively by 
simplyy relying on free-TV as a solution. One reason to doubt this is based on the 
validd assumption that when digitization is completed, electronic access control in 
digitall  broadcasting wil l gain in popularity and importance as a business model. If 
digitizationn progresses and electronic access control becomes a common form of 
collectingg remuneration, pay-TV will more than ever be part of the media 
landscape.. It is not unlikely mat, for consumers, pay-TV could become a common 
andd perhaps even particularly popular way of consuming digital content. It is 
alreadyy very questionable whether the notion of a broadly available free-TV 
programmee will , under these circumstances, still carry the same value as before. 
Mostt importantly, however, protecting consumers in such a situation 'from' pay-TV 
insteadd of ensuring that pay-TV services are offered in a way that respects their 
legitimatee interests is like holding on to an idea from the past with all one's might. 

Itt is also worth noting, that, despite what the pay-TV critics say, pay-TV does 
nott necessarily have to be a development for the worse. Conditional access can also 
offerr new and attractive opportunities. Conditional access explores new ways of 
collectingg remuneration, and the technology offers ample opportunities for 
innovative,, interactive and differentiated service offerings. Now, content offered on 
pay-TVV is mostly entertainment content, such as films and sports. The question is if 
thiss must necessarily stay this way, or if electronic access control could be used to 
financee other, high-quality content. Conditional access could be a means of 
improvingg media responsiveness. As Brittan puts it: 

'I ff  the state is to pay the piper, or regulate the piper's activities, it wil l 
eventuallyy seek to call the tune—to the amazed indignation of the 
broadcastingg fraternity which thinks it can have the benefits of state finance or 
regulationn without paying the costs'.858 

Individualizationn and interactivity can provide consumers with a way to pay the 
piperr and express their preferences through a means the market understands: Euros, 
dollars,, etc. Maybe the time is ripe for the audience to use technical and market 
developmentss to actively exercise choices in digital broadcasting. Pay-TV could 
givee the audience the opportunity to become more than 'eyeballs', namely active 
players.. A necessary precondition is that consumers have a choice and the freedom 
too exercise it. Without claiming completeness, this study has identified some factors 

Brittann 1989, p. 32. 
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thatt explain why the position of consumers who wish to access content on access-
controlledd platforms and exercise choice can be weak. 

ConcernConcern No. J: Fairness of Contractual Conditions 
Forr consumers to benefit from pay-TV, the services offered to them must be 
acceptable.. The adequacy and fairness of terms and conditions under which pay-TV 
servicess are offered wil l influence the consumers' willingness to accept access-
controlledd services. In a study that was performed in the UK for the former British 
telecommunicationss regulator Oftel, consumers indicated that they tend to feel 
overpoweredd by pay-TV operators, which they described as 'strong global players 
that.... could, ... and would, do exactly what they want'.859 Examples stated were the 
changingg of the configuration of packages, deleting key channels from packages 
consumerss had subscribed to, moving the best-quality programmes to pay-per-view 
programmess (particularly sports and films), and pricing issues, such as the demand 
forr fees in addition to the monthly subscription.860 

Moree generally, the arrival of individual consumer-service-provider contracts in 
thee broadcasting sector calls for more attention to be paid to the way subscriber 
contractss are drafted and to ensure that terms and conditions of access are fair. 
Commonn not only to the broadcasting sector are examples of potentially unfair 
conditions,, such as the demand for unreasonably high prices and the imposition of 
conditionss that are in no way related to the request for content. This can be the 
requirementt to provide personal information on age, number of children, education, 
profession,, etc. when subscribing to a pay-TV service, or the condition that the 
consumerr must accept information mail. Subscription contracts can force 
consumerss to subscribe to more channels than they wish to receive as the result of 
extensivee bundling strategies. Conditions can directly or indirectly conflict with 
establishedd rights and principles: privacy concerns and concerns about far-reaching 
controll  to the access and usage of digital content are further issues. The latter fall, in 
part,, under privacy and copyright regulations, fields of law in which it might be 
worthh conducting further research. 

Too examine the legitimacy and adequacy of contractual conditions in pay-TV 
subscriptionn contracts could be the subject of a study on its own. Relevant for the 
contextt of this study is its more abstract observation that the fairness and adequacy 
off  contractual conditions in the commercial relationship between consumers and 
pay-TVV providers is a matter that falls outside traditional broadcasting law. Fairness 
off  contractual conditions is a matter that is better known from consumer protection 
law.. This is another field that needs further research. Traditional broadcasting law 
doess not have provisions for consumer protection. It does not acknowledge the 
existencee of a commercial relationship between the consumer and the service 

Counterpointt Research 2001, p. 21. See also the submission by Voice of Listeners & Viewers 2001. 
Counterpointt Research 200 f, 9pp. and pp. 23-38. 
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provider.. This deficiency can be explained by the 'once-sent-accessible-for-all' 
characterr of traditional broadcasting services. 

ConcernConcern No. 2: Contractual LocAwWLock-outs 
Nobodyy would seriously argue that the choice between a basic channel, a family 
packagee and a premium channel would allow consumers to express any specific 
preferences,, not to mention the ability to influence the structure of broadcasting 
markets—particularlyy if all three bundles came from the same provider. 
Competitionn between different access-controlled services, consequently, would be 
truee only in an environment in which consumers have the choice between a 
considerablee number of affordable competing offers and sufficiently small or 
differentiatedd programme units, and in which they are in a position to actively 
exercisee this choice. A further major obstacle for the realization of fair access 
opportunitiess and the possibility to exercise choice could be the effect of bundling 
strategies.. Three particularly critical examples in this context are large-scale 
programmee bundling, the bundling of premium and basic services and making the 
subscriptionn to a pay-TV platform conditional on the purchase of a particular 
conditionall  access technology. Other no less critical forms, are forms of bundling in 
time,, notably long-term subscription contracts and other such terms that restrict 
consumerr mobility. 

Thee potential anti-competitive and welfare decreasing effects of such strategies 
requiree careful scrutiny. To some extent, bundling strategies can be addressed 
applyingg competition law. Chapter 3, however, demonstrated why the tying 
prohibitionn in general competition law is subject to major uncertainties, vagueness 
andd timely delays and why, furthermore, this is not a provision that can be easily 
invokedd by consumers. 

ConcernConcern No. 3: Technical Lock-insA,ock-outs 
Off  major importance is the aspect of the lack of adequate interoperability solutions. 
Thee lack of interoperability solutions can result in technical lock-in or lock-out 
situationss that deprive consumers of the possibility to access services of their 
choice.. Interoperability in information markets in general and in pay-TV markets in 
particularr is a topic that has already received much attention. And rightly so. This 
studyy concluded that choice is also a matter of the quality of consumer equipment 
andd whether it is able to process rival services, including services form other 
Memberr States. This is also why interoperability is a major factor for consumer 
acceptancee of pay-TV services on a large scale. 

ConcernConcern No. 4: The Information Problem 
Thee last major factor in this list, the importance of which cannot be emphasized 
enoughh and whose dimension in the broadcasting sector is still often not properly 
understood,, is what the study calls the 'information problem'. Behind the 
informationn problem lies the realization that access and choice are, among other 
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things,, a matter of access to trustworthy, comprehensive and comparable 
informationn about the available services from different providers. The ability to find 
andd compare such information can be a major problem in a digital multi-channel 
environment.. The importance of search engines for access to content on the internet 
illustratess this situation well. The search engine example also illustrates the value of 
transparencyy in the form of reliable unbiased information as a means to overcome 
informationall  lock-ins. 

Thee regulation concerning Electronic Programme Guides in European law lack 
visionn in this respect. The potential impact of the Electronic Programme Guide on 
economicc and ideological competition, democracy and culture is still widely 
underestimated.. For the time being, the public information policy discussion 
concerningg Electronic Programme Guides still pivots around the question whether 
publicc broadcasters should receive a prominent place or not. But the potential of 
informationn agents, such as the Electronic Programme Guide, goes far beyond 
ensuringg that consumers have access to particular programmes of particular public 
interest.. Looking towards the future, information agents have the potential of 
becomingg platform-independent gateways for access to content irrespective of 
nationall  borders and language obstacles or of the technical transport platform used. 

5.1.4.. REFORM PROPOSAL: A BOTTOM-UP APPROACH 

Too conclude, this study suggests that tackling electronic access control in digital 
broadcastingg is tackling at least four issues—fairness of access conditions, 
contractuall  lock-in or lock-out situations, technical lock-in or lock-out situations 
andd the information problem. A future goal for the regulation of pay-TV should be 
too ensure that pay-TV platforms are publicly accessible, meaning that the terms and 
conditionss of access are such that all members of the public are not arbitrarily 
excludedd for technical, financial or transparency reasons. In the information society, 
eachh citizen should be able to benefit from new services being made available by 
meansmeans of advanced communications: 'The information society is not only affecting 
thee way people interact but it is also requiring the traditional organisational 
structuress to be more flexible, more participatory and more decentralised'.*61 

Likewise,, subscribers to one particular platform should not be unreasonably 
impededd from benefiting from pluralism between different platforms because of 
technical,, contractual or informational lock-ins. The fairness and openness of the 
individuall  commercial relationship between service provider and consumer is key 
too preventing that electronic access control is used to the detriment of competition, 
consumerss and public information policy. 

Theree is no need to reinvent the wheel. Technical and contractual lock-ins and 
informationn problems are not new issues, and they have already been answered for 

11 G7 Summit, Conclusion of G7 Summit 'Information Society Conference', Doc/95/2/, Brussels, 26 
Februaryy 1995. 
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otherr sectors. For all media sectors other than the broadcasting sector, the key role 
thatt the fairness of the conditions of access for consumers plays in guaranteeing the 
accessibilityy of electronic services has already been widely acknowledged. This is 
whyy the Universal Service Directive aims to 

'ensuree the availability throughout the Community of good quality publicly 
availablee services through effective competition and choice and to deal with 
circumstancess in which the needs of end-users are not satisfactorily met by the 
market'' (Article 1 (1) of the Universal Service Directive). 

Thee Universal Service Directive, part of the Communications Framework, 
acknowledgess that functioning competition and the broad availability of a range of 
differentt telecommunications services for consumers is not only a matter of access 
forr service providers to telecommunications networks and facilities, but also a 
matterr of access for consumers to services. A study of the provisions of the 
Universall  Service Directive revealed that it would address the four aforementioned 
factors,, namely fairness of contractual conditions, contractual lock-ins, technical 
lock-inss and the information problem, were it not for the pitfalls of technology-
dependentt regulation. 

Thee existing European regulatory framework might have been a good starting 
pointt to address urgent access issues in the digital broadcasting sector if the 
Communicationss Framework had kept its promise to realize a more technology-
independentt approach to regulation. None of the potentially relevant provisions in 
thee Universal Service Directive (in particular Articles 17, 20, 21, 22 and 32), with 
thee exception of Article 24 (interoperability of television equipment), apply to the 
broadcastingg sector. It is difficult to see why consumers of digital broadcasting 
servicess should receive less legal protection than consumers of other electronic 
services. . 
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Arts.. 81,82 EC Treaty (Competition NRA) 

FigureFigure 10—Different regulatory frameworks applicable to broadcasting, 
telecommunicationstelecommunications and information society services. Figure 10 provides a 
schematicschematic overview of the different regulatory frameworks that apply to 
broadcasting,broadcasting, telecommunications and information society services offered via one 
andand the same pay-TV platform. The figure illustrates the aspects of access to the 
technicaltechnical infrastructure (Access Directive: Articles 5 (l)b and 6 (access to the 
conditionalconditional access platform), and Articles 8 to 13 (access to telecommunications 
servicesservices and facilities). It also illustrates how differently the position of consumers 
(Universal(Universal Service Directive: Articles 17 to 30 (consumer access to services) and 
ArticleArticle 32 (must-carry)) and the accessibility of content (TWF: Article 3a (list of 
importantimportant events), ECTT: Article 9 (the right to short reporting)) is regulated at the 
EuropeanEuropean level. This is done despite the converging nature of pay-TV platforms and 
thethe alleged horizontal approach of regulation under the Communications 
Framework. Framework. 

5.2.. Conclusion 

Thee study concludes that there is no convincing reason to treat electronic access 
controll  in the digital broadcasting sector different from other technical facilities in 
thee telecommunications sector. The above figure 10 illustrates the different 
regulatoryy environments that apply to broadcasting and non-broadcasting services. 
Itt shows that the broadcasting sector falls under a differing access regime, and that 
thee rules on consumer protection and control of the retail market do not apply to 
broadcastingg services. The present approach creates unnecessary obstacles for the 
realizationn of competitive and convergent service markets and the so-called multi-
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platformm approach. Furthermore, the figure illustrates the strict separation of content 
andd transport-related aspects. This is a further obstacle to the effective regulation 
andd supervision of access-controlled service platforms. Because of the often tight 
integrationn of the technical and content platforms as elements of one and the same 
servicee platform, a number of interactions take place at both levels. Regulating and 
supervisingg the technical platform while ignoring content-related aspects or the 
retaill  market in general is difficult, if not impossible. As the figure shows, the 
approachh leaves a regulatory gap: consumer access to access-controlled services. 

Thee study further concludes that access obligations, such as provided for in 
Articlee 6 of the Access Directive (access to the conditional access system), are not 
alwayss the best tool to resolve bottleneck situations in the pay-TV sector. Access 
obligationss are also not sufficient to address valid competition and public 
informationn policy concerns that arise in conjunction with conditional access. What 
iss needed are tools to remedy the abuse of the commercial relationship between 
consumerss and pay-TV providers. Most importantly, a stronger focus on the 
positionn of consumers is needed. Without claiming completeness, the study 
suggestss to give National Regulatory Authorities four tools to deal with conditional 
access: : 
-- The ability to mandate interoperability solutions. 
-- The ability to prohibit anti-competitive bundling practices in the retail market. 
-- Transparency enhancing measures, including the public availability of 

comparablee service information. 
-- The ability to monitor the adequacy of contractual conditions, pricing, etc. in 

pay-TVV provider-consumer contracts also in the digital broadcasting sector. 
Inn addition, National Regulatory Authorities should have sufficient flexibility  to 

considerr market-related factors, such as the likelihood of new market entries, 
economiess of scale and scope, the degree of product diversification, the existence of 
markett entry barriers, the need to recoup investments as well as security and 
capacityy considerations. 

Thesee tools already exist for the non-broadcasting sector, which is why this study 
concludess that the various distinctions that still rule the Communications 
Frameworkk are not helpful at all. The study advocates abandoning Article 6 of the 
Accesss Directive, which is still based on technological distinctions and which does 
nott give NRAs a lot of flexibility . Instead, the more flexible approach in Articles 8 
too 13 of the Access Directive should apply. Second, it suggests interpreting Article 
55 (l)b of the Access Directive (access to Application Programme Interfaces and 
Electronicc Programme Guides) in the sense of the flexible concept under Articles 8 
too 13 of the Access Directive. Third, it recommends putting an end to the exclusion 
off  the broadcasting sector from the application of the Universal Service Directive, 
andd in particular Articles 17, 20, 21, 22 and 32, to ensure that consumers can have 
accesss to access-controlled services at fair, affordable and non-discriminatory 
conditions.. Discrimination on grounds of residence should also be acknowledged as 
aa form of discrimination. Doing this would be a first step in ensuring that 
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consumerss within the European Union have fair access opportunities when 
confrontedd with electronic access control. Strengthening the position of consumers 
iss in the interest of functioning competition in the digital service sector. 
Strengtheningg the position of consumers is also in the interest of consumers, alias 
citizens,, in an access-controlled broadcasting environment. Finally, strengthening 
thee position of consumers is in the interest of public information policy where it is 
directedd at utilizing new technical and economic developments and creating the 
conditionss that enable consumers to optimally benefit from the possibilities of 
digitall  media. 

Furtherr research should explore the question of exactly how helpful existing 
consumerr protection law can be to address all consumer concerns for the pay-TV 
case.. This study, furthermore, repeatedly pointed to the fact that subscribers are not 
onlyy consumers but also citizens. General consumer protection law applies to all 
kindss of services and is probably not designed to reflect the idea of information as a 
productt of particular social and democratic relevance, continuous and reliable 
accesss to which should be available at affordable prices, with good quality and on 
user-friendlyy terms. Further research is also needed to assess to what extent 
consumerr protection law can realize public information policy goals, such as 
pluralism,, the realization of freedom of expression and democratic principles. The 
Universall  Service Directive could be a good starting point provided its scope is 
beingg extended to also cover broadcasting services. Unlike general consumer 
protectionn law, the Universal Service Directive leaves room to combine consumer 
protectionn with the realization of general competition and public information policy 
objectives.. This is to promote what the directive calls 'the twin objectives of 
promotingg effective competition whilst pursuing public interest needs, such as 
maintainingg the affordability of publicly available services for some consumers'.*62 

Anotherr aspect is that electronic access control should neither hamper 
competitionn between free-TV and pay-TV nor the functioning of the media. The 
samee is true for initiatives to stimulate the creation and distribution of content 
regardlesss of consumer demand. Electronic access control must not obstruct 
competingg media in complying with their task to inform and to criticize. European 
broadcastingg law has developed two potentially useful instruments, the list of 
importantt events and the right to short reporting, which, however, need further 
improvementt to be effective. 

5.3.. Conditional Access is not a Phenomenon Reserved to Pay-TV 

Electronicc access control and its effect on competition and individual access to 
contentt are not reserved to the broadcasting domain. The electronic management 
andd enforcement of exclusive content rights and the controlled distribution of 

Universall  Service Directive, Recital 26. 
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digitall  content to individualized customers is not a strategy that is specific to 
broadcasting.. The possibility to target niche areas, collect remuneration, control 
contentt and maintain individualized commercial relationships with consumers are 
aspectss that make the use of electronic access control techniques equally attractive 
for,, for example, the internet sector. In the internet sector too, access-controlled 
servicee platforms, such as portals and B2C platforms, form the integrating link 
betweenn various service providers and consumers. 

Thee similarities do not end with the way services are marketed. The provision of 
exclusivee content and controlled access to such content becomes a means to attract 
subscriberss and to monopolize profitable distribution channels. The iTunes example 
fromm Chapter 3 demonstrates that, correspondingly, many of the concerns that the 
studyy listed for the realization of competition and public information policy 
objectivess in the pay-TV case have already been made for other sectors. It was 
repeatedlyy argued that the combination of exclusive control over content and the 
portal,, and control over Apple's proprietary FairPlay Digital Rights Management 
solutionn together with the iPod, could be a means to monopolize the consumer base, 
influencee competition in one's favour and exclude consumers who do not comply 
withh the operator's business rules. Similar to the pay-TV case, private electronic 
controll  over digital content raises for the internet issues of consumer freedom to 
accesss and choose between different services. 

Thee iTunes case triggered a new West Coast crusade against electronic content 
control,, this time led by competitor RealNetworks who also operates a music 
downloadd store. RealNetworks launched the 'Freedom of Choice' campaign to help 
consumerss 'break the chains that tie their music device [iPod] to proprietary music 
downloads'.. And, according to RealNetworks, 'We are here to inform AND 
motivate'.8*33 Note how a traditional public policy argument—freedom of choice—is 
againn made with the intention of mobilizing consumers against a rival's business 
methods.. RealNetworks understood very well that strategies to monopolize the 
consumerr base can have an effect on competition and that a means to remedy 
monopolyy control is to 'break the chains', meaning to inform and to remove 
technicall  and contractual lock-ins. 

Nott only competitors complain about proprietary content-control schemes on, for 
example,, the internet; consumers complain too. Again, the complaints from 
consumers,, consumer representatives and scholars repeat arguments that are eerily 
familiarr to the case of electronic access control in digital broadcasting. For 
example,, the English Consumers' Association complained to the Office of Fair 
Tradee about price discrimination between FairPlay-protected content that is sold in 
thee UK and tracks that are sold in France and Germany. The Consumers' 
Associationn claimed that this was in conflict with the European Union's Internal 

http://www.musicfreedomofchoice.org/ / 
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Markett principles.864 Furthermore, and also within the internet context, access to 
contentt becomes a matter of complying with the service provider's contractual 
termss and conditions. Here too, private control over access to content triggers 
publicc information policy concerns. One example is the on-going discussion about 
thee relationship between technological content protection measures and the 
objectivess of intellectual property law, meaning the effect of electronic control on 
accesss to and the use of creative works. Copyright law is characterized by a well-
developedd ideology of sharing in return for the assignment of certain exclusive 
exploitationn rights. This idea is reflected in the attempt of copyright law to achieve 
aa balance between the assignment of exclusive exploitation rights and the need to 
limi tt exclusive control over creative works where the interest in the wide usage and 
thee dissemination of them is preponderant. Here too, there are concerns about the 
negotiatingg position of consumers and the compatibility of consumer-content-
providerr contracts with legitimate consumer rights and interests. 

Aree there lessons to be learned from the pay-TV case? Obviously, one would 
firstt have to analyze exactly how far electronic access control in the digital 
broadcastingg sector and other cases of electronic control, for example Digital Rights 
Managementt use on the internet, are comparable. While some rationales are 
broadcastingg specific, others may be not. The purpose of this last section is to take 
thee pay-TV example further in order to stimulate this discussion. 

AA lesson that could be learned from the pay-TV case is that there can be a certain 
tensionn between electronic control of access to content and public information 
policyy objectives. This conflict is particularly apparent in the case of broadcasting. 
Itt might be worth, however, conducting further research to determine the extent to 
whichh the public accessibility and availability of content is an important rationale 
behindd regulatory policies for the internet. One factor that could bring the policies 
forr the different sectors closer to each other is convergence and the European policy 
objectivee of promoting multiple access to services through digital television, mobile 
andd internet platforms alike. Another factor could be the role that intellectual 
propertyy law plays. Finally, access to electronic services and electronic exclusion 
aree issues that are also discussed in context with European policies for the internet 
domain. . 

Providingg the finding was that there are also tensions in the internet sector 
betweenn electronic access control and public information policy objectives, it could 
bee worth discussing the approach of broadcasting law and building on the 
experiencess gained. European broadcasting law responds to the fact that it is the 
combinationn of electronic access control of and exclusive rights to content that 
affectss the accessibility and broad availability of content. It advocates to impose 

Thee Office of Fair Trade (OFT) has decided to refer the matter further to the European Commission, 
ass this was an issue that touched upon broader Internal Market issues, namely how the online 
exploitationn of music is licensed across Europe, OFT Press Release, available at 
<www.oft.gov.uk/news/press+releases/statements/2004/itunes.htm>> (last visited on 20 March 2005). 
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limitationss on the electronic enforcement and scope of exclusive exploitation rights, 
att least regarding content of public interest. 

Anotherr lesson that could be learned from access control in digital broadcasting 
iss that Articles 8 to 13 of the Access Directive and the Universal Service Directive 
providee tools for dealing with bottleneck situations and anti-competitive behaviour 
thatt is targeted at monopolizing the consumer base. The pay-TV case also ascertains 
thatt caution is in place concerning access obligations as a remedy to technical 
bottleneckss that are the result of dominant standards. Articles 8 to 13 of the Access 
Directivee and the Universal Service Directive, however, provide viable alternatives 
inn form of tools that stimulate competition at the facility and service levels, 
providingg this is economically possible. In order to do this, the pay-TV case 
demonstratedd that the effective regulation of electronic access control needs to take 
bothh the competitors' and the consumers' position into account. Guarantees 
concerningg the fairness, affordability and adequacy of retail conditions are needed, 
ass is market transparency. Making sure that the terms and conditions of access are 
fair,, affordable and non-discriminatory is not 'just' a matter of fairness and 
consumerr protection, it can be an important element of realizing competition and 
accesss to content. 
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Samenvatting g 

Eenn technische oplossing voor de organisatie van toegang tot elektronische 
contentt is voorwaardelijke toegang. De beheerder van een voorwaardelijk 
toegangsysteemm kan beslissen wie toegang heeft tot welke informatie onder welke 
voorwaardenn en regels. Voorwaardelijke toegang in digitale omroep is het 
onderwerpp van deze studie. Het onderzoek bestudeert de regulering van 
voorwaardelijkee toegang in het Europees mededingings-, media- en 
telecommunicatierecht.. Hoewel de studie elektronische toegang betreffende digitale 
omroepp bespreekt, zouden de bevindingen nuttig en inspirerend kunnen zijn voor de 
discussiee over vergelijkbare problemen in andere sectoren, zoals de online sector en 
Digitall  Rights Management, dat elektronische oplossingen voor bescherming van 
exclusievee rechten biedt 

Hett onderzoek toont aan dat de controle van de elektronische toegang tot digitale 
betaaltelevisiee fundamentele principes van traditionele omroepregulering aantast. 
Hett gaat hier om de technologie-afhankelijke definities, de strikte scheiding tussen 
inhoudelijkee aspecten en transport en het publiekrechtelijke kader dat geen acht 
slaatt op de andere kant van de markt, de positie van de consument. Het voorbeeld 
vann voorwaardelijke toegang in digitale omroep toont aan dat de rol van 
technologiee in de omroep verder gaat dan slechts een transportrol. Bij 
betaaltelevisiee zijn de aspecten van transport en het aanbod van content aan de 
consumentt nauw met elkaar verweven. Daarmee brengt het beweging in het 
traditionelee onderscheid tussen infrastructuur en content regulering. De studie toont 
aann waarom het Europese media- en telecommunicatierecht niet beantwoordt aan de 
belangenn van concurrenten en consumenten om een werkzame mededinging en 
toegangg tot content te handhaven. De studie identificeert aspecten die kritisch zijn 
inn deze context en pleit voor meer aandacht voor de positie van het publiek in de 
reguleringg van omroep. Er worden suggesties gedaan om het bestaande Europese 
kaderr te verbeteren en zo de voorwaarden voor marktwerking, de brede 
toegankelijkheidd en de beschikbaarheid van elektronische content te waarborgen. 
Daarr hoort ook bij dat deze content wordt aangeboden tegen redelijke, non-
discriminatoiree en betaalbare voorwaarden. 

Voorwaardelijkee toegang introduceert nieuwe mogelijkheden in de huidige 
mediawereld.. Dit is de overgang van traditionele 'omroep' naar een interactieve en 
geïndividualiseerdee manier van uitzending. De distributie van signalen is 
georganiseerdd via intermediaire platforms en is beperkt tot abonnees. Toegang tot 
mediaa content is niet langer 'vrij1. Kijkers worden consumenten. Zij ontvangen 
dienstenn op basis van een contractuele en feitelijke relatie met de service provider. 
Dee distributie van media content verschuift van een publieke sfeer naar een meer 
persoonlijkepersoonlijke sfeer, waarbij over de voorwaarden voor toegang tot elektronische 
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dienstenn direct onderhandeld wordt tussen de service provider en de verzoeker, en 
waarr de consumenten betalen voor toegang tot digitale omroep. 

Enerzijdss zijn dit veranderingen die iets kunnen toevoegen aan de toenemende 
keuzee en aan de diversiteit van het media-aanbod. Het kan een element van 
afstemmingg van vraag en aanbod toevoegen en kan de consument meer autonomie 
geven.. Nieuwe bronnen van financiering kunnen resulteren in nieuwe en meer 
gedifferentieerdegedifferentieerde diensten die voorheen niet economisch aantrekkelijk waren. De 
marketingg van digitale diensten via intermediaire platforms, koppelstrategieën en de 
combinatiee van controle over verschillende lagen in de verticaal georganiseerde 
distributieketenn kunnen de populariteit, efficiëntie en compatibiliteit van 
betaaltelevisiee bevorderen. 

Anderzijdss kan elektronische toegangscontrole samen met exclusieve rechten 
vann de content en de juiste marketingstrategie een machtig middel zijn om het 
meestt waardevolle goed van elektronische contentmarkten, betalende consumenten, 
tee monopoliseren. De rol die elektronische toegangscontrole in deze context speelt 
iss het handhaven van exclusieve contractuele relaties met consumenten alsmede het 
verzekerenn van een marktaandeel. 

Eenn uitdaging voor regelgevers van voorwaardelijke toegang in digitale omroep 
iss het identificeren van situaties waarin elektronische toegangscontrole kan leiden 
tott marktwerkingsvraagstukken. Een tweede uitdaging is het formuleren van 
oplossingenn zonder overregulering en negatieve effecten op innovatie, efficiency en 
welvaart.. Voor het doel van de analyse, is er in het onderzoek een onderscheid 
gemaaktt in twee belangrijke thema's: de impact van elektronische toegangscontrole 
opp a) marktwerking en b) op consumententoegang tot content. De studie benadrukt 
echterr dat beide aspecten eikaars keerzijde van de medaille kunnen zijn. In de studie 
wordenn vier grote categorieën geïdentificeerd van de gevolgen van de wijze waarop 
voorwaardelijkee toegang in digitale omroep zowel concurrenten als consumenten 
raakt.. De eerste categorie bestaat uit bottlenecksituaties. Met de voortgaande 
technischee en organisatorische ontwikkeling, is de toegang tot de digitale 
omroepmarktt afhankelijk van een toenemend aantal faciliteiten zoals het 
voorwaardelijkee toegangsysteem, Application Programme Interface, Elektronische 
Programmagids,, factuursystemen en exclusieve contentrechten. Toegang tot 
bottleneckss is van groot belang voor toetreders die de expertise of financiën om hun 
eigenn faciliteiten op te zetten, ontberen en derhalve afhankelijk zijn van toegang tot 
bestaandee voorzieningen. De werkelijke bottleneck in betaaltelevisiemarkten is 
echterr de toegang tot een consumentenbestand. Exclusieve controle over een 
dominantt technisch en marketingplatform voor betaaltelevisie is een belangrijk 
middell  om het consumentenbestand te monopoliseren door het binden van abonnees 
enn service providers aan één bepaald platform en het weghouden van concurrerende 
servicee providers van de desbetreffende abonnees. Monopolisering van het 
consumentenbestandd zal het resultaat zijn van een combinatie van controle over de 
krachtt van een bepaalde voorwaardelijke toegangsstandaard en een 
marketingstrategie.. Er zijn verschillende instrumenten om consumenten binnen 
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'ommuurdee tuinen' te houden en hun te ontmoedigen om over te stappen naar 
concurrerendee providers. Het zijn, als tweede categorie, technische 'lock-ins' en het 
gebrekk aan interoperabiliteitsoplossingen. Daarnaast zijn er contractuele 'lock-ins', 
bijvoorbeeldd lange abonnementscontracten of koppelstrategieën bij het aanbieden 
vann programma's. Dit is de derde categorie. De consument kan dan alleen maar een 
grotee hoeveelheid kanalen in één pakket tegelijk afnemen. Technische en 
contractuelee 'lock-in of lock out'-situaties kunnen ook bestaan in een 
grensoverschrijdendee context met het effect dat consumenten van één lidstaat van 
dee Europese Unie niet de diensten vanuit een andere lidstaat kunnen ontvangen. De 
laatstee categorie wordt gevormd door wat de studie noemt 'het informatie probleem'. 
Hett verwijst naar de rol die beschikbare, begrijpelijke en vergelijkbare informatie 
overr diensten speelt bij de keuzes van de consumenten. Maar de regulering van 
betaaltelevisiee is niet alleen een kwestie van concurrentie. Overwegingen jnzake 
publiekinformatiebeleidd spelen ook een belangrijke rol. Het opdelen van het publiek 
inn geabonneerde en ongeabonneerde consumenten kan resulteren in sociale 
ongelijkheidd en elektronische uitsluiting. 

Anderee belangrijke reguleringsvragen draaien om het thema waarnaar vaak — 
maarr misleidend — wordt verwezen, zoals een 'individueel toegangsrecht tot 
informatie'.. Het onderzoek toont aan dat er nog niet zoiets als een 'individueel 
toegangsrechtt tot toegangsgecontroleerde informatie' bestaat. Het bestaat niet in het 
Europesee omroeprecht, en het kan ook niet worden afgeleid uit artikel 10 EVRM 
(vrijheidd van meningsuiting). De studie legt uit waarom een dergelijk recht zelfs 
onwenselijkk is. Er zijn echter wel belangen voor de ontwikkeling van voorwaarden 
tenn behoeve van het publiek ter voorkoming van misbruik van de controle ten koste 
vann de toegankelijkheid van informatie. Daarnaast is er een meer algemeen, 
beschermingswaardigg belang in het functioneren van de media als bron van 
informatiee en kritisch debat en de invloed van betaaltelevisie daarop. 

Dee impact van elektronische toegangscontrole op marktwerking is een thema dat 
wordtt behandeld op Europees niveau volgens het algemene mededingingsrecht en 
hethet telecommunicatierecht of meer specifiek de artikelen 5 (l)b en 6, Annex I van 
dee Toegangsrichtlijn. De toegankelijkheid van omroepcontent wordt behandeld 
doorr het Europese omroeprecht, en hier meer specifiek door artikel 3(a) van de 
Televisiee zonder Grenzen Richtlijn en artikel 9 en 9bis van de Europese Conventie 
betreffendee Grensoverschrijdende Televisie. 

Dee studie toont aan dat de belangrijkste reactie van de Europese regelgever op 
bottlenecksituatiess rondom voorwaardelijke toegang, verplichte toegang is. Dit is de 
verplichtingg om een faciliteit te delen met concurrenten en hun gebruik te laten 
makenn van een voorwaardelijk toegangsysteem, een Elektronische Programmagids 
off  een Application Porgramme Interface. De studie toont aan dat 
toegangsverplichtingen,, onder bepaalde omstandigheden, het juiste antwoord 
kunnenn zijn op bottlenecks, maar dat de gevallen waarin dit zo is waarschijnlijk 
uitzonderingsgevallenn zijn. Zowel het bestaan van alternatieve oplossingen, het 
gemakk waarmee faciliteiten gedupliceerd kunnen worden als de prikkel tot en 
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winstgevendheidd van exclusief gedrag, zijn factoren die in overweging moeten 
wordenn genomen. Er is niet, of slechts in onvoldoende mate, rekening mee 
gehoudenn in artikel 6 van de Toegangsrichtlijn. De reden waarom 
toegangsverplichtingenn met zorg dienen te worden toegepast, is niet slechts het 
gevaarr van overregulering en van negatieve impulsen voor investeringen en 
innovatie.. Toegangsregulering kan ook schadelijk zijn voor het bereiken van 
marktwerkingg en publieke informatiebeleidsdoelen voor de digitale omroepsector. 
Ditt doet zich met name voor waar de impact van een bottlenecksituatie het gevolg 
iss van een dominantie over een technische standaard, van de voordelen van het zijn 
vann eerste toetreder en van indirecte netwerkeffecten. Dit is vaak het geval bij 
controlee over voorwaardelijke toegang. Toegangsverplichtingen kunnen ook een 
averechtsee uitwerking hebben en de positie van de bottleneckbeheerder verder 
versterken.. Veel zal ook afhangen van hoe effectief het toezicht op de redelijkheid 
enn billijkheid van toegangsregels kan zijn, zodra toegangsverplichtingen opgelegd 
zijn.. De studie is niet optimistisch dat dit het geval kan zijn. Redenen voor twijfel 
zijnn de beperkte reikwijdte van artikel 6 van de Toegangsrichtlijn, dat noch over 
contentt gerelateerde kwesties gaat, noch de gevolgen van convergentie in 
overwegingg neemt. Artikel 6 biedt ook geen oplossingen betreffende transparantie 
enn het gebrek van keuze en autonomie van de consument. Meer in het algemeen 
bekritiseertt de studie het principe van strikte scheiding tussen vragen over content 
enn transport, evenals de technologie-afhankelijke wijze waarop het 
communicatiekaderr nog steeds is geformuleerd. Een conclusie van deze studie is 
daaromm dat de regulering van toegangscontrole om meer flexibele middelen en 
mogelijkhedenn vraagt ter stimulering van marktwerking, zowel op de markt voor 
technischee betaaltelevisie als op de markt voor technische faciliteiten. 

Tevenss wordt in de studie geconcludeerd dat de individuele relatie tussen 
abonneess en service provider een sleutel is tot effectieve behandeling van 
marktwerkingg als ook van publieke informatie beleidsproblemen in betaaltelevisie. 
Uiteindelijkk is het de monopolisering van het consumentenbestand dat de 
vooruitzichtenn betreffende de toetreding tot (en marktwerking op) de markt van de 
rivalenn vermindert. De marktwerking van betaaltelevisiemarkten hangt 
hoofdzakelijkk af van het feit of consumenten vrij zijn te kiezen en te wisselen tussen 
concurrerendee aanbiedingen. Consumentenvraag kan verder een belangrijk 
controle-instrumentt zijn betreffende de kwaliteit en consumentvriendelijkheid van 
toegangsgecontroo leerde diensten, onder het voorbehoud dat consumenten in een 
positiee zijn om effectief hun voorkeuren te kunnen uiten. Het is daarom dat de 
studiee suggereert om Nationale Reguleringsautoriteiten instrumenten te geven, 
opdatt zij de monopolisering van het consumentenbestand kunnen tegengaan en 
voorwaardenn kunnen creëren die het mogelijk maken voor consumenten om 
toegangg te krijgen tot de diverse diensten van hun keuze tegen redelijke, betaalbare 
enn non-discriminatoire voorwaarden. Meer specifiek legt de studie de nadruk op het 
belangg van: 

-- de mogelijkheid om interoperabiliteitsoplossingen te verplichten; 
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—— de mogelijkheid om koppelverkoop te verbieden; 
—— transparantie bevorderende maatregelen, inclusief het beschikbaar maken van 

informatiee van vergelijkbare diensten; 
—— de mogelijkheid om de redelijkheid van contractuele voorwaarden, prijzen en 

dienstkwaliteitt in betaaltelevisie provider-consumentencontracten aan te sturen. 
Inn het uitvoeren van deze taken zouden de Nationale Reguleringsautoriteiten 

voldoendee flexibiliteit dienen te bezitten om rekening te houden met de 
overwegingenn van efficiëntie en welvaart, evenals convergentie en de functionele 
enn economische relaties tussen de dienst en het transportniveau. De studie 
propageertt het schrappen van artikel 6 van de Toegangsrichtlijn, dat nog steeds 
gebaseerdd is op het technologie-afhankelijke onderscheid en dat Nationale 
Reguleringsautoriteitenn weinig mogelijkheden biedt voor een flexibel beleid . 
Daarentegenn zou de meer flexibele benadering in artikelen 8-13 van de 
Toegangsrichtlijnn van toepassing dienen te zijn. Ten tweede wordt in de studie 
aanbevolenn om artikel 5 (l)b van de Toegangsrichtlijn te interpreteren in de zin van 
hett flexibele concept volgens de artikelen 8-13 van de Toegangsrichtlijn. Ten derde 
bevatt de studie het advies om een einde te maken aan het niet van toepassing zijn 
vann de Universele Diensten Richtlijn op de omroepsector en in het bijzonder op de 
voorzieningenn betreffende consumentenbescherming in de artikelen 17, 20, 21, 22 
enn 32. Regels die de positie van consumenten versterken en beschermen zijn een 
belangrijkk middel om te beantwoorden aan de belangen van concurrenten en 
consumenten.. Het middel om marktwerking te bereiken alsmede brede toegang en 
beschikbaarheidd van toegangsgecontroleerde content, is de garantie dat 
consumentenn toegang kunnen krijgen tot toegangsgecontroleerde diensten onder 
redelijke,, betaalbare en non-discriminatoire voorwaarden. Discriminatie op grond 
vann woonplaats dient ook te worden aangepakt als een vorm van discriminatie die 
schadelijkk is voor het bereiken van de Europese Interne Markt. Idealiter zou deze 
benaderingg marktwerkings- en publieke informatievraagstukken tegelijkertijd 
kunnenn aanpakken. 

Eenn vraag die verder onderzoek behoeft, is het potentieel aan regels betreffende 
consumentenbeschermingg om de democratische, culturele, sociale en individuele 
waardee van content voor consumenten te realiseren. De auteur gelooft dat er in de 
toekomstt nog steeds een rol is weggelegd voor een vorm van publieke 
mediarechtelijkee interventie betreffende toegangsgecontroleerde digitale omroep. 
Hetzelfdee geldt voor initiatieven om de creatie en distributie van content te 
stimuleren,, ongeacht de vraag van consumenten. Zoals gezegd zijn er valide 
redenenn waarom het uit het oogpunt van publiek informatiebeleid wenselijk kan 
zijn,, dat in het algemeen belang bepaalde content niet alleen onderworpen is aan 
exclusieve,, private elektronische controle van toegang. Dit kan dan gaan om content 
vann algemeen belang voor het publiek, of om content in het publieke domein of om 
contentt waarvoor het publiek al eens heeft betaald. Een ander aspect is dat 
elektronischee toegangscontrole noch de marktwerking tussen 'vrije' televisie en 
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toegangsgecontroleerdee televisie zou dienen te hinderen, noch de media zou kunnen 
hinderenn in haar taak om het publiek goed te informeren. 

Voorr zover het juridische initiatieven betreft, geeft de studie twee interessante 
oplossingen,, die op Europees niveau zijn ontwikkeld: de regeling met betrekking tot 
dee lijst van belangrijke evenementen en het recht van korte reportage. Het concept 
vann de lijst van belangrijke evenementen is geregeld in artikel 3(a) van de Televisie 
zonderr Grenzen Richtlijn alsmede in artikel 9bis van de Europese Conventie 
betreffendee Grensoverschrijdende Televisie van de Raad van Europa. Het concept 
'lijstt van belangrijke evenementen' erkent het recht van lidstaten om een 
zogenaamdee lijst van belangrijke evenementen op te stellen, inhoudende lijsten met 
gebeurtenissenn van bijzonder publiek belang die daarom geheel of gedeeltelijk vrij 
toegankelijkk op televisie dienen te worden uitgezonden. De onderliggende gedachte 
iss de beperking van de exclusieve exploitatie van uitzendingsrechten, ten behoeve 
vann een algemeen publiek belang in de publieke toegankelijkheid van bepaalde 
content.. Vrij toegankelijke televisie krijgt in deze context de rol om content van 
algemeenn belang voor het publiek toegankelijk te maken, zelfs indien deze 
onderworpenn is aan exclusieve uitzendingsrechten. Hoewel het concept 'lijst van 
belangrijkee evenementen' in theorie een handig middel zou kunnen zijn om een 
opdelingg van het publiek in geabonneerd en niet-geabonneerd de baas te blijven, is 
eenn van de conclusies van het onderzoek ook dat het lijst concept en de wijze 
waaropp de implementatie ervan heeft plaatsgevonden in vele opzichten niet deugt. 
Eenn groot probleem betreffende het lijst concept is de noodzaak om meer 
democratische,, transparante en deelnemende procedures te vinden om te kunnen 
vaststellenn welke evenementen als een evenement van hoog of groot belang zouden 
kunnenn zijn te beschouwen. De huidige beperking tot hoofdzakelijk belangrijke 
sportevenementenn en een paar culturele evenementen dekt echter niet 
nieuwswaardigee evenementen in het algemeen, of in het publieke domein vallende 
contentt of content die door belastingbetalers wordt gefinancierd. Het is moeilijk in 
tee zien waarom het publiek een beschermingswaardig belang heeft om op vrij 
toegankelijkee televisie alleen de eerste twee categorieën te zien, en niet de laatste. 
Eenn van de punten van kritiek in de studie is meer in het algemeen, dat de lijst van 
belangrijkee evenementen geen rekening houdt met de situatie van consumenten, 
aliass burgers, betreffende content die wordt aangeboden via betaaltelevisie. Dit 
beantwoordtt niet aan de realiteit van de markt en ziet over het hoofd dat 
toegangsgecontroleerdee omroep ook een wenselijke aanvulling van het bestaande 
programma-aanbodd kan zijn, mits gegarandeerd is dat toegangsbeheerders hun 
machtt niet misbruiken ten nadele van consumenten en marktwerking. Dit is een 
puntt van kritiek dat diepgeworteld is in het omroeprecht en de wijze waarop de 
sectorr is geregeld. Omroepregelgeving gaat nog steeds uit van het 'eens-
uitgezonden-toegang-voor-allen'' concept van traditionele omroepdiensten. Het ziet 
niett in dat, zoals in andere communicatiesectoren, toegang tot omroepmarkten ook 
eenn kwestie van individuele onderhandeling en contracten is geworden. 
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Hett tweede instrument, het recht van korte reportage, is neergelegd in artikel 9 
vann de Europese Conventie betreffende Grensoverschrijdende Televisie. Op het 
momentt van schrijven was er een discussie gaande of het recht van korte reportage 
tevenss geïmplementeerd zou dienen te worden in de Europese Televisie zonder 
Grenzenn Richtlijn. De auteur gelooft dat het recht van korte reportage een nuttig 
instrumentt is om de taak van een goed geïnformeerde en goed informerende media 
tee bevorderen in een omgeving van elektronische toegangscontrole. Het recht van 
kortee reportage geeft alle omroepen het recht hun publiek te informeren over 
nieuws,, sport- en culturele evenementen, zelfs indien een derde partij het exclusieve 
rechtt tot uitzending van het desbetreffende evenement heeft. Voorwaarde is dat de 
omroepp het evenement beschouwt als van hoog publiek belang en met 
nieuwswaarde,, en dat de uitzending voldoet aan de vereisten van een 'korte 
reportage'.. In tegenstelling tot het 'lijst van belangrijke evenementen' concept richt 
hethet recht van korte reportage zich niet zo zeer op het verzekeren van de toegang 
voorr consumenten tot een bepaalde content, maar op het geïnformeerd worden over 
dee essentie van de content in de mate die nieuwswaardig en van publiek belang is. 
Eenn ander verschil wat betreft het recht van korte reportage is dat het in eerste 
instantiee aan de omroep is om te bepalen welke informatie van publiek belang is. 
Bijj  het 'lijst van belangrijke evenementen' concept is deze taak daarentegen 
voorbehoudenn aan regeringen en onderworpen aan voorafgaande langdurige 
procedures.. De efficiency van het recht van korte reportage wordt echter bedreigd 
doorr het gebrek aan duidelijke verplichtingen voor de beheerders van 
toegangsgecontroleerdee platforms om het dienstsignaal onversleuteld beschikbaar te 
stellen.. Zonder een dergelijke verplichting kan de uitoefening van het recht van 
kortee reportage belemmerd worden. Derde-omroepen zijn nu afhankelijk van de 
vrijwillig ee medewerking van de toegangsbeheerder om het signaal zonder 
significantee tijdelijke vertraging beschikbaar te stellen. 

Eenn conclusie van deze studie is dat zowel het recht van korte reportage als het 
'lijstt van belangrijke evenementen' concept verbeterd dienen te worden voordat ze 
eenn efficiënt antwoord kunnen opleveren op de elektronische uitsluiting van 
toegangg tot algemeen belang content en redelijkheid van toegangsmogelijkheden. 
Verderr mag elektronische toegangscontrole niet het functioneren van de media 
verstoren. . 

Hoewell  de studie over voorwaardelijke toegang in digitale omroep gaat, is het 
niett zo dat elektronische toegangscontrole een thema is dat zich slechts beperkt tot 
dee digitale omroepsector. Dit is al het geval vanwege convergentie en de Europese 
multi-platformm strategie. Tevens heeft het te maken met het feit dat oplossingen van 
dee elektronische toegangscontrole net zo aantrekkelijk zijn voor het internet of voor 
hett mobiele domein. Ook hier biedt elektronische toegangscontrole de mogelijkheid 
tott toegang tot digitale content, de mogelijkheid om niche markten te bereiken, de 
mogelijkheidd tot content controle en tot het onderhouden van individuele 
commerciëlee relaties met consumenten. Met name in het kader van Digital Rights 
Managementt technologieën zijn al vergelijkbare klachten geconstateerd betreffende 
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bottleneckk situaties, inzake een monopolisering van het consumentenbestand en 
overr het gebrek aan transparantie en vergelijkbare informatie. Verder onderzoek zal 
waarschijnlijkk aantonen dat elektronische toegangscontrole ook buiten digitale 
omroepmarktenn marktwerking en toegankelijkheid van inhoudelijke diensten kan 
aantasten,, zelfs indien men zich realiseert dat er nu eenmaal verschillen bestaan 
tussenn de inhoudelijke regulering van omroep en van niet-omroepdiensten. 

Inn het geval dat er overeenkomsten worden gevonden, kan lering worden 
getrokkenn uit het betaaltelevisie voorbeeld. Een les van de betaaltelevisie casus is 
datt elektronische toegangscontrole hand in hand gaat met kwesties van ongelijkheid 
vann toegang tot digitale content en elektronische uitsluiting. Omroepregelgevers 
hebbenn dit relatief vroeg erkend en hebben een benadering ontwikkeld die het 
waardd is óók te worden besproken in de context van omroepdiensten. De lijst van 
belangrijkee evenementen en het recht van korte reportage erkennen dat het de 
combinatiee is van elektronisch gecontroleerde toegang en exclusieve content 
rechten,, die de toegang en de beschikbaarheid van content aantast. Een oplossing 
diee wordt geboden om deze situatie aan te pakken, is door de exclusiviteit van de 
exploitatierechtenn te verminderen, tenminste wanneer het content in het algemeen 
belangg betreft. Een andere les die van de betaaltelevisie casus geleerd kan worden is 
datdat de Europese Toegangsrichtlijn voorziet in middelen om met technische 
bottleneckk situaties om te gaan. De artikelen 8-13 van de Toegangsrichtlijn richten 
zichh op de sector van elektronische communicatie, op bottleneck situaties en op 
gedragg dat is gericht op monopolisering van het consumentenbestand. De 
betaaltelevisiee casus toont echter ook aan dat het Communicatie Raamwerk 
gebaseerdd is op een aantal onderscheidingen die hinderlijk kunnen zijn. Met name 
wordtt het steeds moeilijker onderscheid te maken tussen het content en het 
transportniveauu en technologie-afhankelijke juridische oplossingen zouden zoveel 
mogelijkk verlaten dienen te worden, wanneer het gaat om convergerende diensten. 
Voorzichtigheidd is op zijn plaats wanneer toegangsverplichtingen als oplossingen 
voorr bottleneck situaties worden aangedragen. Dit is met name het geval indien 
bottleneckk situaties het gevolg zijn van controle van een technische standaard. De 
effectievee toepassing en handhaving van regels in de Toegangsrichtlijn dient ook 
rekeningg te houden met zowel een technische als met een content kant. Het beste 
niveauu om deze kwestie aan te pakken is waarschijnlijk het niveau van toezicht op 
enn handhaving van de regelgeving. 

Tenslottee is nog een belangrijke les te leren uit de betaaltelevisie casus, namelijk 
datt het stimuleren van marktwerking op het faciliteits- en service niveau, indien dit 
mogelijkk is, een betere oplossing is om misbruik van machtspositie te voorkomen. 
Eenn belangrijk element in een dergelijke strategie zijn garanties betreffende 
redelijkheid,, betaalbaarheid en keuzevrijheid van diensten voor de consument en 
markttransparantie.. De artikelen 8-13 van de Toegangsrichtlijn en de Universele 
Dienstenn Richtlijn maken een nuttige stap in deze richting door de mogelijkheid van 
interoperabiliteitsoplossingenn verplicht te stellen, door de mogelijkheid om 
koppelverkoopp te verbieden, door de mogelijkheid om transparantie-bevorderende 
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maatregelenn te nemen en door de mogelijkheid om de juistheid van contractuele 
voorwaarden,, prijzen etc. in overeenkomsten tussen service providers en 
consumentenn te sturen. Of en hoe deze regels in de praktijk bruikbaar zijn en of er 
aanvullendee maatregelen nodig zijn dient verder onderzocht te worden. Zeker is dat 
dee regels en voorwaarden van redelijke, betaalbare en non-discriminatoire toegang 
niett 'slechts' een zaak van billijkheid en consumentenbescherming zijn, maar dat zij 
ookk dienen om marktwerking en toegankelijkheid te bevorderen en om 
elektronischee uitsluiting te voorkomen. 
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CONTROLLINGG ACCESS TO CONTENT 
Regulatingg Conditional Access in Digital Broadcasting 

Natal ii Helberger 

Controll or access to content has become a vital aspect of many business models for modern 
broadcastingg and online services. Using the example of digital broadcasting, the author 
revealss the resulting challenges for competition and public information policy and how they 
aree addressed in European law governing competition, broadcasting, and 
telecommunications.. Controlling Access to Content explores the relationship between 
electronicc access control, freedom of expression and functioning competition. It scrutinizes 
thee interplay between law and technique, and the ways in which broadcasting, 
telecommunications,, and general competition law are inevitably interconnected. 

Europeann law has widely harmonized the way conditional access is regulated in the 
Memberr States of the European Union. The author comments in detail on the relevant rules 
inn European telecommunications law. She provides a concise overview of the existing 
decisionss of the European Court of Justice and the European Commission in its function as 
watchdogg of European competition law. The relevant provisions in European broadcasting 
law,, such as the right to short reporting and the scxalled list of important events, are 
discussedd extensively, as are the conditions that overrule the free-TV culture that was the 
essencee of traditional broadcasting law. The broad and systematic screening of the existing 
regulatoryy framework makes this book an essential resource for all those who are 
concernedd with the electronic control of access to content. 

Withh its in-depth analysis and explicit conclusions, Controlling Access to Content amply 
suppliess the crucial understanding of this complex field that policy makers, regulators, and 
academicss require. It investigates the implications of electronic access control, digitization, 
andd convergence for broadcasting, as well as the effects of the regulatory framework on 
innovation,, competition, and consumer access to content. It demonstrates clearly at which 
pointss the chosen approach could backfire and generate undesirable side-effects, and what 
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